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I. INTRODUCTION

Background on the Resource Access Projects and the Head Start Effort

to SeriTaTiarenwithlimLapL

In 1976, the Administration for Children, Youth and Families (ACYF), designed

the Resource Access Project (RAP) to strengthen the services Head Start programs

provide to preschool children with handicaps. Today, fifteen RAPs are sponsored

by public and private agencies and universities throughout the country. The

ACYF-funded network of projects links services for handicapped children in Head

Start with services in the community, serves as a materials, information, and

technical assistance resource, and trains Head Start teachers and administrators

to mainstream young children with special needs.

As early as 1967, Head Start had committed themselves to providing all children

with a comprehensive developmental program and encouraged grantees to enroll and

mainstream handicapped children. In 1972, amendments to the Economic Opportunity

Act stipulated that "not less than 10 percent of the total number of enrollment

opportunities in the nation in the Head Start program shall be available for

handicapped children and... services shall be provided to meet their special

needs" (PL 94-142). The Head Start, Economic Opportunity and Community Partner-

ship Act of 1974 further strengthened Head Start's efforts to identify, enroll

and serve handicapped children by requiring that the 10 percent enrollment man-

date be met at the state level. With teachers' increased responsibility, the

need for specialized skills increased as wtill. RAP projects were staffed with

personnel with these skills and it has been their task to transmit current

knowledge and techniques in t,ie field of early childhood special education to

Head Start teachers and administrators.

ACYF informs Congress annually of the status of Head Start's handicap effort

thrz.ugh The Handicapped

lhe most recent figures documented an enrollment of 45,430 handicapped

preschoolers, 12.3 percent of the program's total enrollment. Handicapping

conditions include blind/visual impairments, deaf/hearing impairments, serious

emotional disturbances, orthopedic impairments, health impairments, learning

disabilities, mental retardation, and speech impairments, with the highest



incidence occurring among the latter. The Annual Report also revealed that

the RAP network is the most frequently called upon source to determine train-

ing needs of personnel serving handicapped children in Head Start.

An additiunal role of the RAPs is to facilitate collaboration between state

education agencies (SEAs) and ACYF regional offices, and between local educa-

tion agencies (LEAs) and Head Start programs. The intent of these collabora-

tive efforts has been to ease the transition for handicapped children between

Head Start and public schools and to encourage the sharing of resources.

Thirty-one formal, state-level, written agreements, as well as numerous in-

formal working agreements, have been arranged since 1977, when the national

Head Start office and the Office of Special Education, U.S. Department of Ed-

ucation, formerly the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped (BEH), designated

RAP as the liaison between Head Start grantees and the public educational sys-

tem.

All ACYF regions are served by at least one RAP, larger regions are served by

two or three. The locations of projects, their sponsors, the number of Head

Start grantees served, and the estimated numbers of Head Start handicapped

children in each RAP's service area are listed on the next page.

The Evaluation Process

An evaluation of the RAPs has been conducted every year for six years. The

evaluation staff reports formally to ACYF on the RAPs' performance relative

to the eleven tasks in their scope of work. The final impact report allows

each RAP to gauge its own performance against the network. The evaluation pro-

cess and ACYF's commitment to it has ensured uniformity of RAP service delivery

to HeadStart programs across the country. ACYF uses information about pro-

jects' strengths, weaknesses, and barriers to service to remediate individual

projects, launch new initiatives, and make policy decisions. The evaluator's

annual telephone survey with a sample of 400 Head Starts allows input from RAPs'

primary clients. The evaluator's annual phone survey of 54 state education agen-

cies draw these representatives' attention to RAPs' ongoing commitment to col-

laboration as well as invites their input about RAPs' performance.



HEW

Regjoil RAP Sponsor and Location

Number of
Head Start

Grantees

*
Estimated Number uf.

Head Start Handicapped
Children in Service Arel.

Education Development Center
Newton, Massachusetts 72 1,744 r"

II New York University
#1,

New York City, Nevi York 80 4,555

Iii Georgetown University

IV e

Washington, D.C.

Chapel Hill Outreach Project

114 4,217 0

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 114 4,265 I-1

The Urban Observatory
Nashville, Tennessee 83 3,376 q

Friends of Children
(subcontracted through the
Chapel Hill. Outreach Program) 24 2,684 1

Jackson,. Mississippi

V University of Illinois

Champaign, Illinois 116 5,311

Portage Project

Portage, Wisconsin 87 3,052

VI Texas Tech University
Lubbock, Texas 143 4,962

r

VII University of Kansas
Kansas City, Kansas 67 2,485

VIII University of Denver
Denver, Colorado 59 1,219 d

IX Child, Youth and Family Services
Los Angeles, California

University of Hawaii

57 3,389 '

1,

Honolulu, Hawaii 12 340

X Portland State University
Portland, Oregon 50 1,183

Easter Seal Society
Anchorage, Alaska 3 79

.111y.aMIL,

1,081

0-...-
42,861

NATIONAL AVERAGE 72 2,857

*From National Tables 1980 -1981, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services,

excludes IMPD programs



RLA developed this, illuminative, or formative, evaluation design over'the years

to allow managers of the program to base pry : ;ram changes on the perceptions of

users of the program. The following assumptions are implicit in RLA's evalua-

tion philosophy:

The evaluation effort was conceived by ACYF as an integral
part of the RAP program development; it was born with the
RAPs and grows with them - simultaneously providing sup-
port, accountability, and objectivity.

Evaluators do not weight or judge program priorities. The
ACYF program officer determines program priorities and com-
municates them to the RAP contractors. The evaluator devel-
ops tools that help ACYF articulate priorities, communicate
priorities to RAP projects, and analyze the effectiveness
of implementing program priorities.

The evaluation is formative by design. It identifies for
program administrators trends, successful approaches to
program solving, barriers to program implementation and
unique factors affecting project operations. Ranking,

quantification, and summation are minimized.

The analytical framework developed by RLA progresses from
RAP-centered perceptions of performance to client/user-
centered perceptions of RAP's impact so that the programs
are viewed in a progressively broader context.

The evaluation is a vehicle for communication among RAPs
and a source of program development assistance for new
as well as established RAP contractors.

This sixth Impact Evaluation Report presents findings from the July 1981 to

July 1982 program year. Although several RAPs have funding cycles which do

not coincide with the program year, evaluators assess performance for that

period. Comparisons are occasionally made with earlier findings, but the re-

port concentrates on RAPs' sixth year of program activity.

The text is organized as six chapters: Introduction, Profiles of the RAPs,

Budget and Staff Characteristics, Performance on Tasks, Impact of RAP, and

Findings and Recommendations.

the RAP Profiles jive a thumbnail sketch of each RAP's performance in key areas.

All other chapters treat the network as a whole, with illustrations of the ex-
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ceptional characteristics of individual projects. The chapter on Budget and

Staffing organizes and analyzes data on tie RAPs' financial and staff resources.

Findings regarding the fulfillment of each contractual obligation are organized

by task in the chapter on Performance. The Impact section reveals H'ad Start

and SEA clients' perceptions of the services they receive from RAPs. Evalu-

ators summarize the major outcomes of this program year and suggest future

emphases in the section headed Findings and Recommendations. Remedial solutions

to individual project's specific problems are not offered in this report as

those are the responsibility of the ACYF project officer,

Methodolr,gy

RLA uses a team of five analysts with Head Start and program assessment experi-

ence to evaluate the RAP program. Four members of the team participate in every

aspect of the 'work, which includes field work, clientele inquiries, tabulation

and analysis of data, and report writing. The fifth was engaged this year to

assist with the tabulation and analysis of data.

Principal methods of data collection are personal interviews with RAP staff and

Regional Office personnel, comprehensive reviews of files at each project site,

and telephone surveys with Head Start staff and all SEAs. Additionally, confi-

dential evaluation forms prepared by the evaluator are collected from partici-

pants at selected RAP training conferences. RLA conducts follow-up phone inter-

views with a limited number of these conference participants to determine the

long-term effects of the training.

1
Instrumentation

The evaluation team developed six instruments to collect and organize data from

RAP staff, Head Start clients, SEA users of RAP service, and regional office

personnel: 1) an interview guide for RAP site visits; 2) a matrix for record-

ing RAP transactions; 3) an evaluation form for participants attending RAP

training; 4) an interview guide for telephone inquiries to assess long-term

effects of RAP training; 5) a script for telephone inquiries to SEA and Head

Start persornel; 6) and a questionnaire for Regional Office personnel. All

14
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instruments were developed with modifications and approval from ACYF and were

used by RLA staff exclusively; where appropriate, OMB clearance was obtained.

The interview guide is the master tool. It structures evaluators' on-site

interviews with RAP staff about the major areas of program operation: goals,

internal project characteristics, budget, task priorities, performance on each

of the 11 required tasks, relationships with regional and national ACYF Offices,

regional contexts, perceptions of project accomplishments, barriers to service,

and each RAP's recommendations for the network.

The matrix is used to analyze RAP activities; it records each type of activity,

requestor, provider, recipient, geographic location, attributes, and handicap-

ping conditions.

The questionnaires for Head Start and SEA telephone surveys collect information

about clients' familiarity with RAP, the initiator, frequency, and type of con-

tact, satisfaction with service, most valued service, and any problems with RAP

service experienced by the client.

Instruments used to assess the effectiveness of RAP training solicit informa-

tion on respondents' position, conference topics, client satisfaction, descrip-

tions of what was learned, and trainees' perceptions of the practices they

learned and later adopted.

Interviews with regional office personnel seek information about the RAPs'

impact on grantees, RAPs' responsiveness to the needs of grantees, outcomes

of RAPs' work, most valuable services offered by RAPs, RAPs' adaptation to

the region's system for delivery of handicap services to grantees, and areas

for improvement.

Procedures

RLA project staff traveled in two teams of two persons to complete the field

work in Spring 1982. At least one member of each team had visited each site

before. During the two-day site visits, evaluators interviewed RAP staff and

reviewed file materials. On a third day they met with regional Office staff.

All site visits were scheduled by phone and confirmed by letter.

15
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Field analysts reviewed and recorded all activity reports and task records

completed between July 1, 1981, G 4 mpril 1, 1982 and other activities beyond

April 1 .
Evaluators clarified inconsistencies among written records, on-site

interviews, and Head Start interviews RAP staff later, when necessary.

Two separate series of telephone interviews were conducted to assess the impact

of RAP work. Interviews with SEAs in June 1982 collected data on the task re-

quiring RAPs to facilitate collaboration between Head Start and public schools.

Prior to the interviews a letter was sent to every SEA asking for their cooper-

ation. An identical protocol was followed for the Head Start telephone inquiries

which were conducted from March through May 1982. The stratified random sample

of Head Starts was drawn from lists submitted by all 15 RAPs. A follow-up let-

ter of thanks was sent to each SEA and Head Start respondent.

RAPs were asked to select one-quarter of their training conferences at which

to distribute the RLA evaluation form. Participants' sealed forms were return-

ed by either the RAP or the participants to be tallied by RLA. Evaluation staff

drew a follow-up sample from the population of participants who gave contact

information, selecting persons whose position and satisfaction level were repre-

sentative of the short-term evaluation population. The long-term follow-up

interviews were conducted three months after the respondents had participated

in the training conferences.

1



II. RAP PROFILES

THE NEW ENGLAND RAP

BACKGROUND

Location: 55 Chapel Street
Newton, Massachusetts 02160

Telephone: (617) 969-710U

Funding Sponsor: Education Development Center (EDC)

Staff: Joanne Brady, Director
Kirsten Hansen, Coordinator
Nancy Railsback, Assistant Coordinator

Grant/Contract History: ,EDC is a nonprofit corporation specializing

in educational studies. During the first two years of RAP there was

an in-house association with Project ERIN, a BEH-funded HCEEP project.

RAP has the support of a loose confederation of BEH-funded projects

located primarily in the New England area. This year RAP was the re-

cipient of a Region I contract to provide a liaison for the state of

Connecticut, responsible for the development of state and local col-

laborative agreements with Head Start programs. In 1981 the RAP con-

tract was modified so that EDC staff could manage the RAP computer ef-

fort.

Funding Level: $133,541 (national average, $142,741). RAP's overall

budget falls below the national average, ranking eighth; the travel

line item falls below the national average and is the second lowest.

All other costs are comparable to the national averages.

Full-Time lvivalent Staff: 3.00 (national average 3.42). New England

RAP has the fifth loweilTE.

FTE $20,424 (national average $18,873). This is the sixth

highest average FTE salary level.

REGIONAL SITUATION

States Served: Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connec-

ticut, Rhode Island -- 67,000 square miles, fourth smallest geographic

area.

Estimated Number of HeadltartlilidlcupedChildren: 1,744 (national

average 2,857).

Number of Grantees: 72 (national average 72).

gy_Lay,ktgallejjyrfl-idicae,,y_ices,: Region I supported a
contract for handicap T/TA in Connecticut. State Training Centers

(STCs) provide the full range of services, including handicap T/TA on
a limited basis; RAP works closely with STCs.



Most Valuable Service Cited _ky Regional Officet Immediate response to

crisis situations; ongoiligil7TA role; or61WFirig agencies to work with

Head Start.

RAP OPERATIONS

Top Four Task Priorities:

Provide service to Head Start grantees
Conduct state training conferences
Facilitate collaborative agreements
Assess needs of Head Start grantees

Bottom Two Priorities:

Conduct advisory committee meetings
Assist Head Start grantees with Annual Survey

Needs Assessment Process: 96 perceAt of the assessments have been com-

pleted (national average 93'percent). Needs assessment information is

formally gathered by mail, once in the fall to determine short-term needs,

and again in the spring for a more in-depth assessment of needs. The

greatest needs identified by grantees are in the area of family communi-

cations, recruitment, IEPs, and intercomponent coordination.

Training_ Conferences: 7 conferences; total trained, 717.

333 teachers and 77 teacher aides were
trained; this represents 47 percent
of the teachers and 10 percent of
the teacher aides in RAP's service
area, compared to 34 and 20 percents

nationally.

307 others were in attendance, including
social services staff.

62 grantees attended; this represents
86 percent of all grantees, compared

to the national average of 85 percent.

Short-term Conference Evaluation:

Composition consisted of 97 percent Head Start staff compared

to 96 percent nationally, and 1 percent non-Head Start, com-

pared to 1 percent nationally.

40 percent of the Head Start attendees were teachers, 21 per-

cent teacher aides, and 37 percent other staff. Nationally, com-

position was 43 percent teachers, 21 percent aides, and 32 percent

others.

Is
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Satisfaction among participants falls into the following distribu-
tion: 48 percent excellent, 50 percent good, 2 percent fair, and
0 percent poor, compared to national findings of 54, 41, 3, and
less than 1 percent.

Participants gained knowledge in an average of 3.7 areas as a
consequence of the conference, compared to 4.3 nationally.

Trainees would adopt an average of 4.0 new practices as a conse-
quence of training, compared to 4.2 nationally.

Use of Providers: 208 providers are catalogued in the Ile. (national

average 454). Approximately 70 are used actively.

Activities Analysis:

Type Percentage National

Facilitation 2 % 2 %

Training 1 3

lechnical Assistance 8 6

Information 14 24

Materials 75 65

Analysis of activities reveals that RAP compares similarly with the
national distribution on training, technical assistance, and facilitation;

falls below the average for information; and exceeds the average for

materials, the latter being one of the highest among RAPs. RAP recorded
351 activities; national average 255; range 114 to 442.

Provider: RAP is the provider in 98 percent of the activities com-

pared to 94 percent nationally. Other providers identified in activ-
ities are resource providers (1%), and other RAPs (1%).

Reauestor: 90 percent of the activities identify Head Start request-
ors; 10 percent are, non -Head Start, compared to national findings of 7.4

and 26 percents, respectively. Other regnestors include resource pro-

viders (2%), other RAPs (3%), regional oontractors (1%), ACYF-regional

(1%), ACYF-DC (1%),.and others (2%).

Geographic Distribution:

State Percent

Massachusetts 31 %

Connecticut 28

Rhode Island 15

Maine 9

New Hampshire 9

Vermont 4

Other 4

Task Records: RAP records 79 tasks records; 68 nationally; range 44-99.

b35 persons received training by RAP in addition to the state training

conferences.
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Advisory Committee: One meeting was held this year and a second was
planned. New England RAP has the largest advisory committee, with
22 members (compared to a national average of 14 members). All

categories of representatives are included.

Collaboration: New England RAP facilitated a cullaborative agreement be-
tween the Connecticut SEA and Head Start, and a local agreement between
ABCD, Inc. Head Start and the Boston public schools. The RAP co-developed
a workshop on how child abuse affects the developmentally disabled child
with the UAF in Boston.

Task Force: New England RAP participated on two task forces: computer

(chairperson) and computer technology.

Head Start Directors' Meetings: A total of four meetings were attended
in three of six states in RAP's service area. Two regional director's

meetings were also attended.

Start Inquiries: 5.1 average number of types of contacts,

compared!to 4.6 nationally.

Satisfaction measures 3.6 on a four-point scale (3.4 nationally).

Problems are cited by 0 percent of the informants (2 percent nationally).

Mainstreaming conferences were attended by 29 percent of the teachers
and 29 percent of the teacher aides among the sampled grantees, compared

to 28 and 20 percents nationally.

55 percent of the respondents identify training as the r Jst valuable

service that RAP offers, compared to 59 percent natione ly.

SEA Telephone Inquiries:

Frequency of contact 2.8 (2.6 national index).

Average number of types of contacts 5.8 (4.1 national index).

Satisfaction 3.6 (3.3 n...tional grade).

OBSERVATIONS

ThresCaseseresentative of Work:
Asked by the regional office to examine irregularities in a program's
diagnostic reports, RAP found that both the Head Start and LEA were
unwittingly out of compliance with state regulations; as a result,

children were not getting services. RAP intervened together with SEA
staff, designed additional TA visits, provided written materials, and
focused on how the agencies could work it out together. This assistance

eventually led to outlining a local interagency agreement. RAP also ar-

ranged a workshop for staff and parents on the state laws and parents'

rights and linked local staff with a nearby program that provided a
model for Head Start/LEA collaboration.
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An example of how one program can strengthen over time, given appropri-
ate TA began when RAP noticed a problem in diagnosis during its census-
taking. RAP contacted the program and offered an orientation on diagnosis
to staff, which included a new director and new handicap coordinator. In

a follow-up call, RAP was invited to conduct a workshop on "sensitizing"
in which participants discussed their feelings toward the handicapped,
role played, and saw the LATON films. This led to requests for further
training from RAP on teachers' expectations and record keeping systems.

Stemming from discussions at a RAP advisory committee meeting, additional
social services training was provided to Maine grantees by a local pro-
vider. Washington County ( Maine) Outreach, a local HCEEP Project, offered
the services of its skilled trainers and a proven training model to grant-
ees the day before the state RAP conference. The regional office staff
cited this use of local resources as an excellent example of the broker-
age role that RAP fills in the area,
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THE NYU RAP

BACKGROUND

Location: New York University
School of Continuing Education
3 Washington Square Village, Suite 1M
New York, New York 10012

Telephone: (212) 598-2144

Funding Sponsor: New York University

Staff: Judith Rothschild-Stolberg, Director
Dinah Heller, Coordinator
Michelle Rutman, Resource Specialist
Bob Daniels, Special Services Specialist

Grant Contract History) The NYU School of Continuing Education has been

involved in Head Start programs for 17 years, including participation in

national ACYF leadership development programs, training in early child-

hood education, and T/TA to grantees. The Regional Coordinator of/Ser.

vices to the Handicapped (RCSH) is contracted to NYU, as is the Special-

ist Service contract which provides T/TA to Region II grantees./ NYU has

not been a BEH contractor.

Funding Level: $163,912 (national average, $142,741). The oVerall budget

is the second highest among RAPs as well as overhead and fri/hge costs.

Salaries and "other costs" are comparable to the national average;

travel falls below the national average.

Full-Time Equivalent Staff: 3.03 (national average, 3.42).

FTE Salary: $21,433 (national average, $18,873). NYU/has the fifth

highest FTE salary.

REGIONAL SITUATION

States Served: New Jersey, New York, Puerto Rico ,Virgin Islands --

61,000 square miles, the third smallest geographic area served by RAPs,

but rearAing into the Caribbean Sea.

Estimated Number of Head Start Handicapped Children: 4,555 (national

average,

Number of Grantees: 80 (national average 72)1.

ACYF System for Delivery of Hancii2p Servicys: Five RTOs serve the

region; Tese grants and contracts have an identified handicap objective,

but no specific sums or person-day allocations. A regional coordinator

of services to the handicapped (RCSH), a lull-time position funded under

a region-wide T/TA contract, is contracted to NYU,
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Most Valuable Service Cited by 2,saional Office: Prompt, accurate, pro-

fessional responses to grantees (information and services); relationships

with other T/TA providers and linking grantees with them; training (quality,

depth, presenters, numbers reached); RAP's lead in working out an agree-

ment with the New York SEA.

RAP OPERATIONS

Top Four Task Priorities:

Provide service to Head Start grantees
Assess needs of Head Start grantees
Conduct state training conferences
Facilitate collaborative agreements

Bottom Two Priorities:

Establish/update file of resource providers
Assist Head Start grantees with Annual Survey

Needs Assessment Process: 90 percent of the assessments have been com-

pleted (national average 93 percent). Needs of grantees are assessed

informally by phone. Other sources for identifying needs are conferences

and meetings. Greatest needs among Head Starts are for training on inter-

component integration, working with parents, timely diagnosis, and "hands-

on" practical help with specific handicapped children.

Training Conferences: 9 conferences, total trained 1,418.

501 teachers and 223 teacher aides were
trained; this represents 27 percent of
the teachers and 12 percent of the teach-
er aides in RAP's service area, com-
pared to 34 and 20 percents nationally.

694 others were in attendance, including 281
social services staff.

79 grantees attended; this represents 99
percent of all grantees, compared to
the national average of 85 percent.

Short-term Conference Evaluation:

Composition consisted of 99 percent Head Start staff compared with

96 percent nationally and less than 1 percent non-Head Start, com-

pared to 1 percent nationally.

48 percent of the Head Start attendees were teachers, 14 percent

teacher aides, and 37 percent other staff. Nationally composition

was 43 percent teachers, 21 percent aides, and 32 percent others.

Satisfaction among participants falls into the following distribu-

tion: 58 percent excellent, 39 percent good, 3 percent fair, and 0

percent poor; compared to national findings of 54, 41, 3 and less

than 1 percents.

Participants gained knowledge in an average of 5.1 areas as a con-

sequence of the conference, compared to 4.3 nationally.
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Trainees would adopt an average of 4.9 new practices as a consequence

of training, compared to 4,2 nationally.

Use of Providers: 431 providers are catalogued in the file (national

average 454T. Approximately 30 are used actively.

Activities Analysis:

Percentage Nationale

Facili*,tion 2 % 2 %

Training 1 3

Technical Assistance 11 6

Information 14 24

Materials 72 65

Analysis of activities reveals that the NYU RAP workload compares
similarly with the national distribution on facilitation and training
and exceeds it on technical assistance and materials. Information

falls below the national average. RAP recorded 267 activities;
national average 255; range 114-442.

Provider: RAP is the provider in 97 percent of the activities com-

pared to 94 percent nationally. Other providers identified include

regional contractors (1%), and resource providers (2%).

86 percent of the activities identify Head Start requestors;
14 percent are non-Head Start, compared to national findings of 74 and

26 percents, respectively. Other requestors include resource providers

(2%), SEA (2%), other RAPs (5%), ACYF-RO (1%), LEA (1%), and others (3%).

Geographic Distribution:

State Percent

New York 67 %

New Jersey 25

Puerto Rico 2

Virgin l!lands 1

Other 5

TaGk. Records: RAP records 59 task records; 68 nationally, range 44-99.

FATTersons received training by RAP in addition to the state training
conferences.

Advisory Committee: One advisory committee meeting was held this year

and another was planned. NYU's advisory committee has 14 members (na-

tional average 14). All categories of representatives are included.
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Collaboration: A collaborative agreement between the New York SEA and
Head Start facilitated by the New York University RAP is signed. RAP

collected data on the number of Head Start handicapped three-to-five-

year-olds and their respective school districts in New York; This assist-
ance to the state resulted in the receipt of federal funds under PL 94-142
for those school districts.

lask Force: NYU participated on three task forces: computer, CDA, and

computer technology.

Head Start Directors' Meetingl: Three state-level meetings were attended,

covering both states, plus one regional meeting.

Head Start Telephone Inquiries: 5.1 average number of types of contacts,

compared to 4.6 nationally.

Satisfaction measures 3.6 on a four-point scale (3.4 nationally).

Problems are cited by 0 percent of the informants (2 percent nationally).

Mainstreaming conferences were attended by 17 percent of the teachers
and 9 percent of the teacher aides among the sampled grantees, compared
to 28 and 20 percents nationally.

67 percent of the respondents identify training as the most valuable.
service that RAP offers, compared to 59 percent nationally.

SEA Telephone Inguiries

Frequency of contact 3.0 (2.6 national index).

Average number of types of contacts 5.5 (4.1 national index).

Satisfaction 3.0 (3.3 national grade).

OBSERVATIONS

Three CasesCitedeserlitativeofWork:
RAP set up a committee to work on the development of a collaborative
agreement between Head Start and the State Department of Education in

New York. Committee members included representatives from the RTU, ACYF
regional office, Head Start programs, Coordinators of Services to the

Handicapped, and RAP. Because of excellent preparation and planning by
the committee, the SEA has recognized Head Start as an organized group

with a strong commitment to serving handicapped preschoolers. An agree-

ment was written and signed. The end product will result in more ser-

vices and money for individual Head Start programs.

RAP assisted a family in placing its four-year-old child in a Head Start

program. The child had previously been refused enrollment at a day care
program because she had had a tracheotomy and required special assistance.

With RAP intervention and assistance, the placement took only one week.
Additional information, technical assistance, and training were offered
to the Head Start program to help familiarize staff with the child's
handicap.
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RAP staff assisted the family of a Head Start child who developed severe
headaches and became blind overnight. The child and her parents had to

travel 200 miles to New York City for treatment. RAP arranged for housing

for the parents, met them at the has helped them with admissions

procedures and working with the child's doctor, and later took the parents

on a tour of the city. The child's vision began to return following treat-

ment.
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THE REGION III RAP

BACKGROUND

Location: Georgetown University Child Development Center

CG-52 Bles Building
3800 Reservoir Road, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20007

Telephone: (202) 625-3639

Funding Sponsor: Georgetown University Child Development CeCzer

Staff: Phyllis Magrab, Director
Virginia Williams, Associate Director
Stanley Pryor, Coordinator
Roxane Kauffman, Assistant Coordinator

Diane Jacobstein, Information Specialist

plantLcontractjAstury: The Cnild Development Center is part of the

Gitir-gitoinUrTiviiirity Medical School, Department of Pediatrics. The

Center has received funds to provide services to Head Start and Day

Care programs for nine years. Special projects under federal and

local auspices provide research, demonstration and training in areas

of nutrition for functionally retarded children, language development,

;And others. This interdisciplinary center is a University Affiliated

Facility (UAF) and uses its resources to encourage collaboration among

agencies as well as to provide screening, diagnostic and treatment ser-

vices to children and families.

Funding Level: $142, 691 (national average $142,741). Salary and over-

head and fringe budget line items are somewhat higher than the national

average; "other costs" and travel fall below the national average.

Full-Time Equivalent Staff: 3.60 (national average 3.42). The Region

III FTE ranks sixth.

FTE Salary: $19,067 (national average, $18,873). Salaries are above

the national average, but lower than those at other major urban centers.

FTE salary ranks eighth.

REGIONAL SITUATION

States Served: Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Washington, D.C.,

and West VFOnia - 123,000 square miles ranking tenth in the country.

Estimated Numbpr of Head Start Handicapped Children: 4,217 ( national

average 2,857).

Number of Grantees: 114 (nudona1 average 72).
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ACYF System for Delivery of Handica p Services: Eight RTOs provide

general T/TA services to which ten percent is earmarked for the handicap
effort. Also a regionwide contractor provides handicap T/TA as one of

five required tasks.

Most Valuable Service Cited ti Re ional Office: Training; information
(on serving Tia-r-a-licapicrnici dren, increasing participation of handicapped

children in Head Start).

RAP OPERATIONS

1_9212111_21MdLPriori ties

Conduct state Leaining conferences
Provide service to Head Start grantees
Assess needs of Head Start grantees
Facilitate collaborative agreements

Bottom Two Priorities:

Establish/update file of resource providers

Assist Head Start grantees with Annual Survey

Needs Assessment Process: 89 percent of the assessments have been com-

pljiginnational average 93 percent.) Needs assessment information is

gathered by the STOs and results are forwareed to the RAP. RAP follows

up by telephone, as well as on-s-1', ,t programs and at director's meet-

ings. The greatest need identif.w y grantees is for on-site in-service

to deal with specific children, more in-depth training, individualizing,

stress, and emotionally disturbed children and behavior disorders.

Training Conferences: 14 conferences, total trained, 1,585.

695 teachers and 437 teacher aides were
trained; this represents 43 percent of
the teachers and 29 percent of the
teacher aides in RAP's service area,

compared to 34 and 20 percents na-
tionally.

453 others were in attendance, including
social services staff.

97 grantees attended; this represents 85
percent of all grantees, compared to
the national average of 85 percent.

Short-term Conference Evaluation:

Composition consisted of 98 percent Head Start, compared to 96 per-

cent nationally, and 1 percent non-Head Start staff, compared to

1 percent nationally.

Fifty percent of the Head Start attendees were teachers, 19 percent

teacher aides, and 29 percent other staff. Nationally composition

was 43 percent teachers, 21 percent aides, and 32 percent others.
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Satisfaction among participants falls into the following distribution:
54 percent excellent, 44 percent good, less than 1 percent fair, and
0 percent poor, compared to national findings of 54, 41, 3 and less

than 1 percents.

Participants gained knowledge in an average of 3.2 areas as a con-

sequence of the conference, compared to 4.3 nationally.

Trainees would adopt an average of 3.4 new practices as a consequence
of training, compared to 4.2 nationally.

Use of Providers: 796 providers are catalogued in the file (national

average 454) Approximately 70 are used actively.

Activities Analysis:

Type, Percentage National

Facilitation 2 % 2 %

Training 1 3

Technical Assistance 5 6

Information 16 24

Materials 7b 65

Analysis of activities reveals that the Region III workload compares

similarly with national averages for facilitation, training, and technical

assistance, falls below the national averages for information, but is

among the highest for materials distribution. RAP recorded 442 activ-

ities; national average 255; range 114 to 442.

Provider: RAP is the provider in 98 percent of the activities com.

pared to 94 percent nationally. Other providers identified in activ-

ities are resource providers (2%)..

1equestor: 85 percent of the activities identify Head Start request-

ors; 15 percent are non-Head Start, compared to national findings of 74

and 26 percents, respectively. Other requestors include SEA (1%), LEA

(1%), other RAPs (1%), regional contractors (3%), resource providers (5%),

and others (4%).

GeaAraphic Distribution:

State Percent

Pennsylvania 38 %

Maryland 34

Virginia 12

District of Columbia 6

West Virginia 5

Delaware 4

Other 1



Task Records: RAP records 88 task records; 68 nationally, range 44 to 99.
113 persons received training by RAP in addition to the state training con-

ferences.

Advisory Committee: Region III RAP convened one meeting this year and

planned a second. The committee has 12 members (compared to a national

average of 14 members). All categories of representatives are included.

Collaboration: Region III RAP facilitated a collaborative agreement be-

tween the Delaware SEA and Head Start. As a result of a meeting between
the Pennsylvania SEA and RAP, the Assistant Commissioner sent a memo to

public school Intermediate Units requiring them to provide services to

Head Start if their children were being counted.

Mask Force: Region II1 RAP participated on four task forces: speech,

LEA, CDA, and computer technology (chairperson).

Head Stak Directors' Meeting: RAP has attended four directors' meetings,

covering three of the six states in its service area. The District of

Columbia does not have an association.

Head Start Telephone Inquiries: 4.2 average number of types of contacts,

compared to 4.6 nationally.

Satisfaction measures 3.7 on a four-point scale (3.4 nationally).

Problems are cited by 0 percent of the informants (2 percent nationally). .

Mainstreaming conferences were attended by 59 percent of the teachers

and 41 percent of the teacher aides among the sampled grantees, compared

to 28 and 20 percents nationally.

73 percent of the respondents identify training as the most valuable

service that RAP offers, compared to 59 percent nationally.

.g12212221g....111211initl:

Frequency of contact 3.0 (2.6 national index).

Average number of types of contacts 4.0 (4.1 national index).

Satisfaction 3.8 (3.3 national grade).

OBSERVATIONS

Three Cases Cited by RAP a s Representative of Work:

After three years of RAP's intervention and assistance, a collaborative

agreement was signed between the Delaware Department of Education and

Head Start.

The District of Columbia grantee's screening procedure uncovered 44 chil-

dren who needed to be diagnosed in a timely manner, but the grantee lack-

ed a facility to conduct these diagnoses. RAP assisted by arranging for
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a special disciplinary team to diagnose the children at Georgetown Univer-

sity Hospital regardless of ability to pay. Not all of the children were
diagnosed as handicapped, but those who were brought the total of diagnosed
handicapped children in the District of Columbia to 10 percent of the total
Head Start enrollment, thereby meeting the Congressional mandate for the

first time.

A Head Start program with limited PA26 funds and very few resources called

on RAP for assistance in using an audiometer. RAP arranged for two staff

persons from Georgetown University Hospital to train the Head Start staff

on how to use the machine and to check its accuracy. In addition, the

team screened the children and supervised the Head Start staff's use of

the audiometer.
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THE CHAPEL HILL RAP

BACKGROUND

Location: Chapel Hill Training-Outreach Project
Lincoln Center, Merritt Mill Road
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514

Telephone: (919) 967-8295

Funding Sponsor: Carboro School District

Staff: Anne Sanford, Director
Trish Mengel, Coordinator
Brenda Bowen, Associate Coordinator
Shelly Heekin, Associate Coordinator

Grant/Contract History.: The Chapel Hill Training-Outreach Project

is sponsored by a local education agency (LEA). It is the recipient
of numerous national and regional grants and contracts to provide ser-

vices and materials for handicapped children. This is one of the ori-

ginal BEN-sponsored HCEEP projects.

Funding Level: $143,035 (national average, $142,741). Overall budget

is comparable to the national average; ranking sixth. All line items

are higher than or approximate national averages.

Full-Time Eguivalent Staff: 3.55 (national average 3.42). Chapel Hill's

FTE is slightly higher than the natiunal average; ranking sixth.

FTE Salary: $17,864 (national average, $18,873). Salary level falls

below the national average, and ranks tenth among RAPs.

REGIONAL SITUATION

States Served: Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina --

191,000 square miles, the seventh largest service area.

Estimated Number of Head Start Handicapped Children: 4,265 (national

average 2,857 .

Number of Grantees: 114 (national average 72).

ACYF System for Delivery of Handicap_Services: Chapel Hill is contracted

to tie rag-OTTOMice to -deliver support services to the handicap effort

in all eight states of Region IV, Additionally, each state has a State

Training Office (510), some with a full-time position for a handicap co-

ordinator. Grantees are clustered into five or six; each group receives

funding to support a Specially Funded Cluster Coordinator (SFC).
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Most Valuable Service Citldlly1:1112111aftgt: Training.

RAP OPERATIONS

Top Four Task Priorities:

Provide service to Head Start grntees
Assess needs of Head Start grantees
Conduct state training conferences
Facilitate collaborative agreements

Bottom Two Priorities:

Participate on RAP task forces
Assist Head Start grantees with Annual Survey

Needs Assessment Process: 89 percent of the assessments have

been completed (national average 93fl. Needs assessment information is

gathered by the SFCs on-site with grantees and results we forwarded to

RAP. A separate needs assessment exists for teachers. The greatest

needs identified by grantees are for assistance with IEPs, behavior

management, orthopedic handicaps, and transition (from Head Start to

public schools).

Training Conferences: 15 conferences; total trained, 1,164.

527 teachers and 206 teacher aides were
trained; this represents 33 percent of
the teachers and 13 percent of the
teacher aides in RAP's service area,
compared to 34 and 20 percents national-

1 y.

431 others were in attendance, including

social servi..es staff.

102 grantees attended; this represents 91
percent of all grantees, compared to
the national a. erage of 85 percent.

Short-term Conference Evaluation:

Composition consisted of 90 percent Head Start sluff, compared to

96 percent nationally, and 2 percent non-Head Start staff, com-

pared to 1 percent nationally.

41 percent of the Head Start attendees were teachers, 12 percent

teacher aides, and 38 percent other staff. Nationally composition

was 43 percent teachers, 21 percent aides, and 32 percent others.

Satisfaction among participants falls into the following distribu-

tion: 75 percent excellent, 23 , "cent good, 0 percent fair, and

0 percent poor, compared to na .. lal findings of 54, 41, 3 and less

than 1 percent.



Participants gained knowledge in an average of 4.5 areas as a con-
sequence of the conference, compared to 4.3 nationally.

Trainees would adopt an average of 4.4 new practices as a conse-
quence of training, compared to 4.2 nationally.

Use of Providers: 600 providers are catalogued in the file
(national average 454). Approximately 55 are used actively,

Activities Analysis:

Type Percentage National

Facilitation 1 % 2 %

Training 1 3

Technical Assistance 4 6

Information 33 24

Materials 61 65

Analysis of activities reveals that service delivery patterns are con-
parable to national averages, but exceed the norm for information. RAP

recorded 397 activities; national average 255; range 114 to 442.

Provider: RAP is the provider in 96 percent of the activities compared
to 94 percent nationally. Other providers identified in activities are
resource providers (2%), ACYF (1%), and SEA (1%).

Re uestor: 55 percent of the activities identify Head Start requestors;
percent are non-Head Start, compared to national findings of 74 and 26

percents, respectively. Other requestors include resource providers (10%).
SEA (4%), other RAPs (13%), regional contractors (4%), LEA (3%), and others

(11%).

Geographic Distribution:

State Percent

North Carolina 28 %
Georgia 14

Florida 12

South Carolina 5

Other 41

Task Records: RAP records 82 task records; 68 nationally; range 44 to 99.
40 persons received training by RAP in addition to the state training con-
ferences.

AdvisolyCommittee: RAP held one advisory committee meeting and a second
was planned. Ihe committee has 10 members (compared to a national average
of 14 members). All categories of representatives are included.
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Collaboration: Chapel Hill RAP is helping the Georgia SEA organize a state-
wide conference on interagency collaboration for all concerned with pre-

school handicapped children. The RAP provided two slide tape shows and

two brochures on the subject of Head Start/LEA collaboration and transi-

tion. They provided technical assistance to an LEA on building linkages

with a nearby Head Start.

Task Force: Chapel Hill was a member of four task forces: computer,

speech, LEA, and organizations/linkages.

Head Start Directors' Me_Ltiaas: Chapel Hill RAP attended three directors'
meetings, covering three of the four states in its service area.

Head Start Telephone Inquiries: 4.1 average number of types of contacts,

compared to 4.6 nationally.

Satisfaction measures 3.5 on a four-point scale (3.4 nationally).

Problems are cited by 3 percent of the informants (2 percent nationally).

Mainstreaming conferences were attended by 28 percent of the teachers

and 14 percent of the teacher aides among the sampled grantees, compared

to 28 and 20 percents nationally.

77 percent of the respondents identify training as the most valuable

services that RAP offers, compared to 59 percent nationally.

g/LIRJIMARRLIDSPiries:

Frequency of contact 2.7 (2.6 national index).

Average number of types of contacts 5.7 (4.1 national index).

Satisfaction 4.0 (3.3 national grade).

OBSIRVATIONS

ThrteCalesieresentativeof Work:
Training on transition emergeL as a need as RAP reviewed grantees' needs

assessments. As a result, RAP designed "Building Bridges." Through small

and large group discussions, participants role-played the various Head

Start and public school staff and family members who are typically involved

in the child's move from Head Start to first grade. Building on a sample

case, participants completed the workshop by actually writing a transition

plan. In processing the session, participants raised many of the issues

considered important to successful transition.

RAP discovered that the use of paraprofessional speech workers was not

acceptable according to the state's licensing board when one was fired

from a Head Start program. Because of the implications for services to
children, collaboration, and YEP implementation, RAP gathered information

from ACYF and each state on certification, state gyidelines, and perti-

nent regulations and is informing Head Start programs of the results of

this survey.



To nurture greater acceptance of handicapping conditions and mainstream-

ing, RAP developed "New Friends," a multi-media training package for use

with children. Children encounter dolls with specific handicaps whom they

are encouraged to view as having individual differences. A training manual

and slidetape, already piloted and field-tested, guide teachers in their

use of the dolls in the classroom. Making the dolls with parents has

proved to be a highly effective means of bringing teachers and families

closer together.



BACKGROUND

Location:

Telephone:

Funding Sponsor:

Staff:
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THE NASHVILLE RAP

Peabody College of "anderbilt University
Post Office Box 317
Nashville, Tennessee 37203

(615) 322-8474

The Urban Observatory of Metropolitan
Nashville-University Center

Joseph Cunningham, Director
Jeniece Nelson, Coortinator
Gillian Hadley, Trainer
Sharon Innes, Resource Specialist

Grant/Contract History: The Urban Observatory is part of a cooperative

of universities within the City of Nashville. RAP is housed at Peabody

College of Vanderbilt University. In past years RAP was part of The 1101

Group. During its first year, RAP was housed at the Bill Wilkerson Hear-

ing and Speech Center.

Fundina_Level: $117,774 ($142,741 national average), the lowest overall

budget this year. Salary allocation is the third lowest; overhead/fringe
rate, 52.9 percent of salaries (c4,7% national average), is below the

average. "Other costs" fall below the national average.

Full-Time Equivalent Staff: 3.43 (3.42 national average).) Nashville has
the eighth smallest staff.

FIE Salaa: $14,840 ($18,873 national average). This is tlSe third lowest

average FTE salary.

REGIONAL SITUATION

States Served: Alabama, Tennessee, Kentucky -- 132,000 square miles,

sixth smallest geographic area.

Estimated Number ofFleaslitartilmjigecjp1Children: 3,376 (2,857 national

aver76677----

Number of Grantees: 83 (national average 72).

ACYF System for Deliver of Handicap_Services: Region IV supports eight

State Training Offices SCE), some with a position funded for a state

handicap coordinator. A region-wide contractor, with exclusive responsi-

bility for handicap services, is funded at Chapel Hill. Specially Funded

Cluster Coordinators (SECS) serve the handicap needs of about seven grant-

ees per cluster.



Most Valuable Service Cited byftelioallatia: Training.

RAP OPERATIONS

Top Four Task Priorities:

Provide service to Head Start grantees )

Facilitate collaborative agreements
) tie

Conduct state training conferences
Assess needs of Head Start grantees

Bottom Two Priorities:

Participate on RAP task forces
Assist Head Start grantees with'Annual Survey

Needs Assessment Process: 100 percent of the assessments have
been completed (national average 93%). The instrument is administered

by the SFCs and assesses needs of programs; results are forwarded to

RAP. RAP follows up with structured phone interviews. The greatest

needs identified by Head Starts are in behavior management, IEPs, ser-

vices to families of handicapped children, social services, and home-

based.

TrsiiniagJailteMeL: 12 conferences; total trained, 1,098.

483 teachers and 316 teacher aides were
trained; this represents 33 percent
of the teachers and 23 percent of
the teacher aides in RAP's service
area, compared to 34 and 20 percents

nationally.

299 others were in attendance, including
social services staff.

76 grantees attended; this represents 92
percent of all grantees, compared to
the national average of 85 percent.

Short-term Conference Evaluation:

Composition consisted of 95 percent Head Start staff compared to 96

percent nationally, 0 percent others, compared to 1 percent nationally

(5 percent unknown).

43 percent of the Head Start attendees were teachers, 22 percent teach-

er aides, and 30 percent other staff. Nationally composition was 43

percent teachers, 21 percent aides, and 32 percent others.

Satisfaction among participants falls into the following distribution:

51 percent excellent, 42 percent good, 3 percent fair, and 0 percent

poor, compared to national findings of 54, 41, 3, and less than one

percent respectively.
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Participants gained knowledge in an average of 4.0 areas as a con-

sequence of the conference, compared to 4.3 nationally.

Trainees would adopt an average of 4.0 new practices as a conse-
quence of training, compared to 4.2 nationally.

Use of Providers: 273 providers are catalogued in the file (national

average 454). Approximately 51 are used actively.

Activities Analysis:

Tae Percentage National

Facilitation 1 % 2 %

Training I
3

Technical Assistance 4 6

Information 25 24

Materials 69 65

Analysis of activities reveals that the Nashville RAP's workload compares
similarly with the national distribution for all types of activities.
RAP recorded 173 activities; national average ?SS; range 114 to 442.

Provider: RAP is the provider in 96 percent of the activities compared
to 94 percent nationally. Other providers identified in activities are

ACYF (1%), resource providers (1%), other RAPs (1%), and others (1%).

Requestor: 90 percent of the activities identify Head Start requestors;
10 percent are non-Head Start, compared to national findings of 74 and

26 percents, respectively. Uther requestors include resource providers

(3%), regional office contractors (3%), and others (3%).

Geographic Distribution:

St?4e Percent

Kentucky 42 %

Tennessee 34

Alabama 21

Other 3

Task RecordG: RAP records 67 task records; 68 nationally, range 44 to 99.

191 persons received training by RAP in addition to the state training

conferences.

Mvis9ry CommUlpe: One meeting was convened this year. The committee

has eight member5, the smallest among RAPs (national average of 14 mem-

bers). All categories of representatives are included.



Collaboration: Nashville RAP facilitated and supported the Alabama Head
Start Advisory Committee for Services to Handicapped Children, composed
of all early childhood service providers in the state. The committee has
conducted a survey of needs, practices and available resources, and col-
labwated informally at several levels.

Task Force: Nashville RAP participated on three task forces: speech,
computer technology, and organizations/linkages.

Head Start Directors' Meetings: RAP attended five directors' meetings
covering two of the states in its service area.

Head Start Telephone Inquiries: 4.1 average number of types of contacts,
compared to 4.6 nationally.

Satisfaction measures 3.2 on a four-point scale (3.4 nationally).

Problems are cited by 0 percent of the informants (2 percent nationally).

Mainstreaming conferences were,attenoYd by 43 percent of the teachers
and 25 percent of the teacher aides among the sampled grantees, compared
to 28 and 20 percents nationally.

67 percent of the respondents identify training as the most valuable
service that RAP offers, compared to 59 percent nationally.

SEA Telephone Inquiries:

Frequency of contact .7 (2.6 national index).

Average number of types of contacts 1.0 (4,1 national index).

Satisfaction 2.5 (3.3 national grade).

OBSERVATIONS

Three CasCitedb___LiAlLasiperesentative of Work:

RAP facilitated and supported the Alabama Head Start Advisory Committee
for Services to Handicapped Children, a committee composed of Head Start
personnel, personnel from state departments providing services to pre-
school handicapped children, and a representative from the medical asso-
ciation, the committee of 25 has met throughout the year to identify ways

in which programs can work together to serve chiijren more effectively
and efficiently., A sub-committee which analyzed, needs, practices, and
regulations surfaced approximately lb specific concerns which will be the

focus of next year's work.

In previous years, Nashville RAP worked primarily through the Specially

Funded Coordinators in their three states. This year, while continuing

to work with SFCs, the RAP has had more direct contact with individual

programs. As a result, programs perceived the RAP as a group interested

and concerned about their operation and in a position to provide direct

benefits -- materials, advice, and phone consultation.
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In Kentucky, the RAP provided mainstreaming conferences in isolated regions

because several grantees were unable to attend the trainings held in more

centralized population areas. This has resulted in several programs re-

ceiving systematic and multifaceted training. The success of this train-

ing has led to consideration of cross-state training conferences in iso-
lated portions of the area.



BACKGROUND

Location:

Telephone:

Funding Sponsor:

Staff:
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THE MISSISSIPPI RAP

Friends of Children of Mississippi, Inc.
119 Mayes Street
Jackson, Mississippi 39213

(601) 362-1541

Chapel Hill Outreach Project, subcontracted to
the Friends of Children Head Start

Anne Sanford, Director
Valerie Campbell, Coordinator
Carolyn Cagnolatti, Assistant Coordinator

Grant/ContractliiAtoa: This RAP began operations one year later than

most of the network. It is the only RAP housed within a Head Start

grantee. It is subcontracted to the Chapel Hill Outreach Project. .

Fundtng Level: $125,799 (national average $142,741). RAP has the second

T5West total budget. All line items fall below the national averages.

Full-Time Equivalent Staff: 3.85 (national average 3.42). Mississippi

RAP has the third highest FTE.

FTE $16,110 (national average, $18,873). The FTE salary is

the fifth lowest among all RAPs.

REGIONAL SITUATION

State Served: Mississippi -- 48,000 square miles, the Mississippi RAP

has the second smallest geographic area to cover with the highest density

of Head Start children.

Estimated Number of Head Start Handicapped Children: 2,684 (national

average, 2,857

Number of Grantees: 24 (national average 72).

ACYF System for Delivery of Handicap Services: Region IV has a region-

wide contractor, Chapel Hill Outreach Project, with responsibilities ex-

clusively for handicap services. Each state has a State Training Office

(STU),.some with full-time positions for handicap coordinators. Five or

six grantees are clustered; each group receives funding for a Specially

Funded Cluster Coordinator (SFC) to provide support exclusively for the

handicap 'effort.
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Most Valuable Service Cited_hyacional Office: Training.

RAP OPERATIONS

Top_ Four Task Priorities:

Assess needs of Head Start grantees
Provide service to Head Start grantees
Conduct state training conferences
Attend Head Start director's association meetings

Bottom Two Priorities:

Implement management information system
Assist Head Start grantees with Annual Survey

Needs Assessment Process: 100 percent of the assessments have

completed (national average 93%). RAP uses the regional system of SFCs to
assist with the assessment process. The information is collected on-site,
then compiled by the SFCs and returned to RAP. A separate needs assessment

exists for teachers. The greatest needs expressed by Head Starts are for
IEPs, confidentiality, roles of components, gifted and talented, child
abusel.working with parents, making classroom curriculum materials, and

building teacher self-esteem.

Training Conferences: 7 conferences; total trained, 624.

311 teachers and 234 teacher aides were
trained; this represents 23 percent
of the teachers and 17 percept of
the teacher aides in RAP's service
area, compared to 34 and 20 percents

nationally.

79 others were in attendance, includ-

ing social services staff.

23 grantees attended; this represents
96 percent of all grantees, :ompared
to the national average of 85 percent.

Short-term Conference Evaluation:

Composition consisted of 93 percent Head Start staff compared to
96 percent nationally and 0 percent non-Head Start, compared to 1
percent nationally (7 percent unknown).

43 percent of the Head Start attendees were teachers, 39 percent teacher
aides, and 11 percent other staff. Nationally composition was 43 per-

cent teachers, 21 percent aides, and 32 percent others.
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Satisfaction among parti 'pants falls into the following distribution:
74 percent excellent, 24 percent good, less than 1 percent fair, and
0 percent poor, compared to national findings of 54, 41, 4 and less
than 1 percents.

Participants gained knowledge in an average of 6.8 areas as a con-
sequence of the conference, compared to 4.3 nationally.

Trainees would adopt an average of 5.9 new practices as a consequence
of training, compared to 4.2 nationally.

Use of Providers: 250 providers are catalogued in the file
(national average 454). Approximately 87 are used actively.

Activities Analysis:

I.YPe Percentage National

Facilitation 3 % 2 %

Training 0 3

lechnical Assistance 5 6

Information 29 24

Materials 63 65

Analysis of activities reveals that RAP compares to the national aver-
age in all categories except training. RAP recorded 175 activities;

national average 255; range 114 to 442.

Provider: RAP is the provider in 99 percent of the activities compared
toWoercent nationally. Other providers identified in activities are

resource providers (1%).

Requestor: 67 percent of the activities identify Head Start requestors;
33 percent are non-Head Start, compared to national findings of 74 and 26
percents, respectively. Other requestors include resource providers (12%),

SEA (4%), other RAPs (7%), regional contractors (6%), LEA (1%), and others
(3%).

Geographic Distribution:

State Percent

Mississippi 91 %

Other 9

Task Records: RAP records 72 task records; 68 nationally, range 44 to 99.

Advisory_ Committee: Une advisory committee meeting was held this year
and a second was planned. The committee has 14 members (compared to the

national average of 14 members). All categories of membership are repre-

sented.
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Collaboration: Mississippi RAP views their continuing membership on the
State Advisory Board for Services to the Handicapped and State Manpower
Committee as potentially the most productive arenas for collaboration.
The RAP directly provided technical assistance on the collaborative pro-
cess to two Head Starts, and on other occasions initiated contact with
principals and local superintendents about collaboration with Head Starts.

Task Force: Mississippi RAP participated on three task forces: LEA
T.-Chairperson), CDA, 'and organizations/linkages.

Head Start Directors' Meetings: RAP attended one directors' meeting and

four subcommittee meetings in Mississippi.

Head Start Telephone Inquiries: 4.8 average number of types of contacts
compared to 4.6 nationally.

Satisfaction measures 3.2 on a four-point scale (3.4 nationally).

Problems are cited by 0 percent of the informants (2 percent nationally)'.

Mainstreaming conferences were attended by 26 percent of the teachers
and 26 percent of the teacher aides among the sampled grantees, compared
to 28 and 20 percents nationally.

75 percent of the respondents identify training as the most valuable
service that RAP offers, compared to 59 percent nationally.

SLA Telephone Inquiries:

Frequency of contact 3.0 (2.6 national index).

Average number of types of contacts 3.0 (4.1 national index).

Satisfaction 3.0 (3.3 national grade).

OBSERVA1IONS

Itle...$§..ggsCitedbRative of Work:
RAP'sAngoing association with MESH (Mississippi Early Services to the
Handicapped) included updating a statewide directory of services and pro-
viders and planning an aggressive media campaign to announce the avail-

ability of resources. Because of these activities a closer relationship
developed with the state's Developmental Disabilities Council which fur-

ther strengthened the MESH Network.

This year social services was selected as the theme for the annual ad-
ministrative conference RAP sponsored for Head Start handicap staff. So-

cial services staff were invited to work with handicap staff on issues
which concerned them both, e.g., recruitment. This annual conference

offers a forum for developing useful approaches ,:hat ultimately benefit

both children and families.
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RAP responded to a request for help from a new mother whose child's birth

had produced bills amounting to $30,000. RAP not only sought information

on a variety of services which could help her, but also worked with her to
obtain more understandable information from the doctor about her child's

high risk medical status.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS RAP

BACKGROUND

Location: Colonel Wolfe School
403 East Healey
Champaign, Illinois 61820

Telephone: (217) 333-3876

Funding Sponsor: University of Illinois

Staff: Merle B. Karnes, Director
Carol Kretschmer, Coordinator
Debbie Herron, Education Specialist
Rex Roberts, Education Specialist

Grant /Contract History: RAP is sponsored by the University of Illinois
Institute for Child Development and Behavior. It is housed along with
other institute projects at the Colonel Wolfe Preschool which serves
exceptional children. PEECH is one of the original HCEEP projects and
is now a validated model. RAP has access to all of the University's
BEH project materials and staff for purposes of consultation.

Funding. Level: $125,992 (national average $142,741). The salary line

item is higher that the national morm; travel and "other costs" fall
below the means. Overhead/fringe rate at 30.4 percent of salaries is
the second lowest relative to the national average of 54.7 percent.

Full-Time Equivalent Staff: 4.75 (3.42 national average), the highest
FTE staff of all projects.

FTE Salary: $13,695 ($18,873 national average). This is the second
lowest level of all projects.

REGIONAL SITUATION

States Served: Illinois, Indiana, Ohio -- 132,000 square miles, the
sixth smallest geographic area.

Estimated Number of Head Start Handicapped Children: 5,311 (2,875

national average).

Number of Grantees: 116 (national average 72)

ACILSystsrnforDelivery of Hanclicap_Services: Six state advocates

are funded to facilitate the cooperation between Head Start and SEAs.
Project TEACH at the Portage Project provides region-wide intensive
handicap training.
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Most Valuable Service Cited b Re ional Office: Training; infor-

mation and expertise availab e to Head Start by telephone; meetings

with local handicap coordinators.

RAP OPERATIONS

Top_four Task Priorities:

Provide service to Head Start grantees

Conduct state training conferences
Facilitate collaborative agreements
Assess needs of Head Start grantees

Bottom Two Priorities:

Participate on RAP task forces
Assist Head Start grantees with Annual Survey

Needs Assessment Process: 70 percent of the assessments have been

comOTWW5511717WiTage 93 percent). RAP uses a training needs

assessment form which is mailed to grantees and returned directly to

RAP. Canvass calls are made to each grantee to ascertain other pro-

gram needs. The greatest needs expressed by Head Starts are adminis-

tration of the handicap component, IEPs, working with parents, behavior

management, working with emotionally disturbed children, and working

with learning disabled children.

Training Conferences: 11 conferences; total trained, 1,630.

654 teachers and 281 teacher aides
were trained; this represents
38 percent of the teachers and
19 percent of teacher aides in
RAP's service area, compared to

34 and 20 percents nationally.

695 others were in attendance, includ-

ing social services staff.

67 grantees attended; this represents
58 percent of all grantees, com-
pared to the national average of
85 percent.

Short-term Conference Evaluation:

Composition consisted of 97 percent Head Start staff compared to 96

percent nationally and 1 percent others compared to 1 percent

nationally.

38 percent of the Head Start attendees were teachers, 26 percent

teacher aides, and 33 percent other staff. Nationally composition

was 43 percent teachers, 21 percent aides, and 32 percent others.

Satisfaction among participants falls into the following distribution:

42 percent excellent, 49 percent good, 6 percent fair, and less than

1 percent poor, compared to national findings of 54,41,3 and less

than 1 percents.
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Participants gained knowledge in an average of 3.5 areas as a
consequence of the conference, compared to 4.3 nationally.

Trainees would adopt an average of 3.3 new practices after the
RAP conference, compared to 4.2 nationally.

Use of. Providers: 300 providers are catalogued in the file (national
average 454). Approximately 63 are used actively.

Activities Analysis:

Type Percentage National

Facilitation 4 .5 % 2 %

Training 0 3

Technical Assistance 3 6

Information 19 24
Materials 78 65

Analysis of activities reveals a lack of training activities. Technical

assistance and information are below the national average, and materials
distribution is the second highest among RAPs. RAP recorded 300 activities;
national average 255; range 114 to 442.

Provider: RAP is the provider in 97 percent of the activities compared
to 94 percent nationally. Other providers identified in activities are
resource providers (1%), ACYF (1%), and regional contractors (1%).

Ret.q_Lestz: 84 percent of the activities identify Head Start requestors:
16 percent are non-Head Start, compared to national findings of 74 and
26 percents, respectively. Other requestors include resource providers
(5%), LEA (1%), other RAPs (3%), regional contractors (5%), ACYF-R0 (1%),
and others (1%).

Geographic Distribution:

State Percent

Ohio 43 %

Illinois 41

Indiana 12

Other 4

Task Records: RAP records 55 task records; 68 nationally; range 44 to 99.
100 persons received training by RAP in addition to the state training con-
ferences.

Advisory Committee: Two meetings were held this year. The committee

is composed of 12 members (compared to a national average of 14 members).
All categories of representatives are included.
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Collaboration: University of Illinois RAP conducted four on-site con-
ferences with the Illinois SEA and State Handicap Advocate to allow LEAs
and Head Starts to review the memo of agreement and to introduce them to
each other. The RAP collects information for the Ohio Developmental Dis-
abilities Council to support their efforts to identify gaps in service
to preschool handicapped children.

Task Force: University of Illinois RAP participated in two task forces:
speech and computer technology.

Head Start Director Meetings: RAP has attended five meetings, cover-

ing all oTThe states in RAP service area, plus two regional director

meetings.

Head Start Telephone Inquiries: 4.5 average number of types of contacts,
compared to 4.6 nationally.

Satisfaction measures 3.4 on a four-point scale (3.4 nationally).

Problems are cited by 0 percent of the informants (2 percent nationally).

Mainstreaming conferences were attended by 21 percent of the teachers

and 16 percent of the teacher aides among the sampled grantees, compared

to 28 and 20 percents nationally.

5U percent of the respondents identify training as the most valuable

service that RAP offers, compared to 59 percent nationally.

SEA Telephone Inquiries:

Frequency of contact 2.3 (2.6 national index).

Average number of types of contacts 4.3 (4.1 natOinal index).

Satisfaction 3.3 (3.3 national grade).

OBSERVATIONS

Three Cases Cited b RAP as Representative of Work;

RAP served on several Task Forces that developed the regionwide handicap

services guide and an interagency handbook. "Our Special Effort" joined

both Region V RAPS, other regional contractors and the regional office

in an effort to determine consistent guidance for grantees and write

and edit chapters for the material which will be published and distributed

by the regional office in September.

The regional office called RAP both to give and get information about

Head Start programs and for interpretation of policy questions. This

contact and the subsequent requests for specific help from RAP produced

a closer working relationship, reflecting the regard of regional office

staff for the professionalism and competence of RAP scoff.
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By providing more training in clusters, RAP felt that it grew closer to

those who work directly with children aAd that grantees grew more famr

with RAP. Requests increased from Head Start programs looking for assist

ance this year and even included requests for assistance outside of the

handicap area.
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THE PORTAGE RAP

BACKGROUND

Location: Portage Project
626 E. Slifer Street
Box 564
Portage, Wisconsin 53901

Telephone: (608) 742-8811

Funding Sponsor: CESA 12

Staff: Neal Schortinghuis, Director
Mary Egan, Resource Specialist
Linda Young, Resource Specialist
Linda Loftin, Resource Specialist

Grant/Contract History: The Portage Project is part of a CESA agency,

one of several agencies authorized by the state of Wisconsin to handle

grants and contracts and provide data processing, psychologists, joint
purchasing services and other facilities while they promote cooperative
shared ventures for schools and other educational agencies. The Portage

Project 4s a validated HCEEP model for home-based services for handi-
capped children. The Portage Project has two grants from ACYF which
support the Home Start Training Center (HSTC) and TEACH, which offers
intensive training on recruitment, screening, assessment, diagnosis and
the ISP process to selected grantees in Region V.

Funding Level: $145,816 ($142,741 national average). Salary and travel

are among the highest of all RAPs and "other costs" is higher than

the national averages.The overhead/fringe rate is the lowest, 24 percent

versus 54.7 percent nationally.

Full-Time Equivalent Staff: 4.6 (3.42 national average). FTE is the

second highest among all RAPs.

FTE Salarx: $15,910 ($18,873 national average). FTE salary is the

fourth lowest.

REGIONAL. SITUATION

States Served: Michigan, Minnesota, Wisconsin -- 190,000 square miles,

the seventh smallest geographic area.

Estimated Number of Head StarllimilwacIChildren: 3052 (2857 national

averag6).

Number of Grantees: 87 (national average 72).
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ACYF System, for Delively_gHandicap Services: The ACYF Region V funds

six state advocates to facilitate the cooperation between Head Start and
state education agencies to improve special education services to Head
Start handicapped children. The region also contracts to Portage Project
for intensive handicap training under project TEACH.

Most Valuable Service Cited by Regional Office: Training; information and
expertise available to Head Start by telephone; meetings with local handi-
cap coordinators.

RAP OPERATIONS

Top_ Four Task Priorities:

Assess needs of Head Start grantees
Tie

Provide service to Head Start grantees
Conduct state training conferences
Facilitate collaborative agreements

Bottom Two Priorities:

Assist Head Start grantees with Annual Survey
Participate on RAP task forces

Needs Assessment Process: 100 percent of the assessments have been com-

pleted (national average,93 percent). RAP uses a form which includes
open-ended questions .hich are filled out by handicap coordinators and
returned to RAP. A more structured form is sent to new handicap co-
ordinators because it describes their role well and informs them of what
RAP can do. Greatest needs identified by grantees are for individualizing,

record keeping,and PA 26,

Training Conferences: 9 conferences; total trained 937.

445 teachers and 237 teacher aides were
trained; this represents 39 percent of
the teachers and 23 percent of the teacher
aides in RAP's service area, compared to
34 and 20 percents nationally.

255 others were in attendance, including

social services staff.

74 grantees attended; this represents 85 per-
cent of all grantees, compared to the
national average of 85 percent.

Short-term Conference Evaluation:

Composition consisted of 98 percent Head Start,compared to 96 percent
nationally,and 2 percent others, compared to 1 percent nationally.

52 percent of the Head Start attendees were teachers, 16 percent
teacher aides, and 31 percent other staff. Nationally composition
was 43 percent teachers, 21 percent aides, and 32 percent others.

Satisfaction among participants falls into the following distribution:

51 percent excellent, 44 percent good, 3 percent fair, and 0 percent
V:



poor, compared to national findings of 54, 41, 3 and less than 1

percents.

Participants gained knowledge in an average of 4.0 areas as a con-

sequence of the conference, compared to 4.3 nationally.

Trainees would adopt an average of 3.6 new practices as a conse,,uence

of training, compared to 4.2 nationally.

Use of Providers: 350 providers are catalogued in the file (national

average 454). Approximately 75 are used actively.

Activities Analysis:

Type Percentage, National

Facilitation 2 % 2 %

Technical Assistance 4 6

Information 31 24

Materials 60 65

Analysis of activities reveals that all categories are similar to

the national average except information, which is slightly higher.

RAP recorded 194 activities; national average, 255; range 114 to 442.

Provider: RAP is the provider in 86 percent of the activities com-

pared to 94 percent nationally. Other providers identified in activ-

ities are ACYF (2%), other RAPs (2%), regional contractors, (5%),

and resource providers (5%).

Re uestor) 84 percent of the activities identify Head Start requestors;

6 percent are non-Head Start, compared to national findings of 74 and

26 percents, respectively. Other requestors include resource providers

(1%), SEA (1%), other RAPs (2%), regional contractors (5%), and others

(7%).

Geographic Distribution;

State Percent

Wisconsin 38 %

Minnesota 29

Michigan 27

Other 6

Task Records: RAP records 70 task records; 68 nationally,,range 44 to 99.

61 persons received training by RAP in addition to the state tre: ing con-

ferences.

Advisory Committee: Two meetings were held this year. The committee

is composed ofl members (compared to the national average of 14 members).

All categories of representatives are included.
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Collaboration: Portage RAP arranged for the network of handicap coordi-
nators in Wisconsin to tour the UAF and identify services which could

be exchanged; this resulted in a signed collaborative agreement. RAP

sponsored a national handicap coordinators' meeting at the national

Head Start meeting in Detroit to share ideas and successful approaches

to treatment.

Task Force: Portage participated on two task forces: computer technology

and organizations/linkages.

Head Start Directors' Meetings: RAP has attended five meetings covering

each of the states in its service area, plus two regional directors'

meetings.

Head Start Telephone Inquiries: 5 n average number of types of contacts,

compared to 4.6 nationally.

Satisfaction measures 3.7 on a four-point scale (3.4 nationally).

Problems are cited by 0 percent of the informants (2 percent nationally).

Mainstreaming conferences were attended by 33 percent of the teachers

and 10 percent of the teacher aides among the sampled grantees, compared

to 28 and 20 percents nationally.

67 percent of the respondents identify training as the most valuable

service that RAP offers, compared to 59 percent nationally.

SEA Telephone Inquiries:

Frequency of contact 3.0 (2.6 national index).

Average number of types of contacts 3.3 (4.1 national index).

Satisfaction 3.5 (3.3 national grade).

OBSERVATIONS

Three Cases Cited b RAP as Representative of Work:

RAP provided TA to a teacher who was resisting the enrollment of a non-

toilet trained child with spina bifida in her classroom. While talking

with the teacher it became obvious to RAP staff that she did not feel she

could cope with the extra responsibilities. RAP dealt with the teacher's

feelings, helped identify causes of her burn-out, and then gradually in-

troduced the child !nto the classroom.

RAP's bilingual-bicultural conference arose out of a program's concern

about how to distinguish a speech problem related to bilingualism from a

true speech handicap. RAP found consultants to address the issue for both

Spanish-speaking and Indonesian populations at this special one-day confer-

ence and arranged on-site TA for the program with the original concern.

RAP followed up the conference by mailing handouts obtained from a biling-

ual resource center and distributing Vietnamese translations of various

Heaki Start funds.
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RAP contributed to the writing and editing of the region's new handicap
services guide and an interagency handbook known collectively as "Our
Special Effort." RAP is preparing packets of information that it feels
Head Start programs may request as a result of using the guide. The

next step will be to develop training focused on the guide.
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TEXAS TECH RAP

BACKGROUND

Location: Texas Tech University
Institute for Child and Family Studies
'Post Office Box 4170
Lubbock, Texas 79409

Telephone: (806) 742-3104

Funding Sponsor: Texas Tech University

Staff: Mary Torn Riley, Director

James Mitchell, Technical Coordinator
Margaret Luerra, Training Coordinator

Gran /Contract History: Texas Tech is an established provider of ser-

vices to Head Start and to handicapped children. Project LINK 1, an

HCEEP project, is a home-based model for handicapped children, 0-3 years;

LINK 2, cooperatively sponsored by ACYF and BEH, adapts the curriculum .

for a Head Start consortia in Texas. The regional office also funds the
West Texas Regional Training Office and LATONL a training program for

parents of handicapped children.

Fundin Level: $129,762 (national average $142,741). Overall budget

fins e ow the national average and ranks twelfth. The salary line item

is the fifth lowest among RAPs. Overhead and fringe are considerably
lower than the average and rank twelfth, and "other costs" are higher;

travel also falls below the national u"erage.

Full-Time Equivalent Staff: 3,0 (natiohdl average 3.42). FTE falls in

the lowest quarter of RAP FTE's, ranking eleventh.

FTE Sal.pa: $20,250 (national average, $18,873). Salaries at the Texas

Tech RAP are the seventh highest among RAPs.

REGIONAL SITUATION

States Served: Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas --

561,000 square miles, the third largest land area among RAP service areas.

Estimated Number of Head Start Handicapped .Children: 4,962 (national

average 2,857), the second highest imber ofhandicapped children served

by a RAP.

Number of Grantees: 143 (national average 72).



ACYF System for Delivtry,of Handicaparaim: Region VI funds eight
RTUs which provide on-site TA in the handicap area, but no training. Each
state has 'ne handicap Resource Development Coordinator to identify resources
for handicapped children and pass along the information to Head Start pro-
grams. LAWN, developed by Texas Tech, offers training to parents of
handicapped children on a region-wide basis. Thirty-two consortia are
funded to maximize the use of resources for member Head Start grantees in
each cluster.

Most Valuable Service Cited by Regional Office: Manuals training.

RAP OPERATIONS

Top Four Task Priorities:

Provide service to Head Start grantees
Assess needs of Head Start grantees
Conduct state training conferences
Facilitate collaborative agreements

Bottom Two Priorities:

Attend Head Start director's association meetings
Establish/update file of resource providers

Needs Assessment Process: 73 percent of the assessments have

been completed (national average 93%). RAP conducts a telephone survey
to gather assessment information and supplements this at consortium meet-
ings, workshops, and on-site at programs. The greatest needs expressed
by Head Starts are for T/TA for screening and assessment, speech and

language consultants for diagnosis and treatment, IEPs, working with
parents, and information on specific handicapping conditions.

Training Conferences: 15 conferences; total trained, 1,557.

696 teachers and 574 teacher aides were
trained; this represents 37 percent
of the teachers and 34 percent of
the teacher aides in RAP's service
area, compared to 34 and 20 percents

nationally.

287 others were in attendance, includ-
ing social services staff.

118 grantees attended; this represents
83 percent of all grantees, compared
to the national average of 85 percent.

Short-term Conference Evaluation:

Composition consisted of 96 percent Head Start staff, compared to 96
percent nationally, and 3 percent non-Head Start staff compared to ,

1 percent nationally.
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50 percent of the Head Start attendees were teachers, 19 percent
teacher aides, and 28 percent other staff. Nationally composition
was 43 percent teachers, 21 percent aides, and 32 percent others.

Satisfaction among participants falls into the following distribution:
69 percent excellent, 29 percent good, 1 percent fair, and 0 percent
poor, compared to national finding of 54, 41, 3, and less than 1 per-

cents.

Participants gained knowledge in an average of 6.4 areas as a conse-
quence of the conference, compared to 4.3 nationally.

Trainees would adopt an average of 6.0 new practices as a consequence
of training, compared to 4.2 nationally.

Use of Providers: 1,263 providers are catalogued in the file (national
average 454),the largest number catalogued by any RAP. Approximately
95 are used actively.

Activities Analysis:

Type Percentage National

Facilitation < .5 % 2 %

Training 18 3

Technical Assistance 6 6

Information 5 24

Materials 71 65

Analysis of activities reveals that RAP has the highest percentage of
training, few incidences of facilitation and is comparable to the national
average for materials distribution and technical assistance. Information

falls below the national average and is the lowest among RAPs. RAP re-

corded 388 activities; national average 255; range 114 to 442.

Provider: RAP is the provider in 78 percent of the activities compared

to 94 percent nationally. Other providers identified in activities are
regional office contractors (21%), primarily LATON, and resource pro-

viders (1%).

Requestor: 84 percent of the activities identify Head Start requestors;
15 percent are non-Head Start, compared to national findings of 74 and

26 percents, respectively. Other requestors include resource providers

(2%), LEAs (6%), and other RAPs (1%), ACYF-regional (1%), regional of-
fice contractors (3%), and others (3%).
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Geographic :

State Percent

Texas 40 %

Louisiana 22

New Mexico 17

Arkansas 8

Oklahoma 8

Other 5

Task Records: RAP records 99 task records; 68 nationally, ran e 44 to
99. 1,868 persons received training by RAP in addition to the state train-
ing conferences.

Advisory Committee: Texas Tech RAP held two advisory committee meetings.
MT-committee consists of 19 members (compared to the national average
of 14 members). All categories of membership are represeKted.

Collaboration: Texas Tech RAP facilitated three agreements between Head

Starts when the RAP invited the Texas SEA representative to dis-

cuss local collaboration before Head Starts and LEAs a a mainstreaming
conference, and arranged for them to write local agreements together in

an afternbon session. As a result of training on c llaboration at a

quarterly RAP consortia coordinators' meeting, one coordinator negotiated

9 agreements with LEAs.

'WO

Task Force: Texas Tech served on four task fortes: CDA (chairperson), speeth
PA26 (chairperson), and computer technology.

Head Start Directors' Meetin s: Texas Tech RAP attended fourteen directors'

meetings, covering a 1 states in their service area, plus one regional di-

rectors' meeting. //

Head Start Telephone Inquiries: 3.9 average number of types of contacts,

compared to 4.6 nationally.

Satisfaction measures 3.5 on a four-point scale (3.4 nationally).

Problems are cited by 3 percent of the informants (2 percent nationally).

Mainstreaming conferences were attended by 17 percent of the teachers
and 11 percent of the teacher aides among the sampled grantees, compared

to 28 and 20 percents nationally.

47 percent of the respondents identify training as the most valuable ser-
vice that RAP offers, compared to 59 percent nationally.

SEA TelephongInauiries:

Frequency , contact 1.8 (2.6 national index).

Average number of types of contacts 2.0 (4.1 national index).

Satisfaction 2.8 (3.3 national grade).
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OBSERVATIONS

ihrpsgassisitedbRAPasativeofwork:
Texas Tech RAP invited regional Education Service Centers (ESC,) to meet
with Head Start directors and coordinators for the first time at the
Corpus Christi Mainstreaming Preschoolers conference. The Texas SEA,

regional office, and Texas State Handicap Resource Development Project
Coordinator discussed collaborative agreements, roles and tasks, rid how

Head Starts and LEAs might cooperate. Afternoon workshops on agreements

facilitated by the RAP, Texas RIO, and three Texas ESCs resulted in
several local agreements, and three directly facilitated by RAP.

Texas Tech RAP was invited to make a joint presentation with the SEA on
Head Start/LEA coordination at the Louisiana Super Conference III. For

the first time, every Head Start in the state was invited to participate,
and RAP's workshop was added because it was of particular interest to
Head Start staff.

At its first quarterly meeting of consortia handicap coordinators, RAP
staff provided training on the difference between a contract and a col-

laborative agreement to alleviate fears about legally binding documents.

RAP also shared models of different levels of agreements. As a result,

one local Head Start obtained nine new local agreements.
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THL REGION VII RAP

BACKGROUND

Location: University of Kansas Medical Center
39th & Rainbow Boulevard, CRU Room 26
Kansas City, Kansas 66103

Telephone: (913) 588-5961

Funding Sponsor: The University of Kansas

Staff: Richard Whelan, Director
Glen Ridnour, Associate Director
Marilyn Shankland, Coordinator
Carol Dermyer, Coordinator
Bethann Smith, Coordinator

4

GranJContract History: RAP is sponsored by the University of Kansas
Medical Center. The University has been the recipient of various BEH
funded projects and was formerly funded by Region VII ACYF for state-
wide training for the handicapped effort.

FundiuLevel: $133,523 (national average $142,741). Staff salaries
are above the national averages and "other costs," travel and overhead/
fringe fall below national averages.

Full-Time Equivalent Staff: 3.84 (national average, 3.42). RAP has

the fourth highest FTC..

FIE Salary: $18,352 (national average $18,873). RAP's FTE salary is
comparable with the national average and ranks ninth.

REGIONAL SITUATION

States Served: Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska -- 285,000 square miles,

the fifth largest geographic service area.

Estimated Number of Head Start Handicapped Children: 2,485 (national

average 2,857).

Number of Grantees: 67 (national average 72).

ACYF Sistem for Delivery of Handicap Services: Region VII has a full

time Re4rolial Handicap Coordinator under a contract for general Head

Start T/TA services.
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Most Valuable Service Cited by Regional Office: RAP's availability,

contact with, and information for Head Start directors; facilitation of

interagency cooperative agreements; materials library.

RAP OPERATIONS

Top Four Task Priorities:

Provide service to Head Start grantees
Conduct state training conferences
Assess needs of Head Start grantees
Attend Head Start director's association meetings

Bottom Two Priorities:

Establish/update file of resource providers
Assist Head Start grantees with Annual Survey

Needs Assessment Process: One hundred percent of the assessments have

been completed (national average 93%). RAP sends out a formal written

form which is filled out by programs and returned to RAP. Follow-up

calls are made to programs not responding by mail. Greatest needs

identified by grantees are IEPs, behavior management, parent involvement,

and specific handicapping conditions.

Training Conferences: 8 conferences; total trained, 356.

90 teachers and 70 teacher aides were
trained; this represents 16 percent

of the teachers and 15 percent af
the teacher aides in RAP's service
area, compared to 34 and 20 percents,

nationally. (See page 172).

196 others were in attendance,'includ-
ing social services staff.

62 grantees attended; this represents
93 percent of all grantees, compared
to the national average of 85 percent.

Short-term Conference Evaluation:

Composition consisted of 93 percent Head Start staff compared to 96

percent nationally and 5 percent non-Head Start, compared to 1 percent

nationally.

25 percent of the Head Start attendees were teachers, 25 percent

teacher aides, and 44 percent other staff. Nationally composition

was 43 percent teachers, 21 percent aides, and 32 percent others.

Satisfaction among participants falls into the following distribution:

48 percent excellent, 45 percent good, 5 percent fair, and 0 percent poor,

compared to national findings of 54, 41, 3 and less than 1 percents.



Participants gained knowledge in an average of 4.2 areas as a con-

sequence of the conference, compared to 4.3 nationally.

Trainees would adopt an average of 3.5 new practices as a consequence

of training, compared to 4.2 nationally.

User of Providers: 612 providers are catalogued in the file (national

average 454). Approximately 50 are used actively.

Activities Analysis:

Type Percentage National

Facilitation 0 % 2 %

Training 0 3

Technical Assistance 2 6

Information 33 24

Materials 65 65

Analysis of activities reveals comparable findings for facilitation and

materials distribution. There was a lack of training and facilitation
activities and technical assistance was the lowest. Information exceeds

the national average. RAP recorded 202 activities; national average 255;
range 114 to 442.

Provider: RAP is the provider in 99 percent of the activities compared

to 94 percent nationally. Other providers identified in activities are

resource providers (1%).
*q.

Requester: 55 percent of the activities identify Head Start requesters;
45 percent are non-Head Start, compared to national findings of 74 and

26 percents, respectively. Other requesters include resource providers

(15%), SEA (2%), LEA (13%), other RAPs (4%), regional contractors (6%),
ACYF-regional (2%), and others (3%).

Geographic Distribution:

PercentState

Missouri 32 %

Nebraska 25

Kansas 21

Iowa 16

Other 6

Task Records: RAP record:. 64 task records; 68 nationally, range 44 to 99.

539 persons received training by RAP in addition to the state training

conferences.
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Collaboration: Region VII RAP facilitated an agreement between the Kansas
SEA and Head Starts. Per the SEA/Head Start agreement in Nebraska, Region
VII co-sponsored four meetings with the Nebraska SEA to enhance awareness
of common concerns and differences among Head Starts and LEAs. RAP nego-
tiated an agreement between the Kansas Head Start Directors' Association
and the Crippled Children's Agency.

Task Force: Region VII RAP participated on two task forces: computer and
organizations/linkages.

Head Start Directors' Meetinjs: RAP attended a total of 17 directors'
meetings, covering each of its states, plus one regional directors.'
meeting.

Head Start Telephone Inquiries: 4.7 average number of types of contacts,
compared to 4.6 nationally.

Satisfaction measures 3.2 on a four-point scale (3.4 nationally).

Problems are cited by 7 percent Of the informants (2 percent nationally);

Mainstreaming conferences were attended by 10 percent of the teachers
and 9 percent of the teacher aides among the sampled grantees, compared
to 28 and 20 percents nationally.

37 percent of the respondents identify training as the most valuable ser-
vice that RAP offers, compared to 59 percent nationally.

SEA Telephone Inquiries:

Frequency of contact 3.3 (2.6 national index).

Average number of types of contacts 6.0 (4.1 national index).

Satisfaction 3.8 (3.3 national grade).

OBSERVATIONS

Three Cases Ctied by RAP as Representative of Work:

A Nebraska summer Head Start program converted to a full-year program
with a director who was not very familiar with Head Start. RAP had a
significant role in the start-up of the new program by providing materials,
rendering TA, and putting the staff in touch with another Head Start pro-
gram for continued support.

RAP staff developed RAPid Resource, a comprehensive manual for handicap
coordinators adapted from the Los Angeles RAP's RAPid File. The manual
is designed to accommodate periodic additions.

RAP followed up on the Nebraska SEA/Head Start collaborative agreement
by attending regular meetings and sponsoring a joint conference in
Kearney for public school and Head Start teaching staff.
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THL UNIVERSITY OF DENVER RAP

BACKGROUND

Location: Denver Research Institute-SSRE
University of Denver

Denver, Colorado 80208

Telephone: (303) 753-3484

Funding Sponsor: University of Denver

Staff: Phil Fox, Director
Jane Amundson, Co-Director
Becky Cook, Coordinator

Grant/Contract History: RAP is sponsored by the Denver Research Insti-

tute, Social Systems Research and Evaluation (SSRE) Division, University

of Denver. SSRE conducts basic and applied research in the social sci-

ences. Projects funded from federal and local sources treat issues in

human services, evaluation, education and industrial technology, communi-

cations, and computerized information. University of Denver sponsored

RAP for the first time in the 1980-81 program year.

Fundinallvel: $156,521 ($142,741 national average). Overall funding

1s the fourth highest; the salary line item is the third lowest, caused

by the highest overhead rate of 112 percent compared to 54.7 percent na-

tionally. Fringe and travel costs are among the highest and "other costs"

rank lowest.

Full-Time Equivalent Staff: 2.50 (national average 3.42;. This is the

lowest FTE.

FTE $22,542 ($18,873 national average). This the fourth

highest salary level.

REGIONAL SITUATION

States Served: Colorado, Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, Utah,

Wyoming -- 574,000 square miles; second largest geographic area.

Estimated Number oflhlasist2rtliqnslicapost112ildrep: 1,219 (2,857

average

Number of GranteeF.: 59 (national average 72).

ACYF System for Delivery of Handictlp_Services: A region-wide general

Y7 TA contractor with handicap responsibilities is funded by ACYF Region

VIII.
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Most Valuable Service Citedlujegional Office: The Regional Office can

depend on RAP for information, support, and follow-through on a request;

RAP's availability T/TA; RAP's role in coordinating region's T/TA

provider network.

RAP OPERATIONS

Iglour Task Priorities)

Conduct state training conferences
Provide service to Head Start grantees
Assess needs of Head Start grantees
Facilitate collaborative agreements

Bottom Two Priorities:

Establish/update file of resource providers
Assist Head Start grantees with Annual Survey

Needs Assessment Process: 100 percent of the assessments have

been completed national average 93%). RAP sent out color-coded needs

assessment forms to directors, handicap coordinators,and teachers. Forms

are returned to RAP for analysis and results are sent to the program.

Follow-up phone calls go to each program. Greatest needs cited by grant-

ees are developing, writing, and implementing IEPs; writing goals and ob-

jectives; using individualized techniquer,; and specific handicapping

conditions.

Training Conferences: 26 conferences; total trained, 670..

270 teachers and 173 teacher aides were
trained; this represents 58 percent
of the teachers and 41 percent of
the teacher aides in RAP's service
area, compared to 34 and 20 percents

nationally.

227 others were in attendance, includ-
ing social services staff.

49 grantees attended; this represents
91 percent of all grantees, com-
pared to the national average of

85 percent,

Short-term Conference Evaluation:

Composition consisted of 97 percent Head Start staff, compared to 96

percent nationally, and 2 percent others compared to 1 percent na-

tionally.

37 percent of the Head Start attendees were teachers, 20 percent

teacher aides, and 40 percent other staff. Nationally, composition

was 43 percent teachers, 21 percent aides, and 32 percent others.
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Satisfaction among participants falls into the following distribu-
tion: 46 percent excellent, 5C) percent good, 2 percent fair, and 0

percent poor, compared to national findings of 54, 41, 3 and less
than 1 percents.

Participants gained knowledge in an average of 4.2 areas as,a con-
sequence of the conference, compared to 4.3 nationally.

Trainees would adopt an average of 4.3 new practices as a consequence
of training, compared to 4.2 nationally.

Use of Providers: 134 providers are catalogued in the file (national

average 454). Approximately 30 are used actively.

Activities Analysis:.

Percentage National

Facilitation 3 % 2 %

Training 1 3

Technical Assistance 3 6

Information 14 24

Materials 79. 65

Analysis of activities reveals that the workload compares similarly
with the national distribution of activities for facilitation and train-

ing, somewhat below for technical assistance and information, and exceeds

the national distribution for materials, the highest of all RAPs. 'RAP

recorded 213 activities, national average 255; range 114 to 442.
la

Provider: RAP is the provider in 95 percept of the activities compared

to 94 percent nationally. Other providers identified in activities are

ACYF (1%), other RAPs (1%), and resource providers (3%).

Regyestor: 88 percent of the activities identify Head Start requestors;
T2 percent are non-Head Start, compared to national findings of 74 and 26

percents, respectively. Other requestors include resource providers (4 %),

SEA (1%), LEAs (2%), ACYF-regional (1%), and regional office contractors

(4%).

Geographic Distribution:

State Percent

Colorado 40 %

Utah 21

Montana 17

South Dakota 13

North Dakota 4

Wyoming 3

Other 2

Task Records: RAP records 56 task records; 68 nationally, range 44 to 99.

ii persons received training by RAP in addition to the state training con-

ferences.
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Advisory Committee: One meeting was held this year. The committee is
composed of 21 members (compared to the national average of'14 members),
the second largest among RAPs. All categories of membership are repre-
sented; this is the only RAP to have teachers represented on their com-
mittee.

Collaboration: Although an SEA/Head Start agreement does not exist in
Colorado, the University of Denver RAP and the SEA jointly sponsored five
training sessions for LEAs and Head Starts interested in establishing
local collaborative agreements. The RAP facilitated collaborative agree-

ments between a Colorado Head Start and the LEA and the local department
of health.

Task Force: University of Denver RAP participated on three task forces:
computer, computer technology, and organizations/linkages.

Head Start Director Meetings: RAP staff attended five meetings, cover-

ing all states except Montana, plus one regional meeting.

Head Start Telephone Inguiries: 4.4 average number of types of contacts,

compared to 4.6 nationally.

Satisfaction measures 3.3 on a four-point scale (3.4 nationally).

Problems are cited by 0 perc:nt of the informants (2 percent nationally).

Mainstreaming conferences were attended by 61 percent of the teachers and

40 percent of the teacher aides among the sampled grantees, compared to-

28 and 20 percents nationally.

53 percent of the respondents identify training as the most valuable
service that RAP offers, compared to 59 percent nationally.

SEA Telephone Inquiries:

Frequency of contact 2.3 (2.6 national index).

Average number of types of contacts 4 0 (4.1 national index).

Satisfaction 3.4 (3.3 national grade;.

OBSERVATIONS

Three Cases Cited by RAP as Representative of Work:

The University of Denver RAP supported Utah handicap coordinators and

Denver lead teacher., by training them as trainers on the IEP process.

After participants had trained their own staffs, RAP followed up with
training on determining goals and writing lesson plans, with the gui-

dance of the coordinators and lead teachers. As a result of the effort,

RAP noted an increase in confidence among the trainers. Utah coordi-

nators have begun to view RAP as a support and are now thinking of in-

viting RAP on-site.
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RAP and the Colorado SEA co-sponsored five sessions on Head Start/LEA

collaboration. They facilitated Head Start and LEA participants' work
together by presenting a general overview, discussing programs, respec-
tive responsibilities, and conducting a working session during which
Head Starts and LEAs reviewed overlapping responsibilities and which

responsibilities each could assume.

RAP traveled on-site to all seven Montana grantees to provide individual-

ized training. As Montana programs are very autonomous, this was an

opportunity to meet directors and handicap coordinators, assess program
characteristics, and respond to specific needs. As a result, the RAP

has received more requests for service from the Montana Head Starts and

has felt better equipped to respond with the appropriate materials or

service.

t
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THE LOS ANGELES RAP

BACKGROUND

Location: 1741 Silverlake Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90026

Telephone: (213) 664-293/

Funding Sponsor: Child, Youth & Family Services (CYFS)

Staff: Bea Gold, Director
Chris Drouin, Co-Director
Barbara Robbin, Training Coordinator
Shirley Williamson, Coordinator
Joyce Williams, Coordinator

GrantlContractlititori: CYFS is a nonprofit corporation founded in 1978
to provide direct service to children, families,and programs serving

children with special needs. Through other grants CYFS provides tech-
nical assistance to the handiud effort within Los Angeles area Head
Start programs and has trained public school teachers on mainstreaming
concepts. During the first two years of the project, RAP was funded
under the Los Angeles Unified School District.

Funding_Level: $161,494 ($142,741 national average). This is the third

highest overall funding level, salary and "other costs" are among the high-
est. Overbead/frinye rate of 54.4 percent compares with the national aver-

age of 54.7 percent.

Full-Time Equivalent Staff: 3,05 (3.42 national average). Angeles

WP ranks ninth in FTE staff.

FIE SalAny.: $23,460 ($18,873 national average). This RAP has the second

highest average salary level.

REGIONAL SITUATION

States Served: California, Arizona and Nevada -- 383,000 square miles,

the fourth largest area served.

Estimated Number of Head Start Handicapped Children: 3,389 (2,857

national average).

Number of Grantees: 57 (national average 72).

ACYF_System for DeliveryofHandicAp Services: ACYF Region IX direct

hinds to each Head Start grantee.
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Most Valuable Service Cited 41...Regional Office: RAP is valuable to the

Regional Office for clarification and interpretations, etc., and up-to-
date information.

RAP OPERATIONS

Top Four lask Priorities:

Provide service to Head Start grantees
Assess needs of Head Start grantees
Conduct state training conferences
Facilitate collaborative agreements

Bottom Two Priorities:

Conduct advisory committee meetings
Assist Head Start grantees with Annual Survey

Needs Assessment Process: 91 percent of the assessments have been com-
Feted (nagonarTverage 93%). RAP mailed out a written form to each

grantee and followed up with phone calls. The greatest needs cited by
grantees are in working with parents, funding for special aides in the
classroom, diagnosis, transportation, and special activities for speci-
fic handicapping conditions especially speech, mental retardation, and
learning disabilities.

Training Conferences: 10 conferences; total trained, 782.

408 teachers and 148 teacher aides were
trained; this represents 26 percent
of the teachers and 10 percent of
the teacher aides in RAP's service
area, compared to 34 and 20 per-

cents nationally.

226 others were in attendance, includ-
ing social services staff.

50 grantees attended; this represents
88 percent of all grantees, com-
pared to the national average of 85

percent.

Short-term Conference Evaluation:

Composition consisted of 96 percent Head Start staff compared to 96

percent nationally, and 2 percent others compared to 1 percent na-

tionally.

46 percent of the Head Start attendees were teachers, 17 percent
teacher aides, and 33 percent other staff. Nationally, composition

was 43 percent teachers, 21 percent aides, and 32 percent others.
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Satisfaction among participants falls into the following distribution:
47 percent excellent, 46 percent good, 5 percent fair, and 0 percent

poor, compared to national findings of 54, 41, 3, and less than 1
percents.

Participants gained knowledge in an average of 3.8 areas as a conse-
quence of the conference, compared to 4.3 nationally.

Trainees would adopt an average of 3.8 new practices as a conse-
quence of training, compared to 4.2 nationally.

Use of Providers: 393 providers are catalogued in the file (national

average 454. 6 are used actively.

Activities Analysis:

Percentsje Nation, 1

Facilitation 3 % 2 %

Training 0 3

Technical Assistance 24 6

Information 29 24

Materials 44 65

Analysis of activities reveals that Los Angeles' workload compares
similarly with the national average for facilitation and information,
is the highest for technical assistance, and falls considerably below

on materials and training. RAP recorded 177 activities; national
average 255; range 114 to 442.

Provider: RAP is the provider in 97 percent of the activities com-
pared to 94 percent nationally. Other providers identified in activities

are SEA (1%), resource providers (1%), and others (1%).

fteRktstor: 81 percent of the activities identify Head Start requestors;
19 percent are non-Head Start, compared to national findings of 74 and

26 percents, respectively, Other requestors include resource providers
(8%), SEA (3%), other RAPs (1%), ACYF-regional (2%), LEA (2%), ACYF-DC

(1%), and others (2%).

garAPAL2iltilati91:
State Percent

California 83 %

Arizona 9

Nevada 3

Other 5

.Task Records: RAP records 69 task records; 68 nationally, range 44 to
99. 130 persons received training by RAP in addition to the state train-

ing conferences.
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Advisory Committee: One meeting was held and a second planned. The

committee is composed of 17 members (compared to the national average
of 14 members). All categories of membership are represented.

Collaboration: Los Angeles RAP negotiated a mechanism by which Head
Starts in Arizona could apply for and receive Part B-EHA LEA entitle-
ment fends. The RAP then found an agency through which the grantees

could apply. The RAP co-sponsored four workshops with the SEA and ACYF

on the California SEA/Head Start agreement. RAP facilitated three
signed Head Start/LEA agreements, and has been directly involved in
negotiations for an additional seven.

Task Force: RAP participated on three task forces: computer, CDA,
an--FANT

Head Start Directors! Meetings: RAP attended two regional directors'

meetings covering all of the states. There are no individual state-
level directors' associations in RAP's service area.

Head Start Telephone Inquiries: 4.7 average number of types of contacts,

compared to 4.6 nationally.

Satisfaction measures 3.4 on a four-point scale (3.4 nationally).

Problems are cited by 10 percent of the informants (2 percent nationally),

Mainstreaming conferences were attended by 18 percent of the teachers and

11 percent of the teacher aides among the sampled grantees, compared to
28 and 20 percents nationally.

57 percent of thl respondents identify training as the most valuable ser-
vice that RAP offers, compared to a national average of 59 percent.

SEA Telephone Inquiries:

Frequency of contact 1.7 (2.6 national index).

Average number of types of contacts 5.0 (4.1 national index).

Satisfaction 3.5 (3.3 national grade).

OBSERVATIONS

Three Cases Cited by RAP as RIplesprtative of Work:

When the air traffic controller's strike forced the cancellation of a RAP/
ACYF/Westinghouse conference on management and intercomponent work, RAP
developed RAPid File to address some of the handicap coordinators' needs.
The file is riaiiVreM' notebook of forms and procedures to expedite day-

to-day tasks and help handicap coordinators manage their work. Other con-

tractors have used it, the Regional Office has disseminated it, and the

RAP co-director traveled to Dallas to train Region VI Handicap Consortia

how to use the file.

The four days of training by ACYF and the California SEA, facilitated by

RAP and designed for school districts and Head Starts, brought people to-

gether to talk. These relationships have ongoing potential and have al-

reddy improved services to handicapped children, In fact, participants

are now looking at how to make the state collaborative agreement more

effective. 74



A position paper was prepared for the California Consortium of BEH/HCEEP
Projects by the RAP co-director synthesizing directions in which early
childhood special education should move in California; this was a tangible
product of Los Angeles RAP's networking effort. Recognition of RAP as a
force in the field of early childhood education has changed the perception
of Head Start as an insular program among members of the early childhood
special education community as well as the special education community
at large.

75



1HE PACIFIC RAP

BACKGROUND

Location: School of Public Health
University of Hawaii

Biomedical Science Bldg.,C!-105M
1960 East-West Road
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

Telephone: (808) 948-8639

Funding Sponsor: University of Hawaii

Staff: Setsu Furuno, Director
Vivian Halverson, Co-Director
Shirley Salomon, Field Training Specialist
David Roscoe, Field Training Specialist

GrantjContract History: Funded for its third year of operation, Hawaii

RAP serves the Hawaii and Pacific grantees. RAP has a close association

with the BEH-funded Pacific Basin Consortium, an organization of SEAs,

universities and colleges throughout the Pacific.

Funding Level: $200,542 (national average $142,741). Hawaii RAP has

the highest budget among RAPs, due in part to travel demands; staff

salary allocations are the highest among RAPs, as is travel. The over:'

head/fringe rate is the third highest. "Other casts" is somewhat

average.

Full-Time SALliAlentStLff. 3.65 (national average, 3.42). Pacific

RAP has an average FTL.

FTC Salary: $22,616 (national average, $18,873). Salary levels are the

third highest.

REGIONAL SITUATION

States Served: Hawaii, Pacific Trust Territory, Commonwealth of the

Northern Mariana Islands, and Guam -- a land area of 7,300 square miles,

the smallest land area among RAPs, but spread over millions of square

miles in the Pacific.

Lstimated Number of Head StarthmtiaEesLgitldnerl: 340 (national

average 2,8577

Number of Grantees: 12 (national average 72),
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ACYF System for Delivery of Handicap Services: There is a regionally

funded T/TA provider serving the Pacific.

Most Valuable Service Cited by Re ional Office: Prmides up-to-date

information; RAP is the regions of ice s main link to Pacific grantees.

RAP OPERATIONS

To' Four Task Priorities:

Conduct state training conferences
Provide service to Head Start grantees
Assess needs of Head Start grantees
Facilitate collaborative agreements

Bottom Two Priorities:

Establish/update file of resource providers
Assist Head Start grantees with Annual Survey

Needs Assessment Process: 100 percent of the assessments have been. com-

pleted (national average 93%). RAP mails forms to directors and also

gathers information on-site for the Micronesian programs. Information

is supplemented by telephone. The greatest needs expressed by Head

Starts are IEPs, specific handicapping conditions, working with parents,

and team development.

Training Conferences: 11 conferences; total trained, 309.

127 teachers and 103 teacher aides Were

trained; this represents 70 percent
of the teachers and 76 percent of
the teacher aides in RAP's service
area, compared to 34 and 20 percents

nationally.

79 others were in attendance, includ-

ing social services staff.

11 grantees attended; this represents
92 percent of all grantees, com-
pared to the national average of

85 percent.

Short-term Conference Evaluation:

Composition consisted of 98 percent Head Start staff, compared to 96

percent nationally and 1 percent non-Head Start, compared to 1 percent

nationally.

4' .percent of the Head Start attendees were teachers, 27 percent

teachers aides, and 26 percent other staff. Nationally, composition

was 43 percent teachers, 21 percent aides, and 32 percent others.
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Satisfaction among participants falls into the following dis-
tribution: 61 percent excellent, 30 percent good, 1 percent fair,

and 1 percent poor, compared to national findings of 54, 41, 3 and
less than 1 percents.

Participants gained knowledge in an average of 5.3 areas as a con-
sequence of the conference, compared to 4.3 nationally,

Trainees would adopt an average of ,.8 new practices as a conse-

quence of training, compared to 4.2 nationally,

Use of Providers: 294 providers are catalogued in the file (national
average 454). Approximately

Activities Anal sts:

15 are used actively,

Percentage National:Type

Facilitation 11 % 2 %

Training 2 3

Technical Assistance 7 6

Information 38 24

Materials 42 65

Analysis of activities reveals that Pacific RAP has the highest per-
centage of facilitation activities, is among the highest for information,

compares similarly on training and technical assistance, and is sub-

stantially lower for materials distribution. RAP recorded 114 activities;

national average 255; range 114 to 449..

Provider: RAP is the provider in 87 percent of the activities compared

to 94 Mercent nationally. Other providers identified in activities are

SEA (1%), regional contractors (1%), resource providers (5%), other RAPs

(1%), and others (5%).

BpApestor: 41 percent of the activities identify Head Start requestors;
59 percent are non-Head Start, compared to national findings of 74 and 26

percents, respectively. Other requestors include resource providers (14%),
SEA (6%), LEA (1%), other RAPs (1%), regional contractors (5%), ACYF-

regional (5%), ACYF-DC (3%), and others (24%).

Ce graphic Distribution:

PercentState

Hawaii 46 %

Guam 19

Pacific Trust Territory 16

Commonwealth of the
Morthern Mariana Islands 4

Other 5
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Task Records: RAP records 64 task records; 68 nationally, range 44 to

99. 117 persons received training from RAP in addition to the state

training conferences.

Advisory Committee: One advisory committee meeting was held for each

of two separate committees for Hawaii and Micronesia. The committees

are composed of 12 and 15 members, respectively (compared to a national

average of 14 members). All categories of members are represented.

Collaboration: Pacific RAP facilitated an agreement between Hawaiian

grantees and the Hawaii SEA. RAP collaborated with the Marshall Islands

SEA to arrange speech and hearing screening specialists for the local
Head Start. Pacific RAP worked with the University of Guam, the Com-

munity College of the Northern Mariana Islands, and the Community College
of Micronesia to arrange credit for Head Start/RAP training.

Task Force: Pacific RAP participated on one task force: PA26.

Head Start Directors' Meetings: RAP attended a total of five meetings,

covering each oof its service areas.

Head Start Telephone Inquiries.: 6.5 average number of types of contacts,

compared to 4.6 nationally.

Satisfaction measures 3.9 on a four-point scale (3.4 nationally).

Problems are cited by 0 percent of the informants (2 percent nationally).

Mainstreaming conferences were attended by 87 percent of the teachers

and 79 percent of the teacher aides among the sampled grantees, compared

to 28 and 20 percents nationally.

27 percent of the respondents identify on- site .T /TA as the most valuable

service that RAP offers, compared to 8 percent nationally.

glalEt9111MiniEl:
Frequency of contact 3.5 (2.6 national index).

Average number of types of contacts 5.0 (4.1 national index).

Satisfaction 3.3 (3.3 national grade).

OBSERVATIONS

Three Cases Cited by RAP asagresentAiLlypoilork:

Through training on team development, Pacific RAP reinforced the notion

that Head Start directors and staff should work and plan together.

By rotating responsibilities for chairing and recording the meetings,

RAP increased the leadership skills of all staff and democratized the

process. By clarifying roles, RAP helped Head Start staff work out

difficulties among themselves.

RAP developed assessment tools for four grantees and is working on modi-

fkations for others. Tools have been made more appropriate for the cul-
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tures in which they are to be used, and three will be translated. A

major task has been to translate common English words into languages
in which one word frequently has several connotations. This will be

the first year that all programs will have assessed their children.

This year, RAP's rapport with programs enabled the University of Guam
to train Head Start staff through its personnel preparation grant. Both

department of education and Head S,..art staffs received training on audio-

metric and speech screening. In addition, RAP's involvement has not only
linked Head Start with concrete services, but also equipped them to do
their own screening when public providers are not available. Most Head
Starts in the RAP's service area now have audiometers, and RAP periodi-
cally facilitates recalibration of the instruments.

4%
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THE PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY RAP

BACKGROUND

Location: Portland State University

Post Office Box 1491
Portland, Oregon 97201

Telephone: (503) 229-4815

Funding Sponsor; Portland State University

Staff: Carillon Olmsted, Director
Mary Perkins, Coordinator
Geri Rowe, Family Service Specialist

Grant/Contract History: RAP is sponsored by Portland State University,

Division of Continuing Education. Also housed at the PSU Division of

Continuing Education is the Region X STATO, providing training and tech-

nical assistance to Head Start grantees in Oregon. Subcontracted to RAP

is the Crippled Children's Division, University of Oregon Health Services

Division.

Funding Level: $130,481 (national average,$142,741). The salary line

item is the lowest of all RAPs, but the overhead rate is the second high-

est. Overall budget ranks tenth.

Full -Time Equivalent Staff: 2.92 (national average, 3.42). FTE is con-

siderably lower than the national average, and is the second lowest FTE.

FTE Salar y: $12,582 (national average, $18,873). FTE salary is the low-

est of all RAPs.

REGIONAL SITUATION

States Served: Idaho, Oregon, Washington -- 249,000 square miles, the

sixth largest service area.

Estimated Number of Head Start Handicapped Children: 1,183 (national

average, 2,857).

Number of Grantees; 50 (national average,72).

ACYF System for Delivery. of Handicap Services: There are three State

'Technical Assistance and Training Offices (STATOs) with general T/TA
responsibilities including handicap services, but no specific dollar or

person day assignments are made for handicap services.
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Most Valuable Service Citedpy_Lepional Office: RAP serves as a resource

and quality control element for the regional office, 4

RAP OPERATIONS

Top Four Task Priorities:

Conduct state training conferences
Provide service to Head Start grantees
Facilitate collaborative agreements
Assess needs of Head Start grantees

Bottom Two Priorities:

Attend Head Start director association meetings

Assist Head Start grantees with Annual Survey

Needs Assessment Process: 100 percent of the assessments have been com-

pleted (natidiircii7,93%). RAP sends out a letter to programs to

prepare them with information RAP will be gathering and also identifies

a week when RAP will call. Information is ultimately gathered by phone
and supplemented at director's meetilg and through training conference

evaluations. The greatest needs cited are for procedures for the handi-

cap component, rules and regulations (federal, state and Head Start),

working with families, correct diagnosis, health impairments, and inter-

agency collaboration.

Training Conferences: 7 conferences; total trained, 388.

125 teachers and 102 teacher aides were
trained; this represents 31 percent
of the teachers and 30 percent of
the teacher aides in RAP's service

area, compared to 34 and 20 percents,
nationally.

161 others were in attendance, includ-
ing social sservices staff.

40 gvIntees attended; this represents
8C ercent of all grantees, coin -

pared to the national average of
85 percent.

Short-term Conference Evaluation:

Composition consisted of 100 percent Head Start staff, compared to 96

percent nationally, and 0 percent non-Head Start staff, compared to 1

percent nationally.

30 percent of the Head Start attendees were teachers', 28 percent

teacher aides, and 42 percent other staff, Nationally composition

was 43 percent teachers, 21 percent aides, (Ind 32 percent others.

82

4
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Satisfaction among participants falls into the following distribution:
37 percent excellent, 61 percent good, 2 percent fair, and 0 percent

poor, compared to national findings of 54, 41, 3, and less than 1 per-

cents,respectively.

Participants gained knowledge in an average cf 4.2 areas as a con-

sequence of the conference, compared to 4.3 nationally.

Trainees would adopt an average of 3.8 new practices as a conse-

quence of training compared to 4,2 nationally.

Use of Providers: 150 -,moulders are catalogued in the file (national aver-

age 454). Approximately 30 are used actively.

ActiYiLig521141.451U

Ige Percentage National

Facilitation 1 % ' 2 %

Training 3 3

Technical Assistance 2 6

Information 46 24

Materials 48 65

Analysis of activities reveals a workload whose distribution compares
similarly with national averages for facilitation and trianing, is the

second highest for information, and among the lowest for materials and

technical assistance. RAP recorded 204 activities; national average,

2S5; range 114 to 442.

Provider: <AP is the provider in 93 percent of the activities compared

to 94percent nationally. Uther providers identified in activities are

ACYF (1%) and resource providers (6%).

Requestor: 68 percent of the activities identify Head Start requestors;

32'percent are non-Head Start, compared to national findings of 74 and

26 percents, respectively. Other requestors include resource providers

(8%), regional contractors (5%), other RAPs (6%), ACYF regional office

(3%), ACYF-DC (1%), LEA (3%), SEA(1 %), and others (5%).

Geographic Distribution:

State Percent

Washington 44 %

Oregon 37

Idaho 10

Other 9

yask Records: RAP records 44 task records; 68 nationally, range 44 to 99.

49 persons received training by RAP in addition to the state training con-

ferences.
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Advisory Committee: RAP has convened two advisory committee meetings.
The conunittee is composed of nine members (compared to the national aver-
age of 14 members). All categories of members are represented.

Collaboration: Portland State University RAP and the Regional Office
formed tie Washington Interagency Committee to discuss Head Start col-

laborative agreements. Portland State University RAP is giving technical

assistance to four Head Start programs which are working through the col-

laborative process with LLAs.

Task Force: PSU RAP was a member of one task force: CDA.

Head Start Director's Meetings: RAP attended three director's meetings,

covering two of the three states in its service area, plus one regional
director's meeting.

Head Start Telephone Inquiries: 4.9 average number of types of contacts,

compared to 4.6 nationally.

Satisfaction measures 3,3 on a four-point scale (3.4 nationally).

Problems are cited by 0 percent of the informants (2 percent nationally).

Mainstreaming conferences were attended by 39 percent of the teachers
and 50 percent of the teacher aides among the sampled grantees, compared

to 28 and 20 percents nationally.

70 percent of the respondents identify training as the most valuable -

service that RAP offers, compared to a neiunal average of 59 percent.

SEA Telephone In uisies:

Frequency of contact 2.3 (2.6 national index).

Average number of types of contacts 3.0 (4.1 national index).

Satisfaction 2.7 (3.3 national grade).

OBSERVATIONS

Three Cases Cited by RAP aslepsneAptive of Work:

RAP and the regional office formed the Washington Interagency Committee,
which also included the Department of Public Instruction staff, to dis-
cuss Head Start collaborative issues. The DPI has funded two projects,
one of which involves a Head Start and an LEA.

One of RAP's goals for the year was to strengthen grantees' skills in

providing handicap services. Feeling that the canvass calls were an un-
tapped opportunity to assess levels of skills, RAP sent a schedule for
calls to each grantee in advance, allowing the program adequate time to
gather needed information and assess their program's needs. As a result,

RAP found that they provided considerable TA over the phone.

RAP conductO seven mainstreaming conferences, training 125 teachers, 102

teacher aides, and 161 others, for a total of 388 persons.
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'I HE ALASKA RAP

BACKGROUND

Location: 1345 W. 9th Avenue, Suite 202
Anchorage, Alaska 99501

Telephone: (907) 274-1665

Funding Sponsor: Easter Seal Society

Staff: Marion Bowles, Director
Hillary Hardwick, Coordinator
Sharon Fortier, Resource Specialist

Grantgontract History: The Easter Seal Society of Alaska sponsors the
RAP. The Alaska RAP was funded to provide RAP services to six IMPD pro-
grams in Alaska. The Easter Seal Society also operates a toy lending
library funded by the Alaska Department of Health and Social Services
and receives funding from the State Education Agency for an Early Child-
hood Coordination Project.

Funding Level: $130,243 (national average, $142,741). Overall budget
M one cif the lowest among RAPs, reflected in lower line items in every
category except "other costs," which is about the national average.

Full-Time Eguimlont Staff: 2.50 (national average, 3.42). This RAP
has the third lowestT:

FTE Salary) $23,954 (national average $18,873). The exceptionally high
ffisafary level reflects the astronomical cost of living in Alaska, and
ranks the highest FTE salary of all RAPs.

REGIONAL SITUATION

State Served: A'aska -- 586,000 square miles, the largest geographic
area served by a RAP,

Estimated Number of Head Start Handicapped Children: 79 (national aver-
age,2,857).

Number, of Grantees: 3 (national average, 72).

ACYFasttT for Delivery of Handicap Services: Region X supports three

State Technical Assistance and Training Offices in Washington and Oregon
with no specific dollar or person-day allocation. Alaskan grantees are
direct funded for T/TA.
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Most Valuable Service Cited by_Bsigional Office: RAP is extremely knowl-

ageable about the areeTneeds;0has competence in working on speech-

related problems.

RAP OPERATIONS

Top Four Task Priorities:

Conduct state training conferences
Provide service to Head Start grantees
Assess needs of Head Start grantees

Implement management information system

Bottom Two Priorities:

Participate on RA° task forces
Assist Head Start grantees with Annual Survey

Needs Assessment Process: IOU percent of the assessments nave been com-

pleted 5Titional average, 93%). HAP informally calls each grantee on a

more than monthly basis to geher needs assessment information. Infor-

mation is supplemented when RAP is on-site ane through conference eval-

uation forms. The greatest needs are for speech and language training,

classroom planning and management, recruitment, and assessment.

Training_ Conferences: 7 conferences; total trained, 43.

15 teachers and 17 teacher aides were
trained; this represents 42 per-
cent of the teachers and 46 per-
cent of the teacher aides in RAP's
service area, compared to 34 and

20 percents, nationally.

11 others were in attendance.

,
3 grantees, this represents 100

percent of all grantees, compared
to the national average of 85 per- 4

cent.

Short term Conference Evaluation:

Composition consisted of 88 percent Head Start staff, compared to 96

percent nationally, and 4 percent non-Head Start staff, compared to

1 percent nationally.

38 percent of the Head Start attendees were teachers, 38 percent

teacher aides, and 13 percent other staff. Nationally ^nmposition

was 43 percent teachers, 21 percent aides, and 32 percent others.

Satisfaction among participants ,alls into the following distribution:

50 percent excellent, 42 percent good, 4 percent fair and 0 percent

poor, compared to national findings of 54, 41, 3 and less than 1 per-

cents.
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Participants gained knowledge in an average of 3.2 areas as a con-
sequence of the conference, compared to 4,3 nationally.

Trainees would adopt an average of 3,1 new practices as a conse-
quence of training, compared to 4.2 nationally.

Use of Providers; 750 providers are catalogued in the file (national
average 454). Approximately 42 are used actively.

Activities Analysis:

ine Percentage, National

Facilitation 5 % 2 %

Training 1 3

Technical Assistance 4 6

Information 54 24

Materials 36 65

Analysis of activities reveals that Alaska RAP compares similarly to the
the national averages except for information, which is the highest among

RAPs, and materials which is the lowest. RAP recorded 222 activities;

national average 255; range 114 to 442.

Provider: RAP is the provider in 93 percent of the activities compared

to 94 percent nationally. Other providers identified in activities are
resource providers (5%), and other RAPs (2%).

Requestor: 17 percent of the activities identify Head Start requestors;
83 percent are non-Head Start, compared to national findings of 74 and26
percents, respectively. Other requestors include LEA (19%), SEA (2%),

other RAPs (6%), ACYF-regional (1%), ACYF-DC (1%), regional contractors
(31%), and others (23%).

Geographic Distribution:

State Percent

Alaska 78 %

Other 22

Task Records; RAP records 50 task records; 68 nationally, range 44 to
997116 persons received training by RAP in addition to state training

conferences.

Myisory.Committpe) RAP has convened two advisory committee meetings.
The committee is composed of 16 members (compared to the natiora1 aver-

age of 14 members). All categories of membership are represented except
parents and ACYF, the latter due to travel constraints at the regional

office.



Collaboration: Alaska RAP received federal funds through an Alaska Depart-
-menTETTECation grant to replicate RAP services in the non-Head Start

community. The RAP participates in staffings at the Infant Learning Pro-
ject Center on the placement of children in Head Start or public schools.

They work wi' he Early Childhood Coordination Project to identify early

childhood nc .) and potential providers.

Task Force: Alaska RAP participated on two task forces: speech (chair-

person) and computer/technology.

Head Start Directors' Meetings) Alaska RAP attended five directors'

meetings in Alaska.

Head Start Telephone Inquiries: 7.3 average number of types of contacts,

compared to 4.6 nationally.

Satisfaction measures 3.7 on a four-point scale, 3.4 nationally.

Problems are cited by 0 percent of the informants, 2 percent nationally.

Mainstreaming conferences were attended by 62 percent of the teachers and

65 percent of the teacher aides among the sampled grantees, compared to

28 percent and 20 percent nationally.

67 percent of the respondents identify on-site T/TA as the most valuable

service that RAP offers, compared to 8 percent nationally.

SEA Telephone Inquiries:

Frequency of contact 4.0 (2.6 national index).

Average number of types of contacts 4.0 (4.1 national index).

Satisfaction 4.0 (3.3 national grade).

OBSERVATIONS

Three Cases by RAP as

RAP is credited with facilitating an agreement between a Head Start pro-

gram and the Eagle River public schools. Moderately and severely handi-

capped preschoolers of the area public schools were being bussed 2-3 hours 1

several times a week into the nearest large city for services. The LEA

approached the Head Start, because of their excellent program, to inquire

about possible use of the Head Start facility. The public schools are

now paying Head Start for space, and both Head Start and public school

staff work in the mainstreaming setting. RAP believes that this may be

the only Head Start with a public school special education program le-

cated within it.

RAP maintains a referral service for placement of children whose families

are moving from Alaska to other areas of the country. The serOce is

available to Head Start children, infant learning program children, and

military children.
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RAP provides monthly competency-based training in Fairbanks for Head
Start teachers and aides and public school special educa 'Ion aides as
part of the Rural Education Career Ladder program. Participants receive

continuing education credits through the community college.

Oft



111. BUDGET AND STAFFING

This chapter treats RAE' budget and staffing, beginning with a brief budgetary

history of the RAP program and the major programmatic initiatives linked to

budget changes. The budget is then viewed from the perspective of the "average"

or "typical" RAP project, and examined for what it buys given the variations

which exist among the catchment areas of the network. Finally, there is an

analysis of selected budget line items.

The RAP program budget totaled $21141,126 for the 1981-82 program year. The

RAP budgets from FY'77 to FY'82 are depicted in Table 1, Total Program Budget,

FY77-82. Increases over the years have sustained the original projects and

added new contractors serving Mississippi, Alaska, and Hawaii and Micronesia.

New initiatives have included the introduction and expansion of a computerized

record keeping system, collaboration with public agencies serving handicapped

children, and a greatly expanded training effort in which each year approximate -

1y 11,000 Head Start staff, primarily teachers, receive a thorough orientation

to the concepts of mainstreaming young handicapped children.

Annual RAP Program Budget Changes ft

The RAP program began in FY'77. The first budget supported 13 projects paying

primarily part-time staff. Only during this year did a RAP serve IMPD pro-

grAms; one RAP was funded to serve all Indian and Migrant Head Start programs

in the country.

Between FY'77 and FY'78, Mississippi and Alaska RAPs were added to the network

R i:,while the R which served IMPD Head Start programs was terminated. The FY'78

budget enl rged travel allotments which were substantially underfunded in the

first year.. Also, a new program initiative, promoting formal collaborative

Pgreements between state education agencies and Head Start programs, was intro-

duced into the scope of work in FY'78.

-84-
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Line Items FY'77

Table 1

FY'80 FY'81 FY'82

Total Program Budgets
FY'77-82

FY'78 FY'79

Salaries $ 460,257 $ 557,592 $ 729,461 $ 741,386 $ 845,854 $ 947,743

Travel 74,386 120,656 172,204 185,236 247,689 257,780

Computer N/A N/A 44,322 119,529 138,100 160,332

Other Costs 198,254 127,748 237,359 229,117 234,188 256,415

Overhead & Fringe 144,994 245,711 274,186 323,852 464,536 518,850

OD

$2,141,126
1

Total Budget 877,891 $1,051,707 $1,457,732$1,599,120 $1,930,367
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In FY'79 the program budget rose by 38.6 percent over FY'78. The network was

expanded to its present size to include a RAP located in Hawaii to serve Head

Start grantees in the Pacific. Two new initiatives were introduced: a massive

training effort to orient Head Start teachers to the concepts of mainstreaming

children with handicaps, and a computerized management and information system

was piloted. The.FY179 budget supported move full-time project staff, permit-

ting greater independence from their sponsoring agencies' other grants.

For FY'80, the budget increased by 9.7 percent. he computerized management

and information system was expanded to all continental RAPs, salaries increased,

and travel costs rose commensurate with inflation, although other costs decreased.

(Other costs include all remaining out-of-pocket costs).

The FY'81 program budget rose 20.7 percent over the previous year. The major

program initiative was the revitalization of the management information system.

Two sponsors with higher fringe and overhead rates replaced two funded under

previous years.

The FY'82 budget added $210,759 and increased the total program budget by 10.9

percent over the previous year. In part, costs were contained by a contracting

procedure currently affecting the RAP program for the first time. RAP contrac-

tors had submitted three-year proposals for FY'81 through FY'83. This year, the

government picked up its option for FY'82 at the cost which had been submitted

and negotiated previously; all contractors except thu University of Denver had

renewable options. For these 14 contractors total budgets increased modestly,

between 3.6 and 13.1 percent over FY'81, whereas the University of Denver

budget increased by more than 31 percent. In some cases, such as the Region

III RAP, sponsored by Georgetown University, the previously negotiated over-

head rate of 18.8 percent was under its current rate of 24 percent. The

budget analysis here does not reflect contract amendments for additional ap-

proved overhead costs or management of the MIS system, nor does it include

carryover balances where they exist.

This year the major share (48.3%) of new monies went toward salaries. For

the mwt part, salary increases allowed moderate cost of living supplements,
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rather than an increae in the number of staff. The average salary of $17,665

for the previous year rose 6.8 percent of $18,873, while the average complement

of staff per project only rose by the equivalent of .1 person. Indirect costs

(overhead and fringe) accounted for the next largest share of new monies:

$54,314, or 25.8 percent, of new funds went toward overhead and fringe costs.

Note that indirect costs are calculated on direct costs, and ncesssarily in-

crease accordifgly. Small increases also occurred among computer, other, and

travel costs 10.6, 10.5, and 4.8 percents of new funds, respectively. The

computerized MIS was extended to the Pacific and Alaska RAPs which accounts

for the all cation of new funds in computer line item.

The "Typical" RAP

The variations among individual RAP budgets can be seen in a review of Table 2,

RAP Project Budgets, 1981-1982. They range from the low of $117,774 at Nash-

ville RAP to the high of $200,542 at the Pacific RAP. Substantial differences

exist within the budget's line items because RAPs use staff, travei, telephone,

etc., differently to meet the varying demands within their service areas.

Table 3, Characteristics of Individual RAP Service Areas, presents some of the

key dimensions to which RAP projects respond, namely, the number of Head Start

programs served, the number of handicapped children within the programs, the

square miles within the catchment area, the numbers of full-time equivalent

staff, the ratio of RAP staff per Head Start program, and the ratio of RAP staff

per handicapped child.

The two right-hand columns of the table show the relative strain that confront

RAP projects in delivering services to grantees and to handicapped children.

On the average, each RAP staff member series 21 grantees and 836 handicapped

children. Mississippi, Hawaii, and Alaska have a clear advantage over the 'thers

with respict to the number of grantees to serve. PSU, Region VII, Portage, and

Los Angeles also have relatively low staff-to-grantee ratios. On the high end,

Texas Tech is severely taxed; each staff member serves 48 grantees, more than

double the average burden. Region III and Chapel Hill also carry a heavier

burden than others with each staff member serving 32 grantees.



Table 2

RAP Protect Budgets, 1981-82

Selected Budget Line Items OH & Fr Staff

!Zion RAP Total Budget Salaries Travel Other Costs Comauter Overhead & Fringe as % of Sal. ETE Sal/FTE qd

New England 133,541 61,213 11,191 16,529 10,680 33,868 55,3 3.00 20,424

11 NYU 163,912 64,942 11,770 16,520 10,680 60,000 92.4 3.03 21,433

III Region III 142,691 68,643 12,978 12,913 10,680 37,477 54.6 3.60 19,067

IV Chapel Hill 143,035 63,416 21,200 16,073 10,800 31,546 49.7 3.55 17,864

Nashville 117,774 50,900 16,118 12,951 10,880 26,925 52.9 3.43 14,840

HInsimnIppi 125,799 62,024 13,867 13,905 10,800 25,203 40.6 3.85 16,110

V U. of III. 125,992 65,052 15,305 14,091 11,748 19,796 30.4 4.75 13,695

Portage 145,816 73,187 28,000 18,480 8,584 17,565 24.0 4.6 15,910

VI Texan Tech 129,762 60,750 14,786 18,264 10,800 25,162 4.14 3.00 20,250

VII Region VII 133,523 70,412 15,245 14,000 1v,680 23,126 32.8 3.84 18,352

VIII U. of Denver 156,521 56,357 19,330 6,900 10,800 63,134 112.0 2.50 22,542

IX LO9 AngoLp4 161,494 71,552 10,000 30,233 10,800 38,909 54.4 3.05 23,460

PocIfIc 200,542 82,549 33,911 20,250 12,150 51,682 62,6 3,65 22,616

X MI 130,481 36,740 20,585 23,092 10,800 39,264 106.9 2.92 12,582

AlAgka 1)0,243 59,6d6 13,500 22,214 9,450 25,193 42.1 2,5 23,954

TOTAL 2,141,126 941,743 257,786 256,415 160,332 518,850 51.27

AVEkAU, 142,741 63,183 17,186 17,094 10,689 34,590 54.7 3,42 18,873
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Table 3

Characteristics of Individual RAP Service Areas

RAP
# Head
Starts

a

# Handicapped
Children

b

Square
Miles FTE

FTE Per
HS

FTE per

HC Child

New England 72 1,744 67,000 3.00 24 581

NYU 80 4,555 61,000 3.03 26 1,503

Region III 114 4,217 123,000 3.60 32 1,171

Chapel Hill 114 4,265 191,000 3.55 32 1,201

Nashville 83 3,376 132,000 3.43 24 984

Mississippi 24 2,684 48,000 3.85 6 697

Univ. of Ill. 115 5,311 132,000 4.75 24 1,118

Portage 87 3,052 190,000 4.60 19 663

Texas Tech 14.3 4,962 551,000 3.00 48 1,654

Region VII 67 2,485 285,000 3.84 17 647

Univ. of Denver 59 1,219 574,000 2.50 24 488

Los Angeles 57 3,389 383,000 3.05 19 1,111

Pacific 12 340 7,300 3.65 3 93

PSI) 50 1,183 249,000 2.92 17 405

Alaska 3 79 586,000 2.50 1 32

AverAge 72 2,857 239,000 3.42 21 836

a
Exclusive of IMPD Head Start programs, inclusive of Summer Head Starts and
Parent Child Centers

b
Figures taken from National Tables 1980-81, U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services (excludes IMPD programs)

The ratio of RAP staff per handicapped child illustrates the burdens on RAPS

where grantees serve large numbers of children. Texas Tech and NYU clearly

have the heaviest loads, almost double the average ratio of 836 children per

staff member. Region III, Chapel Hill, University of Illinois, and Los Angeles

also serve large numbers of handicapped children with relatively small staffs.

Conversely, Pacific and Alaska RAPs have the smallest ratios of staff-to-

handicapped children. Portland State University, University of Denver, and

New England, too, have lighter loads.
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Geographic distances compound the workload, particularly at Texas Tech. At

the Pacific and Alaska RAPs, any advantages of low numbers of grantees and

handicapped children to be served are offset by travel distances and cultural

differences. Those RAPs with either lower numbers of clients or smaller geo-

graphical areas to serve, or both, are advantaged; namely, Mississippi, New

England, PSU, Portage, and University of Denver service areas.

Despite the extremes of distance and numbers of grantees, one can construct a

typical budget and service area from acomposite of means. The typical RAP

serves 72 Head Start programs that enroll 2,857 handicapped children in a

catchment area of four states. The hypothetical HAP has a budget of $142,741

distributed as follows:

Direct Salaries $ 63,183

Fringe Benefits, at 18.7% of Direct Salaries 11,843

Overhead at 36.0% of Direct Salaries 22,746

Travel 17,186

Computer 10,689

Other Costs

Materials/Equipment Supplies
Conference Costs $ 3,925

Reproduction/Printing 1,774

Space Rental 1,067

Communications 4,136

Consultants, Contracted Services... 6,192

17,094

$142,741

The salary line for this hypothWcal RAP would support 3.42 full-time equiva-

lent (FTE) personnel; one of these would be a full-time coordinator and one

would be a full-time secretary or administrative assistant. A part-time person

is apt to direct the project and the remaining Ftatf would be resource or train-

ing specialists. All professional staff would very likely have formal schooling

in special education and experience either as a trainer or with Head Start, or

both. The average FTE salary for the staff is $18,873.
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Overhead calculations follow a variety of formulae in cost proposals. For

comparative purposes, we use overhead as a percentage of total direct salary

as the base, reflecting widespread contract practice and federal agency con-

vention. This also permits the use of a single multiplier for both overhead

and fringe. For our hypothetical RAP, the multiplier is 51 percent. Travel

costs for the typical RAP would include in-region travel for staff, advisory

committee members, and consultants, and costs for attending national RAP meet-

ings. Communication costs incorporate both telephone and postage. Materials,

equipment, and supplies include purchase of resource library materials, rent-

al of office machinery, office supplies, computer repair, and expenses related

to conducting conferences. Reproduction and printing apply to distributed

media, i.e., brochures, films, slide presentations, pamphlets, or duplicated

documents. Consultants and contract services include workshop presenters,

custodial care, and graphics. Table 4 below compares costs for the "typical"

RAP from FY)77 to FY'82.

Table 4

Comparison of Average Total RAP Budgets and Selected Line items

BUDGET ITEMS

FY'77 - FY'82

FY' 77 FY'78 FY' 79 FY'80 FY' 8l. ICY' 82

Total Budget- $ 67,530 $ 75,122 $ 97,169 $ 106,608 $ 128,691 $142,741

Salaries 35,404 39,828 48,640 49,426 56,390 63,183

Travel 5,722 8,618 11,480 12,349 16,513 17,186

Other Costs 15,250a 9,152 15,824 15,274 15,612 17,094

Compute!: Costs - - 2,955 7,969 9.207 10,689

Overhead/Fringe 11,153 17,551 18,279 21,591 30,969 34,589

Overhead/Fringe as a
Percentage of Salaries 32

a
44 28 44 58 54.7

FTE
b

2.9 2.97 3.48 3.15 3.31 3.42

Salaries/pd. FTE 11,881 13,640 14,634 15,691 17,665 18,873

`'Fringe treated as other costs for 1976-77

hDonated personnel deducted from FTE totals
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ANALYSIS OF BUDGE] LINE ITEMS

Salaries and Staff

The program budget for salaries totaled $947,743, and like last year, accounted

for about half of all contract costs. As mentioned earlier, the increase in

the salary line generally supported salary raises rather than additional staff.

Most RAPs (1'0 saw modest gains in this line item -- between 7 and 11 percent.

Only the University of Denver noticed a substantial benefit from a larger salary

allocation. The increase of 48 percent over last year brought the underfunded

contractor (ranking second lowest in the salary line) closer to the national

average. NYU and Alaska RAPs were able to increase their complements of staff

by about a half person each due to the large staff budget. PSU and NashvIlle

also increased staff, but without larger than average iocreases in the staff-

ing budget.

The network saw a minor increase in F1E staff from 49.6 to 51.3 overall. Staff-

ing levels remained fixed at six RAPs and at four RAPs (Texas Tech, Region III,

Portage, and Los Angeles), FTE decreased. Only Portland, Alaska, and Denver

had an FTE staff of fewer than three persons; the former two contractors drew

heavily on the supplementary services of consultants. RAPs with the highest

indirect rates (Denver, Portland, and NYU) tended to have the lowest FTE staff.

Conversely, Portage, Illinois, and the Region VII had low indirect costs and

relatively high FTE staff.

Another component of staff composition is the salary scale in effect at a given

RAP. This is ineasurea by dividing total salary costs by the FTE total (deduct-

ing fron that total the contribution of any personnel whose time is donated).

Salaries averaged $18,8/3 per staff (including both professional and support),

an increase of 6.8 percent over last year. Salaries were lowest at PSU, Illi-

nois, Nashville, Portage, and Mississippi. PSU and Nashville experienced a

decrease in salary scale. RAPs in. major metropolitan areas tended to have

higher scales, along with Alaska and Hawaii where salaries reflect the high

cost of living.
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Indirect Casts

Indirect costs, i.e., charges for fringe and overhead, totaled $518,850, an

increase of 11.6 percent over last year. By contrast, indirect costs in the

last contract year eroded the major share of new program monies and represent-

ed an increase of 43 percent above the preceding term. Indirect costs still

constitute about one-quarter of the total program budget; however, they have

been contained by the contract negotiations conducted two years ago. Alloca-

tions for indirect costs averaged $34,589 per project, and ranged from a low

of $17,565 at Portage to a high of $63,134 at University of Denver. The stand-

ard computation for indirect costs this year averaged 55 percent of salaries,

diwn for the first time ever and down from 58 percent the previous year.

Rates range from 24 to 112 percent of salaries.

Fringe benefits have riot been a major source of variation in indirect costs;

rates are fairly stable across projects, usually between 17 and 23 percent of

salaries. When salary lines increase, fringe follows. So too with overhead

rates, as it is applied to salaries or all direct costs. Almost all project

budgets reflected overhead rates identical to those of the previous year.

These budgets did not, however, include budget modifications for increased

overhead rates.

Variations in overhead rates were extreme, ranging from no cost at Portage to

$52,314 at the Unviersity of Denver. NYU, Portland State, and the University

of Denver consistently have had high allocations for overhead. At these three

RAPs, FTE staff was limited by the high indirect costs.

Travel

The travel allocation was $257,786, about 12 percent of the total program bud-

get. The travel line item was increased only four percent over the previous

contract year. Nine RAPs had almost identical travel budgets; the Region VII

Lind Texas Tech actually had smaller budgets for travel. Only PSU and Portage

had significant increases in travel; the travel budget at Portage was second

only to the Pacific RAP.
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There is a rough correlation between travel expenses and the geographi size

of regions. RAPs with smaller areas to serve (e.g., New England and New York)

had lower allocations for travel. Those with larger areas, like Texas Tech,

Denver, and Hawaii had commensurate budgets. Exceptions were Los Angeles and

Alaska with trel lines which were small relative to their geographic areas.

Computer Costs

The computerized management and information system wa...) extended to RAPs serv-

ing Alaska and Pacific grantees this year. The net increases of 16 percent

over the previous contract year was due to this expansion. Eight percent of

the total program budget, or $160,332, supported the computerized network.

Each RAP received about $10,689 for specified hardware and software. This line

item permits little discretion by contractors because contract modifications

required each RAP to obtai identical equipment and software to insure uniform

record keeping throughout Lhe network.

Other Direct Costs

The total program allocation for other direct costs was $256,415, accounting

for 12 percent of the total program budget. These costs have increased about

nine percent over the previous year.

Other direct costs include all remaining out-of-pocket charges (exclusive of

computer expenses), for communications (telephone and postage), equipment,

supplies, printing and reproduction, materials, consultants, contracted ser-

vices (design ,ork, custodial services, bookkeeping, etc.), space rental, and

charges related to conferences Costs for these items varied at each RAP as

did the amounts allocated for ,.hem, because estimates of other direct costs

are frequently tailored to available funds. St_Ffing structures and over-

head rates, among other things, may severely restrict the scope of available

choices.

Ranging from the smallest allocation for other costs, $6,900 at University of

Denver, to the greatest, $23,092 at PSU, RAPs differ widely in their budgating

practices for these items. All RAPs allow for telephone costs, but range from
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$7,560 at Los Angeles to $1,500 at University of Denver. Four RAPs show no

allocation for postage. Half of the projects have budgets for library ma-

terials, and half have none. Two RAPs have no budget expenses for supplies

and equipment; while Chapel Hill allows $6,563.

01 RAPs budget for consultants, usually to provide expert presentations at

conferences. The PSU and Alaska RAPs use consultants extensively

on-site services as well; their budgets for consultant services exceeded

.,000 while the average line item was approximately $6,000. Region VII RAP

nad the smallest consultant budget of $1,350. Miscellaoeous expenses included

costs for computer repair at six RAPs and incidental charges associated with

training conferences at eight RAPs.
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IV. PERrORMANCE

Contracts obligate the RAPs to 11 identical tasks. As is evident in other

parts of this report, RAPs interpret ana prioritize these tasks to be consis-

tent with the unique needs and characteristics of the grantees in their ser-

vice areas. They also determine the priority and scope of each task within

the constraints of their budgets and staffing patterns.

Each RAP must perform the Following tasks:

Provide service and materials to Head Start grantees
Sponsor state training conferences focused on the ACYF

manuals on handicapping conditions, or sequentially ap-

propriate content
Facilitate collaboration between Head Start grantees
and public agencies and programs for preschool handi-
capped children
Assist Head Start grantees in developing/updating an
assessments of needs
Implement a record keeping system
Establish/update a file on resource providers
Attend one Head Start association meeting

Establish and convene advisory Committee
Attend national RAP meetings
Participate on RAP Task Forces
Assist Head Start programs with the Annual Survey

of Handicapped Children in Head Start

Task Priorities

The RAP scope of work does, not weight any task more heavily than another. Al-

though verbal guidance from the national office has stressed certain tasks

above others, this has not precluded RAPs' interpretation and adaptation of

tasks to their regional realities. In fact, one of the strengths of the pro-

gram design is the flexibility which allows RAPs to adapt uniform tasks to

the idiosyncracies of their service areas and the expertise of their staffs.

In order to accommodate the differences and likenesses, and yet interpret these

within a context that is uniform, evaluators turned to these 11 contract tasks

to find out to what extent they provide a common framework for the network.
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The evaluators asked the ACYF Program Officer and the RAP project staffs sep-

arately to rank the 11 RAP tasks in order of importance. The simple exercise

contributes to the evaluation in several ways. Since the evaluators do not

determine which tasks take precedence over others, the exercise allows ACYF to

weight tasks. The collective rankings of RAPs determine how clearly the na-

tional priorities have been communicated to contractors. Individual project

rankings reveal differences in project philosophies and strategies. Compared

to previous years, the rank order shows whether project emphasis shifts or re-

mains the same. This year as in past years, services to Head Start grantees,

state training conferences, collaboration and needs assessments have been stress-

ed by the national office and reflected among RAPs' priorities.

Table 5 , RAP Tasks in Order of Priority, reveals the order of importance which

each RAP attributes to each task. Each ranked the 11 tasks in a different order.

However, there were some commonalities among the rankings. For example, all

RAPs ranked "Provide Service to Head Start Grantees" as either first or second.

Also, all RAPs but Portage and Texas Tech ranked "Assist Head Start Grantees

with Annual Survey" as last. Texas Tech gave higher priority to this task be-

cause one of its states did not meet the 10 percent mandate last year and RAP

has helped grantees collect accurate data and fill out the PIR/Handicap Survey

form. Portage replaced the Annual Survey with "Participate in RAP Task Forces"

as its anchor task because this project was not assigned to a task force this

year.

There was some disparity between rankings of some tasks. For example, the task

"Facilitate Collaborative Agreements" was ranked as first by Nashville and as

eighth by Mississippi. Nashville highly values the role of collaborator, in

facilitating services; Mississippi has found that their SEA is not presently

prepared to collaborate. Also, the task "Attend Head Start Association Meet-

ings" was ranked fourth by some RAPs and as low as ninth or tenth by others.

Region VII RAP gave high priority to this task and attended more meetings than

any other RAP.

Individual numerical rank orders by the 15 RAPs for each of the 11 tasks was

summed to obtain a composite score for each task. An average was obtained

for each task's composite score.



RAP

New kngland

NYU

Region III

Chapel Hill

Nashville

ilniversity of Illinois

Portage

Texas Tech

Region VII

University of Denver

Los Angeles

Pacific

Portland State University

Alaska

Rank

Table S

RAP Tasks In Order of Priority*

Service
to ItS

1

Training
Conf

2

Needs
Assessment

4

Collab-
oration

3

HS

RAP Assoc Provider
hilLAlectingl112elingsElle

7 9 6 8

Task
Force

Advisory
Committee

5 10

1 3 2 4 5 6 9 111 7 8

2 1 3 4 8 7 6 10 5 9

1 3 2 4 9 6 8 5 10 7

1 3 4 1 7 6 8 5 10 9

2 3 1 8 10 9 4 5 6 7

1 2 4 3 5 8 6 7 10 9

1 3 1 4 5 7 8 6 11 9

1 3 2 4 6 7 10 11 9 8

1. 2 3 7 9 5 4 10 6 8

2 1 3 4 6 8 10 7 9

1 3 4 5 6 9 8 7 10

2 1 3 4 7 6 10 8

2 1 4 3 9 5 10 7 6 8

2

......

1 3 6 4 8 9 5 10 7

1
10

ACYF
Annual
Survey

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

10

5

11

11

11

11

11

11

*lie task of primary importance scores one; the task of secondary importance scores two; and so forth. Tasks which tie for positions score

Identical numerical values (for example, Nashville tied two tasks for first place; each receives the numerical value of one, and the next ranking

scores three). Low scores Indicate high priority; and vice versa.
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RANK

RAP TASK PRIORITY PROFILE

TASK Aven!Ull5521C1

1.4Provide service to Head Start grantees

2 Conduct state training conferences 2.1

.3 Assess needs of Head Start grantees 2.7

4 Facilitate collaborative agreements 4.2

5 Implement management information system 6.6

6 Attend national RAP meetings 6.8

7 Attend Head Start association meetings 7.4

8 Establish/update file of resource providers /,8

9 'Participate in RAP task forces 7.9

10 Conduct advisory committee 8.4

11 Assist Head Start grantees with Annual

Survey 10.5

Comparing this ranking with that of the previous year one finds that the top

four tasks were ranked in the same order. Also, the task to "Assist Head Start

Grantees with Annual Survey" was again ranked last. Overall, most of the tasks

were ranked in a similar though not identical order.

Among rankings which have changed from the previous period ''e find that the

task to "Implement Management Information System" assumed greater importance,

moving to fifth place this year versus ninth last. This shift was attributal

to the arrival of new computer hardware and software and generally high expec-

tations among RAPs that these will contribute to their effectiveness. Con-

versely, the task to "Establish/Update File of Resource Providers" was of less

importance than the previous year, slipping from fifth to eighth position this

year. This change was probably due to RAPs' familiarity with which providers

are reliable and offer appropriate services. The task "Attend National RAP

Meetings: switched order with "Attend Head Start Meetings," understandable in
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a year during which RAPs experienced a change of project officers and possible

defunding, so relied more on these meetings for guidance and information. "Par-

ticipate on PAP Task Forces" also superceded "Conduct Advisory Committees."

This slight change may be related to the charges made to the task forces., RAPs

were concerned about the implications of the issues being addressed, so may have

felt that their participation on task forces was more important this year. Mem-

bership on the computer task force continued to require a great deal of commit-

ment.

Below a comparison of ACYF program officer's rank order with the RAP profile

indicates very close agreement on the relative importance of all 11 tasks.

Seven of the tasks were ranked identically. The differences in emphasis in the

remaining four appeared to be minor. The strong concensus.between ACYF and the

RAPs is a persuasive indicator that.ACYF is successfully communicating its pri-

orities to its contractors.

Priority

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

ACYF Rank Order

Assess needs of Head Start
grantees

Conduct state training
conferences

Provide services to Head

Start grantees

Facilitate collaborative

agreements

Implement management
information system

Establish/update file of
resource providers

Attend Head Start
association meetings

Attend national RAP
meetings

Participate on RAP

task forces

Conduct advisory committees

Assist Head Start grantees
with Annual Survey

RAP Profile

Provide services to Head
Start grantees

Conduct state training
conferences

Assess needs of Head

grantees

Facilitate collaborative
agreements

Implement management
information system

Attend national RAP
meetings

Attend Head Start asso-
ciation meetings

Establish/update file of

resource providers

Participate on RAP

task forces

Conduct advisory committees

Assist Head Start grantees
with Annual Survey
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Allocations of Time

RAPs were also asked to determine what percentage of their time was spent on

each task. This exercise allowed RAPs and evaluators to assess whether the

amount of time staff spent on a task was proportionate to its importance to the

staff.

Table 6, Time Sort of RAP Tasks, 1981-1582, shows that RAPs allocated different

amounts of time to the 11 tasks. Collectively the greatest amount of time was

spent on state training conferences, all:hough this task ranked second in impor-

tance. The next largest amount of time was spent on providing services to grant-

ees, which ranked first. Overall, the allocation of time and the importance

rankings were highly correlated; slight exceptions were found in the rankings

of two tasks. Head Start directors' meetings, while seventh in importance, rank-

ed ninth in time, a desirable effect because it has relatively greater importance

than the time it requires. Resource provider files ranked eighth in importance,

but sixth in time as RAPs reviewed their files in preparation for their entry

into the computerized MIS.

The following explanations are offered for some of the relationships between

time allocation and task importance compared to the average. Texas Tech show-

ed the highest percent of time allowed for service to grantees because it de-

livered the largest number of on-site trainings beyond mainstreaming training

to grantees. Region VII also showed a high percentage of time devoted to this

task. This RAP, like Texas Tech, delivered a large number of on-site train-

ing sessions. Denver University showed the highest percent of time allowed to

conferences because they conducted more than other RAPs. Mississippi and Port-

land State University RAPs spent a relatively large percentage of time on their

needs assessment process. PSU conducted in-depth inquiries over the phone

instead of using a written form. Mississippi worked closely with the Specially

Funded Cluster network to gather information on teachers' and administrators'

needs, and canvassed every two months. New England chaired the computer task

force which was most demanding on their time; this RAP showed the greatest per-

cent of time allocated to task force participation.

The allocation of time to tasks for the RAP network as a whole is shown in

Figure 1, Allocation of Time to Tasks, on the next page.
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Figure 1

Allocation of Time to Tasks

State Training Conferences
29,5%

Services to Head Start
Grantees

25,3%

Annual Survey 1.30
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Table 6

Time Sort of RAP Tasks 1981-1982

Tasks

MSTG SERV PRUV RAP HS

CONE TO HS NA COLLAR MIS FILE MTG TV DIR AC AS

New England 36,5 27 4,5/...../ftm/Fmr,/...
NYU

111..

38 20 10

12 2 1 4.5 8 3 1 0 . 5

S 6 3 6 6 3 2 1

Region III

Chapel Hill

Nashville

30 18 8 15 10 1 4 5 5 3 1

40 18 10

45 15 11

Mississippi 25 24 25

11.11...m01.0.0mov

6 8 5 4 3

5 10 5 5 2

7 4 2 3 2' 5

3 2 1

1 1 0

U of I 23 25 15 '15

2 1

4 3 2 5 2 1

Portage 26 30 8 12 10 5 '2 1 2 2 2

Texas Tech 15 42 8 10 8 2 5 2 2 1 5

.1.....10.
Region VII 30 41 4 4 8 1 4 4 2 1 1

Denver U. 50 25 5 5 5 1 2 2 .2 2 1

Los Angeles 20 25 5 15 10 10

Pacific. 25 30 6 15 1

5

6 2 5 1

1

PSU 20 20 20 10 15 2 3 2 .4 2 2

Alaska 20 20 9 5 5 20 5 5 5 1

Totil 443,5 380 147.5 135

Av, 90 29,5 25.3 9.8 9.0

Time Rank 1 2 3 4Mr/.
1Iflpc)rtance

2

Delta* 1

1 3 4

121 63 61.5 51 49 32 19.5

8,1 4.2 4.1 3.4 3.3 2.1 1.3

5 6 7 8 9 10 11

8 9 7 10 116

-1 0 0 0 2 -1 -.2 0 0

*The difference score between time spent on a task and importance
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the time RAPs allocated to tasks very closely parallels the previous year.

Only two reversals in time all- 4'on occurred. RAPs spent more time on col-

laboration than record keeping this year as they arranged workshops on the 4

topic and facilitated agreements. N delayed work on the computer until

the sumer. RAP meetings consumed . iightly greater percentage of time, per-

haps because this year RAPs were directed by the RAP program officer to remain

for the duration of the five day meetings. The top two tasks, Winstreaming 4

conferences and services to grantees, consumed more time than all other tasks

combined. More time was given to serving grantees than the previous year.

Also, less time was spent on the resource file and task forces, These trends

are perceived as positive indicators which suggest that additional time is de- 4

voted to tasks of greater importance and less time consumed by tasks of dimin-

ishing importance.

In the sub-sections that follow we review RAPs' performance on each of the

eleven tasks.
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Task 1: Assist Head Start Grantees in Developing
a Needs Assessment

Each RAP must assess the handicap needs of all Head Start pr)grams in its ser-

vice area based on each grantee's annual plan for implementilg the Head Start

national performance standards. The results of these assessments assist RAPs,

among others, to determine specific areas in which grantees need training or

technical assistance in the handicap component. Contracts do not obligate RAPs

to a given format, content or procedure for carrying out the needs assessments.

RAPs have devised their own forms and strategies, or have used existing regional

systems to collect the information. Assessment information is gathered in person

at meetings or on-site, via written forms which are mailed to grantees and re-

turned to RAP, phone calls, or in some cases, through a combination of all

three. Follow-up phone calls are'typically made to grantees who have received

needs assessments by mail. In addition to the needs assessments, RAPs must

keep in touch with grantees through periodic phone canvasses, once a quarter at

a minimum. The canvasses are usually less specific and less structured than

the needs assessments, but serve as a continuous point of contact with grantees,

enabling RAPs to check on whether grantees need their help. RAPs placed this

task in third order of priority.

At the time of the spring evaluation site visits RAPs had assessed the handicap

needs of 93 percent of all Head Start grantees. This compares to 92 percent

last year, and 88 percent two years ago. Eight RAPs (Nashville, Mississippi,

Portage, Region III, University of Denver, Pacific, Portland State University,

Ala7.ka) had assessed 100 percent of the grantees in their service areas. New

Enyland, Los Angeles and NYU RAPs had assessed the needs of 96, 91 and 90 per-

cent of their grantees. The University of Illinois showed the lowest return,

70 percerc. The percentages of completed needs assessments at the remaining

RAPs ranged between 73 and 89 percent.

Procedures for the collection of needs assessment responses varied. Thirteen

RAPs conducted formal needs assessments. The remaining two (NYU and Alaska)

conducted periodic informal assessments by phone. Four RAPs used needs assess-

ments that had been developed for regional use. The needs of grantees in

Region III RAM's service area were gathered by state training offices (STOs) and
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forwarded to RAP, Chapel Hill and Mississippi RAPs used a needs assessment that

was administered by the Specially Funded Cluster Coordinators (SFCs), who collect-

ed and tabulated the information and returned it to the RAPs; two assessments

were conducted, one for administrators and a separate one for teachers. In

Region VI information was gathered by the 32 consortia, and the results were

forwarded to Texas Tech.

Twelve of the RAPs conducting formal needs assessments used a written form. The

remaining RAP, Portland State University, gathered all information by telephone,

having first sent a copy of the questions to each grantee and scheduling c spe-

cific week during which RAP would call the grantee. New England RAP conducted

two needs assessments during the program year, the first in the fall, which

identified immediate, short-term needs, and the second in the spring, which

was more in-depth. The University of Denver RAP used a three part, color-coded

needs assessment form to be filled out and returned by each teacher, handicap

coordinator and director in RAP's service area.

In addition to mail and phone data collection some RAPs supplemented needs assess-

ments with census information, in person at Head Start directors' meetings and

training conferences, and from conference evaluation forms. Most RAPs informally

inquired about a program's needs every time they contacted the grantee.

Telephone canvasses were conducted by RAPs to identify needs that may have arisen

since the 'formal needs assessment, to notify grantees of coming events, and to

remind grantees of RAP's availability and services. Seven RAPs (Region III,

Chapel Hill, Nashville, University of Illinois, University of Denver, Los Angeles,

and Pacific) canvassed grantees quarterly. Two RAPs (New York University and

Portland State University) canvassed three times and three (New England, Portage

and Region VII) canvassed twice this year. Texas Tech RAP was in contact with

grantees five times, and Mississippi RAP contacted grantees bi- monthly, Alaska

RAP maintained contact at least monthly. For four RAPs (NYU, Region III, Univer-

sity of Illinois, and Portage) each canvass began with a specific lead-in topic.

When asked to identify Head Start's greatest needs, eleven RAPs reported that

grantees had asked for assistance in developing and implementing individual
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education plans (IEPs) and the individualization of programming for handicapped

children. For the third year in a row this was the most frequently cited need.

Ten RAPs, twice the number from a year ago, noted that grantee's wanted more

assistance in working with parents and families of handicapped chiloren. Ten

RAPs also cited one or more handicapping conditions for which grantees desired

continued and/or more advanced training and information. The most frequently

mentioned were emotional disturbance, learning disabilities and speech and

language -- the same three identified a year ago, and in the same order of fre-

quency. Less frequently cited were mental retardation, healia, hearing, ortho-

pedic and physical impairments. Head Starts also asked for more assistance re-

lated to behavior, classroom and program management, working with public schools,

integration of components, timely and correct diagnosis, administration of the

handicap component, screening, assessment, recruitment, transition, and home-

based options. Needs less frequently mentioned but still worthy of note were

assistance in working with child abuse, gifted and talented handicapped chil-

dren, and coping with stress.

This year needs assessment forms (either those filled out by the grantees or

by RAP over the phone) were reviewed by RLA. Each of the thirteen RAPs using

a written form included questions asking grantees what their training, technical

assistance and, in some cases, direct service needs were Eight RAPs inquired

about grantees' material and resource needs. Census information was collected

by ten RAPs. Two RAPs asked grantees to identify dates when their program would

like to receive training. One RAP included a chetk-off sheet listing suggested

topics for workshops. Eight RAPs inquired about grantees' collaboration efforts

with public schools; and four asked specifically about efforts to deal with

transition from Head Start to. public schools. Six inquired about the number of

Head Start staff who have completed CDAs or whose credentialing is in progress.
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Task 2: Establish and Update a File of Resource Providers

Each RAP must establish a file of service providers and resources offering spe-

cialized assistance to Head Starts working with handicapped children. The files

are updated by identifying and adding new resources, and eliminating providers

who have not been used or have been unsatisfactory. This task ranked eighth in

order of importance. A total of 6,804 entries are catalogued by the RAP network

for use by Head Starts. This represents an increase of 333 over the total re-

ported last year, and approximately 2,750 -- a 68 percent increase -- over a

five year period. Entries at individual RAPs ranged from a high of 1,263 at

Texas Tech, to a low of 134 at the University of Denver, and averaged at 454.

The number of entries increased at six RAPs, remained approximately the same,

at five, and decreased at four.

Of the total number of resources catalogued network-wide, RAPs reported that

769 are used actively, an average of 51 per RAP, with a high of 95 at Texas

Tech, and a low of six at Los Angeles. A project-by-project breakdown of ser-

vices providers is shown on the following page.

RAPs tend to use their own in-house resources as much as possible, but periodi-

cally turn to service providers for direct services to grantees (e.g., screening)

and individual children (e.g., therapy), as trainers at RAP conferences, and

for information and materials. The increases are characteHstic of an expand-

ing network rather than an increased reliance on providers.

No. Service Providers No. Used

RAP and Resources Frequently

New England 208 70

New York University 431 30

Region III 796 70

Chapel Hill 600 55

Nashville 273 51

Missisisppi 250 87

University of Illinois 300 63

Portage 350 75

Texas Tech 1,263 95
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No. Service Providers No. Used
RAP and Resources fstqtAntlY.

Region VII 612 50

University of Denver 134 30

Los Angeles 393 6

Pacific 294 15

Portland Stare University 150 30

Alaska /50 42

TOTAL 6,804 769
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Tdsk 3: Service to Grantees

This contract task obligates RAPs to provide Arvice and materials to Head Start

grantees. Ranked first in priority by RAP staffs, the task is fundamental to

the RAP program and all other tasks follow from it. The intent of the task

is sweeping, because it carries with it support services to a community broader

than Head Start grantees alone. Although three of every four requests for

service have come to RAPs from Head Start programs, RAPs provide assistance on

handicap related issues to state and local education agencies, other resource

providers, families, students, and to the Head Start community at large (ACYF

regional and national contractors, to other RAP projects within the RAP net-

work, and to AGYF regional staffs).

This section reports on the services that RAP delivers to all of its constit-

uents. The work of the project is documented through a record keeping system

tailored to the requirements of the RAP network. The record keeping, system;

di,,cussed as Task 10 of this report, divides the workload into activities Way-

to-day requests for training, technical assistance, information, materials, akd

facilitation) and task records (work related to RAP contract tasks, usually

more substantive and time intensive than activities).

The evaluation of RAPs) service delivery must consider an analysis of activities

and task records. There is some overlap with other sections of this report.

Here we will furnish a quantitative analysis of the content of activities and

task records; substance will be treated in other appropriate sub-chapters.

Arilliolysis of RAP Activities

Each activity may take from as little as a few minutes to transact to as much

as half a day. Some typical activities are listed below:

A Head Start staffer called RAP for training materials

to use at a meeting for parents to introduce the concept

of mainstreaming because a new child with spina bifida

will enter the program.

A new handicap coordinator called RAP for assistance in

developing a handicap plan for the Head Start program.
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fable 7

Characteristics of RAP Activities, 1981-1982
(Percents may not total 100 due to rounding)

1--

Overall

NEW

England
RAP

NYU
RAP

REGION
III RAP

CHAPEL

HILL
RAP

NASH
VILLE
RAP

MISSIS-
SIPPI

RAP

U OF I

RAP

PORTAGE

RAP

TEXAS
TECH

RAP

REGION

VII RAP

DENVER
U

RAP

LA

RAP

PACIFIC

RAP

PSU

RAP

ALASKA
RAP

Type
Facilitation 2 % 2 % 2 % 2 % 1 A 1 % 3 % .4.5 % 2% .4.5 % - 3% 3% 11 % 1 % 5%

Training 3 1 1 1 1 1 - - 3 18 - 1 - 2 3 1

TA 6 8. 11 5 4 4 5 3 4 6 2 3 24 7 2 4

Information 24 14 14 16 33 25 29 19 31 5 33 14 29 38 46 54

Materials 65 75 72 76 61 69 63 78 60 71 65 79 44 42 48 36

Reguestor
Head start 74 90 86 85 55 91 67 84 84 84 55 88 81 41 68 17

Non-Head Starta 26 10 14 15 45 9 33 16 16 16 45 12 19 59 32 83

H.S. Staff Level
Director 19 11 11 11 6 10 7 17 6 70 21 18 11 51 17 22

Handicap Coord 44 42 49 17 64 69 50 57 72 20 66 41 79 15 27 13

Teacher 19 39 9 52 4 13 22 3 14 4 4 31 4 11 19

Other
b

18 8 31 20 26 8 21 23 8 6 9 10 6 34 45 46

rovider

94 98 97 98 96 96 99 97 86 78 99 95 97 87 93 93

Otherc 6 2 3 2 4 4 1 3 14 22 1 5 3 13 7 7

Geographic_ Distributions:. New England: 31% Massachusetts, 28% Connecticut, 9% Maine, 9% New Hampshire, 15% Rhode Island, 4% Vermont, and 4% Other;
NYU: 6/% New York, 25% New Jersey, 2% Puerto Rico, 1% Virgin Islands, and 5% Other; Region III: 4% Delaware, 38% Pennsylvania, 6% District of Columbia,

5% West Virginia, 34% Maryland, 12% Virginia, and 1% Other; Cha el Hill: 28% North Carolina, 5% South Carolina, 14% Georgia, 12% Florida, and 41% Other;

Nashville: 34% Tennessee, 42% Kentucky, 21% Alabama, and 3% Other; isstssippi: 91% Mississippi, and 9% Other; University of Illinois: 41% Illinois,

43% Ohlo, 12% Indiana, and 4% Other; Portage: 38% Wisconsin, 27% Michigan, 29% Minnesota, and 6% Other; Texas Tech: 22% Louisiana, 8% Arkansas, 40% Texas,

8% Oklahoma, 17% New Mexicot and 5% Other; Region VII: 16% Iowa, 21% Kansas, 25% Nebraska, 32% Missouri, and 6% Other; Denver Universit : 40% Colorado,

21% Utah, 4% North Dakota, 13% South Dakota, 17% Montana, 3% Wyoming, and 2% Other; Los Angeles) 83% California, 9% Arizona, 3% Nevada, and 5% Other;

Pacific: 46% Hawaii, 19% Guam, 4% Commonwealth of Northern Mariana Islands, 16% Pacific Trust Territory, and 15% Other; Portland State University)

44% Washington, 10% Idaho, 37% Oregon, and 9% Other; Alaska: 78% Alaska, and 22% Other.

Notes: (a) inCludeslEAs, qAs, other RAPs, Regi-O-Firfffice, Resource Providers, etc. airrFEludes personnel from other program components.

.(c) Includes Reg1onal contractors, resource providers, other RAPs, SEA, Regional Office, etc.

;
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A diagnostician called RAP for a copy of the Head Start

diagnostic criteria.

A Head Start called RAP for assistance in working with a
child who is eligible for the services of the public school

but has not yet received them.

A Head Start handicap coordinator sought information about

making the facility barrier free.

A home visitor needed help selecting language stimulation

techniques for use by the parent of a developmentally

delayed child,.

Activities are recorded on standardized forms and uniform definitions are in-

tended to bring RAPs closer to recording events consistently. The evaluation

staff reviewed activities completed during a nine month period from July 1,

1981, to April I, 1982. The reporting period conforms with those covered by

previous evaluations. Each activity was coded, sorted and tallied by type,

requestor, geographic origin, content, and provider of services can be

seen in Table 7, Characteristics of RAP Activities, 1981-1982.

The distribution of activities along these dimensions follows patterns set

years ago. Despite changes in staff, alterations in mandate, changes among

contractors, and alterations in the recording system, the established trend

prevails. Table 8, Activity Findings, 1976-1982, shows that the volume, estab-

lished in the second year, has been sustained at a relatively constant yet in-

creasing level.

Table 8

Activity Findings 1976 -1982.

VolumeActixity_Tyke Provider Imp

Year Service Materials RAP Other

976-77 1027 44 % 56 %

1977-78 3515 61 39

1978-79 3448 51 49

1979-80 4467 43 57

1980-81 3625 37 63

1981-82 3819 35 65

121

---19 % 31 %

72 22

89 11

91 9

92 8

94 6



Characterized by type, activities are oriented to providing materials or wares

rather than services, a trend progressively apparent since the second year.

(Recording practices have'reinforced this trend as many services are now re-

corded as task records). Within the service classification, there have been

inappreciable fluctuations in the percentages of training, technical assist-

ance, facilitation, and information types of activities. Requestors are

predominantly Head Start staff, primarily persons responsible for coordinat-

ing handicap services followed by directors, other administrators, and teach-

ers. Providers of the services or materials that satisfy almost all requests

are RAPs (94%); for the remainder, requestors are linked with other resource

providers.

Volume

The number of activities completed by RAPs during the nine month reporting

pePsiod was 3,819, about 5,100 if annualized. Except for the 79-1980 report-

period, this is the highest volume to date. Volume has incrt.,ed 11 percent

over the previ' 's reporting period (after adjusting for the additional two weeks

in the reporting period of the previous year). An individual RAP transacts

an average of 28 activities per month. For the first time, all projects com-

pleted over 100 activities during the evaluation term.

There is a moderate but not absolute correlation between numbers of grantees

and volume. RAPs with many grantees tend to have high volume. Those with the

highest volume this year are Region III (442), Texas Tech (388), and Chapel

Hill (397). All serve large numbers of grantees or children, or both. Texas

Tech has shown the most dramatic increase in volume over the past year due to

larger numbers of requests for on-site training and wide dissemination of

LATUN and RAP materials. Chapel Hill and Region III RAPs were high volume

projects last year also. New England, University of Illinois and NYU consti-

tute the cluster with the next highest volume, between 351 and 267 activities.

The majority of projects form the cluster approaching, or below, the mean

volume. Alaska, University of Denver, PSU, Region VII, Portage, Los Angeles,

Mississippi, and Nashville range between 222 and 173 completed activities.
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Most of these projects serve low numbers of grantees, have had vacant staff

positions, or have had new staff to orientate. Nashville, PSU, and University

of Denver each has increased its volume substantially over the previous year,

however. The Pacific RAP with only 12 grantees to serve shows the lowest

volume, 114; this represents a substantial drop frcl the previous year, in

part, due to abbreviated recording practices.

Activity Type

Activities are classed as materials, information, training, technical assist-

ance, or facilitation and defined as:

Training: Presentation and instruction usually to develop a skill

and often given in a group setting. This includes training from

that which is brokered to all training that has no financial sup-

port from RAP.

Facilitation: The process of promoting, stimulating, or fostering .

action among agencies/organizations or between specific providers

and Head Start which potentially results in an ongoing relation-

ship.

Information: Providing' 'information to requestors either by tele-

phone or in writing. This Communication can include information

on materials, policy, and general facts.

Materials: Loaning or distributing wares, including RAP products,

audio visual equipment, and commercial print.

Technical Assistance: Advice, input, or direction, usually requir-

inTiToiEffic professional expertise, most often rendered on a one-

to-one basis, for a short term, either provided or arranged for by

the RAP. All brokered TA that has no financial- support from RAP,

is entered here.

Table 9 below presents the classification of activities by type for four years.

Distribution of

Table 9.

1712112971:1982Activities

1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 1981-82Transaction Type 1977-78

% % 7. % , %

Services
Brokerage 12 8 N/A N/A N/A

Facilitation 7 2 3. 3 2

Training 8 5 4 2 3

TA 8 5 8 6 6

Information 26 29 28 26 24

Wares

Materials 39 49 57 63 65
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As noted before, wares, or materials, account for an increasingly larger portion

of activities. Exclusive of the distributi of ACYF mainstreaming manuals (20%),

materials account for 45 percent of the workload, comparable to the level of

effort prior to the mandate for RAPs to disseminate the manuals. Within the

sub-classifications of services there is very little fluctuation in the over-

all workload. About one-quarter of the activities address information needs

and just over 10 percent are divided among traininglfacilitation, and tech-

nical assistance.

Within the caseloads of individual RAP projects, there is diversity among the

types of activities.(See Table 7 ). The two RAPs serving the most remote areas,

the Pacific and Alaska, exhibit the highest percentages of requests requiring,

facilitation because they are one of the few links between'resources and Head

Start programs. For all RAPs, less than three percent of the activities are

characterized as training, except at Texas Tech where training far out-ranks

the other types. This RAP arranged for on-site training to 69 requestors, us-

ually through the LATON staff, a project funded by the regional office at Texas

Tech. In the technical assistance category, Los Angeles RAP clearly exceeds

the levels of other contractors, because many Hem: Start programs, particularly

in California, seek guidance on specia. :atlon laws as agreements between

public schools and local Head Start programs.are formed.

The greatest divergence from the norm is apparent in the range of percentages

of information requests -- five percent of the caseload at Texas Tech and 54

percent in Alaska. There is also a wide range in the portion of the caseload

that comprises materials. For the majority of RAPs, materials are rather evenly

sorted between mainstreaming manuals and other materials, and they comprise

between 60 and 79 percent of the caseload. However, at the four western pro-

jects -- Los Angeles, Pacific, PSU,and Alaska -- materials account for

between 36 and 44 percent of the caseload, and the distribution of mainstream-

ing manuals is of minor significance. At the University of Illinois RAP, ma-

terials embody 78 percent of the transactions, 70 percent of which are materials

abstracted from the RAP'S resource library; only eight percent are requests for

mainstreaming manuals.
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yegies tqr Tyke_

Another pattern established in the first year of the RAP program and solidified

over time, is the rise in the percentage of requests placed by Head Start pro-

grams. Seventy-four percent of the requests for RAP services come from Head

Start programs, a 19 percent increase over last year. Although other request-

ors also draw upon the RAP knowledge and expertise, the RAP network was de-

signed for local Head Start programs and they remain the primary recipients.

Non-Head Start requestors include resource providers, ACYF regional and national

offices and their contractors, SEAs, LEAs, and a random smattering of others

("others" include parents, students, individuals without affiliate agencies,

day care te .hers, and so forth). Network-wide, the distribution of services

to non-Head ;tart requestors breaks out as follows:

resource providers 7.3 %

SEA/LEA public schools 4.9

other RAPs 3.8

regional contractors 3.1

Regional Offices 1.0

other^ 5.5

The distribution of requests by non-Head Starts closely parallels that of the

previous year but with a slight decrease (.5%) in every category, except regional

contractors,

RAPs with larger representations of non-Head Start requestors are Alaska (83%),

Pacific (59%), Chapel Hill (45%), and the Region VII (45%). Alaska RAP provides

a large share of services to the SEA and LEAs (21%) and to other resource pro-

viders in the state (31%). Likewise, the Pacific, where vast areas have few

resources, RAP serves a substantial number of resource providers (14%) as well

as various "others" (24%). Traditionally Chapel Hill has been a supplier of

materials to the RAP network (13%), to resource providers (10%), and "others"

(11%). Ihe Region VII RAP has processed a significant share of requests from

SEAs and school districts (15%).

I

I

a

a

I

a

I
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As in previous analyses, this year's data show that RAPs' work with Head Start

programs is most frequently through handicap coordinators (44%). The remainder

o the Head Start-generated requests are split evenly among directors (19%).

teaching staff (19%), and others (18%). Component coordinators comprise al-

most all "others". Interaction with directors is less important than when the

RAP program was new and introducing its services through higher administrative

channels. Since the advent of RAP mainstreaming conferences, teaching staff

have had increasing contact with RAP; eight percent of the requestors were

teachers; in 1978-79, the first year training conferences were offered, and

rose to 19 percent this year. One of the chief objectives of the conference

effort was to ensure that training was received by the Head Start staff who

work directly with handicapped children and our analysis of RAP activities

suggests that supportive services and materials reinforce the training experi-

ence.

Provider ape

RAP staff directly provide the services or materials that respond to requestors

needs. Ninety-four percent of the activities identify RAP as a provider. This

is another pattern that ',as established early in the RAP program and has become

increasingly more operative.

Provider type

RAP Others

1982 94 % 6 %

1981 92 8

1980 92 8

197q 92 8

1978 78 21

When RAP links a requestor with some other provider, it is most often ACYF

regional office contractors or the regional office (3%), an agency or individual

(2%), or another RAP (1%).

RAPs whose activities have a larger representation among providers are Texas

Tech (22%), which supplements RAP staff with LATON staff for on-site training,

Portage (14%), which often recommends the use of more than one provider, es-
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pecially regional contractors and third party providers, and Pacific (13%)

which, due to distances, must recommend other resource providers to give on-

site assistance.

Content

The substance of activities has been organized into content attributes appro-

priate to the RAP workload. When activity forms are filled out, the details

of the request are coded by content attributes; one, or a combination of up to

four may be used to characterize a RAP activity. There are 41 content attri

butes which cover the spectrum of RAP requests. To facilitate our recording,

RLA staff added an additional four categories (miscellaneous materials, mis-

cellaneous information, general information about RAP, and'other). The con-

tent attributes are listed in Table 10, Content Attributes, 1981-1982, organ-

ized into broader categories relating to administrative services, intervention

services, children's issues, instructional issues, education services, and

other services/issues, and showing frequency of occurrence this year.

Ranked by frequency, the analysis of the content of activity records reveals

that the RAP network responds to requests in the following distribution:

Forty percent, of all activities involve educational services

Twenty-eight percent of all activities involve administrative
issues

Twenty percent of all activities involve children's issues

Twenty-one percent of all activities involve intervention
services

Eighteen percent of all activities involve other services

Nine percent of all activities involve instructional issues

The educational services category includes one attribute that accounts for

the major share of the distribution of materials by RAPs, namely the distri-

bution of the ACYF manuals on mainstreaming preschoolers. Not only do RAP

services target education for handicapped children but these also extend to

the education of all children in Head Start classrooms. RAP staff offer sub-

stantial assistance for parents of children with handicaps, and for teaching

staff dealing with issues of mainstreaming, child development theory, nutri-

tion, and adapting either facilities or equipment to suit children with handi-
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Table 10

,513

40%

Content Attributes. 1981 -1982

32

Educational Services:

Classroom ManagementAdaptive Equipment/Environment... 46
Child Development Theory 58 Teaching Methods 73

Behavior Management 38 Working With Parents 274

Manuals 763 Nutrition 34 Mainstreaming 193

,059 Administrative Services:

28% Administrative Planning 134 Legislation/Regulation 119

Certification/Licensing 18 Handicap Fiscal Management 78

Head Start Policy/Regulation 196 Handicap Staff Management 206

Transportation 8 Collaboration 161

Advocacy 46 Recruitment 93

810 Intervention Serviees:

21%
Assessment 194 Curriculum 120

Diagnosis 84 Treatment 22

Screening 187 IEP 203

746 Children's Issues:
20%

Child Abuse 18 Gifted/Talented 25

Visual Impairment 39 Mental Retardation 38

Emotional Disturbance 70 Learning Disabilities 55

Health Impairment 102 Hearing Impairment 51

Orthopedic 93 Speech 203

Blind 40 Deaf 12

676 Other Services/Issueu:

18% Miscellaneous materials... 252

Miscellaneous information 333

General RAP information 70

Other 21

359 Instructional Issues:

9%
Multicultural 37 Special Education 52

Bilingual 47 Homebased....223
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Ranking second in frequency is the category that responds to requests on Head

Start administrative issues. RAPs lend programmatic support to Head Start staff

for policy, legislation and regulation on services to the handicapped, planning 4

and management of the handicap effort, and collaboration with other agencies

serving young handicapped children.

The next two categories that describe the substance of RAP activities relate

directly to handicapped children, the ultimate beneficiaries of RAP services.

Intervention services include the'processes of screening, assessment, diag-

nosis, and treatment of children with special needs as well as any aspects of

the individualized education program or curriculum structured for the children.

Children's issues include all references to specific handicaps (blindness,

speech impairments, emotional disturbance, and so forth).ai well as the special

needs of children who are gifted or suffer from abuse and neglect.

The "Other services" categorylas we have noted, has been employed by RLA field

analysts when 1) requestors ask for general information about RAP or 2) re-

ceive materials or information whose content does not easily correspond to

other content attributes.

Finally, instructional issues, like educational and administrative services,,

usually respond to the needs of Head Start staff either as they implement the

homebased program option, accommodating it to the demands of children with

handicaps, or offer services which are appropriate in language and cultural

context. lhis category also includes instructional issues pertaining to spe-

cial education.

The diversity of content attributes displays the comprehensive capacity of the

RAP network to respond to the needs of individual requestors who seek to im-

prove services to young children with handicaps.

&Analysis of RAP Task Records

As noted earlier in this section, task records document work related to speci-

fic contract tasks. They are more substantive and time intensive than activi-

ties, usually requiring one or more dal': of work by a RAP staff member. A

4

4
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task record subsumes in it many minor events, e.g., one documenting the needs

of Head Start grantees can include the development of the assessment instru-

ment, a pilot test, training on the use of the instrument, a mass mailing to

all grantees inviting them to participate, the collection of information by

phone or mail, analysis of the findings, and distribution of results to grant-

ees.

The computer task force standardized a form for recording tasks, and developed

a handbook with recording instructions. The classification of task records,

with examples of each type follow:

Classification Examples

Needs Assessment The process of developing an appropriate
form and 'collecting data on the needs of

Head Start programs; the collection of
Head Start census data.

Conference State-wide conferences on mainstreaming
conducted by RAP staff and consultants.
The equivalent of a state-wide conference

may be several workshops for clusters of

grantees, or planned, on-site training
for individual grantees.

Training Training provided by RAP staff or paid
for by RAP staff, conducted on-site .or at

a large workshop and tailored to the in-

dividual needs of the participants.
Topics include working with parents of
handicapped children, writing and imple-

menting IEPs, implementing federal regu-
lations for making structures accessible

to the handicapped, etc.

Technical Assistance Ongoing or intensive technical support to

a new handicap coo-"nator; development of

a handicapped pla. .or services to handi-

capped children; assisting Head Start
staff to locate appropriate services for,

a blind child; assisting in the imple-
mentation of a collaborative agreement
between a Head Start program and a pub-

lic school.

Advisory Committee The process of selecting members for the

RAP advisory committee and conducting the

meetings.
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Classification aENap121.

Meeting Presenting at, or attending, meetings of
Head Start directors, RAP directors, pro-
fessional societies, ACYF regional con-
tractors, local handicap coordinators.

MIS Implementing the RAP record keeping system.

Collaboration Ongoing efforts facilitated by RAP between
Head Start and state and local education
agencies, public schools, departments of
health, SSI, for the benefit of handi-
capped children.

Task Force Ongoing participation on one of the RAP
network task forces.

Special Project Mass mailings to Head Start programs or
other user groups; the development of
media; conducting research on RAP re-
lated issues; participating in radio or
television presentations; developing or
maintaining a lending library of materials.

The system for recording task records was adopted originally because some RAP

activities were by nature more demanding on RAP staff time and expertise than

others. The separation of these types of events from the day-to-day requests,

and the detailing of the entries that constitute the effort, accurately portray

the substantive activities undertaken by individual projects and distinguish.

innovative efforts. Task records reveal the differing approaches and philoso-

phical leanings of individual projects, such as their relative emphasis on

interagency collaboration or on-site training or media development.

While, the record keeping system has accomplished its purpose, it has flaws.

(The problemsome recording practices will be described under Task 10, Imple-

ment an Automated Information and Retrieval System; here, we shall highlight

only those practices which affect the number of task records.) Records are

not kept uniformly across all projects, and at the local project level, differ-

ent staff members use differing recording practices. Not every RAP is using

the prescribed task record form. Some tasks are not recorded at all. For ex-

ample, one-third of the RAPS did not record the imlementation of the manage-

ment information system.

4

4
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The numbers of trainees are not recorded for on-site training provided by some

RAPs. Events which should be subsumed under one task record are frequently

recorded as a separate task record, thereby inflating the numbers of records.

When coding and tallying task records, RAP staff corrected some of the record-

ing problems and duplicate records were eliminated.

The analysis that follows is based on the revised tallies of records gathered

during site visits to RAP projects.. These task records were initiated during

the period from July 1, 1981 to April 1, 1982. Table 11, Characteristics of

Task Records 1981-1982, gives the characteristics of task records for the

1981-1982 project year.

In total 1,015 task records were recorded during the nine month period, an in-

crease of 20 percent over the previous reporting period when 843 were record-

ed. Un the average, each RAP recorded 68 task records, representing almost

two large scale, substantive efforts per week at each RAP. The number of task

records increased at eleven RAPs, and decreased appreciably only at the Pacific

RAP. RAPs with below average volume last year increased their efforts, most

notably, at Nashville, University of Illinois, and Portage RAPs. Texas Tech

and Region III RAPs have the highest number of records; the former caused by

the large number of on-site training sessions; the latter due to a variety of

special projects. PSU has the lowest numbers of recorded task records, 44.

The proportionate distribution of task record by type for the past three years

is shown below.

1981-82 1980-81 1979-80

Training 17 % 20 % 20 %

Mainstreaming conferences 16 18 18

Presentations and "other" meetings 20 12 13

Technical assistance 7 8 8

Mass mailings 7 9 8

Collaboration 8 11 7

Head Start directors' meetings 6 5 5

Advisory Committee meetings 2 2 3

RAP meetings 1 3 3

MIS implementation 1 0 2

Needs assessments 2 3 2

Task forces 2 3 2

Special projects 10 / 9



Table 11

Characteristics of Task Records, 1981-1982

Content of
Task Records Total

171

New
En land

23

NYU

7

Region
III

16

Chapel
Hill

8

Nash-
ville

19

Missis-
sippi

7

U of I Portage

S 3

TT

26

Reg on
VII

15

Denver
U

1

LA

9

Pacific

12

PSU

IS

Alaska

ISTraining

Mainstreaming conferences 164 7 9 14 15 12 7 11 9 13 7 25 10 11 7 7

Collaboration 77 8 3 7 2 2 7 3 4 4 3 9 13 8 2 2

Mass mailings 75 2 8 1 5 4 4 9 19 12 '0 4 3 3 1 0

Technical assistance 71 12 8 5 4 1 5 0 1 9 2 1 4 3 9 7

Head Start dir. meetings 62 2 6 2 0 3 5 6 4 10 13 2 1 5 0. 3

National RAP meetings 14 1 1 1 1 1' 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1

Advisory committee meetings IS 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Othe; meetings 206 11 9 14 26 24 26 4 18 17 14 10 16 8 3 6

Task forces 23 1 2 3 2 1 2 1 0 3 1 1 3 1 1 1

Needs assessment/census 24 2 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2

MIS 10 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1

Special projects 103 8 4 18 16 5 5 11 8 1 6 0 6 9 2 4

TOTAL 1015 79 59 85 82 67 72 SS 70 99 64 56 69 64 44 SO

AVERAGE 68

or the equivalent
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Only in the percentage of presentations and "other" meetings has there been a

significant shift in distribution. During the current year, the number of re-

cordings in this category has doubled. For all other categories, the distri-

butions of type follow patterns established over the years. The special pro-

jects category showed a numerical increase of 46 records over the previous

year.

Trainin

Because task records document activities associated with contract tasks, their

content is treated in detail in other sections of this report. But the most

valued service cited by Head Start programs in the evaluation telephone survey

is the training offered by RAP projects. The training is delivered through

mainstreaming conferences (or their equivalents) and in individually designed

sessions usually delivered to grantees on-site.

This year for the first time, evaluators collected data on the number of par-

ticipants receiving RAP training from sources other than mainstreaming confer-

ences, or their equivalents. In total 171 training sessions were delivered

on -site during the nine-month reporting period.

rio,InklaullItiajoal No. Trainees

New England

NYU

Region III

Chapel Nill

23

7

16

8

535*

278

173**

40**.

Nashville 9 197*

Mississippi , 7 No data**

University of Illinois 5 100

Portage 3 61**

Texas Tech 26 1,868*

Region VII 15 539*

University of Denver 1 11

Los Angeles 9 130**

Pacific 12 117*

Portland State University 15 49**

Alaska 15 116*

-466-IiriWiffk-fe io sine records
**data unavailable in most records
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Data on numbers of trainees were available from 64 percent of the training task

records. Nonetheless from those records reporting numbers of trainees, 4,214

persons received RAP training last year through individualized sessions deliver- 4

ed on-site. Extrapolating based on unknown values, a total of 5,739 received

RAP training during the current reporting period.

Sumaries By RAP

The New England RAP has among the highest recordings of task records. The 79

records show a diversity of efforts including the second highest incidence of

on-site training, the greatest number of records documenting ongoing technical

assistance, among the highest occurrences of collaborative efforts, and several

special projects. Superimposed over the entire work effort, is the demanding

assignment of chairing the computer task force and managing the development of

software for the management information system used throughout the RAP network.

This RAP has achieved a signed collaborative agreement in the state of Connec-

ticut this year as a consequence of joint efforts of an interagency task force

coordinated by the RAP with representation from the regional office, SEA, and

Head Start programs. Collaboration has progressed in varying stages with the

other New England states, with Developmental Disabilities in the state of

Massachusetts, and one agreement has been signed between a local education

agency and a Head Start program as a result of RAP's intervention. For the

second year RAP has sponsored mainstreaming conferences at which staff from

Children's Hospital presented a full-day session; this year's training focused

or child abuse of the developmentally disabled child. Meetings are periodically

conducted by RAP for handicap coordinators in Massachusetts and Rhode Island.

Through on-site training activities this year, RAP has trained over 535 persons

in sessions whose'eoncentration ranged from such general topics as sensitivity

toward children with handicaps and working with families of the handicapped to

more focused topics of IEPs, use of a specific screening and assessment tools,

and speech and language problems. On two occasions RAP offered training ses-

sions to regional office staff.

NYU recorded the same number of task records as in the previous year, 59. They

show the completion of efforts begun last year as well as newly undertaken en-

I
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deavors. Among the projects initiated last year and recently completed are

the establishment of a resource library and the development of an issue paper

on asthma. Collaborative work continues.with the two SEAs on the mainland,

although RAP is more directly involved with New York. In this state RAP ini-

tiated meetings between Head Start programs and the SEA, leading to the develop-

ment of an agreement; RAP also assisted with .a survey documenting handi-

capped three-, four-, five-year-olds served in Head Start programs throughout

the s+Tte. The survey results 'sere forwarded to LEAs which receive reimburse-

ment for services to these children from federal sources under PL 94-142.

Like other RAPs with enormous metropolitan-Head Start grantees, NYU has pro-

vided spacial assistance to tne grantee serving New York City: RAP offered

a three-day mainstreaming conference for this program; trained 63 education

coordinators and coordinators of services to the handicapped in a session on

mainstreaming handicapped children; met with the directors of ten new delegate

agencies to orient them to RAP services; and critiqued a video tape developed

by one of the delegate agencies. In seven individualized sessions, throughout

the region, RAP trained 278 persons in workshops on movement activities, how

children approach tasks,generic concepts of mainstreaming, and detecting emo-

tional problems. Of note among the task records, was the case of a critically.

ill child from a Head Start program. The sensitive and timely intervention Of

RAP and Head Start staff provided an alternative professional opinion on optic

neuritis that had caused sudden blindness in the child, released Head Start

funds for transportation to the out-of-town hospital, eased the family through

hospital intake procedures, and interpreted the medical diagnosis.

The second highest number of task records, 85, was recorded at the Region III

RAP. The wtrkload is characterized by high numbersof on-site workshops,

mainstreaming conferences, special projects as well as participation at numer-

ous meetings and several instances of collaborative work with State Education

Agencies and other providers of service to handicapped children including De-

velopmental Disabilities at the regional and local levels, and Howard University.

A collaborative agreement has been signed in Delaware this year and a similar

outcome is anticipated in the future in Pennsylvania. A singular effort was

undertaken by the RAP to assist the Washington, D.C., Head Start grantee in
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meeting its mandate to serve children with handicaps. In so doing, RAP en-

couraged area-wide providers to refer children to Head Start, met with Head

Start staff to coordinate recruitment strategies, arraiged for the evaluations 4

of 44 children with suspected handicaps, and provided specialized training and

technical assistance to selected delegate agencies throughout the city. RAP

conducted 14 mainstreaming conferences throughout the region in locations that

enabled grantees to attend with minimum travel. Additionally, 16 on-site 4

training workshops were offered by RAP staff or their cadre of specialists at

the Georgetown Child Development Center; subjects varied widely and included

hearing problems, screening high risk children, working with parents of fiandi-

capped children, stress and burnout, learning disabilities, observation skills, 4

warning signs of emotionally disturbed children, and training for staff on the

use of an audiometer. (Only at three of the workshops were data available on

the numbers of trainees; 173 persons were trained at these sessions,) Among

RAP's special projects number a survey of LEA/Head Start collaborative efforts

in the state of Maryland, completion of the Collaborative Workbook, and the

development of three video tapes on attitudes and expectations of teachers

and parents vis-a-vis handicaps, mainstreaming orthopedic children, and be;

havior management.

The 82 task records of the Chapel Hill RAP characterize this project's approach

to their contract tasks through numerous innovative special projects and contin-

uing work withthe Region IV Specially Funded Cluster network. Nineteen meet-

ings with Specially Funded Cluster Coordinators in the four-state area were

recorded. Among the special projects undrwtaken this year were the develop-

ment of a new training curriculum, "Special Friends," which fosters positive

attitudes in children toward the disabilities of their peers; an analysis of

local education agendy Head Start agreewnts; a review of licensing require-

ments for speech professionals and their ramifications for Head Start staff;

the development of a slide show on the role of the Specially Funded Coordinators;

and reviewing a book, Home Activities, which help parents build upon the class-

room activities of their children. The two collaborative task records show

RAP's assistance to the North Carolina SEA for a survey of preschool spetial

education services in the state, and cooperative work with a Personnel Pre-

paration grantee to insure Head Start participation at a series of six work-
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shops, "Helping High Risk Children in the Classroom." The task records on the

RAP advisory committee shows the reorganization of its membership into four

committees, one in each state. In addition to the mainstreaming conferences,

conducted for clusters of grantees, RAP delivered eight training workshops on-

site. (At only one of these were numbers of trainees documented, 40.) The ses-

sions offered training on orthopedic impairments, observation skills, asseis-

ment, mainstreaming, and an orientation to the handicap effort for new Head

Start staff.

Having recorded among the lowest numbers of task records last year, Nashville

RAP has increased it workload to a par with other RAPs. The 67 task records

show this project's participation in the Region IV Specially Funded Network.

RAP staff attended 12 of these meetings in the three state 'area, Head Start

directors' meetings, and quarterly meetings for T/TA contractors sponsored

by the regional office. In addition to mainstreaming training conferences,

RAP conducted nine workshops at which at least 197 Head Start staff were train-

ed. (All but two task records included the numbers of trainees.) Several of

the on-site workshops concentrated on IEPs; others treated language acquisition

skills, training for social service staff, regulations on Section 504, assess-

ment, and organizing local groups for collaborative activities. The two task

records documenting RAP's collaborative efforts identified the rudiments of"

cooperative activities with an office of the Governor of Tennessee charged with

identifying services to preschool children, and the continuing activities of

Alabama State Head Start Advisory Planning group. No activities with SEAs

were documented. The task records show this RAP's attempts to stay in touch

with grantees through numerous meetings, an individualized process for assess-

ing the needs of grantees in each of the three states, and two canvasses of

grantees.

The Mississippi RAP recorded 72 task records. The records show the RAP's

activities with many of the resource providers to preschool handicapped chil-

dren in the state, namely the State Board of Health, MESH (a consortium of

Handicapped Children's Early Education Programs), United Cerebral Palsy, Jack-

son State University, the SEA Manpower Committee, and the Mississippi Advisory

Committee on PL 94-142. RAP is a member of the advisory board of several of

these committees. RAP has actively facilitated collaborative agreements on the
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state and local levels and has established a task force of the RAP advisory

committee to promote collaborative efforts between Head Start programs and

public schools. Because this is the only RAP housed within a Head Start pro- 4

gram, it is able to offer intensive and continuing services to the host

grantee. In the past year, Friends of Children of Mississippi Head Start has

benefited from five specially designed training workshops focused on develop-

ing collaborative agreements, Section 504 regulations, utilizing diagnostic 4

data to write IEPs, and behavior management; participation by RAP at cluster

and joint Policy Council meetings; and technical assistance from RAP to up-

grade the education curriculum. RAP staff have also attended and presented

at local, state, and regional Head Start association meetings; at the annual

Mississippi Head Start directors' meeting, RAP helped coordinate the meeting

by developing the format for presenters and delivering a session on cognitive

assessment. Among the special projects recorded at this RAP is the development

of a mainstreaming planning manual, "Guess Who's Coming to Dinner." Noteworthy

among the task records documenting technical assistance efforts are two ex-

amples of concentrated work. At the request of one Head Start program, RAP

researched the availability of programs for gifted children in the state,

collected appropriate materials, and delivered a presentation before the Head

Start directors' meeting; the second case came from the mother of a premature

baby seeking assistance with excessive medical bills. RAP sought assistance,

through legal aid, providers, and public agencies and supplied information and

materials for the parents.

The University of Illinois RAP more than doubled the number of task records

this year. Although still below average, the 55 records document this RAP's

planned efforts to deliver more mainstreaming conferences at locations closer

to grantees, maintain periodic contact with programs through canvasses sys-

tematically conducted at quarterly intervals, and offer a source of information

on handicap issues in newsletters and through frequent mass mailings to grant-

ees. This year the RAP engaged in several new initiatives. They developed a

booklet on IEPs, convened handicap coordinators in Illinois and Ohio, dis-

tributed findings from a survey of special education school districts and

Head Start programs, and contributed to the development of The Handicap

Guide, a comprehensive resource compendium on the Head Start handicap effort.

14u
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(Throughout the year, the Illinois RAP has been ad active member of the Region

V 'Special Effort" composed of regional contractors with special responsibility

for assistance to the handicap effort.) While there are no new agreements with

SEAs this year, implementation of the Illinois agreement signed last year has

progressed on schedule. In cooperation with the Illinois advocate, the SEA

and RAP co-hosted a series of four workshops attended by Head Start and public

school special education staffs. In five on-site training workshops, RAP

trained 100 Head Start staff on screening, IEPs, and parents' rights, specii

handicapping conditions, and collaboration with public schools. Other task

records document attendance at Head Start directors' meetings, two separate

needs assessment processes, and participation on the RAP speech task force.

At the Portage, RAP there were 70 task records. They show this RAP's active

participation with regional grantees and contractors, especially the state ad-

vocates for handicapped services and local handicap coordinators. This RAP

established periodic meetings years ago with handicap coordinators and con-

tinues to promote cooperative efforts among them. As a means of strengthening

this network, RAP initiated a monthly mailing of resources this year; the pub-

lications are easily reproduced and distributed at the grantee level and have

included bilingual materials, information on hyperactivity, mainstreaming,

transition, and others. Like the Illinois RAP, Portage has shared in the

Region V "Special Effort," culminating in the development of itellandigapier-

vices Guide. Collaboration has proceeded on several fronts usually in cooper-

ation with the advocates. RAP is revising agreements developed with the SEA

in Minnesota., and with Project Find; another is in process with the Michigan

Protection ari4,Adyocacy Agency whose jurisdiction is legal aid for the poor.

This RAP has computerized the results of the census of Head Start programs and

entered RAP filei,into the MIS system. Other task records document innovative

transactions: the organization of the National Handicap Coordinators Forum at

the National Head Start Conference, the development of a new training curric-

ulum on self-esteem for handicap coordinators, a questionnaire for handicap

coordinators to assess individual strengths and weaknesses, and the revision

of the needs assessment instrument. RAP also delivered three on -site train-

ing workshops at which at least 61 persons were trained. (Only one of the

task records contained information\9n numbers of trainees.)
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Texas Tech RAP had 99 task records, the highest volume of all RAPs. The domi-

nent achievement within the caseload is the large scale on-site training effort.

This RAP, with its enormous geographic territory and large Head Start constitu-

ency, has reached over 1,868 trainees through 26 individually tailored work-

shops either conducted by RAP or arranged by agreement with the LATON staff,

also housed at Texas Tech. The training workshops offered diverse topics of

choice for Head Start grantees including coping with stress, parent involve-

ment, fund raising, assessment, lesson planning, parent/teacher relations,

IEPs, behavior management, social services for the handicapped child, task

analysis, and diagnostic criteria, among others. Two of the workshops were

large-scale efforts providing statewide pre-service presentations to hundreds

of trainees in Louisiana and Texas. In addition to the on-site training, RAP

documented 13 mainstreaming conferences, the combined training effort well sur-

passing that of other RAPs. This RAP chaired the CDA task force, assumed author-

ship for the product developed by the task force on Program Account 26, and parti-

cipated in the speech task force. Unlike previous years, mass mailings, col-

laborative activities, and numerous meetings were recorded. Meetings covered

a wide population and included meeting with national and regional personnel

at ACYF, Head Start directors, Friends of Head Start, handicap coordinators,

and T/TA coordinators.

Other task records document the collaborative work with the Texas SEA, Health

Department, and a child advocacy agency that led to the presentation by this

group at a RAP mainstreaming conference. Another record documented work with

representatives form the Louisiana SEA and Developmental Disabilities Program

to work with Head Start programs and RAP for the establishment of community

teams that foster shared resources.

The 64 task records of the Region VII RAP well demonstrate this project's

approach to service delivery in Region VII. The 'ask records document seven

one- and two-day training sessions which are the equivalents of statewide

mainstreaming conferences, attendance at 13 Head Start directors' meetings

(more than any other RAP), and 15 training sessions developed for and deliver-

ed to Head Start programs on-site. (Five hundred and thirty-nine persons were

trained at these 15 sessions; there is no record of numbers of trainees at one

workshop.)
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The RAP stresses that the training it delivers is designed to meet the grantees'

needs as expressed by Head Start directors at their state association meetings,

hence the variety of modes of delivery. Some are intended for statewide audi-

ences, some delivered in a series of meetings for handicap coordinators, others

presented to a cluster of grantees, and yet others planned for single grantees.

Audiences range from fewer than 15 to 150 trainees. The collaboration task

records reveal the RAP's success this year in formalizing agreements with the

Crippled Children's Services in Kansas and with the Kansas SEA. In carrying out

the Nebraska SEA agreement, signed last year, RAP and the SEA planned and con-

ducted a series of four LEA/Head Start meetings to foster collaborative agree-

ments at the local level. Handicap coordinators meetings have sustained sig-

nificance for this RAP and are frequently attended. Special projects under-

taken this year included the development of a slide presentation on the visually

impaired and, revision of a packet of materials on speech and language, develop-

ment of the RAPid Resource Book, a comprehensive handbook for handicap coordi-

nators and directors patterned after one developed by the Los Angeles RAP, and

inauguration of a local Division of Early Childhood (DEC) chapter of the Kansas

State Council for Exceptional Children.

At the University of Denver RAP 56 task records were recorded; almost half of,

these document training conducted on-site to meet the requirements for state-

wide training conferences, or the equivalent, in this vast area encompassing

six states. RAP conducted 25 of these workshops (more than any other RAP)

and one other training session for a grantee on observing children wtih spe-

cial needs; 11 staff were trained at the latter workshop. The demanding con-

ference effort was designed to permit grantees situated in isolated areas

an opportunity to receive RAP training. Collaborative efforts are underway

in varying stages with each of the SEAs, and in Colorado where the development

of a formal agreement is unlikely, RAP and the SEA have encouraged agreements

on the local level between Head Starts and school districts. Together they

co-sponsored five training sessions in Greeley, Denver, Alamosa, Pueblo, and

Colorado Springs. Task records document an unusually effective professional

relationship between RAP and regional contractors, especially the Home Train-

ing Center and CCA, a regional office contractor. HSTC presented training at

four of the RAP workshops; CCA paid for travel and,per diem of RAP staff to
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some rural training sites. No special projects were recorded. The remaining

task records document this RAP's participation on the computer task force,

meetings with advisory committee members, the assessment of grantees' needs,

and one offering of technical assistance to a grantee preparing a collaborative

agreement.

At the Los Angeles RAP there are 69 task records. They reveal the particular

concentration of work this year on two fronts: collaboration at the state and

local levels and advocacy for the representation of early childhood special

education needs within agencies and organizations serving handicapped chil-

dren. More successful than most RAPs with directly negotiating local agree-

ments between schools and Head Start programs, this RAP used the California
ti

SEA agreement, developed last year, as a model for similar 'local arrangements

in Los Angeles and Orange counties. In Arizona where a state level agreement

is unlikely, RAP assisted grantees in procuring entitlement funds under PL 94-

142 for the preschool handicapped children served by Head Start. A revision

of the California agreement is forthcoming and this year RP, coordinated four

training workshops that the SEA and Regional Office conducted for the purpose

of disseminating the state agreement and discussing methods of local collabor-

ation between public schools and Head Start programs. To cite a few, the RAP's

involvement with agencies and professional organizations includes: the presi=

dency of the California BEH Consortium, membership on the advisory boards of

the State Implementation Grant and the California Commission for Young Chil-

dren with Special Needs, and membership on the Infant Child Development Com-

mittee. Presentations on behalf of preschool handicapped children have been

made verbally and in writing before numerous committees, conferences and meet-

ings. Task records document the mainstreaming conferences and nine training

workshops conducted on-site at Head Start programs. (Data were available for

only two of these workshops; at these, 130 persons were trained.)

A major project undertaken by RAP staff this year was the development of the

RAPid file, a resource on Head Start policy that provides information and

standards for documentation of the Head Start handicap effort. Originally

planned as a conference intended for health, education and handicap coordinators,

the RAPid File developed into a reference took when the airline strike pre-
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vented the conference. PAP's participated on three task forces (computer, CDA

and PA26) this year, and special projects include work with pupil count, re-

view of preschool incentive grants, and a special effort to develop a channel

of communication among handicap coordinators located in very large metro-

politan Head Start programs.

The 64 task records at the Pacific RAP show a variety of services to the grant-

ees in Hawaii and across the Pacific. In addition to 11 mainstreaming confer-

ences, RAP has delivered 12 other sessions to grantees, training in excess of

117 persons. (At three of the training workshops the numbers of trainees were

not recorded ). In past years, RAP introduced grantees to fundamental concepts

of child development, good teaching practices, and understanding handicaps;

this year, RAP focused training along two dimensions: assessment and team de-

velopment. The team development sessions, intended for administrative and

teaching staff, gave training on leadership styles, decision making, communi-

cation skills, record keeping practices, team roles, conflict management, ne-

gotiating, and Caveloping long range plans. The training on assessment was

accompanied by the development or modiFication of assessment instruments and

their translation into languages for the Yap, Palau, and Micronesian Head Start

staff. RAP also arranged for the translation of other materials into appro-

priate languages or dialects. The selected materials include a hearing screen-

ing form for parents translated in Marshallese, Trukese, Carolinian, Chamoro,

and Palaun; the Sunshine Series, developed by the Alaska RAP, has been trans-

lated into Samoan, and the booklet on hyperactivity, also developed by the

Alaska RAP, has been revised to reflect Pacific cultural styles and materials.

Collaborative activities have been recorded with agencies in the Trust Terri-

tory, Truk, Hawaii, CNMI, and the Marshall Islands, and a formal agreement

was signed this year in Hawaii. The RAP successfully worked with universities'

in Hawaii, Guam, and Micronesia for accreditation of RAP training. Among

other training task records are meetings with Head Start directors, a two-

part RAP advisory committee, convened in Hawaii and Micronesia, coordination

of the Homebase Conference held in Hawaii, and intensive technical assistance

to grantees to help develop a handicap plan, write a job description and con-

duct classroom observations.
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PSU RAP increased the number of task records over the previous year, but, with

44, has the smallest workload among the RAPs. Three quarters of the records

show direct services to grantees through the provision of training or technical

assistance. In addition to seven mainstreaming conferences, there were 15

training workshops delivered either on-site or at state or regional confere"xes.

Only three task records give the numbers of participants, 49. Training topics

ranged widely, covering interagenty collaboration, general mainstreaming

principles, implementation of IEPs, behavior management, techniques for parents

at home, individualizing curricula, transitions and classroom management, inte-

gration of components, and assessment. Technical assistance is provided by

this RAP more often than by most other RAPs, and like its training, shows the 4

diversity of expertise available. In one instance RAP recommended a special

program for an aphasic child after observing the child in the classroom and

securing the services of a specialist to assess the child's performance. Other

cases where technical assistance was delivered include a number of situations 4

requiring documentation of IEPs, assistance with the development of handicap

plans, several observations of children in their Head Start classes, and spe-

cial help for staff working for the first time with a Downs Syndrome child.

RAP has continued its support of the Region X Specially Funded Handicap Projects 4

by preparing and disseminating a brochure describing the capabilities of these

grantees to facilitate interagency collaboration. Another task record of note

details RAP's participation on the Washington State Task Force with SEA, LEA

regional office, and Head Start members.

As in previous years, the 50 task re,3rds of the Alaska RAP characterize this

RAP's continued offerings of technical assistance and training to the three

Head Start grantees in the state. RAP delivered 15 follow-up training work-

shops at which at least 116 persons were trained (numbers of trainees were

unavailable from two of the workshops), in addition to conferences which served

as equivalents to mainstreaming conferences. The task records also demonstrate

the working relationship which exists between RAP and the public school system

in the state. This year, RAP revised two booklets that it developed previously

and disseminated them to over 600 schools and state agencies. RAP was also

the recipient of a State Department of Education grant to replicate its ser-

vices in communities without Head Start programs. RAP facilitated a collabor-

1 4 6
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ative agreement between one Head Start program and the local public school

district; under this agreement moderately and severely handicapped children

receive services from Head Start rather than from the public school three hours

away. Other task records show various types of technical assistance offered to

grantees, meetings with the Head Start directors and other professional organi-

zations, development and distribution of a newsletter, and the production of a

packet of information on RAP's activities.
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Task 4: Conduct State Training Conferences 4

It should come as no surprise that every RAP referred'specifically to its state

training conferences when listing its major goals for the 1981-82 year. RAPs

put enormous amounts of time and effort into training Head Start staff in ful- 4

filling this one contract task. This year RAPs spent 352 days conducting their

conferences. RAPs judged mainstreaming training second in importance this year.

The training that will be discussed here represents only a portion of all of

the training that the RAPs did throughout the year. Each RAP is required by

contract to conduct state training conferences, or the equivalent, for Head

Start teachers in each state. As the "equivalent" of state conferences have

become more varied, it has become important to distinguish mainstreaming train-

ing from other training. Guidance from ACYF, dated November 31, 1981, speci-

fied that conferences which RAPs wanted to have counted as'the equivalent to

mainstreaming conferences must be planned in advance, offer training on the

topics designated in the contract, and provide an opportunity for all grantees

within a state to attend one conference. The list of dates and sites were to

be submitted by December 20, 1981. It is these training efforts which are

considered here. A report on other training will be found in an earlier sec.,

tion entitled Task 3: Provide Services to Grantees.

A preference for training grantees in clusters and on-site was more evi-

dent this year, with three RAPs conducting almost twice as many sessions as

they had in either of the previous two years. This has meant training smaller

numbers of people at more conferences, along with the additional time spent

for planning, travel, and presentations. For the grantees, it has meant that

RAP could be more responsive to their specific training needs. One RAP member

observed that Head Start staff are becoming more sophisticated in knowing their

needs and are expecting more and more'from RAP each year. If this is a general

trend, it is a credit to RAPs as well as a source of pressure for them to con-

tinually revamp or update their training.

The content of mainstreaming training has continued to evolve from the original

model in which specific "generic" mainstreaming topics were presented one day,

and two specific handicapping conditions were covered the next. In the first

year RAPs could plan entry-level handicap training because staff generally had

previously received little; but the training task each year since has become

I

I
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more complex as some teachers returned for the second or third time, while still

others were attending for the first time. In response, RAPs have incorporated

new training emphases over the years. Last year we saw the introduction of

Portage Project's ServinIHandicaRLedCliIdreninHoraasedHead Start and the._L.____
addition of workshops on homebased service at conferences. This year was no

exception.

The Special Role of Social Services in Servin Families of Children with Handi-

capping Conditions, the NYU* training manual for social service workers, pro-

vided a brand new thrust. And while helping RAPs to solve the issue of find-

ing fresh training content, it also seems to have served grantees' needs. This

is indicated by the increases in both the number of grantees attending RAP train-

ing and the numbers of individuals receiving training.

Table 12, Staff Trained By RAP At State Training Conferences, 1979-1982, shows

that the number of grantees attending increased from the previous year, and that

the numbers of both teaching and non-teaching staff trAned by RAP are the high-

est ever. The rise in the number of "others" trained is most likely due to the

high number of social services staff attending training. The new training thrust

may also have increased toe number of teaching staff. The addition of social

services workshops are likely to catch the interest of teachers and administra-

tors who might otherwise have thought training would be repetitive. Eleven RAPs

did conduct social services training this year, and social services training.

was conducted at over one-third of all 168 conferences.

Table 12

Staff Trained By RAP At State Training Conferences, 1979-1982

1978-79 979-80 1980-81 1981-82

1,033 942 887 913

8,660 8,216 7,815 8,878

2.636 3,236 3,272 4_400

Number of grantees attending

Teaching staff

Others
TOTAL

*New York University Scnool of Continuing Education, Office of Community

Services Programs, Resource Access Project, Region II.
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One last point can be made with regard to this year's increases in attendance.

In no year since RAPs have been obligated to provide wide-scale training have

budget and travel constraints been so severe for grantees. Nevertheless,

grantees were willing to commit their funds to attend RAP training and turned

out in record numbers. In a year of uncertainties, RAPs showed their willing-

ness to accommodate to the grantees' reality however possible. Despite con-

straints, the data available about the number of trainees in 1981-82 speaks

clearly of the network's achievements in fulfilling its training task.

Table 13, Characteristics of RAP State Training Conferences, 1981-1982, pro-

vides the individual and network figures on the numbers of RAP conferences and

attendance. At 168 conferences, RAPs trained 5,680 teachers and 3,198 teacher

aides representing 34 and 20 percent of all teachers and aides, respectively.

These figures combine for a total of 8,878 or 28 percent of the Mead,Start teach-

ing staff nationwide. Adding the 4,400 other participants, a total of 13,278

people were trained by RAPs this year.

After reviewing data from past years, we find that the 1981-82 year has sur-

passed all previous years in the numbers of conferences held, the number of

teaching staff trained, the number of "others" trained, and the total number

trained. As compared with last year, which is the only year for which there,

is comparable data, RAPs trained 306 more teachers and 757 more teacher aides.

Mainstreaming training did reach more grantees than last year, thereby re- .

versing a trend seen since 1978-79.

The hypothetical "average" RAP's conference profile this year would have the

following chrrcteristics:

23 days spent training

11 mainstreaming conferences held

61 grantees attending

379 teachers trained

213 teacher aides trained

293 "others" trained

885 total trained

4



Table 13

Characteristics of RAP State Training Conferences
1981-1982

RAP
No. of

Conferences

or

Teaching
Staff

No. o
Others Total TrainedGrantees Teachers Aides

No. % No, No.

New England 7 62 86 333 47 77 10 27 307 717

New York University 9 79 99 501 27 223 12 20 694 1,418

Region III 14 97 85 695 43 437 29 36 453 1,585

Chapel Hill 15 102 91 527 33 206 13 23 431 1,164

Nashville 12 76 92 483 33 316 23 28 299 1,098

Mississippi 7 23 96 311 23* 234 17* 20 79 624

University of Illinois 11 67 58 654 38 281 19 29 695 1,630

Portage 9 74 85 445 39 237 23 31 255 937

Texas Tech 15 118 83 696 37 574 34 35 287 1,557 J/w

Region VII 8 62 93 90 16 70 15 15 196 356 jr

University of Denver 26 49 91 270 58 173 41 50 227 670

Los Angeles 10 50 88 408 26 ** 148 10 ** 18 226 782

Pacific 11 11 92, 127 70 103 76 73 '79 309

Portland State University 7 40 80 125 31 102 30 31 161 388

Alaska 7 3 16. 15 42 17 46 44 11 43

TOTAL 168 913 85 5.680 34 3,198 2 20 MOO 13.278

*RI.A Figure from 1981-82 Head Start telephone survey

**Entimated from RAP census information
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Any one conference would have trained 79 people representing 6 grantees, i.e.,

34 teachers, 19 teacher aides, and 26 others.

In fact, however, RAPs do not fit one mold and, using the same characteristics

as listed above, showed the following ranges:

10 to 60 days spent training

7 to 26 mainstreaming conferences held

3 to 118 grantees attending

15 to 696 teachers trained

17 to 574 teacher aides trained

11 to 695 "others" trained

43 to 1,630 total trained

The rest of this chapter contains additional information collected frc.3 the

RAPs. The emphasis in the discussions which follow is on the network and some

of the similarities and differences that exist, i.e., how conference topics

and format were determined, training content, who attended, why some grantees

did not attend, and what problems kAPs experienced in conducting the confer-

ences. Following that, summaries describe individual RAP conferences with a

particular focus on workshop topics and formats.

Determining Conference Topics and Format

Many RAPs began collecting information that led to the selection of conference

topics the previous spring and summer after formal needs assessments were mail-

ed to grantees. From that point on, however, it is hard to speak of a common

pattern among the RAPs except to say that each filtered information through

many people. Besides written needs assessments, RAPs used meetings and tele-

phone contacts to reach grantees, regional Head Start staff, contractors, and

advisory committees, on-site observation, and their own judgment to determine

the focus and specific content of training. Several returned to evaluations

collected at earlier conferences.

RAPs attempted to minimize differences between administrative and teaching

staff about training priorities by involving more levels of staff, telephoning

or visiting grantees to help them specify their training needs, and continuing
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to assess needs informally through the year. The net result of this extensive

assessment and subsequent corroboration with grantees was training which match-

ed their constituents' needs.

Many RAPs talked with both directors and local handicap coordinators as they

planned their conferences. In Regions II, IV, and VI, the RAPs involved the

special handicap services networks. New York University spoke to Head Start

directors about training needs and with the CSH's about training needs and de-

tails of the conferences. The Region VII RAP depended on directors to select

the training topics. The Portage RAP surveyed directors generally, and dis-

cussed sequentially appropriate topics - specifically with local handicap co-

ordinators, whom RAP considers the key to this information process. Directors

and coordinators in each cluster selected the timing for the University of

Illinois RAP's training and seven of their 11 conferences were held in October

and November as a result.

The University of Denver, Pacific, and Alaska RAPs relied on observations and

information collected on-site to determine topics. The New York University

and Portland State University RAPs themselves initiated topics which they felt

were timely, e.g., genetics counseling and interdisciplinary staffing, respec-

tively. Portland State University RAP designed this year's entry-level train-

ing, but relied on input from the field for its advanced training topics. The

Portage RAP based its selection of specific handicapping conditions on their

frequency among census data and whether it had been presented within the last

four years. Region III RAP informally surveyed participants during its con-

ferences to see why they attended certain sessions. New England RAP sought in-

put from programs at statewide planning meetings and from their advisory com-

mittee, Los Angeles RAP used their advisory committee to initially determine

topics, and then corroborated these with grantees and the Annual Survey data.

Thirteen of the fifteen RAPs planned mostly two-day, and less frequently,

three-day, conferences. The Los Angeles and Region VII RAPs held one-day con-

ference events for at least half of all of their conferences in response to

grantees' expressed preferences. The Pacific RAP, on the other hand, spent

from one to two weeks at five of its conferences in Micronesia. RAPs usually

planned for trainees to attend four sessions over a two-day conference period.
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Exceptions were based on specific grantee preferences or the RAP's decision to

provide in-depth information during day-long sessions.

Less emphasis seemed to have been placed on how to accommodate entry-level

trainees, as well as teachers returning from the second, third, or fourth year.

Perhaps such distinctions have lost their earlier significance as the experi-

ence levels of trainees have become more diverse. In the first year of train-

ing, there was a definite emphasis by the RAPs to conduct training based on

the NYU manual; and the next year RAPs made very clear the differences in train-

ing topics they planned for trainees back for the second time. Since then, how-

ever, we have noted less emphasis on such distinctions in the network, although

several RAPs have continued to provide separate training tracks, based either

on experience or job role. RAPs appear to have remained sensitive to the readi-

ness levels of participants. Responses from our short-term conference evalua-

tions lead one to believe that the RAPs are on target: only three percent found

the training either "too simple" or "too difficult."

Conference Topics

Network-wide, 1981-82 training content was similar to previous years' training

in that most conferences consisted of workshops on specific handicapping condi-

tions and sequentially appropriate topics; a few included home-based training.

Social services training was a new addition. Only one conference, planned

solely for family services staff by the Portland State University RAP, offered

neither a handicapping condition nor any topics other than social services.

Table 14, Frequency of Conferences at Which Topics Were Presented, provides

information about the content of 1981-82 RAP conferences, network-wide and by

individual RAPs. Reading horizontally, the table enumerates the total number

of conferences that included at least one session on that topic by RAP. The

reader should look at individual numbers in relationship to the number at the

top of the column (i.e., total number of conferences) to determine how preva-

lent the subject was as a conference topic. Topics are broken down into 10

specific handicapping conditions and the 23 sequentially appropriate subjects

most often covered. The number of conferences that included social services

and home-based training are also tallied.



Table 14

Frequency of Conferences at Which Topics Wero Presented

RAPS

NE NYU R. III CH NA_ALL1:A1iVUN*PCFLMSI.nP'UPWURA
0 of Conference 168 7 9 14 15 12 7 11 9 15 8 26 10 11 7 7

Handicapping Conditions

Blind 2 - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - .- 1

Visual Impairment 15 - - - - 3 - - 2 2 2 - - - 5 1

Deaf 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - 1

Hearing Impairment 18 - 1 1 1 1 - 1 2 1 - - - 1 5 4

Physical Impairment 36 2 2 10 5 1 5 1 2 3 .. - 4 1

Speech Impairment 66 7 7 8 2 6 - 5 6 5 3 3 1 - 6 7

Health Impairment 26 - 2 3 - 1 7 - 3 6 - - 3 1

Mental Retardation 26 2 3 2 4 5 - 1 3 1 - S -

Emotional Disturbance 74 6 5 11 2 10 3 % 4,3 , 6 11 - 10 6 1

learning Disability 37 - 2 4 2 3 3 2 2 1 - 9 1 1 6 1

pespicntially,Appropriate

Individual Education Plan 80 1 - 11 3 10 5 10 - 12 2 15 1 7 3
I

Screening 20 - - 2 2 - 1 - 1 2 2 5 - 5 ...i

Assessment
Diagnosis

47

13

-

- -
2

-
-

-
5 1

2

- 6

3
17

1

-
-

5

-
5 6

2 5

426
VI
1

Curriculum 28 5 7 - - 3 5 - - 1 3 - - 4

Recruitment 2 - 2 - - - - - - 7 - - -,

Parent Involvement 72 2 7 6 2 3 5 8 4 9 2 7 4 3 5 5

Integrating Component. 14 - - 1 2 - 1 - - - - 7 3

Child Abuse 6 - 2 1 - 2 - - 1 - - -
Collaboration 9 1 - 2 - 2 - - 1 1 2 - - . ..

Behavior Management 23 .. 7 9 1 3 2 1 - - -
Transition 5 - - 3 - - 1 - - - - 1 -
Strew* 12 - 5 1 1 - - - 5 - - -
Mainstreaming 10 - - - - 1 2 3 4 - -
Attitudes 14 - - 7 2 - - 5 - - - - - -
Individualizing 15 - - 1 - - - 5 - 9 - - - -
cbaervatton 8 - - 3 1 - - - - 4 - .. - -
Nutrition 6 2 1 - - 2 - ,1 - -
Classroom Management 8 - - .. 7. - - 6 - 1 1

Child Development 6 - - - 1 2 - 3 -
Advocacy 3 - - - - 1 - 1 - 1 -
Volunteers 3 - -. - 1 1 1

Reoordkeeping 3 - - - 2 - - - - - 1

Social Services 60 7 7 10 2 7 - 8 4 4 2 2 7

Home-Based 29 1 7 2 - 4 4 1 4 5 1..M..............III.
4During nine on-mite conference. RAP dealt with spncific handicapped children but the exact conditions are not recorded.
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On the average, each RAP provided workshops on six of the ten handicapping

conditions and 10 sequentially appropriate topics. For those Ws which did

social services training, it was an additional topic at over half of their

conferences. As training has become more in-depth and detail, more specialists

have been used to present workshops, although RAP staff have continued to

manage, design, and train at conferences.

Network-wide, IEPs, emotional disturbance, and parent involvement/working witn

parents were the most frequent topics. Speech impairment and social services

topics were the next most frequent. Parent involvement/working with parents

was the only topic that was addressed by every RAP. This seemed responsive

to the numerous requests for more training in this area from the field and

last year's short-term evaluation feedback. At Chapel HilT, Region VII, Uni-

versity of Denver, Los Angeles, and Pacific RAPs, topics were quite diverse

from conference to conference.

Handicapping Conditions. Among specific conditions, emotional disturbance was

the most frequent topic and speech impairment was second. It was twice as

likely to be a topic as either learning disabilities or physical impairment

and three times as frequent as all other conditions except speech impairment.

Although three RAPs did not cover the subject at all this year, emotional dis-

turbance was a topic at 74 conferences.

qiaL.,lyAErorpiate:p_ToicsSeuer. Each year RAPs have expanded on the original

generic topics. In all, this year's follow-up training consisted of 23 major

topics, listed in Table 14. Other than parent involvement, and IEPs, no

one of these topics was addressed by more than eight RAPs, a finding which sug-

gests diversity throughout the network. It is apparent that, in working close-

ly enough with those in the field to determine conference topics, the RAPs

detected specific needs that differ from region to region. Furthermore, in

addition to the 23 topics covered by more than one RAP, 38 other subjects were

specific to individual RAPs. These included sensitizing, hospitalization,

motivation of staff, use of providers, the high risk child, gifted children,

feeding, and adaptive physical education.
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Social Services. As has been discussed, RAPs made a special effort

to reach Head Start social service staff this year. Social services training

was to be based on the guide developed by New York University RAP. This train-

er's handbook contained a general orientation to Head Start's mainstreaming

goals as well as the contents, methodology, and materials for conducting ten

workshops separately or sequentially. An integral part of Head Start, social

services staff deal with the special needs of families who join the mainstream-

ing effort. RAPs used the material differently, adapting it as they saw fit.

The New Eroland and Portland State University RAPs held social services train-

ing at each of their conferences and New York University at all but two. Some

RAPs held day-long training (New England, Portage, Texas Tech University,

Region VII, Los Angeles, and Portland State University), while five others

offered one (or more) shorter sessions. Four RAPs did no social services train-

ing at all. Depending on the format of the conferences, all or only those

participants who chose it from among several possibliities attended the social

services workshops.

Most training oriented staff to the families of handicapped children -- to

understanding their additional burdens, recognize stages of adjustments, and

communicating better. Child abuse, parents' perspectives on working with pro-

fessionals, the services available to families, and working with community

agencies were also common topics. The film "Krista" was used by several RAPs.

Role playing and simulation activities, suggested in the NYU manual, were also

used.

Te4stinLtitay Trained

Twenty-eight percent of all Head Start teaching staff attended RAP mainstream-

ing training this year. This included 5,680 teachers and 3,198 aides, or 34

and 20 percent of each group, eespectively. Three RAPs trained well above the

average of combined staff. The Pacific RAP trained 73 percent of its area's

teaching staff and the University of Denver trained 50 percent. The Alaska

RAP trained 44 percent. All conducted on-site conferences, which is the

probable explanation for these high figures.
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Besides the Pacific, Denver, and Alaska RAPs, the New England and Region III

RAPs trained high percentages of their regions' teachers (47% and 43%, respec-

tively). Perhaps because of their concentration on social services staff, the 4

New England and New York University RAPs registered lower percentages of teach-

er aides trained thiS year (10% and 12%, respectively). The Texas Tech RAP's

heavy training schedule seems to have paid off in a healthy turnout by 35 per-

cent of the regions' teachers and aides. The Mississippi RAP attributed its 4

generally low turnout to grantees' lack of travel money and insufficient follow-

up on conference information.

At the lower end of percentages of teaching staff trained were the Region VII

and Los Angeles RAPs; these RAPs also trained lower percentages of teachers.

The low count for Region VII RAP reflects not only a regional preference to

train coordinators rather than teaching staff, but also RAP's invitation to

grantees to request training as they discover their needs throughout the year.

The latter situation made it difficult for RAP to submit a complete list of

mainstreaming conferences by December 20, as required this year by ACYF. As a

result fewer conferences were counted than were held. In California, state

funds in some school-based Head Start programs are based on daily child counts.

Because funds depend on keeping classrooms open, these programs are reluctant

to release teachers for training; one day is the most that several teachers"

have been released for training. For both of these RAPs it is significant to

note that, although fewer than average teaching staff were trained grantee at-

tendance was above average.

Others Trained

The number of people other than Head Start teaching staff trained has grown each

year but took a big jump this year. The 4,400 others trained this year repre-

sents a 40 percent increase over the first year of training and a 26 percent in-,

crease over last year. As mentioned earlier, the increase seem to be among

social service staff, who were a target audience for many of the RAPs this year.

"Others" Aepresented an average of 33 percent of a RAP's trainees. The Univer-

sity of Denver (55%), New York University (49%), University of Illinois (43%),

and New England (43%) RAPs trained the largest proportions of "others" at their

4

1
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conferences. The Mississippi (13%) and Texas Tech University (18%) RAPs had

the lowest concentrations,

Some RAPs made a point of inviting one category of "others". For example,

four RAPs cited social services staff as composing the largest share of non-

teaching staff trained (New England, New York, Region III, and Los Angeles

RAPs), Los Angeles also mentioned handicap coordinators, while the Mississippi

and Portage RAPs highlighted the more general category of component coordinators.

The University of Illinois RAP made an extra effort to get parents to their

training as did Nashville RAP, along with Head Start directors. Parents com-

posed one-half of the Pacific RAP's trainees in Saipan and one-third in Yap.

Overall, a number of others were mentioned by most RAPs: parents, Head Start

component coordinators, including handicap, education, health, social services,

and parent involvement; Head Start support staff (cooks, bus drivers, and secre-

taries); LEA staff (teachers, aides, and administrative personnel); Head Start

directors; and specialists (non-Head Start professionals like nutritionists,

speech therapists, occupational therapists, and psychologists).

Other categories of trainees mentioned less frequently were public awl private

child care providers (day care, preschool, and kindergarten teachers); SEA

personnel; classroom volunteers (e.g., Foster Grandparents); other Head Start

staff (nurses, and social workers); regional T/TA providers; representatives

of public or private agencies (Public Health Department, EPSDT, Heart Associ-

ation, Mental Health Department, and Child Protection Service); and regional

office staff members.

Grantees Trained

Eighty-five percent of all grantees attended RAP mainstreaming training this

year. The 161 grantees which did not send staff to mainstreaming training

was lower than the previous year.

All three Alaska grantees attended mainstreaming training. The New York Uni-

versity RAP was not far off the 100 percent mark, however, with 99 percent of

its 80 grantees attending. Only the University of Illinois RAP had significantly
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low representation with 49 of 116 grantees (42%) not sending any staff to RAP

mainstreaming conferences. Despite the fact that the RAP held over twice as

many conferences at twice as many conference sites than last year, the percent

of grantees attending did not change. It should be added, however, that this

RAP reached 38 percent of the teachers in its three-state area, trained the

highest number of "others" (695), and the greatest total number (1,630) of any

RAP this year. Where this RAP's grantees did send staff, it seems they sent

every one.

By far the most common reasons for lack of attandance were related to a lack

of funds. Grantees did not have travel funds to get to and .stay overnight at

the training site (9 RAPs);; or chose to use them to attend a national Head Start

training or meeting (2). For others, funding uncertainties precluded us'mg

travel funds (3), or they did not have money to pay substitute teachers so

staff could attend training (1). At two RAPs some grantees did not attend be-

cause a ceiling had been placed on all travel.

Next to money-related-problems, reasons that were reported were scheduling

conflicts, lack of interest in the training this year, internal disorganiza-

tion, and bad weather. Miscellaneous reasons given were preference to wait

for on-site training, distance, illness, and summer program status. In ones.

state where grantees received direct funding for their T/TA weds-, ten of the

seventeen grantees hired consultants instead of attending RA training.

Problems Associated with the Conferences

Most of the 7roblems that staff reported in connection with this year's con-

ferences clustered around seven issues. Seven .APs mentioned the exhausting

physical demands that extensive preparation for and travel to the conferences

placed on them. In the case of the Pacific RAP, not only did all audio-visual

equipment and materials have to be brought along to Micronesia, but airlines

lost or sometimes refused to take the extra baggage.

Bad weather that delayed or "snowed out" RAP staff, consultants, or partici-

pants interfered for five RAPs. When Nashville was snowed in en route to

training, for example, they read the agenda, registration, and evaluation

forms over the. telephone to the SFCs, who ultimately conducted the conferences.
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A Los Angeles RAP staff member arranged to go on-site to Head Start programs

to make up a session that he had personally been unable to present at a con-

ference because of illness, although a substitute had been arranged.

Four RAPs were surprised with over-attendance and had to contend with a short-

age of space and an undersupply of materials. The Region VII RAP experienced

last minute shifts in the staff whom grantees sent to some conferences so that

training planned for experienced staff had to be retooled on the spot for less

experienced participants. Other problems also.reported by four of the RAPs

were: agencies' shortage of travel Qnies to send staff, conflicts in dates

(and even content) with other regional events (IDVs, training), and problems

with conference facilities (inadequate space, billing, ventilation, etc.).

Three RAPs reported that the rising costs of food and hotel, space, or the di-

minishing availability of donated space for conference sites, are growing prob-

lems.

Several RAPs had problems that were not experienced by others.

Supervisory-level staff complained that training was "too
simple" even though they knew that training was designed

for teachers (New York University).

Only two weeks notice was given to RAP to plan two confer-
ences after a SFC resigned; conferences were underrepresented,
compared with RAP's either because of a lack of money or in-
sufficient follow-up (Mississippi).

Incorrect information on the conference site was sent to pro-
grams by a handicap coordinator (Texas Tech).

The high turnover in staff in some areas stifles RAP's
ability to provide multi-level training (Pacific).

Agendas were mailed to programs too late; one grantee's
internal problems necessitated rescheduling training several

times (Portland State University).

Although they did not consider them as problems, two RAPs reported on the

traoe-offs that were apparent when they collaborated with other groups in

putting on conferences this year. Chapel Hill RAP, who involved the SFCs

more, and Region VII RAP, who conducted conferences in conjunction with

regional T/1A staff, SEA staff, and the Nebraska Association for the Educa-
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tion of Young Children (AEYC) representatives, noted that such collaboration

involves some loss of control and visibility for RAP. For both, however, this

result was out weighted by the benefits of closer working relationships.

The summaries of individual RAP conferences which follow will focus on workshop

topics and formats.

4

4
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New Enilapd RAP

No. of conferences: 7

No. of teaching staff trained: 410

No. of "others" trained: 307

New England RAP held one two-day conference in each state except Massachusetts,

where they held two. RAP built on its previous training collaboration with

Boston's Children's Hospital at the suggestion of its advisory Committee and

the planning committees in each state. It was one of RAP's major goals to

increase community understanding and appreciation of how child abuse and ne-

glect affect the handicapped child. Day-long social services tra' 'hig on child

abuse was arranged for every conference.

This training consisted of an introductory panel discussion on abuse of the

handicapped child as well as two small group discussions on neglect, physical

abuse, or sexual abuse. Connecticut trainees had the option of attending two

other sessions instead of those on child abuse.

RAP and the Children's Hospital team jointly invited repre-
sentatives from State Child Protective Services Agencies to
attend or be a member of the child abuse panel at each con-

ference. This panel discussed the law, the causes of abuse,
the newest methods of intervention, and the definitions of

abuse. The in-depth workshops on neglect, physical abuse,
and sexual abuse focused on definitions, family patterns

and symptoms, and criteria for referral.

RAP staff devoted much time not only to arranging this col-
laborative training but also to honing the trainers' skills,
ensuring that the training was practical and appropriate for
a Head Start audience.

On the second day of training, trainees attended two sessions, usually choosing

from speech impairment, emotional disturbance, and either the use of puppets

to sensitize children to handicapping conditions or puppetry techniques to

use in working with speech and language delayed children, Processing chil-

dren's information from play therapy was also a topic. "Kids on the Block,"

a commercial puppet troupe which raises sensitivity about handicapping condi-

tions, appeared at four of the seven conferences,
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At the Connecticut conference, which was much larger than the others, the

choices of training topics were more diverse both days. In addition to the

child abuse topics and a puppet presentation, workshops included speech impair- 4

merit, emotional disturbance, and physical impairment (cerebral palsy and spina

bifida); IEPs; the Massachusetts SEA's session on using children's books and

other media to foster children's understanding of people with special needs;

family violence; and techniques for informing parents of suspected developmental 4

problems. Directors, handicap coordinators, and others could also attend a

discussion of the draft Head Start/SEA interagency agreement and its implica-

tions for local collaboration.

In 14 days of training, RAP trained 47 percent (333) of the teachers, 10 per-

cent (77) of the teacher aides, and 307 others, representing 86 percent of the

New England grantees. New England RAP did no home-based training at the main-

streaming conferences. 4

4
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New York University RAP,

No. of conferences: 9

No. of training staff trained: 724

No. of "others" trained: 694

New York University RAP held two conferences each in New Jersey, Puerto Rico,

and the Virgin Islands, and three in New York; the conference for the New York

City grantee (consisting of 79 delegate agencies) lasted for three days. Home-

based training was offered at the Upstate New York conference only.

The New York and New Jersey conferences were different from the one-day train -

ings held in Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. Trainees could choose two

topics each day in addition to an opening session which all attended. Some

could elect to attend sessions on four different handicapping conditions. Work-

shops on speech impairments, emotional disturbance, parent involvement, curricu-

lum, and social services training were offered at each. Other handicapping

conditions (health impairments, mental retardation, physical impairments,

learning disabilities, and hearing impairments), genetics, and hospitalization

were topics at several conferences. In Puerto Rico, on the other hand, RAP

trained supervisors only, concentrating on parent involvement and social ser-

vices. In the Virgin Islands, training was attended mostly by teachers who

were offered workshops on speech impairments, curriculum, and recruitment.

Two coordinators from the Virgin Islands had been able to attend one New York

conference and visit a mainstreamed classroom during the year.

RAP made a major effort to think of new ways to present topics at training

conferences, and then lffered these in various combinations. Topics often

interrelated and some presenters were used for several different sessions.

RAP also used handicapped adults as presenters, a practice they recommend to

all RAPs.

The film "Krista;" the story of a preschool amputee, served

many purposes. Having been shown at RAP training in previous
years, it served principally as the focus of a panel discussion

of specialists on the effects of hospitalization on a child and

her family: how the stage of development affects a child's per-

ceptions. Additionally, it was used for workshops on curricu-
lum, for social services training, and as the inspiration for

a new workshop on genetic counseling (Krista's aunt had the

same disease as Krista).
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Workshops on curriculum ideas stressed the use of non-sexist

classroom materials.

A pediatric neurologist shared his experiences with young

children; a pediatrician explained what he looks for in

children's medical and neurological evaluations.

Although the focus was on teaching staff, RAP did provide one-day training on

topics similar to these offered to teaching staff specifically for supervisors

of family services, education, and handicap services from the New lork City

grantee. RAP also arranged half-day sessions for directors and CSHs at the

Up-state New York conference on new state education regulations.

In all, RAP training reached 99 percent of its grantees. In fifteen days of

training, 27 percent (501) of the area's teachers and 12 percent (223) of aides,

as well as 694 ethers, were trained. This year RAP strongly urged grantees to

send their social services staff, which probably accounts for the high number

of "others" trained. Forty percent (281) of all "others" trained were social

service staff.
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Region I I I RAP

No. of conferences: 14

No. of teaching staff trained: 1,132

No. of "others" trained: 453

RAP conducted one conference for the District of Columbia grantee and two one-

day conferences each in West Virginia and Delaware. Three conferences per states

from one to three days in length, were held in Virginia, Pennsylvania, and

Maryland. Although topics were treated in full-day sessions at several confer-

ences, participants usually selected four sessions from a variety of topics.

RAP had met with program staff to tailor training in several areas.

Emotional disturbance and IEPs were topics at eleven, and physical impairments

at ten, of the fourteen conferences; speech impairment was a topic at more than

half. In addition, social services training was provided at ten conferences

and home-based training at seven, underscoring the RAP's response to the di-

versity of needs in.the region. Sessions on attitudes toward mainstreaming,

parent involvement, behavior disorders, stress and burn-out, and warning signs

were also presented frequently.

Learning disabilities, health impairments, mental retardation, and hearing

impairments were subjects of workshops at one or two conferences as were ob-

servation, nutrition, screening, and interagency issues.

"Warning Signs" was a workshop developed to refine teachers' expectations of

normal development and their ability to identify developmental delays or dis-

abilities. The stages of fine and gross motor, speech and language, and cog-

nitive development were addressed. An exercise in identifying the average age

at which a child masters certain skills led to a general discussion of common

misperceptions and the "red flags" that should indicate further screening.

In many of its workshops, HAP had several goals: information -

giving, pin-pointing problems or barriers, and developing new

strategies. In workshops on motor development, speech and lang-

uage, and emotional disturbance for example, video-tapes of
children and situations offering a focus for group identifica-

tion of problems and a stimulus for personal rethinking. This

led naturally to the development of new strategies.
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In the workshop on teacher's attitudes, trainers first elicited

trainee's personal feelings on perceptions of the handicapped.

While affirming the reality of those feelings and discussing

their sources, trainers helped participants ensure that these
feelings do not interfere in their work with children.

Re;ion III RAP clustered grantees for training again this year, reaching 43

percent (695) of the teachers and 29 percent (437) of the teacher aides, in

addition to 453 others, RAP training reached 85 percent of its grantees dur-

ing 21 days of training.

4

4

4
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Chapel Hill my

No. of conferences: 15

No. of teaching staff trained: 733

No. of "others" trained: 431

Looking for a fresh approach for its mainstreaming training, Chapel Hill RAP

created the STAR conferences, i.e., Sequential Training Arranged by RAP. Com-

mitted to further strengthening the regional Specially Funded Coordinator (SFC)

cluster system, RAP also arranged to give the SFCs more options and more de-

cision making responsibility for this year's conferences. RAP provided over-

all direction and coordination for each, provided technical assistance as re -_.

quested, developed some workshops and trained at most conferences.

RAP chose the two-day periods that training would be conducted throughout the

service area, planning three per month. each SFC drew one date from a hat at

a four-state planning meeting and was free to exchange with another. ''RAP did

a little or a lot of the training, arranged for consultants, or helped with

other planning depending on the wishes of the cluster's SFC. RAP gave each

cluster some funds to pay for the conference site and usually sent out the

announcement letters. Chapel Hill RAP was aware of the trade-off between

losing some consistency and visibility and increasing this partnership with

the SFCs. RAP sponsored almost twice as many conferences as in either of the

previous two years. In Florida, one cluster agreed to "give up" its training

days so that the state's directors and coordinators could attend training spe-

cifically designed for them; screening, assessment, and IEPs were the topics.

In return, this cluster was invited to all other cluster training in the state.

The training topics thatioccurred most frequently were behavior management and

physical impairments. Specific handicapping conditions were topics, at only

half of all conferences. IePs, screening, assessment, parent involvement,

child abuse, stress, record-keeping, and transition were frequent topics.

Less frequent were such topics as observation, nutrition, motivation of staff,

evaluating lesson plans, the handicapped child in the classroom, child develop-

ment, and integration of the handicap component. RAP conferences covered a

wide range of topics which indicates the variety of cluster's requests.
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"Building Bridges," a new workshop on the transition from Head Start to-public

schools, was offered at three conferences. RAP expects to use it more next

year.

After an initial introduction to the subject of transition,

workshop participants were divided into seven groups, each

group representing one person who might be involved in a

child's transition. Uc:.,4 ,..^e study, each group develop-

ed its own perspecti"f tKhs,Ji ion issues. After another

brief lectyre, the , Mor. 1-grouped. The new groups

comprised of one fro.. each fort ei Irmo, then developed a

transition plan.

"New Friends" was also presented at several conferences. After months of de-

velopment, field-testing, and selected use this year, the "New Friends" pack-

age will soon be complete with a teacher's manual, a training guide for co-

ordinators, and a slidetape presentation.

"New Friends" makes use of large cloth dolls to foster

children's acceptance of mainstreaming. Making the dolls

also orovides a popular way to bring parents and staff to-

gether. Patterns and instructions on using the dolls, a

bibliography, notes on specific handicapping conditions,

and activities for the classroom are included in the teach-

er's guide. "New Friends" has been designed to deal with

handicaps within the context of individual differences.

In all RAP trained 33 percent (527) of the teachers and 13 percent (206)

of the aides in its service area, as well as 431 others. Ninety-one percent

of the grantees attended. Chapel Hill RAP did no home-based training but did

conduct social services training at two of its fifteen conferences.
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Nashville RAP

No. of conferences: 12

No, of teaching staff trained: 799

No. of "others" trained: 299

Nashville RAP determined the topics, and conducted mainstreaming training dif-

ferently for each state. In Alabama, a similarity of needs among clusters led

RAP and the SFCs to hold one statewide conference and also offer two days of

RAP training for clusters. Each SFC ranked the topics priorities and RAP cor-

roborated these choices with programs over the telephone. In Tennessee, five

conferences were held including one for the entire state in conjunction with

the Tennessee Head Start Association meeting. RAP and the SFCs picked the top

five needs by cluster and solicited input from local programs. After extensive

plans RAP responded to each cluster's choice of topics. All of the Kentucky

grantees were trained in clusters. Some needs were based on the needs assess-

ments, some were chosen by SFCs internal needs, and some were determined by

RAP. Grantees in Nashville's service area could attend any cluster training

within the three states if location, timing, or subject matter'made it advan-

tageous. RAP conducted mainstreaming training for a total of 26 days.

Both emotional disturbance and 'Os were subjects at ten of the twelve con-

ferences. Behavior management, which was designed for staff with previous

training on the subject, was a frequent topic. Speech impairment was a topic

at half of the conferences. In all, Nashville RAP offered at least one work-

shop on all handicapping conditions except blindness and deafness. Curriculum,

parent involvement, component integration, and collaboration were each offered

at two conferences; child abuse, stress, the use of providers, working with

volunteers, and advocacy were offered once.

In an attempt to meet the needs and respond to the concerns
of individual teachers and programs, several hours were as-

signed at each conference for staff to consult with the

conference's presenters. In these small groups, staff

could explore more specifically how to apply the workshop

information to their situations. Participants were urged

to bring with them materials that they might want reviewed

(i.e., "sanitized" ILPs).
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The RAP Director hosted a session for Head Start administrative

staff at one conference in each state. Urging them to bring con-

cerns of their own, discussions were held on PA26, collaboration

with the LEA, SEA, and public agencies, validation of the handi-

cap effort, and component integration.

Ninety-two percent of the area's grantees attended RAP training; 33 percent

(483) of the teachers and 23 percent (316) of the aides were trained; in addi-

tion to 299 others,.,-RAP used the home-based training manual at two confer-

ences, emphasizing how classroom teachers can use it as a teaching guide. So-

cial services training was a part of eight conferences.
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No. of conferences: 7

No. of teaching staff trained: 545

No. of "others" trained: 79

The Mississippi RAP held seven two-day mainstreaming conferences in conjunction

with the state's.SFCs. An aOitional day of training in August was planned for

one grantee unable to send many staff to any of the other conferences.

On the first day of five conferences, consultants conducted training sessions

on the specific handicapping conditions that were assessed as training prior-- -

ities by the teachers concerned. Health impairment was the one topic addressed

at each.

On the second day of the conferences, workshops prepared teachers for the en-

trance of handicapped children into their classrooms. Concepts emphasized were

feelings, parent involvement, assessment, curriculum, learning centers, and

self-correcting activities. Teachers also learned about the services avail-

able to these children and families.

Based on feedback from SFCs, and the changing needs of programs as the year

progressed, RAP changed the direction and format of the last two conferences.

Generic topics -- mainstreaming, special materials, and behavior management --

were presented on the first day. On the second day, trainees chose two handi-

capping conditions from the four that these programs had determined were prior-

ities: emotional disturbance, health impairment, mental retardation, and phy-

sical impairment.

The RAP worked very closely with private consultants, com-
ponent staff, and resource providers in presenting this
year's training. Providers included Project RUN (OSE Out-

reach), Early Education Center (USE Outreach), American
Cancer Society, Developmental Disabilities, Mississippi
Board of Health, Mississippi Health Association, Sickle
Cell Anemia Program, and University Medical Center.

"Guess Who's Coming to Dinner" was the title of the train-

ing sequence offered on the second day at the first five

conferences. Teachers gathered and shared information
about, applied assessment information to, prepared, and

planned activities for their "guest." "Krista" was shown

to the group.
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Ninety-six percent or all but one of Mississippi grantees attended mainstream-

ing training. Although RAP tried to assist the grantee which could not attend

to identify a source of funds for travel, it was unsuccessful. Twenty-three

percent (311) of teachers and 17 percent (234) of aides attended; 79 others

also attended. RAP did no home-based or social services this year.
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University_of Illinois RAP

No, of conferences: 11

No. of teaching staff trained: 935

No, of "others" trained: 695

The University of Illinois RAP trained grantees in more clusters than ever be-

fore; no one had to drive for more than two hours to attend a conference. Some

Head Start programs closed so that staff could attend, others sent one-half of

their staff each day. As a result of training in smaller groups and in more

locales, programs could afford to send all staff, including bus drivers, volun-

teers, cooks, and other support staff. This helps to explain the proportion--

ately high numbers of "others" that RAP trained this year. RAP conducted eleven

conferences.

A 60 percent return rate on RAP's needs assessment on train-
ing topics from the area's classroom staff encured the suit-
ability of the training topics for each cluster.

Since the topics were more Head Start-related, RAP used few-
er consultants as trainers this year but did get support

from Head Start directors and other program staff. RAP con-

tinued its practice of co-hosting each conference with a
specific Head Start program, thereby forming a local team
to plan and conduct the trianing.

Directors and handicap coordinators selected the training dates and most chose

dates in the fall. As a result, RAP staff put on two two-day conferences in

late October and five others between November 2-18.

As in years past, RAP jointly sponsored three days of training with the large

Chicago grantee; a total of 883 attended over three days, almost half of which

were teachers. Sessions on the following ten topics were repeated twice a

day, each day: emotional disturbance, experiencing a handicap, early child-

hood development, mainstreaming, child abuse and neglect, parent involvement,

IEP, component integration, diagnosis, and behavior management.

Speech impairment was a topic at five of the other ten conferences. IEPs and

,working with parents were frequent topics also. The next most cotillion topics

were classroom management, the high-risk child, and experiencing a handicap.
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Others included, emotional disturbance, behavior management, learning disability,

hearing impairment, and physical impairments; screening and assessment, diag-

nosis, transition, child abuse, mainstreaming, speech, language, and motor de-

velopment, nutrition, child development, parent advocacy, and component inte-

gration.

Thirty-eight percent (654) of area teachers and 19 percent (281) of the teacher

aides, plus 695 others trained represented 58 percent of the grantees. A ses-

sion on the home-based option was presented at three Ohio and one Indiana !

conference. Social services training was provided at eight.
.1 V
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Postage RAP

No. of conferences: 9

No. of teaching staff trained: 682

No. of "others" trained: 255

Portage RAP conducted two two-day training conferenGes each in Minnesota and

Wisconsin and four in Michigan, including a one-day conference in Detroit.

Grantees in all states were invited to a special one-day workshop on working

with the Spanish-speaking and the Indochinese child in Head Start.

Most workshops offered at this year's conferences lasted a full-day, including-

those on specific handicapping conditions, social services, and home-based

issues, so that each trainee typically got in-depth information in two areas.

Workshops on specific handicapping conditions were offered at each conference;

both emotional disturbance and speech impairment were offered at six of the

nine. Health and physical impairments, visual impairments, hearing impairments,

and learning disabilities, and mental retardation were less frequent topics.

"Kids on the Block" appeared at one conference.

Trainees at more than half of the conferences had as choices gifted and talented

individualizing in the classroom setting, and working with parents of the handl-

eapped child. Behavior management, fostering acceptance of individual dif-

ferences, and basic "survival" skills for the handicapped preschooler were

occasional topics.

Determining whether a child of a non-English speaking family

has a speech impairment or language problems associated with

learning a second language was the basis of workshops at three

conferences. This met RAP's goal to address various speech

problems attendant to bilingualism. The Spanish-speaking
child and family was addressed at the Detroit, Michigan, con-
ference where a bilingual curriculum being used at the Detroit

Head Start was reviewed and discussed. Cultural differences

influencing the Indochinese child's Head Start experience,
teachinp techniques, and activities for bilingual children

were thP lentral focus at the Bloomington, Minnesota confer-

ence.
.

k: another conference, participants could attend a

full day of workshops on either of these subjects and dis-

cuss normal language development, identification of problems,

testing, teaching ideas, and working with parents.
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A workshop titled "The Grieving and Coping Process of Parents

of Handicapped Children" provided participants at two confer-

ences a framework that allowed them to recognize, relate to,

and identify what can and cannot be accomplished during the

different stages of grief.

RAP trained 39 percent (445) of the teachers and 23 percent (237) of the aides;

255 others were also trained. Eighty-five percent of the area's grantees were

represented at training. Home-based training, based on the Portage manual,

was included at four conferences, as was social services training, which was

based on the NYU manual. At two of the Michigan conferences, the social ser-

vices training lasted for the two full days.
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Tf.:xas jecti..11rti versi ty RAP

No. of conferences: 15

No. of teaching staff trained: 1,2/0

No. of "others" trained: .287

After two years during which it trained one-half of the region's consortia each

year, RAP decided to schedule five conferences in Texas and two in each of the

other states to minimize the travel required of trainees. An additional con-

ference in Arkansas, conducted to accommodate two grantees which could not send

many staff to any other, and an August 1981 conference in Texas brought the

year's total to 15 mainstreaming conferences.

RAP involved everyone in determining training content by communicating several

times with all grantees, directors, and consortia coordinators as well as T/TA

provider: in each state to decide on final agendas. When RAP staff met with

directors in October, they invited them to choose topics from the "Skill Build-

ing Blocks" and two handicapping conditions.

"Skill Building Blocks," a modular training scheme developed to
enhance handicap services delivery in Region VI, was a useful
tool for grantees to use in identifying their specific train-

ing needs.

The fifteen "blocks" include developing a plan for service
delivery, child screening programs, public relations and
advocacy, materials lending library for special needs, and
diagnostic teams.

RAP then corroborated the prioritized needs with other grantee
staff to target needs precisely.

One or more handicapping conditions and sequentially appropriate topics com-

posed the agendas at all but one conference where one full day was devoted to

in-depth sucial services training. A few conferences offered separate tracks

for different Head Start staff. Since RAP accommodated their training dates

to training scheduled by others as much as possible, it happened that confer-

ences in New Mexico, Texas, and Arkansas had to be scheduled within the same

week. Between mainstreaming training and on-site training, one RAP stafl mem-

ber spent time on the road every week from August to May.
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RAP staff relied heavily on staff from LATON (a regionally funded T/TA grant

used to extend RAP's resuurces) to provide this training.

Interagency agreements received particular attention at one

Texas conference. The Texas SEA, an ACYF regional office
representative, and the state handicap resource coordinator
made a general presentation on cooperative agreements. This

was followed by a panel comprised of representatives of an

LEA, Head Start, and parent advocacy group who discussed
how to 'develop local agrrements. While others attended
mainstreaming topics in the afternoon, some participants
worked on writing agreements in a two-hour workshop.

Travel distance and costs for RAP and for grantee staff continue to be difficult

obstacles to surmount in Region VI. However, in days of training this year,

Texas Tech RAP reached 83 percent of the grantees, 37 percent (696) of teach-

ers, 34 percent (574) of aides, and 287 others. Four of the conferences in-

cluded social services trianing and one included home -based training.
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Tiipp.A1 lit/T

No. of conferences: 8

No. of teaching staff trained: 160

No, of "others" trained: 196

The Region VII RAP held eight mainstreaming conferences. Each was tailored to

meet the specific requests and needs of programs in its four state area. A

large two-day conference was held in three states. Smaller conferences were

also held in Kansas and Missouri and three one-day conferences in Iowa. As in

past years, RAP extended an open invitation to grantees to request the train-

ing they wanted at any time throughout the year.

In Nebraska and Missouri, large conferences were held with collaborators. Mis-

souri's "Conference on the Young Years" was planned by the RAP, SEA, and local

AEYC and university staff. It featured 25 workshops and presentations and an

update on two special projects in early childhood education. RAP provided

three workshops. In Nebraska, the conference was a joint project of RAP and

the SEA. It included a status report on handicap activitie.. in the state and

a workshop session on collaboration presented by a local Head Start and public

school teacher. Three separate days of training in Des Moines constituted

mainstreaming training for Iowa grantees, mostly :local handicap coordinators.

RAP meets every six weeks with these staff. In Kansas, an on-site workshop

for one grantee and another for several grantees were held in addition to the

state workshop.

The film "Krista" was used for several different purposes this

year. At a conference which focused on writing IEPs, partici-
pants viewed the film and then developed IEPs using .;rista as

a case study. At another, the film enabled small groups to dis-
cuss networking systems in rural and urban locales. An on-site
conference devoted to working with parents also featured the
film.

Regular meetings with Iowa handicap coordinators were the inspi-
ration for the workshop "Mainstreaming Stress," which ww:. pre-
sented at four conferences. This focused on identifying sources
and effects of stress and planning to deal with stressful situ-

ations related to mainstreaming. Noting that stress peaked at
specific times of the year, staff could learn how to anticipate

some and avoid other situations.
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Three conferences dealt with the blind/visually impaired. Des

Moines participants toured the Iowa Commission for the Blind

facility. Others learned about common impairments, their ef-
fects on learning, and the development of visual perceptual
abilities, as well as how to adapt activities for visually-
impaired ilhildren.

In all, 93 percent of the grantees attended mainstreaming conferences. Sixteen

percent (90) of the teachers, 15 percent (70) of the aides, and 196 others were

trained. Region VII like other RAPs designed training which they felt was most

responsive to grantees in their region; this often meant training handicap co-

ordinators instead of training teachers directly.

Grantees also preferred, and RAP agreed, to leave their mainstreaming training

schedule open-ended so that grantees could request training from RAP as needed

during the year. Region VII RAP therefore did not distinguish minstreaming

training from their responses to these requests. When RAPs were required to

preplan and submit a list of all conferences they wished to have counted as the

equivalent of mainstreaming training, Region VII RAP submitted only those which

had been planned to date. Evaluators used the criteria outlined at the begin-

ning of this section to distinguish mainstreaming training and countgl the

balance as other types of training, reported under Task 3. RAP trained 620

teachers and teacher aides in these other training efforts in addition to the

356 reported above. Social services training was held at two conferences;

home-based training was not included at any.
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University 9f Renypr .RAP

No, of conferences: 26

No. of teaching staff trained: 443

No. of "others" trained: 227

Five state, eight cluster, and thirteen on-site conferences were conducted this

year by the University of Denver RAP. The format, design, and content of con-

ferences were a direct result of feedback from grantees, especially the direc-

tors. Two-day statewide conferences constituted the mainstreaming training for

the states of South Dakota, Wyoming, and North Dakota. South Dakota directors

prefer having the opportunity to bring all staff together at a statewide con---

ference; travel money was the deciding issue for Wyoming and North Dakota.

On-site conferences were held, in addition to a statewide conference, in both

Utah and Montana. At the state conferences in North Dakota and Utah, and at

one Colorado on-site conference, RAP trained trainers, who subsequently trained

the rest of their staffs. RAP eApects that some grantees in their region will

continue to ask RAP to train trainers rather than teachers. In Colorado, with

22 of the region's 54 grantees, RAP conducted eight cluster and four on-site

conferences.

e At most of the two-day, on-site conferences held in both
Colorado and Montana, RAP staff followed a specific procedure.
On the first day, they observed specific children in the class-
room, talked with teachers individually, and provided suggestions
at the end of the day. they also met with the handicap coordi-
nator and director. With specific information in hand, they
could return the next day prepared to gear needed training on
structured observation, assessment tools, diTIITTs to the appro-
priate experience level of staff.

In all, twenty conferences included handicapping conditions and sequentially

appropriate training. Emotional disturbance and learning disabilities were

the most frequent of the three specific conditions covered by RAP this year.

Assessment and IEPs, however, were the most common topics overall. "What's

Happening at the State Department," an opportunity to obtain current informa-

tion and express ideas about the SEA, and "Self-Esteem in the Home and Class-

room," which presented methods of facilitating self-esteem are examples of

some other workshops offered.
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In 46 days of training, RAP reached 91 percent of the area's grantees, 59 per-

cent (270) of the teachers, 41 percent (173) of the aides, and 227 other staff.

RAP did no social services training but did offer home-based training at f

of its conferences.

4
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Los Aulller RAP

No. of conferences: 10

No. of teaching staff trained: 556

No. of "others" trained: 226

In discussions with its advisory committee and a review of grantees' written

needs assessments, the Los Angeles RAP noted a desire for training with a

slightly different focus. Instead of concentrating on specific handicapping

conditions per se , workshops focused on child development and the effect of

handicaps on aspects of normal developmental stages. Telephone calls to all

grantees confirmed this approach to training. As a result, only two of the

ten conferences had sessions specifically on handicapping conditionS.

RAP training sessions included individual sessions on cognitive
development, social and emotional development, language develop-
ment, and motor development. In each participants reviewed the

developmental process and milestones and learned individual and

group activities appropriate for mainstreamed classrooms.

Other workshops included medical management of children with
handicaps, music and children with handicaps, teamins with
parents, teaming with the public schools, an introduction to

mainstreaming, multicultural issues, and screening.

Several conferences included one workshop in which a variety of such specialists

as a speech pathologist, a learning disabilities specialist, and a clinical

social worker answered teachers' questions about working with handicapped chil-

dren. "Team Building" focused on how staff could work with others to plan and

carry out individualized plans for children with handicaps. Participants ex-

plored how they functioned as part of a team, their teamwork styles, and ways

to clarify communication as part of a group.

Programs were invited to attend any of the one-day conferences they could since

none could attend conferences of two days' duration. RAP sent all agendas to

every Head Start and scheduled something a little different at each so that

staff could in effect get two days of training. One-day conferences are a

necessity in RAP's service area because many Head Start programs are located

with state preschools and cannot close without losing money.
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Two conferences were held in Nevada, one in Arizona, and seven in California.

Programs were invited to cross state lines to attend conferences which were more

conveniently located. Two of the California conferences were multi-topical

i.e., they provided separate training tracks on home-based, multi-cultural,

and social services issues.

Los Angeles RAP trained 26 percent (408) of the teachers and 10 percent (148)

of the aides, as well as 226 others. RAP training reached 88 percent of the

grantees. Two conferences included social services training and five had home-

based training.

I
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Pacific RAP

No. of conferences: 11

No. of teaching staff trained: 230

No. of "others" trained: 79

Pacific RAP reached eleven of its twelve grantees at mainstreaming conferences.

Seven of RAP's conferences this year were held throughout Micronesia. Staff

spent as many as sixteen days on-site for conferences.

Screening, assessment, and IEPs were rimmon topics at Micro-
nesian conferences. Trainers used fi,ms, including "Krista,"
games, puzzles, and simulation exercises to offer concrete
experiences to participants.

Each training conference for Hawaii grantees typically concen-
trated on one subject! screening, assessment and observation,
or parent involvement. One included a handicapping condition.

Workshops had a very practical approach; for example, where
screening was the focus, children were screened over a two-

day period as staff learned more abnqt administering and
screening the results.

With parents and directors in Guam, RAP showed a film and then used opaque

masks and garbled tape recordings to simulate for them the experience of visual

and hearing impairments. In both Saipan and Guam, RAP staff met with clusters

of four teachers to review their IEPs and assessments; this necessitated 10

separate meetings.

Specific handicaps were usually topics at follow-up training and treated in-'

tensively. For example, specific training on visual impairments (Truk), cere-

bral pals) (Ponape), hyperactivity (Majuro), and learning disabilities (Hawaii)

were sequentially appropriate to earlier mainstreaming conferences.

Because little other training is available in the islands of Yap, Truk, Palau,

Ponape, Marshalls, and CNMI, RAP staff are often called on to train various

Head Start staffs when they are on-site, and so have learned to be flexible.

At one conference this year, having expected to train experienced staff,

trainers shifted gears when 40 parents, who had been meeting nearby, joined

the group. RAP must also employ translators at many conferences because of the

variety of languages in the service area. RAP staff usually make two rounds
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of trips to Micronesia irach year, which doubles their experience with the prob-

lems and frustrations innate in such long distance travel. These include lost

baggage and equipment, erratic transportation schedules, and uncertain weather.

RAP reached 92 percent of the grantees, 70 percent (127) of the teachers, 76

percent (103) of the aides, and 79 others. It provided neither social services

nor home-based t aining during its conferences.

k
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Portland State University. AP

No. of conferences: 7

No. of teaching staff trained: 227

No. of "others" trained: 161

Again this year, Portland State University RAP offered separate training tracks

for entry-level teachers, for more experienced staff, and for family services

workers. The Idaho conference was planned for family services staff only. At

all other conferences, however, from four to eight handicapping conditions were

topics. IEPs and integrating components also were topics at all of these con-

1 ferences.

I

I

Workshops on specific handicapping conditions were different for
entry-lev 1 teachers and more experienced teachers. For example,
for one-and-a-half hours, entry-level workshops on speech impair-
ments were focused on normal speech and language development,
the identification of impairments, and classroom strategies. The

three hour advanced workshops concentrated on the types and
causes of communications disorders, the assessment, diagnosis, and
functional methods for mainstreaming, and methods for individual-
izing. While entry-level staff attended separate workshops on
hearing and visual impairments, the advanced workshop focused on
both of these sensory impairments, their effect on learning, iden-
tification, diagnosis, and classroom implications. Learning dis-
abilities, motor delays and social/affective delays were treat-
ed in similar ways for each set of teachers.

Interdisciplinary staffing was a workshop topic initiated by
RAP. RAP felt the need to provide staff with information on
team roles, team development, and the coordination and conduct
of team meetings in the interest of the handicapped child.

RAP drew heavily from the NYU manual for its social services training. Work-

shops for family services staff touched on parent interviews, helping relation-

ships, parents rights, and the staff's role in IEPs. Both family services staff

and experienced teaching staff attended sessions on exploring the effect of

handicaps on families as well as on interdisciplinary staffing.

Four conferences were held in Washington, two.in Oregon, and one in Idaho..

RAP staff conducted many of the sessions at each conference. RAP found that

the film "A Child Is A Child," whose message is that handicapped children are

children, first, worked well as an introductory conference event. RAP train-

ing reached 80 Percent of the grantees, 31 percent (125) of the teachers, and

30 percent (102) of the aides. Also, 161 other staff were trained. This was

one of two RAPs which offered social servcies training at every conference.
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Alaska RAP

No. of conferences: 7

No. of teaching staff trained: 32

No. of "others" trained: 11

The Alaska RAP has constant, informal communication with its three grantees.

Frequent visits to centers enable staff to prepare training based on what they

observe in the classroom and hear from program staff.

Mainstreaming conferences consisted of a workshop on speech impairments and

usually one other specific handicap, and assessment. Several other sequentially

appropriate topics, screening, diagnosis, parent involvement, and curriculum,

were also covered.

At Chugiak Head Start, RAP training reviewed the milestones for language de-

velopment and causes of delays. Tie workshop:then focused on facilitating

children's expressive language by means of structured and unstructured class-

room activities. Participants learned how a standard classroom activity, read-

ing a story, could be an excellent individualizing technique for language

stimulation and then prepared an activity to use in the classrooms the next

day. At Hooper Bay RAP observed in the classroom, administered screening and

diagnostic tests, and talked with teachers about the results and possible re

medial activities. After observation and evaluation in Unalakleet, RAP staff

made direct contact with parents and homebased families. In Fairbanks, RAP

held monthly training, for which CDA credit was available; public schoolspecial

education aides were invited.

RAP trained 100 percent of its grantees, 42 percent (15) of the teachers, 46

percent (17) of the aides, and 11 others. RAP did not conduct social services

or homebased training this year.

4
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Task 5: Establish and Conduct Advisory Committee Meetings

Each RAP is required to establish an advisory committee for advice on matters

of general policy and procedure, and for general planning, assessment, and

evaluation. It is each RAP's decision to determine the function of the com-

mittee, how often it will meet, and the composition of its membership. How-

ever, at a minimum the following representatives must be included: an ACYF

regional office representative, one Head Start director, and one parent of a

handicapped child enrolled in a Head Start program. Suggested members are a

representative from a local education agency and a handicap coordinator. RAPs

ranked this task tenth in order of importance.

In 1981-82 the average RAP advisory committee had 14 members, one fewer than

the previous year, with sizes ranging from eight members at the Nashville RAP

to 22 at New England RAP. The composition of advisory committees varied at

each. All but one RAP met the minimum requirements of the contract; Alaska's

committee lacked parent representation. ACYF regional offices were represented

on all advisory committees except Alaska's, where funds are limited for regional

office staff travel. All RAPs have a handicap coordinator (or equivalent, such

as a Specially Funded Cluster Coordinator in Region IV) on their advisory com-

mittees. Three RAP advisory conmdttees had representatives from local educa-

tion agencies. Only two RAPs included both required and suggested members on

their committees (University of Illinois and University of Denver). Six RAPs

had representation from Westinghouse, the Head Start health contractor. Addi-

tional representatives on RAP advisory committees included those from regional.

T/TA providers, IMPD, BIA, state and local agencies, and individual profession-

als. The University of Denver continues to be the only RAP which includes

teachers on the advisory committee.

SEA representation has decreased slightly since a year ago, from 41 to 40

states and territories this year. Seventy-four percent of all SEAS are members

of advisory committees. Eight RAPs have r(presentation from all states in

their service areas; these same eight have done so for the last two years.

For the third year in arrow every state or territory except Virginia is repre-

sented on RAP advisory committees. Seven RAPs have relatively equal geographical

1,93
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representation among their states and six draw heavily on home state resources.

The two lone state RAPs tend to draw representatives from across their states.

Every RAP held at least one ;.Jvisory committee meeting this year, and thirteen

had held a second or had one planned hqfore the end of the program year. Nash-

ville and the University of Denver RAPs will have convened their committees

only once this year. Portage RAP holds two-day advisory committee meetings.

Pacific RAP has two committees, one which serves the Hawaiian grantees, and

one which serves the Micronesian programs; each of these committees has met once.

RAPs use advisory committees as sounding boards and for feedback on their activ-

ities. Additionally, the committees assist RAPs with ideas and techniques for

training conferences, review and disseminate RAP products, offer solutions to

problems, and serve as advocates for RAP and Head Start's handicap effort. The

meetings provide RAPs and the members opportunities to share information and

discuss issues which cross state lines. Five RAPs called on advisory committee

members to serve as trainers at RAP conferences or to assist in coordinating

the conferences and identifying facilities and presenters. Six RAPs feel that

committee members have helped to facilitate interagency work. Committee members

wrote letters of support on RAP's behalf when future funding and continuation

of the RAP network was in jeopardy. In sum, advisory committees provide RAPs

with specific support and encouragement in their endeavors.

1 9 4
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Task 6: Facilitate Collaborative Alreements under PL 94-142 with State
Education AlenciealoRalkluationjapncies and Head"Start Grantees

What Head Start has had from the beginning is a commitment to optimize the ser-

vices to young children within the community. Planners envisioned centers and

staffs which would equip lower-income preschoolers with the same advantages

as their middle class peers, but knew they could not do it alone. Implicitly

and explicitly, staffs were expected to find and make use of community services

to supplement care during the Head Start years and ease the transition into

public school. This was never so important, however, as in the mid 70s,

when Head Start was mandated to mainstream preschoolers with moderate and se-

vere nandicapping conditions and public schools were charged with providing a

free and appropriate education to all handicapped children. PL 94-142 turned

public schools into a significant resource. The Resource Access Projects were

therefore obligated by their contracts L. facilitee formal written agreements

at state and local levels to ensure that preschoolers with handicapping condi-

tions have access to all the services they require. Special emphasis was put

on this task by requiring RAPs to submit those agreements which have been sign-

ed by Head Starts and state or local education agencies as deliverables by a

specified date. RAPs ranked this task fourth in order of importance.

The definition of a formal written agreement has been left open by the national

ACYF office. RAPs have thus used their own judgment in bringing key people

together and urging them to make explicit the responsibility they share for

children with handicaps and their families. To date formal written commitments

have been made by 31 SEAs, 18 of which have been co-signed by ACYF. (See Table

15, Existing SEA/Head Start Agreements As Reported by RAPs, 1981-1982.) RAPs

have been the primary facilitators of 20 of the 31 agreements, and have support-

ed or aided regional contractors who have the same mandate with an additional

five. This section will outline the content of agreements which have been new-

ly signed with SEAs, discuss other instances of collaboration with SEAs, de-

scribe how RAP has worked to promote collaboration between Head Starts and LEAs

and the outcomes, and present major instances of collaboration which have been

facilitated by RAP between Head Start and other agencies serving handicapped

preschoolers.

195
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BEST

Table. 15

ExistinISEA/Head Start ADreements As Reported By.RAPs

Title of Agreement
S1]nir Parties

Region I
Cf Interagency Agreement between the Con-

Condssioner, Department of Education

necticut Department of Education and ACYF
I

Administration for Children, Youth

amd Families .*
MA Interagency Agreement between the

Commissioner, Department of Education

Massachusetts Department of Educa- ACYF
tion and the Administration for
Children, Youth and Families.11,y1

Region II NJ Agreement for Services
issued by the Interdepartment Committee

1980-1981
for Education to the Handicapped

NY Memorandum of Mutual Understanding
Executive Deputy Commissioner, State

Education Department

ACYF

Region III DE

14111re."-=1C.

Statement of Agreement of Collaboration State Director, Exceptional Children/Special

between Delaware Head Start Programs and Programs

the Delaware Department of Public Instruc-
tion, Exceptional Children/Specal Pro- ACYF

grams Divisions

MD Signed statement of Intent Liaison, State Department of Education

Head Start Training Officer

Region IV FL An Agreement between the Department of Commissioner, Department of Education

Community Affairs and the Department of
Education on Behalf of Handicapped Chit-

Secretary, Department of Community Affairs

dren in Head Start Programs

NC Cooperative Agreement between North
Caroiina State Department of Public
Instruction/Division for Exceptional

Children and Administration for Chil-
dren, Youth and Families

Department of Public Instruction

ACYF

KY Joint Memorandum of Agreement Between
Kentucky Department of Education and
Kentucky Head Start Network (Repre-
sented by and under Region IV ACYF)

Superintendent of Public Instruction,

Department of Education

ACYF

Region V IL Memorandum re Current Relationship
between Public Schools and Head Start

Programs In The Delivery of Comprehen-
sive Services to Three through Five

Year Old Children with Handicaps

(Updated 8/81) INNIII
OH Memorandum of Agreement between Ohio

Division of Special Education and

Ohio Head Start Handicap Services
Advocate (Updated 12/80)

State Superintendent of Education

Chairperson, Illinois Association of Head

Start Directors

Director, Division of Special Education

Ohio Head Start Handicap Services Advocate

MN Joint Statement of Policy between the

Minnesota State Department of Education
and Head Start Programs in Minnesota

Commissioner of Education

ACYF

WI

./.,....

Joint Statement of Agreement between

the Wisconsin Department of Public
Instruction and Head Start in Wiscon-

sin

Department of Public Instruction

ACV'

Region VI LA An Agreement Concerning the Implemen- Superintendent, State Department of Education

tation of Act 764 of Louisiana Legis-

lature of 1977 ACYF

OK Letter of Agreement between the Spe-
cial Education Section Oklahoma State
Department of Education and the Okla-

homa Head Start Programs

AR

...........,:ral.M. *la

State Superintendent of Public Instruction

Director, Division of Economic Opportunity

Director, Head Start T /TA

No signed agreement, but Head Start
applies to AA for funds generated
through particioition in Child Count,

and receives funds directly, 41...-

tACYF connotes a signature by the ACYF Regional Program Director or Acting Director

2 Although not facilitated by RAP, Head Start has worked with the Interdepartment Committee to define areas

of cooperation, Those include public information AbOut
services, Head Start as a viable referral, diagnosis,

and collaborktien between Child Study Teams end Head Start to facilitate transition,
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ND

Region VIII ND
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Tablea Cont

Title of Agreement

BEST

Signing Parties

Head Start-Kansas State Department of Commissioner, State Department of Education

Education Cooperative Agreement ACYF

dead Start-Nebraska Department of Nebraska Education Agency
Education Cooperative Agreement

.10001.1.01..

SD

Collaborative Agreement between the
North Dakota Department of Public
Instruction/Special Educetinn and
Region VIII, Administration for
Children, Youth and Families

ACYF

Department of Public Instruction

ACYF

Cooperative Agreement between the
Section for Special Education (SEA)
and Region VIII Administration for
Children, Youth and Families

UT Utah State Office of Education/
Regional Head Start Cooperative
Agreement

Director of Special Education

ACYF

State Superintendent

ACYF

Region IX AZ Arizona grantees have contracted with
the Arizona Department of Education
for Part 6-EHA LEA Entitlement Funds.

CA

all..1111
Interagency Agreement between the State
Department of Education /Office of Spe-
cial E0'eultion and the Administration
for Chi iren, Youth and Families,
Region ,A, Head Start, U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services

State Department of Education

ACYF

HA

Palau

Agreement between thr Department of
Education, State of Hawaii and Head
Start Programs in Hawaii 01.
:nteragency Agreement between the
Government of Palau Health Services,
Education/Special Education Depart-
ment and the Head Start for the
Provision of Health Services and
Education Services

Superintendent, Department of Education

Directors, Hawaii Head Start Grantees

Health Services

Education Department

Palau Community Action Agency

Federated

States of
Micrunr:, is

Ponape

Interagency Agreement Ponape Special Education Coordinator

Vocational Education Supervisor

Vocational Rehabilitation Coordinator

Ponape Head Start Coordinator

Federated Handicapped Children, Youth and

States of Adult Inter-Agency Agreement
Micronesia
Yap

Director, Department of Education

Special Education Coordinator

Acting Director, Health Services

Public Health Officer

Yap Head Start Director

Guam Collaboration between the Guam SEA and

Head Start is written into the State
Plan.

Region X ID Interagency Agreement between the

Idaho Department of Education and
the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, Region X, Administra-
tion for Children, Youth and Families

Ok

.... State Superintendent of Public Instruction

ACYF

Interagency/Agreement between the Oregon
Department of Education and the .Depart-

merit of Health and Human Services/
Region X, Administration for Children,
Youth and Families ,

Oregon Department of Education

ACYF

WA Interagency Agreement between the
State of Washington, Office of
Superintendent of Public Instruc-
tion and the Department of Health.
Education and Welfare, Region X,
Administration for Children, Youth
and Familie5

State Superintendent of Public instruction

ACYF

hilthough not facilitated by the Pacific RAO, an SEA/Head Start agreement has existed in Guam's state plan for two

years, Provisions are made for speech an0 language therapy, general assessment and placement, SEA representation

at IEP conferences, and Head Start inclustion in training conferences.

197
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Head Start/SEA Agreements

Among the 31, six new agreements were directly facilitated by RAP this year.

Agreements were signed by ACYF Regional Offices and SEAs in Connecticut, New

York, Delaware and Kansas, In Arizona, Head Start grantees contracted with

the State Department of Education for Part-B-EHA LEA entitlement funds after

RAP negotiated a mechanism by which they could apply. And in Hawaii, an

Aveement was signed by the SEA and the four Head Start programs in the state,

The key points of the six new agreements are summarized below,

New York

Heaa Start will provide, with parental consent, records of handi-
capped children three to five years of age for the purpose of an-
nually identifying handicapped preschoolers residing in the district

and enrolled in Head Start.

Head Start will provide screening and evaluation results, with
parental consent, to avoid unnecessary retesting; the SEA will
encourage LEAs to accept properly executed screening and diag-
nostic work.

SEA will encourage LEAs to develop joint agreements reflecting
local conditions and resources and to share numerical census data

with local Head Starts.

Head Start will work with LEAs to develop a system for sharing of
information through joint training efforts, sharing of materials
and other relevant data, and explore the possibility of ,coordi-
nating parent and staff training sessions with the Special Edu-

cation Training and Resource Centers.

Connecticut

The agreement fosters and facilitates collaboration between
LEAs and Head Starts and indicates potential areas of dif-
ficulty and strategies for overcoming these.

The agreement encourages the use of Head Start programs as
integrated placements and suggests areas for collaboration:
setting aside a portion of Head Start's over-income slots
for referrals from LEA; schools' contracting with Head

Start and paying full tuition; involving Head Start staff
in all PPTs when Head Start is being considered as a place-
ment; determinations by the PPT on all necessary related

services.

4
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Three pilot projects will be selected to test, refine, and
demonstrate collaborative strategies which can be replicated

statewide.

A joint Head Start/SEA conference will be held in June 1982 to
train Head Starts and LEAs to implement the agreement.

A task force composed of people affected by the agreement

will play an ongoing role.

The agreement will be renegotiated annually.

Delaware

SEA will monitor Head Start programs re compliance with

PL 94-142.

Head Start is an appropriate placement, and dual placement may be

appropriate.

Head Start is to be included in Child Count.

0 Head Start screens and then refers children to public

schools for testing.

Head Start will agree to release information for children's
transition with parent approval, and orient children and

families to the public school.

Head Start and LEA personnel may participate in training

sponsored by either party.

Kansas

Head Start and the SEA will exchange information and materials

about each others' mandates.

Preschool screening and referral procedures will be coordinated.

Head Start and the SEA will cooperate to develop a long-range

plan for comprehensive services to preschool handicapped chil-

dren and families.

A survey of the level of coordinating between LEAs and Head

Start will be jointly conducted and disseminated.

Head Start, the SEA and RAP will share information on and

open attendance at their training events.

The SEA and RAP will co-sponsor the Regional Rural Network

Conference on Special Education.
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Arizona (contractual obligations)

Head Starts are as eligible as LEAs to apply for the entitle-

ment funds.

Head Start must conduct Child Count by December 1 each year.

Head Start will receive a certain amount of dollars for each

child counted by December 1.

Funds will flow form the state to two public agencies (the

STO and the Phoenix Head Start grantee), and applications

will be made annually.

Head Start will administer services to handicapped children

in compliance with PL 94-142 and be monitored by the state.

Hawaii

Head Start and DOE will participate in IEP review and subse-

quent programming and placement.

Head Start will screen and refer children suspected of being

handicapped to DOE; DOE will assist with evaluation of children.

DOE will include Head Start staff in in-service training.

While Head Start grantees will screen and refer children to

DOE, DOE can do the evaluation if Head Start does. not have

the expertise.

If DOE can provide the diagnostician, they will provide in-

house diagnoses as needed.

In addition to new agreements, others which were previously signed were up-

dated this year. In Illinois, a c.emorandum of agreement was updated through

the work of tne state handicap advocate. The University of Illinois RAP re-

viewed the draft and is cited in the document. The Minnesota agreement is

being updated and made more specific about transition, joint training, and local

agreements with the guidance of the state handicap advocate and Portage RAP.

An update of the North Dakota agreement is in progress and will require LEAs

to collaborate with the Head Start in their district.

4
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Future SEALHeadjitztAgreeDents

Draft agreements currently exist in Georgia, Texas, Nevada, Truk, Marshall Is-

lands*, Saipan, and the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands.

RAPs have been allowed the.freedom to pace their efforts to the receptivity and

priorities of the SEAs in the regions they serve. Although the RAP contract is

unequivocal that where there is no written agreement between Head Start and the

SEA it will be the task of the contractor to facilitate an agreement, it has

seemed reasonable for RAPs to stop short of pressuring an SEA for a written

agreement or insisting that an early.childhood special education contact be

named, and to redirect their efforts to facilitate local agreements. Evaluators

have observed that even where state legislation or SEA recalcitrance have had

a chilling effect on services to handicapped preschoolers, RAPs have generally

not been diverted, and have, at the least, maintained regular contact by phone

or mail in order to sustain an awareness of Head Start's handicap effort among

state decision makers. On the other hand, three SEAs where agreements do not

exist reported that they had not been contacted by RAP this year; two where

agreements do exist had no.L been contacted. Although an argument might be made

that agreements in some states are unlikely, and precious time and energy could

be invested elsewhere, evaluators encourage RAPs to continue to reexamine their

approach to this task to find and refine other mechanisms for serving handicap-

ped children with the:SEAs in their service areas. Where agreements have 'been

negotiated, RAPs should assess whether they have been updated if so stipulated

in the agreement.

Other Collaborative Efforts with SEAs

RAPs have maintained contact with the vast majority of SEAs in order to point

to the benefits of collaboration. Even where signed agreements exist, they

have created ways to involve SEAs with Head Start in other activities. SEAs

sit on RAP advisory committees, and vice versa. They schedule routine meet-

ings to.keep each other current; materials are swapped, and technical assistance

*The Marshall Islands agreement was reported as a signed agreement last year.
Although it was operational, Pacific RAP reports this year that it had not

been formalized, and so is considered a draft.
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resources are shared. RAPs and SEAs have co-hosted training conferences or

presented at each others workshops or panels. And in the process SEAs and RAPs

have become better equipped to suggest options and find solutions to gaps and

overlaps in services to young handicapped children. Space permits us to high-

light only some of these activities here.

New England and University of Denver RAPs have each

jointly designed questionnaires with SEAs to determine

hbw Head Starts and LEAs are collaborating in order to

expedite collaboration at the local level.

NYU RAP requested the number of diagnosed handicapped 3-

to 5-year-olds and their school districts from every Head

Start in New York state to give to the SEA. On this basis,

those school districts became eligible to receive federal

funds under PL 94-142.

In Washington, D.C., Region III RAP attended Child Find

meetings, helped with the Spring Round-Up count to screen

and identify preschoolers who are developmentally delayed,

and helped coordinate screening for the D.C. Preschool in-

centive Grant.

As a result of a meeting between Region !II RAP and the

Pennsylvania SEA, the Assistant Commissioner sent a memo

to public school '..ntermediate units requiring them to pro-

vide services to Head Start if their children were being

counted. After the RAP met with the SEA to share a copy

of the Delaware agreement, the SEA agreed to begin work

on a draft agreement,

Chapel Hill RAP is helping the Georgia Learning Resource

System put together a statewide conference'on interagency

collaboration for all concerned with preschool handicapped

children; this is intended to stimulate more collaboration

throughout the state.

Mississippi RAP continued to serve on the State Advisory

Board for Services to the Handicapped and the State Manpower

Committee, a task force of the former, because these are

potentially RAP's most productive areas for SEA/Head Start

collaboration.

Mississippi RAP wrote a letter to the SEA listing ways that

Head Start could help public schools which the SEA could_

agree to (e.g., Child Find and cooperative transition and

and training efforts).
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University of Illinois RAP coordinated four on-site con-

ferences with the Illinois SEA and Head Start State Handi-
cap Advocate to allow Head Starts and LEAs to review the
Illinois memo of agreement and introduce personnel at the
local level to each other in preparation for formulating
local agreements.

During canvass calls, the University of Illinois RAP col-
lected data on the number of five-year-olds in Head Start,
services received from Head Start, and Head Start contacts
with LEAs and forwarded the information to the SEA for
planning purposes.

Portage RAP invited a representative from the Wisconsin

State Bureau of Children with Special Needs to speak before
a Head Start handicap coordinators' meeting re SSI, a school
for the Deaf and Blind, and other resources available to
Head Start; the Director of Special Education was invited
to discuss the Head Start/SEA agreement.

To encourage collaboration at the local level, Texas Tech
RAP made a joint presentation with the Louisiana SFA at
the SEA's Superconference III on handicap services avail-
able from Head Start.

Texas Tech RAP invited the head of the Texas Educational
Service Centers (ESCs) to discuss collaboration between
Head Starts and LEAs and Head Starts and ESCs, at their
Corpus Christi mainstreaming conference. The SEA and
RAP arranged for programs to write local agreements to-
gether in the afternoon.

Region VII RAP co-sponsored ;our meetings with the Nebraska
SEA to enhance awareness of common concerns and differences
among Head Starts and LEAs.

Region VII RAP arranged for the Massachusetts SEA to
make a presentation at the Missouri Y,:ng Years Con-
ference; this modeled how state departments of educa-
tion and Head Start can cooperate to everyone's ad-
vantage.

In compliance with the new SEA/Head Start agreement in
Kansas, Region VII RAP co-sponsored and planned a "Rural
Network on Early Childhood Special Education" regional
conference with the Kansas SEA. RAP presented on com-

puters and rural networks; Region VII RAP helped the
Kansas SEA establish a DEC chapter with the state's
Council for Exceptional Children.

In Colorado, the University of Denver RAP and the SEA
jointly sponsored five training sessions for LEAs and
Head Starts interested in establishing local collabo-
rative agreements.
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o Los Angeles RAP co-sponsored four workshops with the Cali-

fornia SEA ond ACYF on the new California SEA/Head Start

agreement; the workshops allowed LEAs and Head Starts to

exchange information and discuss methods for local col-

laboration agreements. LA RAP and the California SEA

arranged a conference call to make modifications in the

California SEA/Head Start agreement based on requests for

clarification which surfaced in the field.

Pacific RAP collaborated with the Marshall Islands Depart-

ment of Education to arrange for two specialists to provide

speech and hearing screening for the local Head Starts.

As a result, Head Start children are receiving direct

speech services.

o Portland State University RAP and the regional office form-

ed the Washington Interagency Committee to discuss Head

Start collaborative issues. Membership includes regional

office, RAP, and Washington Department of Public Instruc-

tion staffs.

o Alaska RAP received federal funds through an Alaska Depart-

ment of Education grant to replicate RAP services in non-

Head Start communities and will meet requests for T/TA from

preschool programs in school districts.

Although the RAP contracts required the projects to submit signed Head Start/

LEA agreements as deliverables, it did not make clear what RAP's role should

or realistically could be. Last year evaluators had found that RAPs were un-

able to deliver agreements between LEAs with whom they have no established

relationship, authority or responsibility and Head Starts whose relationship

to school districts is often equally uncharted. Moreover, it has not been un-

common for hundreds or even thousands of LEAs to be located in one RAP catch-

ment area. Thus, ACYF issued a technical direction on July 30, 1981 to clarify

RAPs' responsibility. RAPs were expected to facilitate local agreements in

states where there were signed SEA agreements, and, where appropriate, in

states where SEA agreemer,s did not yet exist. The RAPs were expected to make

resource materials, including sample agreements, and technical assistance

available to Head Starts working toward collaboration with their LEAs. The

contract deliverable was clarified to mean that "each RAP must submit on the

due date for final agreements the number of LEAs in each state and the number

4

4
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of signed Head Start/LEA agreements in that state." RAPs were not required to

submit the agreements themselves or the lists of grantees and LEAs where an

agreement had been written, but to keep a count, as best they could, of the

LEA/Head Start signed agreements.

During on-site interviews, evaluators did solicit information on signed agree-

ments which had been directly facilitated by RAP to document levels of inter-

vention demonstrated by RAPs this year. Most RAPs reported that their work

has been indirect. However, this year New England, Texas Tech, Los Angeles,

and Alaska RAPs directly facilitated eight signed agreements.

In New Englund, an agreement signed by the Executive Director of ABCD, Inc.

Head Start and an authorized representative of the Boston public schools spe-

cified that the public school system will screen three- and four-year-old chil-

dren suspected of having a special need, make available to Head Start parents

parent training workshops and materials sponsored by the schools, and conduct

evaluations for three- and foie-year-olds who have been referred for chapter

766 evaluations, following the referral procedures outlined in the agreement.

In Texas, RAP facilitated three agreements during afternoon workshops designed

with the Texas SEA at the Corpus Christi mainstraming conference. Agreements

were formed between the Community Action Council of South Texas and Region IX

Education Service Center (ESC), Cameron and Williancy Counties Projects, Inc.

and the Regifm XI, IX and XIV ESCs, and Nueces County Community Action Agency

and the Region IX ESC. Through the agreements Head Start and the public schools

share responsibility for transportation, screening and assessment, and infor-

mation exchange. Two of the three make provisions for sharing training oppor-

tunities, and one for sharing diagnosticians and consultation. The Nueces

Head Start also agreed to transport rural handicapped school children to the

public school.

In California, the format and substance of the three signed local agreements

are adopted from the California SEA/Head Start agreement. Agreements between

Merced County (CAA) Head Start/Merced County District Special Education Service

Region, Orange County Head Start, Inc./the Public School Districts of Orange

County, and Los Angeles Unified School District/Office of the Los Angeles

205
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Superintendent of Schools Head Start mirror the state-level agreement's de-

lineation of responsibilities for the LEA and Head Start for search, assess-

ment, IEPs, procedural %,4feguards, training and technical assistance, funding,

and administration.

Alaska RAP helped the Chugiak Head Start and the Eagle River public school sys-

tem to arrange for the placement of a public school special education classroom

in the Head Start facility. This is a first in Alaska and the only case evalu-

ators know of this kind. Up to that point, eight moderately to severely

handicapped children were being bussed two or three hours to Anchorage several

times in a week for special services. The children now receive the services inr

the special ed classroom, and are mainstreamed into the Head Start setting.

The school district is paying for the space, and using Head Start and public

school staff in the classroom.

What follows are examples of direct RAP intervention which in some cases did

and in some cases did not materialize into a draft agreement. In other cases,

RAP training enabled Head Start personnel to negotiate an agreement.

Chapel Hill met with an LEA for one-half day to discuss

linkages with a nearby Head Start.

Mississippi RAP accompanied and lent support to Head Start

special education staff members to meet with the LEA. A

letter was subsequently written to document the LEA verbal

agreement to screen and evaluate high risk speech children,

provide therapy to speech and language children, and IEPs

for speech impaired children.

Mississippi RAP met several times with a Head Start preparing

for an LEA agreement; in the end the LEA was not interested

in a written agreement.

Texas Tech RAP trained consortia handicap coordinators on

the distinction between contracts and collaborative agree-

ments and areas for collaboration at their first quarterly

meeting; as a result, one handicap coordinator negotiated

nine agreements. RAP provided technical assistance on

wording to consortia directors and handicap coordinators.

Texas Tech RAP invited Region III RAP, and Los Angeles RAP

at another time, to make presentations on interagency teams

and the role of handicap coordinators in the process, re-

spectively, at consortia handicap coordinator quarterly

I
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meetings. After the presentation on interagency teams, pro-
grams returned home to facilitate 106 local agreements.

Region VII RAP provided technical assistance on collabora-
tion to a Nebraska Head Start with public school teachers
in attendance. Though not signed, this is an active, on-

going agreement.

While co-sponsoring five training meetings with the Colorado
SEA, University of Denver RAP facilit.ated' a collaborative
agreement between the Colorado Springs Head Start, the LEA,
and the department of health. This agreement is scheduled

to be signed at the end of August, 1982.

Los Angeles RAP has been involved in the direct negotiation
of seven LEA/Head Start draft agreements, and provided oc-
casional TA to two other Head Starts working toward agree-
ments.

PSU RAP is giving technical assistance to four Head Start
programs which are working through the collaborative pro-

cess with LEAs.

Many'RAPs have had to move cautiously in facilitating local collaboration.

Where Head Start/LEA catchment boundaries are not clearly delineated and Head

Starts are served by several LEAs, or vice versa, or where school districts

worry that the agreements might be legally binding, or where Head Starts are

concerned that making informal arrangements explicit will reduce their flexi-

bility in negotiating additional services, RAP's efforts have been more in-

direct.

Instead, they have concentrated on clearing up misconceptions harbored by LEAs

and Head Starts, or raising awareness of the potential benefits to the children

served by both. RAPs have emphasized the importance of collaboration by train-

ing Head Starts how to organize local groups for collaboration, plan strategy'

and problem-solve obstacles. They have devoted segments of meetings with handi-

cap coordinators, SFCs, and consortia coordinators to encourage collaboration

and used informal opportunities to influence the attitudes of Head Start per-

sonnel. All surveyed their grantees to collect information about the status

of LEA agreements for the RAP Task Force on LEAs. in addition, RAPs have for-

warded sample LEA/Head Start collaborative agreements to interested parties,

disseminated relevant materials and information, and supported SEA and ACYF
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efforts to encourage LEAs and Head Starts to collaborate. All RAPs have made

thenselves available to r.vide technical assistance upon request. Examples

of indirect RAP intervel,wion to rwomote collaborative agreements follow:

New England P 'iped three Head Start programs resolve

problems with ,ynostic reports, referrals and appro-

priate placements which would make way for future col-

laboration.

Chapel Hill RAP designed a "Building Bridges" workshop

on the transition from Head Start to public schools and

piloted,it at mainstreaming conferences.

Nashville RAP presented on their LEA/Head Start collabora-

tion efforts at the Tennessee CEC conference, and followed

up with letters to participating classroom teachers list-

ing the names of local handicap coordinators and SFCs.

Mississippi RAP has initiated contact with principals and

local superintendents about collaboration with Head Start.

Mississippi RAP provided TA to an LEA having difficulty get-

ting information from the local Head Start. The Head Start

subsequently contacted tile LEA, and the SFC is following up.

University of Illinois RAP developed P checklist of basic

ingredients for successful interagency agreements.

University of Illinois, University of Denver and Alaska RAPs

have recruited LEA representatives for their advisory com-

mittees.

Portage RAP sponsored a national handicap coordinators'

meeting at the national Head Start meeting in Detroit

to share ideas and successful approaches to agreements.

Texas Tech used LEAs as trat-cws at three mainstreaming

conferences.

University of Denver RAP developed a manual to help Head
Starts and LEAs develop local agreements.

University of Denver RAP and the North Dakota SEA have
agreed to update the SEA/Head Start collaborative agree-
ment to require each LEA in the state to form in agree-
ment if there is a Head Start in their district.

Los Angeles RAP wrote and disseminated procedures for direct
negotiation between Head Starts and LLAs.

2b&
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Collaboration with Other Ajjencies

In addition to their work with state and local education agencies, RAPs have

successfully collaborated with other agencies mandated to serve preschoolers

with handicapping conditions. RAPs have become skilled at networking formally

and informally with colleagues in the public and private sectors to pinpoint

gaps in services to young handicapped children, identify and pool resources,

and affect legislation. RAPs have facilitated cooperative agreements between

Head Start and Departments of Health, Supplemental Security Income (SSI) offices,

UAFs, and private service providers. They have met and trained with develop-

mental Disabilities Councils and have linked Head Start programs with EPSDT

personnel and Maternal and Child Health Centers. RAPs have frequently select-

ed materials developed by other agencies to disseminate.

Interviews with RAPs showed that they are alert to potential linkages with a

wide variety of national and community agencies. The examples cited here are

some of many which have been either a sustained relationship or have potential

as an ongoing relationship.

New England RAP collaborated with Children's Hospital in
Boston (OAF) to develop and deliver training on how child
abuse affects the developmentally disabled child as day

one of their mainstreaming training conferences.

Region III RAP has been helping the D.C. grantee meet its
10 porcent mandate by facilitating the grantee's partici-
pation on the Developmental Disabilities Council and en-
couraging the council to assist the grantee with recruit-
ment.

chapel Hill RAP is working closely with State Boards of
Examioers for Speech Pathologists and Audiologists in
their service area so that they can clarify state regu-
lations for Head Starts and make lists of certified pro-
fessionals available to them.

Nashville RAP facilitated and supported the Alabama 'lead
Start Advisory Committee for Services to Handicapped Chil-
dren, composed of all early childhood service providers
in the state. The committee has conducted a survey of
needs, practices, and available resources, outlined con-
cerns about state and Head Start policy conflicts and
inconsistencies and collaborated informally at several
levels.

.
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The University of Illinois RAP collects information for the
Ohio Developmental Disabilities Council to support their

efforts to identify gaps in service to preschool handicap-

ped children.

Portage RAP arranged for the network of handicap coordi-
nators in Wisconsin to tour the UAF and discuss collabora-

tion for hearing screenings. The coordinators and UAF
identified services which could be exchanged, mid signed

a collaborative agreement.

In Michigan, the Head Start/SSI agreement which has placed
field coordinators in Head Start centers is being imple-

mented. Portage RAP is trying to simulate their network-

ing among Head Start handicap coordinators with the field
coordinators.

Texas Tech RAP has been asked by a task forde of early child-
hood providers organized by the Louisiana Developmental Dis-
abilities Council'to train community providers how to initi-

ate a community collaborative effort to strengthen the deliv-

ery of services to preschool handicapped children. The task

force has identified gaps in services in the state, and will

select pilot sites where Head Start, Early Childhood Service

Centers, Developmental Disability and Mental Health components

exist in the same area.

Texas Tech facilitated agreements between the South Plains

Handicap Consortium and the Texas Tech Developmental Dis-
abilities Unit, and the Nueces Consortium and Advocacy, Inc.,'

a protective and advocacy program based in Texas.

Region VII negotiated an agreement between the Kansas Head

Start Directors' Association and the Crippled Childrens'

Agency. RAP helped to draft the agreement and acted as an

intermediary.

Los Angeles RAP's co-director is president of the California

Consortium of BEH/HCEEP Projects. Through membership on this

and other committe2s, the RAP is increasing the visibility of

Head Start among California's early childhood special educa-

tion providers, specifically, and the special education com-

munity in general.

Paclific RAP worked with the University of Guam, the Community

College of the Northern Mariana Islands, and the Community

College of Micronesia to arrange credit for Head Start/RAP

training. All Head Start teachers must have AA degrees in

Truk, Saipan, Palau, and Ponape.

4
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Alaska RAP participates in staffings at the Infant Learn-
ing Project Center on the placement of children in Head
Start or public schools. RAP also provides technical
assistance and materials to the project.

1

Alaska RAP works with the Early Childhood Coordination
Project to identify early childhood needs and potential
providers. RAP monitors legislations and is developing

a resource provider file.
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Task 7: Attend Head Start Association Meetin s

RAPs must send one staff member to at least one state or regional Head,. Start

directors' association meeting. Their attendance at these meetings enables

RAPs to keep directors informed of the availability of RAPs' services, provide

an update on their activities, receive feedbac. on their products and training

ideas, and schedule services and training. The meetings also offer directors

an opportunity to generate direct requests for assistance. RAPs ranked this

task seventh in order of importance.

RAP staff attended 79 state meetirjs and 13 regional meetings during the past-

year. The combined figures have almost doubled from the total of 50 meetings

attended three years ago. Nine RAPs attended at least one meeting in all ,of

the states in their service area, four RAPs attended meetings in all but one

state, and two RAPs each attended meetings in three of six states. Non-

attendance was usually attributed to conflicts in schedules, poor weather, or

Yet-to-be-scheduled meetings. In all, meetings were attended in 41 states

and three territories.

Considering the contract requirements stating that RAPs must attend one meet-

ing, it is evident from the high number of meetings attended by the network,

that these are important to RAPs. Most RAPs stated that attendance is impor-

tant for their planning of training and services, for information exchange,

for determining program needs, and for direct contact with directors. One

RAP is viewed as a non-voting member of a state directors' association, and

another was recently invited to be a voting member.

212
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'task 8: Attend National RAP Meetings

National RAP meetings bring together key staff from each RAP. RAPs met tl

this year, both times in the area of Washington, D.C. The first meeting 01.43

held in Fredericksburg, Virginia, from October 12-16, 1981, and the second in

Washington, D.C. from April 5-9, 1982. At the spring meeting, the network had

the opportunity to meet its new government project officer and', for the first

time, several members of the ACYF national office staff who made informal pre-

sentations on Head Start projects of interest to RAPs. Updates from national

office staff, information sharing among RAPs, and task force meetings were the

primary benefits cited by the RAPs. The meetings also permitted discussions

about RAP's future and clarified some unresolved issues. RAPs ranked this task

sixth in order of importance.

RAP staff have come to rely on the timely and straightforward information avail-

able from national level staff. Some mentioned that these occasions have been

their first opportunity to receive important information, which has enhanced

their credibility with grantees at home. RAPs also benefit individually and

as a network from the sense direction that derives from identifying trends

and setting priorities together. The meetings enable discussion of prospective

activities and encourage decisionmaking and reflection by the entire group. -

RAPs valp- ;.(le formal and informal opportunities to exchange ideas that these

meetings afford. The agenda always includes time for RAPs to introduce and

distribute new materials and to report on recent activities. Most RAPs, how-

ever, expressed some dissatisfaction with the format for their group sharing

this year. In general, they felt that the sessions did lot offer enough struc-

ture, focus or time to be as, effective as possible. The remedies they suggest-

- included predetermining a topic for in-depth sharing (e.g., conference topics,

eeds assessment), allowing each RAP more time, and spreading the sharing period

,ver the entire meeting. It was suggested that each RAP still be allotted a

sort time for a general report and to have those who want to elaborate on

;'heir activities do so at another time. This proposed format would also re-

'.eve the pressure a few RAPs feel to develop new products tojntroduce at each

meeting.
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The Washington, D.C. area was selected for both meetings primarily because of

the restriction on federal employees' travel. RAPs generally seemed pleased

with the accessibility to national office staff the locations made possible

and one RAP suggested holding one meeting in Washington each year from now on.

Three mid-western RAPs, however, felt that high cost of traveling to or stay-

ing in the Washington area itself was a problem. Two would have preferred us-

ing this money to bring more staff to the meetings. Two other RAPs found that

being in Washington increased the likelihood that demands would be made on

their already heavy, schedules by other contacts.

The dates for the meeting were a problem for some because they coincided with

training plans, and it was suggested that meetings should not be held du'ing

religious holidays. Although people's coming and going during the meetings

has been an issue in the past, staff who work on RAP for only 10-20 percent of

their time asked for some consideration regarding mandatory attendAnce at the

five-day meetings. 'Some recommendations were also made about the meetings'

content: I) include discussion of such substantive issues as the Head Start

diagnostic criteria and delayed diagnosis; 2) plan more small group wori:ing

sessions and fewer information-giving sessions; 3) encourage RAPs to demonstrate

training or products rather than report on RAP activities; add 4) invite more

RAPs to conduct training. It was also suggested that task force meetings not

be held during regular meeting times so that members do not have to miss group

discussions.

The RAPs are unanimous in feeling that the national meetings reinforce their

identity as a network. As they learn about others' new efforts, they are re-

minded that their individual projects fit into a larger scheme. Training ideas,

techniques, and materials are the main commodities shared. Camaraderie, sup-

,
port, and professional stimulation are mutually enjoyed. These biannual meet-

ings offer RAP staff a change of pace and setting that many find refreshing

and energizing.

4
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ask 9: Partylate on RAP Task Forya

Task force membership can be an individual choice or an assignment made by the

project officer. The .task force concept has been embraced by RAPs over the

years and has proven to be an effective means for advising the network on se-

lected issues and for developing materials useful to Head Start. This task

ranked ninth in order of importance.

Five task forces continued from the previous year. While the work of task forces

on speech impaired children in Head Start and PA26 funds was concluded early in

the year, the computerized record-keeping system, CDA handicap comlietencies,

and collaborative:LEA agreement task forces continued through the program year.

Two new ones were formed at the April meeting. The purposes, accomplishments,

and problems associated with this year's task forces are described below.

The Computer Iask Force, now in its third year, continued to provide support

and direction during the computerization of the RAP network. All RAPs now have

computers. This year ACYF contracted with New England RAP to be the short-term

manager during the transition, modifying its contract for one year to include

five new tasks: I) ongoing T/TA regarding the use of hardware and software ;

2) preventive maintenance; 3) resolution of software problems; 4) and

software modification. A programmer, validator, and computer application

specialist,were hired under this contract. The task force served in an advisory

capacity to the computer management project.

Among its accomplishments, the task force defined priorities for the develop-

ment of the data basis; clarified attributes; helped settle problems associ-

ated with lease/buy agreements; and advised on the best use of funds available

for the computer effort. They were a sounding board for the chairperson, worked

to standardize the methods for entering activities and task records, and pre-

pared to update staff on record-keeping practices at the next national meet-

ing.

The chairperson felt that the task force offered her great support; they in

turn lauded her clarity and leadership. The group met four times, two of these

at the national meetings. The costs incurred by members traveling to the two
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other meetings was a problem for some, as was the time involved; one RAP di-

rector implied that extra compensation might be in order. In the opinion of

some members of the task force, the success of the entire effort hinges on the

speed and competence RAPs now del. mstrate in applying the computers to their

work. Members of the computer task force are: New England (chairperson), New

York University, Chapel Hill, Region VII, University of Denver and Los Angeles

RAPs, and Roy Littlejohn Associates, Inc.

Established last year, the LEA Task Force had developed a survey, which the

RAPs had completed, on the status of LEA/Head Start agreements. By the begin-

ning of this year, it was still in the process of developing media, "LEA Col:

laboration on My Mind" and "An Invitation to Join Head Start in Serving Chil-

dren With Special Needs," a slidetape and a brochure, were introduced to RAPs

by the chairperson from Chapel Hill at this year's first national meeting.

This slidetape is designed for LEA viewers, and will help Head Start adminis-

tratOrs articulate the need for collaboration to school administrators. A

second slide presentation "The Process of Collaboration," treats the same topic

more in-depth and suggests steps leading to collaboration, Also at that first

national meeting, Georgetown RAP reported on the DHHS Interagency Task Force

for Improving Services to Preschool Handicapped Children and introduced the

latter's new workbook, A Community Collaboration Effort. The workbook, which

was made available to RAP, is designed to assist communities to identify their

resources as well as gaps in area services. The Mississippi (chairperson),

Chapel Hill, and Region III RAPs are task force members.

The CDA task force,, which at times last year served as the curriculum task

force, was reoriented to its original purpose at the Fredericksburg meeting:

to review and make recommendations on proposed CDA handicap competencies.

By this year, however, an ACYF contract had been awarded to Bank Street College

to develop these competencies. This task force met at both national meetings

and one other time. They reviewed several drafts of the competencies develop-

ed by the contractor, made comments, and formally reported their recommenda-

tions, to Bank Street. At the April meeting the task force again reviewed the

draft competencies and met with the RAP project officer and Bank Street. They

strongly recommended that competencies for working with handicapped children be

4
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incorporated into the existing CDA competencies instead of being written sep-

arately. The task force's role was not clear enough to some members, partic-.

ularly what its relationship to the Bank Street contractor should be This

situation was exacerbated by confusion about task force leadership, limited op-

portunities to meet, the national office's failure to get RAP feedback to the

contractor, and perhaps the shifts in assignments during the task force's life.

In the end, however, members felt that their recommendations to incorporate

handicap competencies had been heard and understood at the April meeting. Mem-

bers of the task force are: Texas Tech University (chairperson), New York Uni-

versity, Region III, Mississippi, Los Angeles, and Portland State University

RAPs.

The activities of the Speech Task Force this year supported an ACYF contractor,

Applied Management Sciences (AMS), selected to study the incidence of speech

impaired children in Head Start. As members of the new contractor's advisory

committee, task force. members attended a meeting in August 1981 to discuss ques-

tionnaires developed by AMS to collect data and how the final data was to be

used. At Fredericksburg, AMS staff explained the study's methodology to the net-

work at large and invited RAP staff to critique the proposed instrumentation.

Task force members also critiqued the draft of a manual which would guide Head

Start during the diagnostic process and identifies sites for pilot testing the

data collection instruments.

Members felt a lack of guidance from the national level about their ongoing role

as well as some reservations about the design and expected outcomes of the study.

Various problems stemmed from a lack of communication: the contractor's advisory

committee was never reconvened; several RAP recommendations were not incorporated;

and the task force members were not offic'ally informed by the national office

that the task force had been terminated. Finally, several members expressed

discomfort about not having sufficient information to explain the study's pro-

gress to grantees who inquired about it. The task force members are the Alaska

(chairperson), Region III, Chapel Hill, Nashville, University of Illinois, and

Texas Tech RAPs.

The PA26 Task Force operated until mid-year. After collecting information on

the purpose, uses, and cost categories of PA26, the program account for Head

Start handicap activities, each member submitted a section of the proposed re-



port to the chairperson who wro'we a draft of a manuil to guide Head Starts on

the use of PA26 funds. RAPs reviewed the draft product. The national office

subsequently decided to postpone the project indefinitely, and the task force's

responsibilities ended. Some task force members were disappointed with the de-

cision to shelve the report, believing that Head Starts need more guidance on

PA26. Members of this task force are Texas Tech (chairperson), Los Angeles,

and Pacific RAPs.

The two newly formed task forces did preliminary research this F-pring. The

Com2utelliingy.....LTaskForce began to collect information on-computer use

in preschool curricula. It comprised the Region III (chairperson), New

England, New York University, Nashville, University of Illinois, Portage,

Texas Tech, University of Denver, and Alsaka RAPs. The TaSk Force on Linkages/

Organizations, too, began collecting information about organizations with which

Head Start does not yet have a relationship and which might be bmeficial for

Head Start to be linked with. Members are Chapel Hill, Nashville, Mississippi,

Portage, Region VII, and Denver RAPs.
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Task 10: Im lement an Automated Information and Retrieval S stem

RAPs are required to implement a uniform record-keeping system to document pro-

gram efforts and maintain accountability, This task was ranked fifth this year.

The RAP network has progressed from a manual system 4niplemented six years ago,

through a problem-ridden automated management information system (MIS), which

ended in the termination of the MIS development contract, to the current MIS

which has been in development for the past two years. Last year the RAP com-

puter task force was charged with selecting appropriate hardware and designing

an interim record-keeping system until software could be developed. The task

'force selected the Apple III computer, negotiated leasing agreements for 13 RAPs,

advised that Alaska and Pacific RAPs be added to the computerized network, and

hired a consultant to develop the software, and an IV and V contractor to vali-

date his work.

With much work yet to be done and task force members overextended, in 1981-82

ACYF awarded New England RAP, chair of the computer task force, additional

funds to carry out a short-term computer management project. The elements of

the management system were: 1) training and technical assistance, 2) preven-

tive maintenance, 3) problem resolution, 4) software modification, and 5) use

of the computer task force in an advisory capacity.

Though progress has sometimes been slower than hoped, and "bugs" and unexpect-

ed delays frequently set efforts back by weeks, and even months, a great deal

has been accomplished. From October 1981 through June 1982, RAPs have come

closer to a 'gully operational computerized MIS because of the following major

accomplishments of the computer management project staff and the computer task

force members:

All 15 RAPs have received an Apple III computer, two addi-

tional disk drives, a TV monitor, a modem, and a printer.

All RAPs received the following prepackaged software to de-

velop and operate the system: Apple III DOS 3.3 operating

system, Pascal language system, Business Basic, Systems

Utilities, Mail List Manager, VisiCalc and Apple Writer III.

) .
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The software consultant hired by the computer management
project developed a tailor -made program for RAP use. To

date, RAPPLES includes twc 'ata bases; agencies (Head

Start, non-Head Start and providers) and bibliographic

resources. Yet to be developed is the events data base
although a scratchpad for personal notations has been

completed. The information may be manipulated by using
the following functions: enter, edit, and select. The

agency data base may be printed. The tally function has

not been developed.

The computer, management project hired a full-time com-

puter application specialist to provide training and
technical assistance to the RAPs, and a half time admin-
istrative assistant to assist. The specialist makes

monthly phone calls to RAPs to offer technical assist-

ance.

o The computer application specialist has disseminated monthly
bulletins since the beginning of 1982, which discuss care of

the hardware and disks, procedures to maintain a uniform sys-

tem within the network, information about how RAPs are adapt-

ing the system to their uses, and innovations in computer
hardware and software technology.

o The management project has conducted three two-day training

events. At the national RAP meeting in October 1981, RAPs
received a formal intr-auction to Apple III hardware use

and prepackaged softw,, In April 1982, RAPs received

overview training on ;')1' ocpanded RAPPLES at the RAP meeting

and each RAP was, in addition, assigned to a two-day train-

ing session in Washington, D.C., Boston, or Los Angeles in

the spring. There they were trained to use the expanded
RAPPLE, VisiCalc, and Apple Writer III, and Mail List Man-

ager.

o The computer task force has served as an advisory committee

to the computer management project. They have met twice in

conjunction with national RAP meetings, and twice in addition.

The task force has made decisions about software, has painstak-

ingly refined definitiont for activity attributes, has designed

training for the national RAP meeting in August, and has updated

and expanded a self-instructional manual for using RAPPLES and

coding information.

Evaluators spoke with RAP personnel during site visits to determine what start-

up problems RAPs have faced with their computers this year, how much progress

has been made in entering the agency data base, and how RAPs perceive the new

system.

2 ti U
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Most commonly RAPs expressed frustration with attributes (used to record the

essential characteristics of a person, program or event). They had found that

the attributes did not always seem applicable to the work RAPs are doing; con-

sequently, some added their own. Evaluators found other problemsome applica-

tions related to attributes included:

Some staff liberally apply up to four attributes to
describe the essence of an activity, others code con-
servatively, using only one or two codes.

Some attributes become "catch -ails" (e.g., administra-
tive planning, mainstreaming).

) Some RAPs applied certain attributes only to handicap-
related issues, while others applied the same attributes
to issues whether handicap-related or not (e.g., administra-
istrative planning, Head Start policy/reyulation).

Problemsome recording practices related to task records included:

Certain tasks are not apt to be recorded O. every RAP
(i.e., task forces, implementation of MI5).

There is great variance in the content of task records
and much of the required material is missing, especially
dates.

Activities associated with conferences and collaborative
efforts are often recorded as separate task records.

Included among problemsome applications specific to activity forms were:

Names and titles of requestors are often omitted.

Occasionally more than one activity type is used for

a single activity.

The facilitation category continues to be misused;
there is still some confusion over the distinction
between information and materials.

.

During the summer task force meeting, members used the feedback from RAPs and

the evaluators' site interviews.to clarify the definitions, add missing attri-

butes, and address other inconsistencies in recording practices. RAPs have

adopted a wait and see attitude about how time-consuming the new system will be.
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Several were looking forward to the block of time summer affords to master the

hardware and software.

One RAP has entered all Head Starts into the agency data base; five have enter-

ed some. One RAP has eAered all non-Head Starts, two have entered some. And

five RAPs of 15 have begun to enter providers. Interviews revealed that five

RAPs have had hardware glitches, and had lost time while repairs or replace-

ments were being effected. Having to wait .'or software to be developed, two

RAPs had designed their own and begun to enter data. Another RAP, frustrated

by how much time had been lost in self-training, would have preferred to have

been told to leave the computer in the box until technical assistance could be-

provided. And others discovered bugs or shortcomings while experimenting which

they have identified for the computer management project.

On balance, RAPs have been patient, inventive, and optimistic. Most look for-

ward to the system's capabilities and the implications for improved networking.

RAPs' initial suspicion of the computer and tendency to keep it at arm's length

are slowly being outweighed by their interest in its possibilities,
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Task 11: Assist with the Annual Handicapped

Information about the handicap effort of every Head Start grantee is gathered

on an annual basis. This infeirmation is compiled and submitted to Congress in

the Annual Repsztjmftealtuutlimidicapdghildren in Head Start Pro rams.

For five years ACYF has advised Head Start, programs to address any questions

relating to the Annual Survey to RAPs. This year the survey was administered

in conjunction with the Performance Indicators initiative. The questionnaires

were not sent to Head Start programs until May 1982, five months later than in

previous years. Consequently, RAPs had received no specific requests fnr

assistance at the time of the evaluation site visits. However, two RAPs had

answered questions from grantees regarding interpretation of diagnostic cri-

teria and other data as the grantees prepared for the survey.

Most RAPs informed grantees of their availability for assistance when the survey

did arrive and encouraged programs to collect certain data early to expedite

filling out the forms. Two RAPs provided information on the survey to all new

handicap coordinators and directors in their service area. Six RAPs reported

that they discussed various aspects of the survey at handicap coordinator or

similar meetings, such as the need for the survey, timing of it, and uses of

the data. RAPs ranked this task eleventh in order of importance.
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Euiprol Office Perspectives

One or more staff members at each regional office act as the RAP liaison. As 4

national contractors, RAPs are not directly responsible to regional offices,

but have formed cooperative relationships with regional ACYF staff and T/TA

providers to serve grantees. lhrough mutual projects, attendance at RAP train-

ing, and word-of-mouth, regional liaisons have developed a valuable perspective 4

on RAP performance. Evaluators schedule a brief interview with these personnel

each spring while conducting site visits.

Each liaison is asked to comment on grantees' reactions to RAP services and to-

highlight specific activities from the past year, including RAP's most valuable

service. Evaluatnrs are also interested in what changes have occurred because

of RAP, how RAP has blended with the region's system for the delivery of handi-

cap services, and whether there is room for improvement or any direction RAPs

should take in the future.

Because of a vast federal reorganization this year, several RAP liaisons were

newly appointed and a few Oegional offices found themselves preoccupied with

internal changes. Consolidation in Regions IV and VII, for example, resulted

in the loss of the handicap specialist position and the transfer of this respon-

sibility to persons with other program responsibilities. The announcement mid-

year that the T/TA system would be revamped as well created some tension. In

regions where the handicap liaison had changed, regional staff did not feel

there were ill effects, but cautioned that time would tell.

In all cases RAPs were found to be working well with their regional peers and /

actually spearheading collaboration among contractors in a few areas. RAPs / 1

continued to keep the regional Office and other contractors informed of their

activities and training schedules and continued to accommodate their requests

as they arose.

Regional Office staff observed that grantees were very pleased with RAP's work.

Where room for improvement had been noted in some regions last year, RAPs "had

been more responsive," "provided direction again," or received fewer complaints

from the field this year. A mixed reaction toward training conferences among

224
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grantees in one area seemed to be balanced by their desire for more training

and a very positive reaction to the gains RAP had effected with local and state

education agencies. When asked to cite the most valuable service, regional

personnel most often singled out the immediacy and quality of RAPs' responses,

to themselves and to grantees, and RAP training. Collaborative efforts with

LEAs, SEAs, and public agencies, networking with other T/TA providers, materials

development, and meetings with local handicap coordinators were also valuable

services. About half had suggestions for how RAP might improve its work, dis-

cussed below. A few would like RAP to offer similar services in other Head

Start component areas-in the future.

RAPs were credited with making significant changes in the competence and sophis-

tication of the Head Start handicap effort. In Regions II, VII, and X, liai-

sons saw notable improvements in the accuracy and quality of diagnoses. RAPs

have increased the professional abilities of Head Start staff in Regions I,

IV, VII, VIII, Iv., and X by helping programs to enroll and mainstream more

severely handicapped children and become more knowledgeable about specific

handicaps and IEPs. Creating a climate for and facilitating interagency agree-

ments were RAP efforts highlighted in Regions I, III, VII, VIII, and IX. In

Regions V and VI, the regional office cited the RAP's networking initiative

among handicap coordinators.

RAP continued its collaborative work in Region I this year particularly in

Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut. RAP was an integral part of a

team that worked to get the Connecticut state agreement signed in June, brought

"dramatic results" in Head Start directors'and coordinators' work with.Massa-

chusetts public schools, and was instrumental in getting Head Start included

in Rhode Island law. RAP trained and provided data to regional staff and

accompanied them on-site to help grantees on several occasions. RAP's respon-

sive TA to programs experiencing problems and its brokering were the most val-

uable services. The regional office appreciated the role of RAP in communica-

ting and transmitting consistent policy throughout the region. Staff credited

RAP with helping programs enroll more severely handicapped children, helping

Connecticut and Massachusetts grantees develop local LEA agreements, and de:

veloping excellent materials. The regional dffice had no suggestions for
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improvement, short of adding to RAP staff, but hoped that RAP could help them

assess the home-based handicap effort.

Region II grantees are eager to send more staff to training every year. They

and regional Office staff have come to count on accurate responses to their

questions and follow up from RAP. Regional staff were impressed with the scope

and variety of this year's training as well as the trainers themselves. On

several occasions, RAP went "beyond the call of duty" by directly serving indi-

vidual families, and was instrumental in developing the New York state agree-

ment. RAP's training, responsiveness, SEA collaboration, and cooperation with

the region's T/TA network were all considered to be most valuable services.

Changes attributed to RAP were more accurate diagnoses of speech impairments

and greater familiarity with handicaps and related concepts among grantees.

Based on RAP's past achievements and this year's focus on services to families,

the regional office would like RAP to become more involved in mental health

counseling for children and families, nutrition, and child abuse.

k4P has a very positive reputation in the field and among Region III personnel.

Its statewide training conferences and TA, which helped the District of Columbia

meet its 10 percent mandate, were cited as most valuable services. RAP's col-

laborative work, which included the signing of a state agreement in Delaware,

was also highlighted. Although new to the position, the regional liaison was

aware of RAP's cooperative relationship with other T/TA contYactors with whom

RAP had coordinated several large conferences this year. RAP is not only re-

sponsive to grantees' questions regarding their handicap efforts, but also keeps

the regional office well informed. The regional office had no suggestions for

improvement but wants RAP to continue the work it has done, particularly its

advocacy for interagency agreements.

Region IV personnel highlighted all three RAPs' expert training as the most

valuable of RAP activities. Besides having gotten more than their money's

worth" from training, they believe Head Start programs have benefited from

RAPs' materials, consistent policy guidance, and stability. The newly assign-

ed liaison noted the close working relationship of the SFCs arid RAP and the

RAPs' improved coordination with STOs. Anticipating changes in the regional
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T/TA delivery, the liaison forecasted an expanded role for RAP. The regional

office is aware that grantees desire more individualized, on-site training.

And the regional liaison thinks the national office should increase its own on-

site monitoring and evaluation of RAP. The RAPs have provided practical knowl-

edge and materials that have raised grantees' expertise in the handicap effort,

and regional staff look forward to the RAPs' continuation.

ileatorill staff consider the RAPs as extensions of their office. During the

past year both RAPs joined with the regional office and T/TA providers to de-

velop a handicap services guide and an interagency collaborative handbook for

grantees. In addition to this special project, the RAP liaisons cited the

training, the availability of information to grantees over the telephone, and

the meetings which RAP initiated with local handicap coordinators in each state.

Regional staff were particularly impressed with the expertise that the RAPs

made available to grantees and their coordination of collaboration activities

with the state handicap services advocates. The regional liaisons hope that

next year the large Chicago area conference can be planned differently so as

to be less cumbersome and that Portage might consider a 12-month budget if

staff wanted to use the summer for planning. They would like the RAP network

to incorporate training and a new guide developed on individualization in the

classroom designed by TEACH, a Region V provider.

That teachers set out for one RAP training conference at 4 a.m. and that pro-

gram staff contacted RAP directly this year were evidence of grantees' increas-

ing regard for RAP services, according to the Region VI, liaison. On more than

one occasion RAP willingly accommodated its activities to meet the needs of

grantees, the regional office, and other contractors. By including many T/TA

contractors on its advisory committee, attending others' training, and keeping

the regional office well-informed, RAP also played an important coordinating

role among providers in the region. Mainstreaming training was considered

RAP's most valuable service to the region. The regional office makes assistance

available by funding LATON as a financial and manpower support to the RAP.

The regional liaison would like RAP to devise feedback channels from grantees

in addition to comments on conference evaluation forms. It looks forward to

the help of RAP and other T/TA contractors to procure more private sector re-

sources in the future.
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Region VII perSonnel listed local, state, and public agency agreements, on-site

TA, advisory comittee meetings, Iowa handicap coordinators meetings, and RAP's

data collection\on children and teachers as important RAP activities. Most

valuable, however, were RAP's availability to directors, facilitation of inter-

agency agreements, and library materials. RAP has increased the sophistication

of Head Start services to children generally, provided direction to grantees,

and exerted a positive influence on SEAs' views of Head Start. Also, RAP has

taken the lead in coordinating service delivery to avoid duplicating regional

services. The r.tgional office wants RAP to continue its interagency efforts,

develop more agre\ements, and develop a more direct relationship with program

specialists in thip Regional Office. The latter could offset the effects of

the abolishment o the regional handicap specialist position on the Region VII

handicap effort.

RAP's work in bri ging directors together and assisting the development of

local agreements,/ especially in Montana and Wyoming, its role in the rejuve-

nation of an Indian Head Start program, and its training conferences were high-

lighted by the Region VIII liaison. Many changes were attributed to RAP's work:

programs' enhanced maturity in dealing with state and county associations;

staff and pa ents increasing knowledge and assertiveness regarding the value

of mainstrea ing; improvements in the diagnostic process; and excellent IEPs.

Most valuable this year were RAP's willingness to share information and their

moral supOrt regarding collaboration, RAP's TA and follow through, and its

leadership in forging a network among the region's T/TA contractors. Although

grantees want more on-site assistance, regional-personnel realize this cannot

be done without also providing RAP with more staff and travel funds. Like

Region 11, the Region VIII liaison would like RAP to do more training in other

areas (e.g., mental health, parenting skills, nutrition, education).

Region IX personnel found that both RAPs serving the region were invaluable in

providing information and interpretations of policy, terms, etc. The Pacific

RAP is the regional office's .strongest link to the Pacific grantees and enjoys

a "universally positive" reception. In October the Pacific RAP joined a cooper-

ative venture with the SEA, hospital staff, military personnel, home-based

staff, and nutritionists to stage a home-based conference that was particularly

22&
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well received. Los Angeles RAP's training has led to a better understanding

of mainstrealing in general. The regional liaison was able to attend one confer-

ence which sh considered to be excellent; although grantees' reactions to train-

ing this year\ were mixed, they also seem to want more. Grantees are pleased

with RAP's initeragency efforts. RAP took the lead in scheduling four meetings

with the SEA and the regional office to explain the California SEA/Head Start

agreement. I

The RAP's SEA activities in California, the data it has provided to the region-

al office, and one advisory committee meeting were additional RAP activities

highlighted. he Region IX liaison suggested that RAPs train managers and

component coor inators since traininel a portion of the teachers each year

seems less feaqible economically, an would like the Pacific RAP to inform

d\

her office of onsultants they plan to use prior to training.

"Very positive,' "competent," and "effective" were terms Region X personnel

applied to the :Portland State University and Alaska RAPs. In Alaska, RAP's

knowledge of the area, training workshops, and work in speech and language

areas are highly regarded. It was suggested that the RAP might concentrate

more on training trainers in the future and coordinate with the Public Health

Department,to fill the gaps in various services to grantees. The Portland

State University RAP has provided the regional office with accurate information,

improved\the quality of grantees' diagnoses overall through technical assist-

ance, and ensured a high level of quality for services. Its responsiveness

to grantees was also considered a most valuable service. The regional liaison

praised RAP's work on an interagency commission in Washington, its ability to

gather solid data from grantees, and its working relationship with other T/TA

providers. More stable funding for all RAPs was the expressed desire of

Region X staff.



V. IMPACT DATA

Evaluators turned once again to the recipients of RAP services to determine

the quality and appropriateness of the RAPs' work. This year data was analyzed

from 397 Head Start agencies, 51 State education agencies and 2,979 trainees

at RAP mainstreaming conferences. The sections below treat the perceptions

of each separately.

Head Start Perceptions of RAP Service

Evaluators selected a random sample of Head Starts from each RAP's service

area and interviewed them by phone about the services they had received this

year. Respondents were asked what types of contacts they had had with RAP, who

had initiated the contact, whether anyone had attended a RAP mainstreaming con-

ference, which services were most valuable, how they would rate their satis -,

faction with RAP's work, and whether there had been any problems. At the re-

quest of ACYF, evaluators also asked programs whether their PA26 budgets were

adequate to provide services to the handicapped children in their-programs;

this information was needed by ACYF to review policy decisions.

To minimize design error and to be consistent with protocols used in previous

years, certain procedural safeguards were applied:

1. A random sample of Head Start programs was drawn from

lists sent by each RAP.

The lists ranged from a total of three programs in Alaska to 154 at the Univer-

sity of Illinois, with a mean of 79. Decisions about which programs to include

on the list were left entirely to each RAP. While some RAPs work exclusively

with grantees, others are as likely to be in regular contact with delegates as

well.

The only imposition made by RLA on this random selection was to include.grantees

in large metropolitan areas (New York City, Washington, D.C., Chicago, and

Los Angeles) if they were not randomly drawn, since these grantees comprise a

significant proportion of their RAF's' service loads.

230-218-
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2. The sample consisted of 30 cases per RAP. However, in
Mississippi, Alaska, and the Pacific all programs were
included because there are fewer than 30.

This sample size is based'on the convention in small sample statistics that the

noh.11 curve takes shape with 30 cases. We assume a normal distribution of per-

ceptions among the population of Head Starts. Our sample represented 34 percent

of the programs listed by RAPs.

3. Letters were mailed to each Head Start in the sample
explaining the evaluation and the upcoming interview
and inviting the program's cooperation.

4. Letters and interviews were addressed to the persons
identified by RAPs as being most familiar with their

Occasionally the RAP contact referred us to someone else who they felt was more

familiar with RAP's work. In other cases, where the initial contact person

asked that another person be included in the interview, these responses were

synthesized into a composite response from the program.

5. A brief standard interview guide was used in telephone
interviews to permit comparisons with data from previous

years.

6. All interviewers were trained to use the same protocol

and to code responses identically.

The findings discussed below are based on completed interviews with 397 Head

Start programs, or 99.5 of the originally selected sample. Two Head Start

progylms were not reached by our interviewers. All computations are based on

the number reached (397).

Respondent: Profile

RAPs most commonly identified handicap coordinators as their primary contacts,

followed by directors. RAP contacts who referred us to someone else were

generally directors who preferred we speak to their handicap coordinators about

RAP's work, From the beginning, handicap coordinators have usually been the

most frequent link between RAPs and Head Starts, which has provided RAPS with
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access to the personnel who most often need to know what RAPs have to offer.

For four RAPs, evaluators usually spoke to directors. Since Chapel Hill's pri-

mary contacts are the Specially Funded Cluster Coordinators, and RAP does not

identify contacts at the local level, evaluators followed a protocol of usiog

directors as the entry point. Texas Tech also uses directors as the entry

point in Region VI, and asked that evaluators follow suit. The University of

Denver RAP maintains contact equally with both directors and handicap coordi-

nators in Region VIII; Jhen neither was designated as primary, evaluators ad-

dressed correspondence and the interview to directors. Pacific RAP listed

Head Start directors as their primary contacts and'RLA staff arranged to speak- -

with them at a Head Start directors' meeting in Guam.

Overview

Every Head Start was familiar with RAP, although prompting was required at

three Texas Tech programs, which were not lead grantees, and at one Region III

program. Three of these contacts were located within LEAs and were served by

the school district; the other contact was new and did not recognize RAP staff

names.

Sixty-nine percent of all respondents said that contacts were mutually initi-

ated i.e., initiated as much by RAPs as their Head Start clients. Such re-

ciprocity was characteristic of all 15 RAPs this year. A glance at Table 16

on the next page shows that the overall average incidence has steadily grown

since 1980, a healthy sign because it implies ongoing dialogue.

The average number of types of contacts reported increased markedly from 3.8

last year to 4.56, this. In reviewing Table 16, Comparisons of Responses, 1980-

1982, one notices that percentages have risen or remained the same for three

years for each type of contact except mailings and information; mailings rose

since last year, and'the decrease in information has been counterbalanced by

an increase in materials. Reports of RAP training, technical assistance, and

regular contact by phone (recorded as "other") have risen significantly. In-

creasing numbers of reports of work toward LEA agreementS are -of'particular in-

terest because it has been emphasized as a task by ACYF and the evaluators.

Mainstreaming training ranked first as the most common contact, followed by

mass mailings.
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Table 16

Comparisons Of Responses
1980-1982

1982 1981 1980

Number Unfamiliar with RAP 0 0 3

Initiative: (%)a

With RAP 23 % .30 % 38 %

With HS or clusters 7 _ 7 10

Mutual 69 60 SI

No response 1 3 2

Type of Contact: (%)
b

Mailings 63 % 58 % 68 %

Information exchange 46 60 33

Materials obtained 55 46 37

TA by RAP or others 25 19 19

Training by RAP or othersc 41 37 31

Mainstreaming.training 82 81 78

LEA agreements 11 5 9

Other 68 23 26

Average Number of Types of Contacts/Site: 4.6 3.8 3.7

Satisfaction: (%) a

Excellent 48 % 38 % 39 %

Good 41 44 42

Fair 7 10 9

Poor 1 6 .7

No response 3 , 6 7

Ayamtlatisfactialatle (four-point scale): 3.4 3.1 3.1

Specific Problems with RAP: (%) 2 5 9

aColumns on these mutually exclusive category distributions may not sum to
100 percent due to rounding error.

b
Co umns do not sum to 100 percent because multiple responses are shown.

c
Excludes manuals training.
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Forty-one percent of the respondents in the sample reported receiving training

in addition to mainstreaming conferences. The range of training topics includ-

ed IEPs, the most frequent, child abuse,behavi,r management, and integrating

components. The 82 percent of programs who sent staff to the RAP conferences

was not noticeably different from the 81 percent in 1980-81. An average of

28 percent of the teachers and 20 percent of the teacher aides in the sample

were trained at RAP mainstreaming conferences, compared to 37 and 24 percent,

respectively last year.

Technical assistance was requested from RAP for recruitment, screening, identi-

fication of program needs, and IEPs. Twenty-five percent of the sampled pro--

grams received technical assistance from RAP.

RAP contracts for the past three years have directed projects to facilitate

written and signed agreements between Head Starts'and LEAs. RAPs have ap-

proached this task cautiously, concerned about jeopardizing longstanding in-

formal arrangements or being premature in encouraging formal relationships.

This year, however, RAPs egim to have found more ways to intervene directly

and indirectly; the aver ge percentage of programs reporting help in this area

increased from five to 11 percent since last year.

This year RAPs tended to maintain frequent contact with programs by phone;

several respondents recalled how RAP had called just to keep in touch or to in-

quire whether the Head Start needed any services.

The most valuable RAP service to Head Starts was-training. Fifty-nine percent

of the respondents indicated that they looked to RAP for this capability. Rank

order continued with RAP's distribution of materials, availability as a resource,

information, technical assistance, providing names of available resources, "other"

work (including work with SEAs), on-site T/TA, and finally, acting as an ad-

vocate in handicap legislation.

The satisfaction score for the network rose from 3.1 in 1981 to 3.4. On a 4

point scale, this above-average score speaks well for RAP considering the un-

certainties for both Head Start and RAP this year. RAP's work was described

as either "excellent" or "good" by 89 percent of all respondents and "poor"

by only one percent,
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When asked whether there had been problems with RAP, only two percent (7 re-

spondents) answered affirmatively. Never has the incidence of problems been

so low. Three respondents felt RAP had not met needs their programs had iden-

tified, three felt RAP should be more accessible, and one raised a problem

specific to their situation.

The following sections elaborate on the above five major interview topics and

mainstreaming training, and correlate satisfaction with other variables.

TOPIC-BY-TOPIC DISCUSSION

Initiative

Responsibility for initiating contacts was mutually undertaken by RAPs and

Head Starts in 69 percent of the cases. The four RAPs ranking highest on

mutual initiative were:

Alaska 100 %

Mississippi 88

Pacific 82

Region VII 80

No other RAP showed a percentage of mutually initiated contact above 77 per-

cent. (See Table 17, Head Start Clientele Reactions to RAP Projects, 1981-

1982.) These four RAPs also provided training to a higher than average per-

centage of the sampled Head Starts, in addition to mainstreaming conferences,

thereby significantly increasing their visibility to programs. Direct and per-

sonal contact probably increases familiarity among program staff, as well as

the likelihood of mutually initiated contact because each is more familiar with

how the other operates. This pattern of reciprocity has been present for four

years in Alaska, Mississippi, and the Pacific, where there are fewer grantees

to serve. University of Denver and Region III RAPs also have high percentages

of Head Starts reporting mutually initiated contacts with RAP and further sup-

port this thesis. Denver committed themselves to providing mainstreaming train-

ing to programs on-site and in clusters this year, significantly increasing

the visibility of this two-year old RAP; Region III RAP shows the highest in-

cidence of regular phone calls combined with regular mass mailings, which to-

gether would serve to promote familiarity and visibility,
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Table 1!..

Head Start Clientele Reactions
to RAP Projects, 1981-1982

Number of Sltee (Na)

NE NYU 111 CH

29 30 30 30

Sample of Composition
(Respondent Numbers)"

HS Directors
HS HCC's
Other/HS
Cluster Gourd..
Other

20 42 28 60
77 48 63 33
3 10 9 3

- - - 3

- - - -

sligeo UnfjsIlias k P (I)

80104cURB
Excellent 59 50 53 50
Good 35 50 37 43
Fair 4 - 3 -

Poor - - - 3
Nor on e 7

re e our .o nt ca e .6 3.7 3.5

Initiative! Percent aying
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Table 1'

Head Start Clientele Reactions
to RAP Projects, 1981-1982

NE NYU III CH NASH MS Uofl PORTAGE TTU VII DENVER LA PACIFIC PSU AK Overall
Average

Perent Trained LSfat,b
17

9

59

41

28

14

43

25

26

26

21

16

33

10

17

11

10

9

61

40

18

11

87

79

..49 62 28

20

Teachers 29

Teacher aides 29
Most Valuable Service

Training 55 67 73 77 67 75 50 67 47 37 53 57 9 70 33 59

Technical assistance 14 13 13 10 7 13 10 3 - 3 3 20 18
.

- 9

On-sits T/TA 7 - - 3 3 4 - 3 17 10 33 - 27 13 67 8

Names of resources 7 17 3 3 10 13 10 3 10 3 '.. 20 9 20 - 9

Marerials ' 21 23 7 20 13 4 37 27 17 30 17 10 - 10 - 18

Information 17 13 10 3 3 8 17 13 7 20 7 10 - 3 - 10

other 45 37 13 17 13 21 20 37 10 23 17 13 64 17 - 23

-_Nu.14.9 r0.11Tnae - 7 l0 4 7 3 17 3 - - 3 - 5

Problems w/RAP (2)
No 100 100 97 97 100 100 100 100 90 93 100 90 100 100 100 98

Yes - - 3 - 3 7 - 10 2

No colognes 7 1 IV
IV

.

aAt some sites, more than one person discussed the RAP and its impact with the telephone interviewer. This accounts for the fact that

the "Number of Sites" in the sample for RAP sometimes varies slightly from the total number of respondents shown for that RAP. How-

ever, only one interview form was completed per Head Start site, and all percentages in the Table are based on the N of sites called.

(Where more than one person at site provided information, single response for the site was inferred and recorded.)

bTheme percentages were calculated by dividing the reported number of teacners trained by the reported total number of teachers at the

Head Start sites in the telephone survey sample (adding the average number of teachers per reporting site for sites not reporting their

numbers of teachers.)
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Because of a significant change in the pattern of initiation from last year,

reports on the Nashville, Texas Tech, and Los Angeles RAPs are also of inter-

est. The Nashville staff, half of whom were new this year, did not wait for

Head Starts to contact them through the SFC network. Instead, they worked

assertively to restore their credibility with programs who had indicated.last

year that RAP services had diminished. Staff attended and presented at meet-

ings of directors and cluster staffs, and inquired about program's training

needs by phone. As a result, significantly fewer Head Starts felt that the

responsibility for initiating contact rested with them. In Region VI, where

RAP called directors before initiating contact with a programi.directors'

sponses over the past two years have demonstrated a growing reciprocity. This

year a clear majority reported that contacts were mutually initiated. Los

Angeles RAP had a higher than usual percentage of programs indicating that they

take the initiative to call RAP. There appears to be no consistent reason for

this unless RAP's staff changes and its staff shortage in the fall meant that

RAP did not contact its programs as frequently throughout the year.

Types of Contacts

The average number of types of contacts in 1981-82 was 4.6. To determine what

exchanges programs had had with RAP, evaluators asked Head Start respondents

to recall as many as possible. Responses to this open-ended question were

multiply-coded according to predetermined categories. The categories, listed

in Table 17, have been distilled through the years to those which are the most

reliable descriptors of RAP/Head Start interactions. For example, since'evalu-

ators had found that the distinction between technical assistance and adminis-

trative counsel was superfluous, assistance in clarifying state and federal

laws, performance standards, categorical diagnosis, and so forth were included

under technical assistance. This year RAPs tended to maintain frequent contact

with programs by phone; several respondents recalled how RAP called just to

keep in touch or to inquire whether the Head Start needed any services. Types

of contacts that would not fit into the predetermined categories were recorded

as "other". These included SEA, agreements, needs assessments, handicap surveys,

and miscellaneous phone calls.
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The only responses that evaluators prompted were whether anyone from the pro-

gram had attended a RAP mainstreaming conference this year, how many teachers

and teacher aides had attended, and the total number of teachers and teacher

aides employed by the program. (Mainstreaming conferences will be treated

later in the topic-by-topic dicsussion.) Although prompted, responses on at-

tendance at these conferences have always been tallied as contacts and com-

puted into the average.

The variety of types of contacts this year is greater than in any previous

year of RAP activity, and twenty-one percent higher than the previous peak

average of 3.8 which appeared in 1977, 1978, and 1981. An annual increase in

the types of contacts is not surprising in that RAP is a network of profes-

sionals in early childhood special education and, by now, very familiar with

their contractual tasks. As they have become surer of themselves, they have

made themselves more available to their clients, and their clients have in

turn taken greater advantage of the resources available to them. This year

RAPs have. for example, tried to respond to programs' requests for on-site

training and technical assistance. The network as a whole was also more as-

sertive in facilitating collaboration between Head Starts and LEAs. Instances

of facilitation had dropped in 1981 to 5%, but this year rose to 14 percent,

slightly higher than the level of activity in 1980 (9%). Although RAPs have

remained reluctant to press for LEA agreements, many have sought ways to

heighten the conciousness of both Head Starts and LEAs of the benefits of

working cooperatively, and defuse some of the fears which had prevented co-

operation earlier. Several RAPs co-sponsored conferences for Head Start and

public school teachers, together with SEAs, on Head Start/LEA interagency col-

laboration, offering workshops on such subjects as transition and identifying

children with handicaps; some have even walked Head Starts and LEAs through

steps leading to an agreement.

Three additional factors may have contributed to the increase in types of con-

tacts this year. For the first time, in letters to the sample evaluators out-

lined the questions which would be asked in the upcoming calls. Respondents

were thus able to prepare themselves for 'the interviews." Secondly, since this

is the second, third, and even fourth time some respondents have been randomly

selected; they are now familiar with the type of information sought. Finally,



1981-82 was a year of uncertainty for Head Start, For local programs awash in

rumor and change, the APs' clarity of purpose and determination to follow

through may have given Head Starts more reason to turn to the RAP as a known

quantity.

The five RAPs ranking ighest in the average number of types of contacts were:

1982 1981.

Alaska 7.3 6.8

Pacific. 6.5 6,3

New Ehgland 5.1 4.4

New (York 5.1 4.2

Portage 5.0 4.1

All three of Alask RAP's grantees received on-site training which was sequen-

tially appropriate to the mainstreaming training that had gone before. In

addition, each rec ived on-site training.on several occasions, above and beyond

RAP's mainstreamin effort, on such subjects as speech and language, classroom

management, workin with aides in the classroom, and screening tests; for one

program RAP training fulfilled criteria as CDA training. All three grantees

reported that the had served on RAP's Advisory committee this year. RAP had

also telephoned ciften and helped one grantee to staff children in the fall.
!

All grantees who were interviewed in Hawaii and Micronesia received mainstream-

ing training on-lite from RAP. Eighty-two percent of these respondents report

edthat their stiffs had also received training on such topics as team clAvel-'

opment, IEPs, hod to work with parents, or specific handicaps; 73 per-

cent had asked for technical assistance on program planning, PA26, developing

screening and assessment tools, or referral systems. Slightly more than one-

quarter reported that RAP had helped them negotiate arrangements with local

agencies regarping referrals and services to handicapped children. Other con-

tacts mentioned were RAP's translation of materials into the program's dialect,

locating sources for medicine, and successful facilitation of'SEA work with

Head Start. Several had sought information from RAP about available resources.
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A number of New England RAP's programs reported having received copies of Com-

municating:with Families, a mass mailing from the RAP sent during the winter.

More programs received training and technical assistance than last year. Train-

ing topics included child abuse, IEPs, attitudes, Section 504 Regulations, as

well as training-of-trainers; tedinical assistance was provided on PL 94-142,

recruitment, IEPs and Section 504. There were also more instances of help with

specific handicapping conditions than in the previous year.

Because New England RAP had a liaison working on a Head Start/SEA agreement in

Connecticut this year, who also assisted with LEA/Head Start collaboration,

there was a noticeable increase in the percentage of respondents reporting

that they had received help with both. Ten percent of the responses coded as .

"other" were activities related to the SEA agreement, a percentage which was

higher than the national average and second highest among RAPs.

New York, University RAP's high percentage of mass mailings is attributable to

their continuation of a newsletter, in addition to periodic communiques about

upcoming events. RAP staff also attended many of the directors' and Regional

Training Office meetings in the region. Head Start programs used this RAP more

frequently than the norm to deal with their questions about specific handicaps;

93 percent of the sample had attended mainstreaming training. By the same

token, this RAP often used the programs in their service area as resources,

asking them to provide assistance to other Head Starts, e.g., for information

about specific handicaps, to collect statistics to be shared with the New York

SEA, etc. New York University provided technical assistance to programs who

were just setting up a handicap component, trying to accommodate specific hand.-

capping conditions in their classrooms, developing a training plan or a cur-

riculum, or identifying specific resources.

Portage RAP showed a greater than average percentage of Head Starts reporting

attendance at handicap coordinators' meetings sponsored by the RAP or co-

sponsored by the RAP and the state handicap advocate. The Portage RAP dis-

tributed monthly issue papers and updates, which accounts for the high per-

centage of mass mailings, and frequent information exchanges,.prmarily about

resources. This RAP augmented its training by arranging training through other

resources. Head Start programs thueby received social service, awareness,

TEACH training, and training from the Portage Project on the Portage Checklist.

the average number of types of contacts for other RAPs follow in this descend-

ing order on the following page: -
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1982 1981

Portland State U. 4.9 3.0

Mississippi 4.8 5.4

Region VII 4.7 4.1

Los Angeles 4.7 4.0

U. of Illinois 4.5 3.6

U. of Denver 4.4 2.9

Region III 4.2 4.0

Chapel Hill 4.1 4.0

Nashville 4.0 2.9

Texas Tech 3.9 2.8

Portland State University RAP increased its average number of types of contacts

since last year by almost two points. Evaluators noted decreases in reports of

mass mailings and information exchanges, two activities characteristic of any

project's first year as a KAP, and increases in membership on RAP's advisory

committee, training from RAP besides the mainstreaming conferences, assistance

/with a wide range of specific handicapsl'ano the number of 'telephone calls about

program needs (included under "other"). Contact at state directors' and non-

RAP-sponsored meetings is also higher than average. Portland State University

RAP provided training at STATO workshops and on-site at programs. Topics ranged

from IEPs, screening, and specific handicapping conditions, to indoor gross

motor skills.

Ninety-two percent (or 22 of 24 respondents) of Mississippi RAP's clients'indi-

cated that they had received training at the RAP's annual fall orientation con-

ference on social services and the handicap effort, or on-site on topics of 1

their own choosing. Mississippi also hosted regular planning meetings with

their Specially Funded Cluster Coordinators throughout the year, in addition to

a handicap caucus at the state directors' meeting. RAP provided TA to programs

on compliance with Section 504 regulations, IEPs, developing a resource direc-

tory, and nutrition. They continued to use the local programs as resources this

year, asking them for ideas for the RAP's.resource directory, and for help as

facilitators at the mainstreaming conferences, for transportation, and for de-
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velopment of materials. Although higher than the average, this was the only

RAP which showed a decrease in the average number of types of contacts. Then:

were no reports of assistance with LEA agreements, unlike last year, and fewer

reports of attendance at non-RAP meetings, and because all Mississippi programs

had received mainstreaming training at the time of the last round of telephone

interviews and fewer attended, the combination of these three decreases dropped

the average number of types of contacts,.

Region VII RAP was very. visible' at Head Start directors' meetings 'and at a

training conference sponsored by, the region's T/TA contractor.This accounts

for an increase in the-number of contacts at non-RAP meetings which is above

the norm, and higher than the number of RAP's clients reporting this last year.

Subsequently higher, too, is the percentage of grantees who reported that they

had received training fromhe RAP beyond the mainstreaming training. Region

VII programs received on-site training on recruitment, referrals, working with

families; PL 94-142, IEPs, and specific handicapping'conditions. Several in-

dicated they had also received RAP's aid in efforts to work with public schools;

RAP trained Head Starts and LEAs jointly. and provided on-site training and.

technical assistance on collaboration. Respondents had received a RAPid Re-

source mass mailthg and.others had received the RAP's newsletter. Region

VII shared a distinction with the University of Illinois RAP of.providing the

highest percentage of print and audio-visual materials to clients.

Most characteristic of Los Angeles RAP's work this year was the frequency with

which they conferred with programs, either in person'or by phone, on issues

related to LEA agreements, the California SEA/Head,Start agreement, or ques-

tions about federal, state, and local regulations. A large, percentage of the

technical assistance offered by RAP came in the form of clarification of

state laws, funding options, Head Start performance standards, PL 94-142, and

categorical diagnosis. With the exception of Pacific RAP clients the highest

percentage of Head Starts reported technical assistance from this RAP, as well

as RAP's help with LEA and SEA agreements. RAP was instrumental in the draft-

ing and signing -of Head Start/LEA agreements, provided pertinent on-site tech-

nical assistance; and co-sponsOed a sertes of workshops-withlhe California

SEA on what could be done to collaborate at the local level. Several respon-

dents also indicated that they had played a roleln the development Of the SEA/

Head Start agreement in California, or had specifically-benefited from it.
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The University of Illinois RAP maintained very close telephone contact with

their grantees which accounts,for the high reports of "other" contacts. RAP

called frequently to canvass, collect data for the handicap survey, or simply 4

to keep intouch. Respondents were pleased to have received requested materials

promptly; requests were made for mainstreaming manuals, assorted books from

the lending library, teaching resources, and materials on PA26 and handicap

plans. The highest percentage of requests for print,and audiovisual materials

were found here and at Region VII RAP, as mentioned earlier. The University

of Illinois RAP attended more meetings this year, traveling to Head Start di.

rectors' meetings, regional meetings,.and a Head Start retreat. They also

organized and sponsored handicap coordinators' meetings in an effort to facili- 4

tate the formation of a coordinators' network. This RAP still has a news-

letter, the Facilitator which several respondents received this year.

Of special note among the reasons for contact reported by grantees of the Uni-

versity of Denver RAP were the number of references to Head Start/LEA agreements.

RAP co-spOnsored a series-of workshops with the Colorado SEA on Head Start/LEA

coordination of services for Head Starts.and their public school counterparts.

A higher than average percentage of respondents also indicated they had gone to

RAP for help with a specific handicapping condition. Perhaps'because RAP had

spent so'much time doing'on-site observations, Head Starts became accustomed

to RAP's availability to answer these specific. questions. This year RAP de-

livered a large portion of their mainstreaming training through combinations

of on-site training, observation, and cluster training, which helps to explain

the relatively high number of programs who reported they had attended mainstream-

ing training.

Region III RAP maintained regular contact with programs through their newslet-

ter, RAPorter, and frequent phone calls. Since last year, there was a sizable

increase in the number of programs who requested and received materials. The

amount of Region III RAP's non-mainstreaming training and technical assistance

doubled since last year, at least among the clients in the two samples, and the

number of-materials distributed increased. Programs sought ,technical assistance

on diagnostic services, IEPs, behavior problems, and how-to determine handicaps.

Training, topics varied according to the needs of program, but included behavior

management, IEPs, obesity, and developmental delays.
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Chapel Hill grantees asked for training for their handicap coordinators and

directors, and for training on the LAP-D, integration of components, IEPs, be-

havior management, screening and assessment, and evaluation techniques for their

teachers. Slightly fewer programs attended the STAR (Sequential Training Ar-

ranged by RAP) maiVIstreaming training because Head Starts had been encouraged

to send teachers who had not yet been trained, and several programs had had all

their teachers trained. Chapel Hill RAP's overall activity level remained

constant since last year. Increases in the number of trianing workshops and

needs assessments were counterbalanced by decreases in mass mailings and the

dissemination of information and materials. Despite the drop -in numbers of

materials requested, programs frequently mentioned the use they made of bi-

cultural and Section 504 materiels. Since Chapel Hill's clients generally

deal with their Specially Funded Coordinators, who in turn deal directly with

RAP, many of the requests which reach RAP are not apt to be reported by re-

spondents.

Aside from Alaska and Pacific respondents, Nashville RAP's clients reported

that they attended a mainstreaming conference with more frequency than any

other RAP. Nashville had also increased contact with a number of grantees by

attending cluster meetings, Alabama State Handicap Advisory Committee meetings,

and state directors' meetings. On-site and in clusters RAP staff delivered

training on IEPs, child abuse, task analysis, language acquisition, working

with parents, and behavior management. This year's figures reflect more acti-

vity in distribution of materials (particularly manuals), use of Head Starts

as resources, and dealing with specific handicapping conditions, such as autism.,

emotional disturbance, and blindness.

Texas Tech RAP showed increases in every category since last year, except

brokered training and mainstreaming training. RAP staff again traveled on-site

frequently, or arranged for LATON staff to do so, to train on IEPs, gross motor

and motor-perception, working with parents, and SUCCESS screening. RAP attend-

ed Head Start directors', RTO, and special interest associations meetings, and

this year RAP facilitated the formation of a network among Region VI consortia

coordinators. Increased activity with these groups is refleciedin higher Phan

average percentages of clients' reports of attendance at non-RAP and RAP-sponsored

meetings. Many programs received position papers 'and letters from RAP explain-
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ing that they were available for assistance. Although enthusiasm for RAP ser-

vices was high among those who availed themselves of them, a higher than aver-

age number of programs used school or local resources instead.

RAP State Training Conferences

During the fourth year of the network-wide effort to train teachers and teacher 1

aides to mainstream preschoolers with handicapping conditions, 82 percent of

the sampled Head Starts elected to send someone from their staff. RAPs have

worked very hard to keep the training fresh and relevant, and.Head Starts have

continued to register their personnel. Respondents were usually able to dis- 1

tinguish the mainstreaming training from other types of training they had re-

ceived from RAP. Earlier in the year evaluators had been informed by RAPs of

the sites and dates of the conferences and so were able to confirm respondents'

reports. 1

The following RAPs ranked highest in respondents reporting that "someone" was

trained at a conference:

Pacific 100 %

Alaska 100 4%

Nashville 97

Denver 93

NYU 93

LA 90

At the lower end of the percentage were:

Texas Tech 67 %

U. of Ill. 63

Approximately half of the Head Starts in University of Illinois' service area

who did not attend training indicated that their teachers had already been

trained by RAP on the topics to be presented. Conflicts'in schedules ranked

second among reasons given for lac' 4f attendance, and inadequate funds and

disappointNInt in the educational focus of the training were each mentioned once.
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Of four Texas Tech programs, one had arranged its own training, one had a

schedule conflict, one had not known about the training, and one was a summer

program. No reason was given by six, although four of these, in response to a

separate question in the interview, said that their PA26 budgets were inadequate.

The range in percentages of teachers trained was:

'Percentage of Teachers Trained

1982. 1981

High 87 % 85 %

Low 10 19

Average 28 37

Overall, programs tended to register fewer teachers because many had already

been trained, or because the program had decided to send administrative staff

instead. Twenty-eight percent (28%) of the teachers in the sample received

mainstreaming training, compared to thirty-seven percent (3/%) last year, and

twenty percent (20%) of the teacher aides, compared to twenty-four percent (24%)

last year.

Based on the information from these respondents, the following RAPs trained the

highest percentages of teachers:

.Pacific 87 %

Alaska 62

U. of Denver 61

Region III 59

Pacific, Alaska, Hawaii, and University of Denver RAPs went on-site to many or

all of their programs to deliver individualized training to teaching staffs.

Region III RAP's effort to involve grantees closely in the selection of confer-

ence topics through canvass calls, needs assessments, and on-site planning

sessions may have motivated programs to follow-through and to send teachers.

Nashville, PSU, Portage and New "mgland also trained more than the average per-

centage of the teachers. Table 17 shows that percentages ranged downward to 10

percent at Region VII RAP and 17 percent at Texas Tech. Region VII for the
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last two years has frequently focused its training efforts on administrative

staff, especially handicap coordinators. Evaluators also only colleCed numbers

of teachers trained from the conferences which had been planned and identified

by RAP per written guidance from ACYF in November 1981. All other training

was coded as a training contact. Although Texas Tech changed the design of

their training to offer more conferences at more geographically strategic sites,

they were disappointed that grantees still did not send teachers either because

distances were too great or funds were too low.

Problems

When asked whether they had encountered any problems in dealing with RAP this

year, only seven respondents (2%) said they had. The percentage of problems

has never'been so low, a tribute to the network during a year when frustration

and funding uncertainty within the Head Start community could easily have cre-

ated a negative attitude toward outside contractors.

None of the clients of the following 11 RAPs cited a problem: New England, NYU,

Region III, Nashville, Mississippi, University of Illinois, Portage, University

of Denver, Pacific, Portland State University, and Alaska. One problem was

identified at Chapel Hill and Texas Tech, two at Region VII, and three at Los

Angeles. Three clients indicated that RAP had not met their needs as they per-

ceived them, and three reported that,RAP was not as accessible as they would

have liked. A third response was situation-specific. Two of these seven prob-

lems did not adversely influence overall rating, since respondents gave a "3"

or "4" satisfaction score. Five respondents with a problem(s) scored either

"1" or "2", which indicated the need for RAP's attention.

Among the three problems reported for Los Angeles RAP, one was scheduled to be

rectified by RAP after our interview, when a staff person would do an oral

make-up training session on-site. (Originally the RAP staff member had had to

cancel due to illness, and this Head Start felt the substitute trainer had not

been appropriate.) In the other two cases, one respondent felt that RAP train-

ing was too general and not responsive to the Head Start staff's training level,

and the other did not feel RAP made themselves available enough. Une Region

VII RAP respondent found that RAP had not answered the phone on two occasions
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when they had called; the other felt that a meeting between LEA and Head Starts

organized by RAP had been fruitless. One Texas Tech respondent was concerned

that they had not had enough personal contact with RAP. A Chapel Hill client

was disappointed that services from RAP consisted primarily of materials, and

not hands-on assistance.

Most Valuable Service

When asked which RAP service(s) they valued most, 59 percent of the respondents

mentioned training they had received. The services mentioned are presented be-

low in descending order of frequency. The percentages of respondents - reporting

each can also be compared with those from last year.

Most Valuable Service

1982 1981

Training 59 55

Distribution of materials 18 20

Availability as a resource 13 12

Information 10 6

Technical assistance 9 8

Referral to resources 9 7

Other* 9 8

On-site T/TA 8 6,

Advocacy 1 1

Responses and ranks were very similar to last year. The average number of val-

uable services reported by each respondent was 1.4, identical to last year.

The increased frequency with which information was mentioned, rising from six

percent to ten, is the only change of note, moving its ranking from seventh

place in 1981 to fourth place this year. Because of the increase, on Table 7

"information" has been left discrete this year. "Acting as an advocate" has

been subsumed under "other" because the frequency with which it appeard was

nominal.

The types of contacts respondents mentioned most frequently appeared to cor-

relate with the most valued services. This would suggest that RAPs are on

target, providing the services that their clients most value.

*Other includes work with SEAS and/or LEAs, specific help on special problems,
and networking.
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At least three-quarters of the respondents served by Chapel Hill and Mississippi

RAP valued training the most University of Illinois and Region VII clients

valued materials more than other clients. Programs in the New England and

Portage RAPs' services areas particularly appreciated RAP's availability as a

resource. Respondents from Region VII, University of Illinois, and New England

RAPs' service areas mentioned information more frequently than most respondents.

We find high value placed upon technical assistance among Los Angeles and Paci-

fic RAPs' clients, and upon on-site T/TA among clients of Alaska, University

of Denver, Pacific and Texas Tech RAPs.

A drop in the incidence of non-respondents to five percent on this question

from the eight percent last year is considered a healthy change. This year

only 19 respondents (5%) were not able to determine a most valuable service,

either because they felt they had had too little exposure to the services RAP

offered to feel that any were of value, or because they were not satisfied with

RAP for reasons discussed earlier under problems. The number of non-respondents

was significantly higher than the average at two RAPs only.

Satisfaction

The overall satisfaction score for the RAP network rose this year to 3.4, hih-

er than in any previous year during which these data were collected, as can be

seen in Table 18, Comparisons of Satisfaction Scores, 1977-1982, and correspond-

ing with the rises in other indexes of Head Start satisfaction with RAP services.

Eighty-nine percent of all respondents characterized RAPs' services as either

good or excellent (i.e., three or above on the sacle of one to four); only one

percent thought their performance was poor.

Distribution of Satisfaction
1981- 982 1980-1981

Excellent (4) 48 % 38 %

Good (3-3.9) 41 44

Fair (2-2.9) 7 10

Poor (1-1.9) 1 2

No opinion 3 6

25

1

I
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Table 18

Comparisons of Satisfaction Scores-1974-1982

Change
RAP 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 '81-'82

New England 3.5 3.1 3.5 3.4 3.6 +.2

NYU 3.6 3.3 3.3 3.4 3.6 +.2

Regidn IIIa 3.1 3.0 3.3 3.3 -.7 +.4

Chapel 3.5 3.3 3.6 3.5 3.5 None

Nashville 2.3 3.0 3.4 2.9 3.2 +.3

Mississippi 3.1 3.6 3.4 3.5 3.2 -.3

University of Illinois 3.2 3.1 3.3 3.4 3.4 None

Portage 3.3 3.4 3.6 3.7 3.7 None

Texas Tech
b

3.0 3.2 3.2 3.3 3.5 +.2

Region VII 3.2 2.9 3.2 3.3 3.2 7.1

University of Oenverc 3.3 2.9 3.2 3.2 3.3 +.1

Los Angeles 2.7 3.3 3.0 3.3 3.4 .1

Pacific 2..5 146 3.6 3.9 +.3

Portland State University
d

3.2 2.7 2.8 3.4 3.3 -.1

Alaska 4.0 3.5 3.8 3.7 3.7 None

Average 3.2 3.0 .3.1 3.1 3.4

a/Region III was served by PUSH RAP in 1978/1979 and Region III RAP in 196.
b/Texas Tech RAP replaced the University of New Mexico RAP in 1979.
c/Denver University replaced Mile High in 1981.
c/Portland State University replaced University of Washington in 1981.
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Satisfaction has been measured on a four point scale over the years to help

quantify Head Starts' evaluations of RAPs' work and allow findings to be com-

pared from one year to the next. "Four" on the scale indicates excellent work;

"three," good work "two," fair work and "one," poor work. If partial values

were given they were tallied (e.g., 3.4, 2.75, 3.2, etc.). To be consistent

with previous findings, the overall index was calculated to include respondents

who were not willing to give an opinion because there had been too little con- 1

tact from RAP, which thereby depresses the score. Eliminating these non-

respondents would have increased the score to 3.5. Non-respondents who declin-

ed to give an opinion because they had not had enough contact with RAP were

excluded from individual RAP scores, which is why individual scores appear

higher than the oYerall average.

This year three percent (10 respondents) were not able to rate their satisfac-

tion with RAP services. Because they were new, two respondents felt they had

not yet had enough experience to determine a satisfaction score. Seven re-

spondents had simply not had enough contact with RAP to be able to rate satis-

faction; another was from a summer program which had not had any contact with

RAP besides mailings. Non-respondents were distributed across six RAPs; the

percentage was significantly higher than average only in Region VI. However,

two of the four Texas Tech respondents were those mentioned above as new or

a summer program; these were not included in the RAP's satisfaction score.

Therefore, the'burden. for maintaining contact rested with RAP for only seven

percent of the respondents, which was not significant.

The highest percentages of "excellent" ratings were reported by clients of

the following four RAPS.

EESPP1221tallxcellent"

Pacific 91

Alaska 67

Portage 60

New England 59
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All other RAPS showed a percentage lower than 50 percent. All but one respon-

dent in the Pacific area rated the services from Pacific RAP as excellent and

its excellent rating rose a dramatic 64 percentage points from last year.

Alaska has been listed among the top three for the past five years, and Por-

tage for the past three. Also worth noting is that the percentages of excel-

lent responses rose by 26 percent for Los Angeles RAP and by 20 percent for

Region III and Nashville RAPs. Percentages have risen or remained the same at

14 RAPs, and dropped (by only four points) at one. All of New York University,

Pacific bnd Alaska RAPs' clients coded RAP'S work as excellent or good.

The number of respondents who rated RAP services as poor dropped from six (2%)

even lower to five (1%) this year. Only one client registered dissatisfaction

at each'of the following RAPs: Chapel Hill, Texas Tech, Region VII, University

of Denver, and Los Angeles. Nashville, Mississippi, University of Illioos,

Region VII, University of Denver, and Los:Angeles clients rated their service

as fair more often than the national average of 7 percent.

Individual satisfaction scores were computed for RAPs. Scores for all 15 RAPs

ranged from 3.2 to 3.9, a strong vote on confidence for a network which was

coping with a second change_in its national .project officer in two years, and

whose own funding was in question for much of the year.

Satisfaction scores above 3.5 were recorded for the following RAPs this year:

Overall Satisfaction

Pacific 3.9

Alaska 3.7

Region III 3.7

Portage 3.7

New England 3.6

NYU 3.6

For Pacific, Region III and New England RAPs overall satisfaction rose higher

than their scores in previous years. The other 12 RAPs sustained approximately

the same scores from previous years. (See Table 18).
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Greatest positive changes between 1981 and 1982 occurred for Region III (+.4),

Nashville (+.3), and Pacific (+.3). Region 111 RAP received enthusiastic

praise for its mainstreaming training. Even when other contacts had been

less frequent than programs would have preferred,, respondents tended to score

high; respondents also appreciated RAP's personalized approach to them. Nash-

ville clients noted an improvement in their working relationship with RAP this

year, pointing to increased accessibility and "on-target" responses. Pacific.

RAP's clients felt that their needs had been understood and responded to.

Correlation of Satisfaction with Most Valuable Service and Other Variables

Evaluators matched responses of clients who had registered satisfaction as

excellent or fair/poor with their responses about most valuable services and

other variables to examine whether a combination of certain factors leads to

an optimal RAP-client relationship; the other variables included the incidence

of problems, initiator of contact, attendance at mainstreaming conferences,

and the average number of types of contacts. Table l9 compares the percentage

of respondents who felt RAP services were excellent or poor on each of these

items with national averages.

Table pg

Distribution of Satisfaction Across Selected Categories
With Comparisons to the National Average

Satisfaction

it of

Respon-
dents

Most Valuable Service
a

(%)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 NR
Prob.

%

Initiator
b

(7.)

R HS M

Conf.

At'nd
%

Av ge

Types of
Contacts

Excellent 190 62 12 13 11 17 12 31 1 1 13 6 81 88 5.2

Fair/Poor 34 29 12 3 3 29 6 15 24 15 47 12 41 73 2.6

Nat'l Average 397 59 9 8 9 18 10 23 5 2 23 7 69 82 4.6...._
el- training, 2mtechnical assistance, 3mon-site services, 4mreferral to resources,

5mmaterials, 6- information, 7mother, NRmno response;
b
RmRAP initiated contacts,

MSmHead Start initiated contacts, Mmmutually initiated contacts.

Li56
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Not surprisingly, this comparison showed that the 190 Head Starts who perceived

RAP services as excellent reported more types of contacts, identified a lower

percentage of problems, were far more likely to share responsibility with RAP

for initiating contact, and more likely to attend the mainstreaming confer-

ences. Clients who felt a RAP's services rated a fair or poor score reported

a significantly higher incidence of problems and tended not to initiate con-

tact with RAP or attend conferences.

Respondents in the high satisfaction category mentioned as the most valuable

service training, on-site services, referral to resources, information, and

"other" services more frequently than the norm. These clients also tended to

cite more than one service (40%), than their less enthusiastic colleagues (18%).

Interestingly, clients in both categories mentioned technical assistance with

equal frequency (12%), three percent above the norm, and less satisfied clients

reported materials dissemination (29%) more often than enthusiastic clients

(17%). Although these clients had problems and were generally dissatisfied,

they did appreciate RAP materials and technical assistance. Twenty-four per-

cent of the dissatisfied clients could not name a valuable service at all.

This occurred only one percent of the time among enthusiastic respondents.
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State Education Agency fs of RAP Service

A major focus of all RAPs has been on promoting collaboration between Head Start

and state education agencies (SEAs). For five years Roy Littlejohn Associates

has conducted a telephone inquiry with SEA personnel to determine the impact of

RAP's work with them. During the first three years two series of inquiries were

made, the first halfway through the program year, and another toward the end of

the year. For each of the past two years only the latter inquiry has been con-

ducted because findings from previous years suggested that the mid-year fluctu-

ations in responses were seasonal or unrelated to RAP performance. Responses

from the recent inquiry, conducted in June 1982, will be compared with those of

June 1981 and June 1980.

SEAs or their counterparts were contacted in forty-nine states, the District

of Columbia, and the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, representing

94 percent of the sample. Contact was not made with the Georgia SEA, since the

RAP contact person had left her position and a replacement had not been named.

There was also no contact with the SEA representatives in Guam or the Pacific

Trust Territory, who were unavailable after numerous attempts. Interviews were

completed with forty-seven SEAs, including the Rhode Island respondent who had

very recently taken her position and was unable to respond to specific questions

about RAP. Adjustments were made to include her responses when appropriate.

RLA interviewers found that four SEA representatives could not respond at all

because of lack of contact with RAP. All calculations are based on the total

number of respondents contacted (51).

Interviewers sl,oke with the RAP-designated contact person in all instances.

Ten of the SEA contacts were first-time respondents, four of them replacing

a respondent who was also new last year, and one who was the third person in

three years to serve as the RAP contact. Approximately one quarter (13 SEAs

or 24%) of the SEA contacts dated back to December 1977, the year the collabor-

ative task first appeared in the RAP scope of work.

Interviewers used a guide to direct the telephone inquiry. It explored eight

broad areas of ;nquiry in assessing the RAP/SEA relationship:
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Nature of contacts

Frequency of RAP/SEA communication

Initiator of contacts

Satisfaaion with RAP

Problems

Suggestions

RAP's most valuable service

Additional comments

The findings under each of these broad areas of inquiry will be addressed for

the network as a whole. Following that will be a profile of the findings for

each RAP. Two tables will assist the reader in viewing the RAP network from

a national perspective (Table 20) and on a program-by-program basis (Table 21).

Additional information was requested from SEAs in whose states collaborative

agreements exist with Head Start. Respondents were asked if their state had

a State Implementation Grant (SIG), and if so, whether they felt that the SIG

had influenced the development of the collaborative agreement between the SEA

and Head Start. Data were gathered from twenty-two respondents. Fourteen of

these states have SIGs (or did have one at the time the collaborative agreement

was signed). Over one-half of the respondents (8) felt that there was a causal

relationship, four said there was no influence, and two did not know because

the agreement predated their assuming their position. Preschool Incentive

Grants (PIGs) are in place in the remaining eight states. Six of these respon-

dents felt that the PIGs were influential in the. development of the SEA/Head

Start agreement.

SEA IMPRESSIONS OF THE RAP NETWORK - AN OVERALL PICTURE

Frequency of Contact

Respondents were asked how frequently they communicate or are in contact with

RAP through the mail, in person, or by telephone. Frequency is defined

as: more than monthly, monthly, occasionally (6-11 times annually), infrequently

(1-5 times annually), and never.



Forty-seven percent (24 SEAs) of the respondents reported contact occurring

monthly or more often. Table 20, National Profile of RAP/SEA Interactions

from June 1981 to June 1982, shows that the percentage has fallen progressive-

ly lower each year. In stagy where interagency collaborative agreements be-

tween SEA/Head Start have formalized, or where RAPs perceive an agreement as

a moot point, the frequency of contact is often lower. Thirty-three percent

(17 SEAs) reported occasional contact, and ten percent (5 SEAS) reported in-

frequent contact. Four SEAs reported no contact with RAP.

An index reflecting the average frequency of communication between a RAP and

all SEAs in its service area appears in Table 21, Profile of RAP/SEA Inter-

actions, Program-by-Program, June 1981-June 1982. The index based on a

four point scale in which more than monthly communication c 4, monthly com-

munication m 3, and so forth. Nationally, the frequency index shows contact

between SEAs and RAPs at 2.6, that is between 6 and 11 times annually. The

index is up slightly from 2.5 a year ago, but down from the June 1980 inquiry,

when contact occurred on a monthly basis (3.0).

For RAPs which serve only one state (Alaska and Mississippi), all findings repre-

sent the report of only one respondent. The frequency index for the lone-state

RAPs represents less work than for RAPs whose service area is comprised of 'five

or six states (New England, Region III, Texas Tech, and Denver). Frequency of

contact has gone up for six RAPs (New England, Mississippi, Region VII, Pacific,

Portland State University, and Alaska), remained the same for two (Region III

and Texas Tech), and dropped for seven (NYU, Chapel Hill, Nashville, University

of Illinois, Portage, Denver, and Los Angeles).

Initiative

Each SEA was asked who usually initiates contact between SEA and RAP. Almost

two-thirds of the respondents (32 SEAs or 63%) indicated that contacts are

mutually initiated. This figure is down from last year (74%) but equal to that

of two years ago. Twenty-five percent (13 SEAs) view RAP as the primary ini-

tiator of contact. Five SEAS reported that there had been no contact initiated

during the last year, although one of these SEAs coincidentally ran into RAP at

a meeting. In no case was an SEA cited as the primary initiator of contact.

260
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Tattle 20

National Profile of RAP/SEA Interactions
From June 1981 to June 1982

with Comparative Findings From
June 1980 and June 1981

CHARACTERISTICS
% of SEAs respond-
ing 6/82 (Base: 51)

% ontAs respond-
ing 6/81 (Base: 53

% of SEAs respond-
in 6 80 Base: 49

Nat'l scores as of
6 82 6 81 6 80

Frequency of Contact
More than monthly 29 26 47

Monthly 18 26 16

Occasionally (6.11 x/yr) 33 21 22 .

Infrequently (1.5 x/yr)-._ 10 19 10

Never 8 8 2

No Data 0 0 2

rrTriyequenaex 2.6 2.S 3.0

Initiation of Contact
Mutual 63 74 63

RAP 25 17 35

SEA 0 2 0

No initiation 12 8 2

PrifirreIllontacts
AC 53 62 57

Mt, wkshp, tonf. 73 64 71

Materials 43 36 16

SEA/HS collaboration 37 42 47

LEA/HS collaboration 14 9 12

SEA used as provider 20 8 24 .,

RAP used as provider 16 26 27

Information exchange 82 85 90

Mutual project 22 9 14

State plan
SIG .

2

2

0
4

4

.110

Other 33 8 24

Introductory contact 8 17 8

None 8 8 ND

Average No.iSiiii-7-5ntact . 4.1 3.9 4.0

Satisfactfon

Enthusiastic (4.0) 47 45 41

Satisfied (3.0 - 3.9) 39 J4 47

Some reservations (2.0 - 2.9) 4 2 8

Dissatisfied (1.0 - 1.9) 0 2 0

No opinion 1.0)

No opinion 0

8

2

6

11

2

2

national Grade
Piralems encountered
in dealing with RAP

No 98 89 96

Yet 2 11 4

'No data respondent unable to estimate frequency of contact.



Table 21_

Profile of RAP/SEA Interaction, Program by Program
June 1981 - June 1982

CHARTMRISTICS NE NYU R III CH MS NASH bon PP TT UK DENVER L1V WIT PSU AK 'NATIONAL
--

Frequency Index

4 more than monthly; 3 monthly;
2 occasionally (6-11 x/yr); 1
Infrequently (1-5 x/yr); 0 never

2.8 3.0 3.0 2.7 3.0 .7 2.3 3.0 1.8 3.3 2.3

-
1.7 3.5 2.3 4.0 2.6

Initiation of Contact
Mutual
RAP

SEA
No initiation
No interview

2

3

-

"*
1

---..
2

-

-

-

-

5

1

-

-

-

2 1 1

-

-

2

-

1

2

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

3

-
4

-

3

3

-

-

-

3 1

1

-

2

2

-

-

-

1 32

13

0

5

4

ature of-Contacts (Unprompted)
Advisory committee
Mt, wkshp, conf (not AC)
Materials
SEA/HS collaboration
LEA/HS collaboration
SEA used as provider
RAP used as provider
Info exchange

Mutual project
State plan
SIG
Other
Introductory contact
None

3

4

3

3

3

2

1

4

2
.

3

1

2

2

-

1

-

1

2

2

-

-

-

1

..

-

2

4

3

3

1

1

1

6

1

.

.

2
.

-

2

3

2

3

2
1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

. -

-

-

-

2

1

2

-

IN

2

-

:3

1

-

'-

2

.

.

3

2

2

1

61

-

-

2

-

-

-

-

-

-

3

1

2

2

1

-

1

4

4

3

2

1

1

2

4

1

2

3

6

1

3

1

-

-

6

-

-

-

2

2

-

1

2

3

1

1

1

2

3

1

-

-

-

-

-

1

A

1

2

-
-

-

2

1

-

-

-

1

-

1

2

1

-

-
1

-

2

1

-

1

61

1

1

1

-

-

-

-

1

-

.

.

1

MO

-

27

37

22

19

7

10

8

42

11

1

1

17

4

4

verage No. of Types of SEA/RW----
ontact per service area

----
5.8 5.5 4.0 5.7 3.0 1.0 4.3

-...._

3.3

,

2.0 6.0 4.0

3.4

5.0

3.5

5.0

3.3

3.0

2.7

4.0

Tr
4.1

--KY.atisfaction Grade 3.6 3.0 3.8. 4.0 3.0 2.5 3.3 3.5 2.8 3.8

*Contact made with SEA but unable to complete interview becausu respondent new to position.

`46Z 263
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Nature of Contacts

SEA respondents were asked to recall what types of contacts they had had with

RAP during the last year, the responses were coded into the following cate-

gories:

Introductory contact

Assistance with state handicap plan

Assistance with state implementation grant (SIG)

Participation on RAP advisory committee

Attendance or presentation at meetings, conferences,
or workshops, and further, whether RAP-sponsored,

SEA-sponsored, or co-sponsored

Work on SEA/Head Start collaboration or collaborative
agreements

Work on LEA/Head Start collaboration or collaborative
agreements

Information exchanges by phone, mail, or at meetings

Use of RAP materials or publications

SEA's use of RAP as a resource othdr than a workshop

presentation (e.g., RAP assists in adapting state
guidelines for screening and assessment)

RAP's use of SEA as a resource other than a workshop
presentation (e.g., SEA provides information on Child

Find in the state)

Mutual projects (e.g., co-sponsored training for Head

Start and public school personnel on transitioning).

Other

Analysis continued to multiply-code contacts; for example, if an SCA and RAP

worked together on developing a collaborative agreement between the SEA and

Head Start, and as part of that effort the SEA received copies of model agree-

ments sent by RAP, two contacts were coded.

The average number of types of contact per RAP service area was 4,1, up from

3.9 a year ago, and the highest level attained thus far. The number and per-

centage of states reporting each type of contact follows, in order of frequency.

Comparisons are made with the two previous reporting periods.
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Number of States

6/82 6/81 6/80

Information exchange 42 45 44

Meetings/conferences/
workshops 37 34 36

Advisory committee parti-
cipation 27 33 28

RAP materials publications 22 19 8

SEA/HS collaboration/
agreements 19 22 23

Other 17 4 12

Mutual projects 11 5 7

SEA used as a resource 10 4 12

RAP used as a resource 8 14 13

LLA/HS collaboration/
agreements 7 5 6

Introductory contact 4 9 4

Assistance with SIG 1 2. ND

Assistance w/state he plan 1 2

None 4 4 1

ND No data

Percent of States

1?qaPrtiqa

6/82 6/81 6/80 4

82 % 85 % 90 %

73 64 73

53 62 57

43 36 16

37 42 47

33 8 24 4

22 9 14

20 8 24

16 26 27

14 9 12

8 17 8

2 4 NU

2 4

8 8 2

For the fourth year, information exchange was the most important function of

RAP for the SEAs (42 SEAS or 82%). Of the 42 SEAs reporting information ex-

change, 86 percent (36 SEAs) indicated it occurred by telephone, 71 percent

(30 SEAs) by mail, and 26 percent (11 SEAs) in person. Each of these figures

is similar to a year ago except for contact with RAP in person, which fell by

one-half. Thirty-seven SEAs (73%) said RAP or the SEA had attended or pre-

sented at each others' meetings, workshops, or conferences, or had co-sponsored

them. Slightly over one-half of the SEAs (27 SEAs or 53%) reported participa-

tion on RAP advisory committees.

Table 20, compares the overall findings with those of the two previous June

inquiries. Three types of contact have been mentioned most frequently for four

consecutive years, and in addition have retained the same order of frequency:
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information exchange; attendance and/or participation at meetings, conferences,

and workshops; and advisory committee participation. Furthermore, the number

of SEAs reporting these types of contacts is comparable for the four reporting

periods. The number of SEAs noting that they have received specific materials

from RAP (other than mass mailings) is higher than in June a year ago, and has

surpassed the number of SEAs reporting work on SEA/Head Start collaboration

agreements, which had been the fourth highest type of contact for three years.

"Other" types of contacts have risen four-fold over the past year, and mutual

projects have doubled, as reported by SEAs. It is likely that activities in

these two categories have increased in number as RAPs and SEAs have explored

new projects together, in some cases because collaborative agreements are al-

ready in place and energies can be directed toward other goals. RAPS' use

of SEAs as a resource (other than for workshops, etc.) has more than doubled

over the past year, but the reverse shows fewer SEAs calling on RAPs as a re-

source. The number of SEAs citing introductory contacts by RAPs has also

fallen, since there were no new RAPs this year.

Satisfaction

Respondents were asked to rate their satisfaction with RAP's work on a scale

of one to four, with one at the low end. Exact numerical values were record-

ed (e.g., 2.8, 3.0, 3.5) and used in computations, "No opinion" responses to

the satisfaction question were included or not included.in the tables depend-

ing on the reason respondents did not rate their satisfaction. The "no opinion"

of a new SEA contact, only recently associated with RAP, was eliminated from

the computations. A "no opinion" response based on lack of contact between

the SEA and RAP scored a value of one -- in effect a penalty -- and was includ-

ed in the satisfaction grade.

Overall satisfaction has remained almost constant for three years, t: year

dropping slightly to 3.J, from 3.4 in each of the two previous years. A com-

parison of satisfaction rates for the three reporting periods follows:
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Comparative Findings on Satisfaction With
RAP Work Expressed By SEAs

032 6/81 6/80

Enthusiastic (4.0) 47% 45% 41 %

Satisfied (3.0 - 3.9) 39 34 47

Some reservations (2.0 - 2.9) 4 2 8

Dissatisfied (1.0 - 1.9) 0 2 0

No opinion (1.0) 8 6 2

No opinion (0) 2 11 2

National Grade 3.3

1
3.4 3.4

Eighty-six percent of the respondents in this inquiry rated RAP at 3.0 or above,

indicating that the majority of SEAs are satisfied to enthusiastic about RAPs'

work. This is up from the preceding June reporting period, but comparable to

June 1980. No SEAs reported dissatisfaction with RAP services. Satisfaction

scores increased C.; six RAPs; at three RAPs satisfaction levels remained the

same since the June 1981 report; and at six RAPs satisfaction dropped. The

latter is due in part to respondents who reported lack of contact and offered

"no opinion" on satisfaction.

.

Most Valuable Service

SEAs were asked to relate what they considered to be the most valuable service

that RAP offers. Forty-seven SEAs responded with a variety of services they

value, some naming more than one. Ali SEAs with whom interviews were completed

responded to the question. RAPs' most valuable services, as identified by SEAs,

show a broad spectrum of assistance rendered on several levels: providers of

services to young handicapped children, to the children themselves, and to their

families.

The responses fell into the following general categories (in order of frnquenly): I

RAP serving as a liaison between LEA/SEA and Head Start; training; RAP serving

as a resource to Head Start, which tied with RAP serving as a resource to SEA;

RAP serving as a resource an general (information exchange, information re-

sources, advocacy, accessibility); collaboration efforts; materials (including
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RAP products, media, publications, and manuals); and "other." Twenty-one SEAs

valued RAP's role as a liaison between Las or SAs and Head Start, double the

number reported in either of,the previous June inquiries. This service sur-

passes training which was cited by fifteen SEAs this year, but was mentioned

most frequently both in June of 1981 and 19130. Ten SEAs felt RAP's greatest

value is serving as a resource to Head Starts. The same number of SEAS cited

RAP as a valuable resource to them or their agency. Seven SEAs felt RAP has

served as a general resource, the same number reported in June 1981. Four SEAs

cited RAP's efforts to facilitate collaboration between SEAs, LLAs, and Head

Starts; four SEAs also cited RAP's provision of direct or indirect services to

handicapped children and their families. Materials were mentioned by only two

SEAs, a decrease from each of the two previous inquiries. One SEA was unable

to offer an opinion of RAP's most valuable service because she was new to her

position, Three SEAs offered no opinion because contact with RAP had been lac-

ing.

Problems

Ninety-eight percent (50) of the SEA respondents reported no problems in their

dealings with RAP. Only one penble was cited: a delay in receiving a draft

update of the existing S(:A/Head Start agraement, which the SEA is hopeful can

go into effect in the fall. My espondent was quick to say that she has good

rapport with RAP and expects a timely rewlution.

Sulantil,c,ns

Twelve SEAs (24%) of'fwed suggestion~ to improve RAP operations. Suggestions

fell into four general areas: improved communication, state-specific tasks

relative to individual RAW, improved collaboration efforts, and suggestions

to imprnie or enhance PAP operations.

The gretwit number of si4gestions 0) were direced at state-specific tasks

relativc: to individual kAPs, These included exploring ways to train local

Head StA!'t programs to develop their own systems for staff development; focus-

iny "hand:; -un' training and tex:hnial essis'dne on teachers rather than handi-

cin coordloators, riow tm-site visits to two rural HeA.d F+art programs, closer
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coordination with the RTO to avoid duplication of efforts; and an investigation

into how other states provide preschool ;iandicap services when not mandated to

serve this population.
I

Three respondents offered suggestions to improve ,AP's role as an agent of col-

laboration. These were to improve coordination with the SEA to do joint train-

ing, and open the training to public school districts and to take a more active 4

role in working with LEAs. The third suggested that ACYF delegate responsibility

to RAP for the implementation of the collaborative agreement.

Three SEAs suggested more communication, such as more publicity about what Head

Start has accomplished and has to offer to public schools, which might lead

to more referrals for Head Start; a brochUre or one-page flyer on RAP services

for dissemination to public schools; and periodic activity reports to keep the

SEA up-to-date between RAP advisory committee meetings.

Finally, three SEAs offered suggestions to enhance RAP operations: more notice

for advisory committee meetings and training conferences; advance notice when

RAP will be on -site at Head Start programs; finally, increased funding for a

larger staff.

Correlations of Variables in RAPLSE.A Relationships

An attempt was.made by the evaluator to determine if a combination of factors

(satisfaction with RAP service, frequency of contact, primary initiator of con-

tact, and number of types of contact) had any significant bearing on RAP work

with SEAs. Correlations between satisfaction and frequency of communication,

primary initiator, etc., follow.

The most satisfied respondents were those with whom contact was frequent and

exchanges were mutual and varied. When the contacts were mutually initiated

the satisfaction grade was 3.7, compared to 3.3 when those contacts were RAP-

initiated. Respondents who reported contact with RAP on a monthly or more than

monthly basis had an average satisfaction grade of 3.9, compared to 3.3 for those

with occasional contact. Satisfied SEAs averaged 4.7 types of contact with

RAP.

4
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Where initiation of contact was mutual, 69 percent of the respondents reported

monthly or more frequent contact. Only 16 percent of the RAP-initiated contacts

were monthly or more often. Mutually-initiated contacts reported by SEAs aver-

aged 4.8 discrete types of contact; RAP-initiated contacts averaged 4.2 types

of contacts.

Those SEAs in contact with RAP monthly or more than monthly averaged 5.8 types

of contact; infrequent contact shows an average of only 2.6 types of contact.

Frequency of contact, SEA satisfaction, and number of types of contact for tach

RAP's home state were compared with the rest of the RAP's service area also.

(No comparisons can be made for the two lone-state RAPs.) For nine RAPs con-

tact was more frequent with the SEA in their home state than for the rest of

the service area; frequency was the same for one RAP; and in three states con-

tact was less often. Satisfaction was higher in nine home states, the same in

one, and lower in three.

The number of types of contact betwaen RAPs and home-state SEAs was higher for

seven RAPs compared to the rest of the :service area, the same for three, and

lower for three. Eleven home-state SEAs reported mutually-initiated contacts,

one felt that contact was primarily initiated by RAP, and one reported that no

contact had been initiated.

Individual RAP Summaries

Summaries for each RAP's work with the SEAs in its service area follow. They

contain the abbreviated contents of interviews with SEAs. Each summary is

introduced with findings on three indexes -- frequency of RAP/SEA contacts,

average number of discrete types of contacts, and overall SEA satisfaction.

The types of contacts are identified by an "X". The narrative addresses com-

parisons with national findings on the three indexes and certain types of con-

tacts are elaborated.
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New England RAP.

6/82 6/81 6/80

Frequency index 2.8 1.8 2.6

Average no. types of contact 5.8 3.8 3.6

Satisfaction grade 3.6 3.2 3.1

Aubreviated Contents of Interviews

States served CT ME MA NH RI VT NE RAP NAT'L

Frequency of contact Mi. 0 Mi. 0 0

Initiator of contact M R M .R R

Satisfaction 'rade 3.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 3.8 3.6 3.3

Ives of contact

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

....4=
-.1

rn=
.r.

g2

.

x

x

x

x

x

5.8 4.1

AC

Meetings, etc.

Materials

SEA/HS collab.

LEA/HS collab.

SEA as provider

RAP as provider

Info exchange

Mutual project

State plan

SIG

Other

Intro contact

None

.

The New England RAP shows an increase in all three indexes over the last in-

quiry in June 1981. Each index exceeds the national average for this reporting

period. Contact averaged almost monthly and satisfaction is Solid. The aver-

age number of types of contact is the second highest for the RAP network.

271
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Elaboration of Contacts

Connecticut: The SEA praised RAP's high level of effort in their work

to develop a collaborative agreement in the state. RAP and the SEA will

jointly sponsor training to introduce the agreement and to encourage local

agreements between Head Starts and public school staff.

Maine: Despite less frequent contact between RAP and the SEA this year,

the respondent feels her working relationship with RAP has been very

positive. Through the Maine Resource Center the SEA has coordinated with

RAP in providing services to handicapped preschoolers.

Massachusetts: RAP and the SEA are in frequent contact with each other,

in part because the respondent serves as the state's liaison to RAP in

fostering a collaborative working relationship between Head Start and

public schools. A brochure on collaboration was developed by RAP staff

and critiqued by the Massachusetts SEA, whose office will print it for

distribution to all New England states. .Each individual state will have

a "pull-out" with information specific to its own state. In addition to

working with the New England RAP, the respondent presented two workshops

at a Region VII RAP statewide conference in an effort to strengthen pub-

lic school/Head Start relationships.

New Hampshire: RAP was responsible for bringing together the SEA and a

Head Start director to review state regulations and to assess the state's

services for preschool handicapped children. The respondent is assist-

ing RAP to prepare materials and plan training that RAP will present next

fall on collaboration.

Vermont: RAP and the SEA have met together several times to explore pos-

sibilities for cost-effective collaborative efforts. RAP and the SEA have

jointly designed a questionnaire to be sent to Head Starts and LEAs in the

state to determine how they are collaborating with each other. RAP has

provided leadership in this effort by arranging meetings and collecting

and analyzing data.
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Rhode Island: The SEA respondent had only been in her position for four

weeks at the time of the telephone inquiry, and consequently was unable

to respond.to the survey questions. She did, however, report that RAP

had arranged a meeting with her to provide information and materials on

Head Start's handicap services and RAP.

Suggestions

Connecticut: The SEA would like ACYF to delegate responsibility to RAP

for implementing the new collaborative agreement with Head Start. The

RAP staff person who worked exclusively on interagency work in the state

served as a valuable Head Start counterpart to the SEA.

Most Valuable Service

Connecticut: Collaboration

Maine: RAP serves as a resource to Head Start

Massachusetts: RAP serves as a resource to the SEA; RAP serves as a

liaison between the SEA and Head Start.-

New Hampshire: Training and training materials.

Vermont: Collaboration.

Rhode Island: Unable to respond because of recent and limited contact

with RAP.
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New York University RAP

6/82 6/81 6/80

Frequency index 3.0 4.0 4.0

Average no. types of contact 5.5 5.5 4.0

Satisfaction grade .3.0 3.3 3.5

Abbreviated Contents of Interviews

6/82 Indexes

States served NJ NY N.Y.U. RAP NAT'L

Fre uenc of contact

Initiator of contact

0

MI

M+

M

3.0 2.6

Satisfaction _grade 2.0 4.0

x

x

x

x

x

310

5.1.5

3.3

4.1Tags of contact

x

x

x

x

x

AC

Meetings, etc.

Materials

SEA/HS collab.

LEA/HS collab.

SEA as provider

RAP as provider

Info exchange

Mutual project

State plan

SIG

Other

Intro contact

None

.

.

The New York University RAP has maintained monthly contact with SEAs. Satis-

faction is solid, but it has slipped from a year ago and falls somewhat below

the national average. The average number of types of contact exceeds the na-

tional average and is among the highest during this reporting period.
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Elaboration of Contacts

New Jersa: The SEA has provided RAP with materials used in training,

such as the stai,e plan and copies of state laws. He cites RAP as a help-

ful and nonpartisan resource.

New York: RAP has helped Head Start families work cooperatively with the

New York Early Childhood Direction Centers and has been instrumental in

working with the SEA to determine whether individual Head Start families

could make apnropriate use of funds for special education services through

Family Court. RAP assisted the SEA with their Child Count effort by pro-

viding information from a survey thy did on Head Start children ages 3 to

5 year-olds. An SEA/Head Start agreement is imminent.

Suggestions

New Jersey: The SEA would like to see RAP take a more active role in

working with LEAs. He also would like to see more visible activities be-

tween RAP and the RTO, such as joining together on a needs assessment to

avoid duplication of efforts.

Most V,luable Service

New Jersey: RAP serves as a liaison between the SEA and Head Start.

New York: RAP serves as a resource to Head Start (RAP has a comprehensive

concept of the need of Head Start); RAP serves as a liaison between the

SEA and Head Start.

2 7
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Ruion III RAP

6/82 6/81 6/80

Frequency index 3.0 3.0 3.2

Average no. types of contacts 4.0 4.2 4.6

Satisfaction grade 3.8 3.6 3.6

Abbreviated Contents of Interviews

6

States served DE DC MD PA VA WV R III RAP NAT'L

Frequency of contact M M M.4. Mg. 0 0 3.0 2.6

Initiator of contactMMMMRM
Satisfaction rade 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 3.5 4.0 3.3 3.3

Types of contact

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

4.0 4.1

AC

Meetings, etc.

Materials

SEA/HS collab.

LEA/HS collab.

SEA as provider

RAP as provider

Info exchange

Mutual project

State plan

SIG

Other

Intro contact

None

The Region III RAP exceeds the national average for frequency of contact, and

satisfaction is second highest within the network. The average number of types

of contact approximates the national average, falling only slighly below it.
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Elaboration of Contacts

District of Columbia: The SEA presented a training session at a RAP

mainstreaming conference.

Delaware: The SEA has had several meetings with RAP to develop an

interagency collaborative agreement.

Mar land: In lieu of a state agreement with Head Start, the SEA and RAP

are jointly preparing an Administrative Manual which will identify ways

for Head Start and public schools to work together, such as shared ser-

vices.

Pennsylvania: RAP presented training at two SEA-sponsored conferences

and also provided training to some intermediate unit staff. The SEA has

called upon RAP as a resource for parent and community involvement..

Virginia: At RAP's request the SEA made a presentptihn before a Head

Start group to explain the state's regulations regarding preschool handi-

capped children.

West Virginia: RAP provided the SEA with information on the number and

categories of Head Start handicapped children in the state.

Most Valuable Service

District of Columbia: Training; staff development; direct services to

handicapped preschoolers.

Delaware: Training.

Maryland: Training; advocacy at federal, state, and local levels for

young handicapped children and programs; rendering services to young

handicapped children.

Pennlylvania: RAP serves as a resource to the SEA.

Virginia: RAP serves as a resource to the SEA; accessibility.

West vjrluiattl: RAP serves as a resource to the SEA.
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Chapel Hill RAP

6/82 6/81 6/80

Frequency index 2.7 3.3 2.5

Average no. types of contact 5.7 4.5 3.3

Satisfaction grade 4.0 3.9 3.8

Abbreviated Contents of Interviews

6/82 Indexe

States served FL GA NC SC CH RAP 1 NAT'L

Frequency of contact Mi. M I 2.7 2.6

Initiator of contact M M R

4.0 4.0 [ 3.3

4.1

Satisfaction grade 4.0 4.0

Types of contact

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

"=
-4
111

XIC

i

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

-

x

5.7

AC

Meetings, etc.

Materials

SEA/HS collab.

LEA/HS collab.

SEA as provider

RAP as provider

Info exchange

Mutual project

State plan

SIG

Other

Intro contact

None

.

The SEAs served by Chapel Hill RAP continue to be very satisfied with the work

being performed by RAP. Satisfaction has been consistently high for four years.

This year it received the highest marks from each of the SEAs interviewed, giv-

ing RAP the highest satisfaction grade among the RAPs, tied with Alaska RAP.
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Average frequency of contact exceeds the national average but falls below that

of last year. The average number of types of contact rose considerably, again

to a level higher than the national average.

Elanoration of Contacts

Florida: The SEA attended an SFr: meeting in Georgia to describe what

is going on in Florida's preschool handicap programs and how SFCs in the

state relate to her office. The respondent meets with the SFCs on a

regular basis to discuss future directions in their working relationship.

The respondent has provided RAP with names of suggested trainers for RAP

conferences, as well as a copy of the state statute on diagnosing ex-

ceptional children for comparison with Head Start's criteria, RAP and

the SEA are identifying strategies for involving Head Starts in the plan-

ning process for preschool incentive grants, which are submitted by LEAs.

North Carolina: RAP assisted in the development of a guide on transition

of preschool handicapped children which was p"hlished by the state. RAP

and the SFCs review Preschool Incentive Grant proposals for the SEA.

RAP, the SEA, and others served on a Governor's Task Force on Day Care

which made recommendations for future directions of day care in the state.

South Carolina: The SEA has adopted some of the RAP's materials for

their use with 3- and 4-year-old children. The respondent feels that

RAP has followed through on suggestions made by the advisory committee.

Most Valuable Service

Florida: RAP serves as a liaison between the SEA and Head Start.

North Carolina: RAP serves as a resource to the SEA, especially on col-

laborative efforts; RAP serves as a liaison between the SEA and Head

Start.

South Carolina: RAP serves as a resource to Head Start; RAP serves as

a liaison between the SEA and Head Start; materials.

27!)
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Nashville RAN

6/82 6/81 6/80

Frequency index .7 1,0 4.0

Average lo. types of contacts 1.0 1.0 4.0

Sati ...don grade 2,5 2.0 4.0

Abbrevlated Contents of Interviews

6/82 Indexes

States served AL KY TN NASH RAP NAT'L

Frequency_ of contact I L 7 2 6

Initiator of contact _Al
J1 &

Satisfaction grade 3.5 3.0 1.n
.

Tyasof contact

x

x

x

x

1,12.____ _Li

AC

Meetings, etc.

Materials

SEA/HS'collab.

LEA/HS collab.

SEA as provider

RAP as provider

Info exchange

Mutual project

State plan

SIG

Other

Intro contact

None

1 Initiator not applicable.; SEA encountered RAP at a meeting by chance.

Initiator not applicable because no contact was made with SEA.
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Each of the three indexes for the Nashville RAP falls below thtl iwer.

age, with frequency of contact showing a decline over a year ago. Satisfw:-

ti on has risen and the average number of types of contact has remaind l.; tint.

For the second year in a row, the Nashville RAP :,,cores are the lowA o+!.11

for the RAP network.

Suggestions

Kentucky: The respondent would like to receive PAF activity reports to

keep up-to-date between advisory committee meetings,

Most Valuable Service

Alabama: RAP serves as a liaison betwev. the SEA and Head Start.

Kentuck.: Information on developments in otner states.

Tennessee: SEA unable to respond because of lack of contact with RAP.
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Info exchange

Mutual project

State plan

SIG

Other

Intro contact

None
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The Mississippi RAP hiss maintained solid satisfaction with the SSA. Frequency

of contact has risen to monthly, but the diversity of types of contact has

fallen from a year ago and is below the national average.
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E10oraqpnpfjpntacts

Mississippi: RAP has been working with the SEA on issues related to

the transition of children from Head Start to public schools.

Most Valuable Service

Mississippi: RAP serves as a liaison between the SLA and Head Start,

particularly with regard to the transition of handicapped children from

Head Start to public schools.

283
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The University of Illinois RAP

6/82 6/31 6/80

Frequency index 2.3 3.0 2.7

Average no. types of contact 4.3 5.7 4.3

Satisfaction grade 3.3 4.0 3.0

Abbreviated Contents of Interviews

6/82 Indexes

States served IL IN OH U OF I RAP NAT'L

Erkquencyof contact M+ I 0 2.3 2.6_______

Initiator of contact M R R

__ .......__

Satisfaction grade 4.0

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

4.0 2.0 3.3 3.3

Types of contact

x

x

x

x

x

4.3 4.1

AC

Meetings, etc.

Materials

SEA/HS collab.

LEA/HS collab.

SEA as provider

RAP as provider

Info exchange

Mutual project

Stage plan

sin

Other

Intro contact

None

.

.

Each of the three indexes at the University of Illinois RAP has decreased

from a year ago, but they exceed or approximate the national averages for

this year.
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Elaboration of Contacts

Indiana: RAP conducted a survey of public schools to document the kinds

of shared resources they have with Head Start.

Illinois: RAP and the SEA have co-sponsored meetings in the state re-

garding local collaboration and the Illinois Memorandum which deals with

interagency collaboration between the state and Head Start. They are

planning joint conferences for next year for. Head Start and LEA staff.

the respondent considers RAP her strongest contact outside the State

Department of Education this year.

Ohio: RAP has made use of the statO.s Regional Resource Centers and

a directory of services provided by the SEA.

Most Valuable Service

Indiana: RAP serves as a resourrl to Head Start.

Illinois: Training; RAP serves as a resource to Head Start; RAP serves

as a liaison between the SEA and Head Start.

Ohio: RAP provides assistance to the Ohio State Handicap Advocate,

I

I

25
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Portage RAP

6/82 6/81 6/80

Frequency inFlex 3.0 3.3 3.3

Average no. 'types of contact 3,3 3.7 4.3

Satisfacti,on grade 3.5 4.0 3.3

Abbreviated Contents of Interviews

6/82 Indexes

States ser ed MI MN WI PORT RAP NAT'L

Frequency of contact M+ 21 0

R

3. .6

Initiator of contact :

Satisfaction ,rade A 1 s 3.3

Types of contact

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

3.3 4.1

AC

Meetings, etc.

Materials

SEA/HS collab.

LEA/HS collab.

SEA as provider

RAP as provider

Info exchange

Mutual project

State plan

SIG

Other

Intro contact

None

Portage RAP is in monthly contact with the SEAs in its service area, a slight

decrease from a year ago, but higher than the national average frequency.

Satisfaction is solid despite a lower than average number of types of contact.
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Elaboration of Contacts

Minnesota: The SEA made a presentation at a RAP-sponsored workshop.

RAP and the SEA have worked together to strengthen the existing col-

laborative agreement.

Michigan: RAP is assisting the State Handicap Advocate in the develop-

ment of a collaborative agreement.

Suggestions

Michigan: RAP needs to continue to publicize what Head Start has to

offer and has accomplished so that referrals are made. to Head Start as

an alternative placement.

Most V,duable Service

Minnesota: Training; RAP serves as a resource to Head Start.

Michigan: RAP serves as a liaison between the SEA and Head Start;

information source on mainstreaming preschoolers.

Wisconsin: RAP's capacity to provide an overview of all agencies'

efforts -- serving as a source of information..
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Texas Tech RAP

6/82 6/81 6/80

Frequency index 1,8 1,8 2.3

Average no. types of contacts 2.0 2,6 3.0

Satisfaction grade 2.8 3.3 3.0

Abbreviated Contents of Interviews

6/82 Indexes

States served TX AR LA NM OK TT RAP NAT'L

Freauaof contact 0 hi+ N M 1 8 2,

Initiator of c ')ntact M qpil ,M NA1 M

N.O. N.O.
Satisfactiour-EllAjlLa4,9 1,0 4,0 2,8 3.3

T 'es of contact 2.0 4.1

AC

Meetings, etc.

Materials

x x

x

x

SEA/HS collab. x x

LEA/HS collab.

SEA as provider

RAP as provider

Info exchange

Mutual project

x x

x

,

State plan
.

SIG

Other

Intro contact

None x x

am.1**,....11....

1 NA - Initiator not applicable because of lack of contact
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Satisfaction with the Texas Tech RAP has decreased over the past year and

falls below the national average, due primarily to the lack of contact with

two respondents. Of those who rated their satisfaction with RAP, all gave

the highest marks. The average number of types of contact has fal(len,p5q-

gressively over the last three years.

Elaboration of Contacts

Oklahoma: The respondent cites RAP for top-notch information and

feels that Head Start could serve as a model for public schools.

Louisiana: RAP and the SEA are developing procedures to implement

the collaborative agreement.

Texas: RAP and the SEA have met together to discuss collaborative

efforts with Head Start.

Most Valuable Service

Oklahoma: RAP coordination efforts between Head Starts and public

schools in rural areas.

Louisiana: RAP serves as a resource to the SEA.

Texas: RAP serves as a resource to the SEA; RAP serves as a liaison

between the SEA and Head Start.

2611
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6/82 6/81 6/80

Frequency index 3.3 2.0 2.8

Average no. types of contacts 6.0 4.0 4.0

Satisfaction grade 3.8 3.4 3.0

Abbreviated Contents of Interviews

6/82 Indexes

States served IA KS MO NE R, VII RAP NAT'L

FrequencLof contact 0 Mi. M M+ 3.3 2.6

Initiator of contact M M M M

Satisfaction grade

'ryas of contact

3,0 4.0 4..

x

.X

x

x

x

4.

x

x

x

x

x

x

-----.---
,8

6.O

.

4.1

x

A

x

x

x

X

x

x

x

x

x

x

AC

Meetings, etc.

Materials

SEA/HS collab.

LEA/HS collab.

SEA as provider

RAP as provider

Info exchange

Mutual project

State plan

SIG

Other

Intro contact

None

The SEAS served by the Region VII RAP report high satisfaction with RAP's work,

more than monthly contact, and the highest average number of types of contact

for the network. Each of the indexes exceeds the national average and repre-

sents an increase over last year.
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Elaboration of Contacts

Missouri: RAP served on the planning committee for an SEA-sponsored

conference, Young Years, which retched an audience of public school

personnel, Head Start staff, private programs, and teacher training

programs. RAP staff made presentations at the conference and arranged

for the Massachusetts SEA representative to make a presentation on mail-

streaming through the media.

Kansas: RAP sits on an SEA advisory committee which serves as an inter-

agency group. The SEA attends Head Start directors' meetings at RAP's

invitation. RAP staff drafted a constitution to create a chapter of the

Division of Early Childhood of the Council for Exceptional Children.

RAP was instrumental in the developmr t of a collaborative agreement be-

tween Head Start and the public schools, which was recently signed.

Iowa: The SEA attends Head Start handicap coordinator meetings at

RAP's invitation.

Nebraska: RAP and the SEA have conducted joint training on several

occasions (e.g., at a state conference.for public schools and Head Starts

and at regional meetings across the state).to promote collaborative work

between public school and Head Start staff.

Suggestions

Missouri: The SEA feels RAP training needs to be directed more at the

"hands-on" people (teachers) rather than the handicap coordinators.

Most Valuable Service

Missouri: RAP services as a liaison between the SEA and Head Start.

Kansas: Training; RAP serves as a liaison between the SEA and Head Start;

materials provided to handicap coordinators.
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Iowa: RAP serves as a resource to Head Start.

Nebraska: RAP serves as d liaison between the SEA and the Head Start.
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University of Denver RAP

6/82 6/81 6/80

Frequency index 2.3 2.5 N/A

Average no. types of contact 4.0 3.3 N/A

Satisfaction grade 3.4 3.8 N/A

Abbreviated Contents of Interviews

6/82 Indexes

States Served CO MT ND

9

SD UT

0

WY U_of D RAP

2.3_

NAT'L

Freguen_a_of contact M+ 0

Initiator of contact M M R R 14

,9

g_

Satisfaction grade
4.0 4.0 3.0 3.0 3.5 3.0 3.4 3.3

Types of contact

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

4.0 4.1

AC

Meetings, etc.

Materials

SEA/HS coliab.

LEA/HS collab.

SEA as provider

RAP as provider

Info exchange

Mutual project

State plan

SIG

Other

Intro contact

None

x

x

x

x,

.

.

Each of the three indexes for the University of Denver RAP exceeds or approxi-

mates the national average. Frequency of contact and satisfaction have both

fallen somewhat from a year ago, but satisfaction remains solid, nevertheless.
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Elaboration of Contacts

Colorado: RAP and the SEA have jointly sponsored several workshops for

public schools and Head Start to encourage and promote collaborative ef-

forts at the local level.

North Dakota: RAP and the SEA are working together to revise the exist-

ing interagency agreement.

South Dakota: The SEA made a presentation at a RAP-sponsored main-

streaming conference.

Montana: The SEA views RAP as a vital part of the early childhood handi-

cap scene in the state. The respondent met with RAP to discuss possible

collaborative efforts.

Utah: RAP and the SEA have worked together to understand how other states

have brought about coordination through Preschool Incentive Grants, and

where federal and state regulations.are in conflict with one another in an

effort to implement grants in Utah.

Wyoming: RAP has met with the SEA to discuss possible collaborative

efforts with Head Start.

SuEestions

Colorado: Funding increases would help to add more staff to cover RAP's

vast service area.

Utah: The respondent would like RAP to investigate how states bring

about preschool services when they are not mandated to serve preschool

handicapped children.

Most Valuable Service

Colorado: Training; RAP serves as a liaison between the. SEA and Head

Start.
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North Dakota: RAP servea as a resource to Head Start; RAP serves as a

liaison between the SEA and Head Start.

South Dakota: Training; RAP serves as a liaison between the SEA and

Head Start.

Montana: Training.

UTAH: RAP serves as a resource to the SEA.

Wyoming: Training.
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Los Apssles RAp,

6/82 6/81 6/80

Frequency index 1.7 3.0 3.7

Average no. types of contacts 5.0 4.7 4.7

Satisfaction grade 3.5 3.5 3.6

Abbreviated Contents of Interviews

6 82 Indexes

States served AZ CA NV LA RAP NAT'L

Frequency of contact

Initiator of contact

0 I S .

11 14 ti

Satisfaction grade 3,5 3.0 4 0 3.5 1.1

Types of contact

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

5.D 4,1

AC

Meetings, etc.

Materials

SEA/HS collab.

LEA/HS collab.

SEA as provider

RAP as provider

Info exchange

Mutual project

State plan

SIG

Other

Intro contact

None

.

.

The SEAs served by the Los Angeles RAP continue to be very satisfied with RAP's

work despite less frequent contact by RAP. The satisfaction grade exceeds the

national average but frequency of contact has dropped considerably. Nonethe-

less, the average number of types of contact remains high.
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Elaboration of Contacts

California: RAP and the SEA co-sponsored a series of four workshops for

Head Start and public school personnel. The SEA has provided clarifica-

tion on issues dealing with the development of local interagency agree-

ments. RAP is working with the SEA to update the existing interagency

agreement with the State Department of Education and Head Start.

Arizona: RAP and the SEA worked with Head Start grantees to prepare

for the receipt of PL 94-142 entitlement funds, which programs received

for the First time this year.

Nevada: The SEA called on RAP for information on testing of handicapped

children and for training of child care providers. A memo was sent to

local school districts identifying Head Start as a possible placement

for preschool handicapped children.

Problem

California: The respondent is disappointed about the response to her

request to update the interagency agreement. The state has revised their

part of the agreement and now is waiting for Head Start. She cites good

rapport with RAP and expects a resolution, but the delay has been prob-

lemsome for her.

Suggestions

California: The respondent would like more advance notice for advisory

committee meetings and conferences. She also suggests that RAP develop

a brochure or one-page flyer about RAP services for distribution to pub-

lic schools.

Nevada: The SEA would like to see RAP offer on-site assistance to two

remote, rural Head Start programs, but she recognizes the cost con-

straints involved.
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Most Valuable Service

California: RAP serves as a liaison between the SEA and Head Starts;

collaboration at the local level.

Arizona: Training; RAP serves as a resource to Head Start.

Nevada: Training; RAP serves as a resource to the SEA; RAP serves as

a resource to Head Start.
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Pacific RAP

6/82 6/81 6/80

Frequency index 3.5 3.0 3.5

Average no. types of contacts 5.0 2.7 4.8

Satisfaction grade 3.3 2.8 3.3

Abbreviated Contents of Interviews

6/82 Indexes

States served HI GU NMI PTT PACIFIC RAP NAT'L

Frequency of contact M+ 3.5 6

Initiator of contact M R

Satisfaction grade 3.5 3.0 3.3 3.3

ypes of contact

X

x

x

..
:...i
I n
20.
,...

rnZ

x

x

X

x

x

..
.

-1
rn
20
.ct

rn

.

AC

Meetings, etc.

Materials

SEA/HS collab.

LEA/HS collab.

SEA as provider

RAP as provider

Info exchange

Mutual project

State plan

SIG

Other

Intro contact

None

Each of the three indexes has increased for the Pacific RAP, and either ex-

ceeds or equals the national average. Frequency of contact occurs on a more

than monthly basis and the number of types of contact has almost doubled.

Satisfaction is solid alc equals the national average. No interviews were
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conducted with the representatives from Guam or thr Pacific Trust Territory,

after numerous attempts by the interviewers.

Elaboration of Contacts

Hawaii: RAP and the SEA are working together to assist Head Start pro-

grams located on. Department of Education campuses benefit from services

offered to the public schools.

Northern Mariana Islands: The respondent sent staff members to attend

,RAP training when it was held in the islands.

slupstions

Northern Mariana Islands: The SEA would like RAP to give advance notice

when they plan to be on-site, so that she can plan ahead to coordinate,

with Head Start.

Most Valuable Service

Hawaii: RAP serves as a liaison between the SEA and Head Start.

Northern Mariana Islands: Training.

1

0
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Portland State University RAP

Frequency index

Average no, types of contact

Satisfaction grade

6/82 6/81 6/80

2.3 1.0 N/A

3.0 2.0 N/A

2.7 3.0 N/A

Abbreviated Contents of Interviews

6/82 Indexes

states served ID OR WN PSU RAP NAT'L

Frequency of contact N M+ M 2.3 C.6

Initiator of contact NA1 M M

satisfaction grade
N $

1,0 4.0 3,0 2,7 3,3

'es of contact

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

....

3.0 4.1

AC

Meetings, etc.

Materials

SEA/HS collab.

LEA/HS collab.

SEA as provider

RAP as provider

Info exchange

Mutual project

State plan

SIG

Other

Intro contact

None

.

.

.

.

.

1 NA - Initiator not applicable because of lack of contact
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Two of the throe indexes for the Portland State University RAP have increased

over a year ago, but all three indexes fall below the national averages. Satis-

faction has slipped, but last year's grade had been based on only one respondent.

Frequency of contact has risen and approximates the national average, and the

average number of types of contact has also increased.

Elaboration of Contacts

Washington: RAP has met with the Washington Interagency Committee.

Oregon: The SEA and RAP are compiling a compendium regarding local col-

laboration issues, which is now in a draft stage. An interpretation of

the Head Start interagency agNiement'with the State Department of Education

is being used as a model for local level agreements.

Idaho: Contact with RAP has been indirect through the Idaho STATO.

Suggestions

Washington: The respondent would like RAP to open its training to

school districts. In addition, she would like to see RAP coordinate

more with the SEA to do joint training.

Idaho: RAP should explore ways to train local Head, Start programs to

develop their own system for staff development.

Most Valuable Service

Washington: RAP serves as a resource to the SEA.

Oregon: RAP serves as a resource to the Head Start.

Idaho: Training.
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Alaska RAP

6/82 6/81 6/80

Frequency index 4.0 3.0 3.0

Average no. types of contact 4.0 3.0 5.0

Satisfaction grade 4.0 4.0 4.0

Abbreviated Contents of Interview

6/82 Indexesr
State served AK AK RAP NAT'L

Frequency of contact M+ 4.0 2.6

Initiator of kNitact M

Satisfaction grade 4.0 4.0 3.3

Types of contact

x

x

x

x

4.0 4.1

AC

Meetings, etc.

Materials

SEA/HS collab.

LEA/HS collab.

SEA as provider

RAP as provider

Info exchange

Mutual project

State plan

SIG

Other

Intro contact

None

Alaska RAP has maintained the high satisfaction with the SEA it serves for the

fourth year and shares the highest marks for satisfaction with Chapel Hill RAP.

Contact has been on a more than monthly basis, and the average number of types

of contact approximates the national average.
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q.boratipnpfcontacts

Alaska: The state prov.des a grant to RAP to replicate its services with

public schools and thereby p vide wider coverage of RAP services. The

respondent feels that RAP i. ied upon heavily in the state.

Most Valuable Service

Alaska: Direct services provided to children and their families; Child

Find services.
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Evalutiop_pf_Lopmand Short-Term Effects of RAP Traininc

Training of Head Start personnel, especially teaching staff, in mainstreaming

and other supportive services for handicapped children has been one of the

major tasks for the RAP program since 1978-79. For the third year in a row,

RLA's evaluation of this training has been based directly on participant's'

reactions, using a form distributed to participants at training conferences

plus follow-up telephone interviews with a sample of respondents contacted at

least three months after their training took place.

The 15 RAPs held a total of 168 conferences. RAP distributed a preprinted

RLA training evaluation questionnaire at approximately mie-third of these meet-

ings, with the sealed returns shipped directly to evaluation staff for tabula-

tion and analysis. In this manner, reactions to RAP training were obtained for

2,979 participants at 59 separate meetings. For each RAP, reactions were ob-

tained for at least two and as many as six training conferences (see Table 22,

Numbers of Training Conferences and Training Participants, by RAP).

Questions on the evaluation form were nearly identical to those asked of parti-

cipants in 1979-80 and 1980-81, facilitating a review of trends in training

over time as well as a report on the effects of training efforts in the 1981782

program year. Where changes in wording did occur these are noted as they

affect particular topics in the text below.

Our discussion of training is divided into four sections. First, a review is

provided of the highlights of the RAP program's training efforts in 1981-82.

Second, more detailed information is presented on each training evaluation

topic. Third, additional data are provided from the long-term follow-up tele-

phone interviews. 'ihe discussion concludes with a brief summary.

kLisitLightc of_iaaL-112_1mfgr' ences,

A total of 13,278 persons partWpated in RAP training in 1981-82. Most con-

ferences were two-day meetings. A few were longer; in some areas one day

meetings were more often the case (for example, the conferences arranged by

____________
4Wevious

-
RAP evaluations provided a s,ngle large summary table for all train-

ing data. In this report, the same data has been broken up into'several

separate tables to improve the presentation.
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Table 22

Numbers of State Training Conferences and Training Participants, by RAP

.......71.M.
Conferences

RAP: Total: Number

Evaloated:41.
New England 7 3

NYU 9 2

Region III 14 3

Chapel Hill 15 4

Nashville 12 6

Mississippi 7 3

U. of Illinois 11 4

Portage 9 4

Texas Tech 15 3

Region VII 8 6

U. of Denver 26 6

Los Angeles 10 5

Pacific 11 5

PSU 7 3

Alaska 7 2

All RAPs 168 59

.

Participants

Tutal: Evaluation
Respondents:

Long-Term
Respondents:°

717 155 4

1,418 442 6

1,585 285 6

1,164 133 6

1,098 402 8

624 183 8

1,630 316 2

937 171 8

1,557 108 2

356 134 4

670 121 6

782 289 8

309 129

388 87 4

43 24 2

13,278 2,979 74

`Numbers of evaluation respondents from each RAP included in a subsample inter-

view by telephone at least three months following their training. See dis-

cussion in text, page 313),
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the Los Angeles RAP, which reported difficulty in getting participants released

for longer sessions). In Region VIII a larger number of meetings were provided

to bring the training to as many sites as possible in this very large service

area. In the case of the Pacific RAP, conferences took the form of 11 one-

to-fifteen-day meetings scattered among the Hawaiian and Micronesian islands.

Overall, over 96 percent of the responding participants were Head Start staff;

two-thirds of all these participants were teaching staff (teachers, aides, or

home visitors). Table 24, Additional Barkground of Participants, by RAP, reveals

that more than half the respondents reported that they work directly with handi-

capped children, and another 19 percent work indirectly with them. Others have

no current contact with children with handicaps. Slightly more than 42 percent

of the trainees had not experienced RAP mainstreaming training before. Others

did have such exposure, and many of these noted that they were now interested

in increased training depth and detail, building on prior lessons. Among the

other kinds of participants were parents, students, volunteers, child welfare

advocates, and day care teachers.

Participants rated their RAP training conferences very favorably. Over half

said the training was "excellent" and virtually all the rest thought it was

"good." Other possible responses were "fair" or "poor," ratings used by only

three percent of the respondents and distributed widely across all the RAPs.

Trainees citedexposure to nearly seven training workshop topics, on the aver-

age. Among the most commonly cited subjects were "planning for each child,"

mentioned by 54 percent of the respondents; "parent-teacher relationships"

(SOW "parent involvement" (46%)' "expectations and techniques" (54%); and

"mainstreaming" (45%). In addition, 82 percent of the surveyed trainees cited

at least one particular handicap condition as a topic which they had reviewed

in workshops; the average participant obtained information on 3.4 specific

handicap conditions.

Asked what they learned, trainees cited an average of 4.3 topics. The lead-

ing responses were "new ways to work with handicapped children," mentioned by

66 percent; "working more comfortably with handicapped children" (62%); learn-

ing about "new and useful materials" (51%); "working more comfortably with

parents of handicapped children" 00%); and "information on resources" (48%).
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Other potential learning was noted by only a minority of trainees: "building

job confidence" (37%); learning "what mainstreaming is" (33%); "ising Head

Star't mainstreaming manuals" (24%); learning "new ways in home-based settings"

(22%); learning about "working with other agencies" (20%); and learning about

"record keeping" (19%).

Trainees estimated that they would do things differently as a result of their

experiences. On the average 4.2 .changes were expected, the most common being

closer observation of handicapped children (cited by 68% of the respondents).

Other kinds of expected changes named by substantial numbers of trainees in-

cluded "using new methods with handicapped children" (53%); "using new resources

or materials" (494); "working closer with other staff" (49%); "relating better

to parents" (44%); "planning for each child" (4I%); and "planning with parents"

(38%). Less frequently cited kinds of change were "keeping better records"

(24%); "developing IEP's" (25%); and "using manuals" (24%). Trainees who al-

ready use the manuals, develop IEPs, etc., could not report such types of

change, of course. Long-term evaluation survey data indicate that these ex-

pectations about changed practices were in fact fulfilled (see page 315.)

As in the past, participants were invited to report any problems experienced

with the RAP training. Seventy-two percentof the respondents reported no

problems at all. Of the rest, the kinds of difficulties rncountered fall into

several distinct clusters. The most common problem mentioned is "not enough

time," cited by eight percent. As already noted, RAPs are subject to many con-

straints in the amount of training they can offer, including limits on budgets,

ability of Head Starts to release staff, and sheer logistical limits, especial-

ly in the largest geographic 'treas. It is also likely that too little time

can be viewed as a positive indication that attendees want additional infor-

mation. The next most common kind of problem is that of equipment and/or

space difficulties, mentioned by six percent. Other kinds of reported prob-

lems have more to do with the quality of the training itself. Four percent

of the respondents said it was "too general" or that it was "not what I ex-

pected." Three percent said the content was "too simple" and only one-half

of one percent felt it was "too difficult," a ratio.of response consistent

for virtually all the RAPs save the Pacific RAP, which dealt with a very
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different type of trainee and training situation, including severe language

barriers.

Respondents, when invited to make suggestions for next year's training, called

for help ir ."working with parents" much more frequently (44% of all trainees)

than any other topic. Other relatively common suggestions were "training for

supervisory staff," cited by 30 percent; further work on IEPs and assessment,

each cited by 26 percent;. diagnosis of handicapping conditions (25%); and

,screening (22%). Sixteen percent of the trainees expressed interest in fur-

ther training on one or more specific handicap conditions, most frequently

naming emotional disturbance (cited by five percent) and speech impairment

(four percent). Five percent also cited a need for training on handicapping

conditions without specifying particular disabilities. Fifteen percent had

no suggestions to make. Five percent had "other" suggestions which included

provision of training on such topics as hyperactivity, behavior management,

abuse and neglect of handicapped children, fetal alcohol syndrome and drug-

related handicaps, and many more subjects suvjasted by only one or two re-

spondents.

Detailed Training Outcomes

Conference r.'7e and Approach. Table 229 provided earlier, shows considerable

variation ire the size of the training conferences arranged by RAPs. Dividing

total participants by the number of meetings, the average attendance rankings

are:

Average Number of
RAr Attendees/Conferences

NYU 158

U of I 148

Region III 113

Portage 104

Texas Tech 104

New England 102

Nashville 92

Mississippi 89

Chapel Hill 78

30 9
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RAP
Average Number of
Attendees/Conferences

Los Angeles 78

PSU 55

Region VII 45

Pacific 28

Denver U. 26

Alaska 6

Overall 79

These variations are partially attributable to regional influences and partial-

ly to predilections on the part of RAPs to hold large or small sessions. New

York University RAP chose to hold meetings which could be attended by sizable

numbers of people; the University of Denver did not, and these inferences are

reflected in the rankings.

Additional variations were observed in the content of, and approach to, train-

ing on the part of RAPs. For example, in Region I, the New England RAP use

personnel from Children's Hospital to present training. The New York Univer-

sity RAP set out to provide special training for Head Start social service

staff, and this is reflected in the background of participants -- it trained,

more than twice the portion of those specialists, compared to other RAPs (see

Table 23, Background of Training Participants, by RAP). Region III RAP offered

sessions on stress and burnout for staff working with handicapped children which

proved to be popular. Chapel Hill's training, as in the past, was organized

around the well-developed cluster system used in Region IV for the delivery of

Head Start handicap services. The released-time problem and two different ap-

proaches to it are illustrated by the experiences of the University of Illinois

and Los Angeles RAPs. The University of Illinois went ahead with two-day meet-

ings, but felt attendance was curtailed because many people could not break free

for those lengthy sessions. The Los Angeles RAP scheduled one-day meetings,

but 10 percent of its trainees said that "more time was needed, or that a

break in the conference would have helped, or that there wasn't enough choice

of workshop sessions. The University of Denver's decision to hold many smaller

on-site meetings in its large service region has already been noted, as has



Table 23

Background of Training Participants, by RAP

4.....-6 3, ___ __ _ _6... ...____ ... _

Head Start Personnel: Percent:
Non-

No

Teaching Staff Other StaffRAP Total Head
Response

Total

Head

Start

Starts
or

Unknown
Teachers Aides

Home

Visitors
Total

Teaching
Social

Service

HC

Coord.

Other
Admin.a

All

Otherb

NE 34.2% 20.6% 5.8% 60.6% 7.1% 3.9% 19.4% 6.3% 97.4%d 0.6% 1.9% 100.0%a

NYU 40.7 13.6 7.0 61.3 21.3 5.4 3.9 6.8 98.6d 0.2 1.1 100.0d

R. III 37.9 18.9 12.3 69.1 4.2 6.0 10.9 7.5 97.5d 0.7 1.8 100.0

CH ..., 37.6 12.0 3.0 52.6 6.0 9.0 13.6 9.1 90.2d 2.3 7.6 100.0d

Nash 39.6 21.9 3.5 64.9d 3.7 5.5 5.4 15.6 '95.3d - 4.7 100.0

Mis's 41.0 39.3 1.6 8?.0d 0.5 2.7 2.2 6.0 93.4 - 6.6 100.0

UI 33.9 25.6 4.1 63.6 11.1 1.9 7.9 11.9 96.5d 0.9 2.5 100.0d

Port 40.4 15.8 11.1 67.3 8.8 9.9 8.2 4.1 98.2d 1.8 - 100.0

TTU 46.3 18.5 3.7 68.5 5.6 2.8 7.5 11.9 96.3 2.8 0.9 100.0

R. VII 23.9 24.6 0.7 49.3d 7.5 6.0 . 6.7 23.7 93.3d 5.2. 1.5 100.0

UD 28.1 19.8 9.1 57.0 4.1 8.3 8.3 19.1' 96.7d 1.7 1.7 100.0d

LA 36.0 17.0 9.7 62.6d 6.9 2.8 10.4 12.6 95.5d 2.4 2.1 100.0,

Pac 45.L 27.1 - 72.1 0.8 2.3 12.4 10.9 98.4d 0.8 0.8 100.0

PSU 28.7 27.6 1.1 57.5d 9.2 1.1 6.8 25.2 100.0d - - 100.0

AK 37.5 37.5 - 75.0 - - 4.2 8.4 87.5d 4.2 8.4 100.0d

All

RAPs
37.4% 20.9% , 5.8% 64.1% 8.1% 4.8% 8.1% 11.3% 96.3%d 1.1% 2.5% 100.0%d

Notes: (a) Includes HS Directors, other component coordinators/administrators.

(b) Parents, nonteaching aides, clerical, specialists (nurses, etc.), other support staff (cooks, drivers,

etc.), volunteers, and others indicating they were HS staff but not indicating their positions.

(c) LEA personnel, other local agency staff, service providers, students, teachers from other preschools or

day care centers, advocates, and other non-HS who did not designate their statuses. Note: no respondents

were SEA personnel. No respondents were ACYF staff or contractors.

(d) Total does not add exactly owing to rounding.
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the Pacific RAP's schedule of lengthy conferences in Micronesia for grantees

who require more intensive experience as a result ofthe conditions under which

they operate.

Background of Trainees

RAP mainstreaming training is primarily aimed at Head Start teaching personnel.

Ninety-six percent of the surveyed respondents were Head Start staff, the same

as last year; however, the proportion that were teaching staff has dropped to

64 percehi.., compared to 72 percent in 1980-81. Detailed breakdowns for all

RAPs are provided in Table 23. New York University, Region VII, Univer-

sity of Denver, and Portland State University RAPs all reached proportionately

fewer Head Start teachers this year than last. The Portage and Alaska RAPs

increased the shares of teachers among their trainees. Overall, the RAPs

reaching the highest proportions of teaching personnel were Mississippi (82%

of all its trainees), Alaska (75%), and the Pacific RAP (72%), while the low-

est shares of teaching staff among the surveyed trainees were observed at the

Region VII RAP (49%), Chapel Hill (53%),.the -University of Denver (59%), and

Portland State University (58%) RAPs.

Other Head Start personnel made up the bulk of the remaining trainees. As

noted earlier, New York University made a particular effort to reach social

service staff and was successful in doing so. AboUt a quarter of all train-

ees surveyed at the Region VII and Portland State University conferences were

"other" Head Start workers (parents, non-teaching aides, clerks, specialists

like nurses, support staff like cooks and drivers, etc.). Non-Head Start

people comprised only a small share of the trainees and consisted mostly of

LEA or other local agency staff, service providers, or interested private

citizens and observers. No ACYF personnel or SEA staff were identified in

the training evaluation responses.

Two additional kinds of background information were available for these train-

ee.;; whether or not they worked with handicapped childcon And whether they

had experienced RAP mainstreaming training before (see table 24, Additional

Background of Participants, by RAP). Not working with handicapped children did

not mean that the training was inappropriate; Head Starts may have enrolled

handicapped children at the particular time the training took place, but may



Table 24

Additional Background of Participants, by RAP

Work With Handicapped Children? Percent;
RAP

Yes, Directly Yes, Indirectly No
No

Answer

New England 53.5% 27.7% 11.6% 7.1%

New York Univ. 62.2 18.1 11.1 8.6

Region III 63 5 17.5 11.2 7.7

Chapel Hill 56.4 30.1 6.8 6.8

'Nashville 63.2 14.9 10.9 10.9

Mississippi 36.6 10.9 42.1 10.4

U. of Illinois 44.0 19.6 26.3 10.1

Portage 66.7 22.8 5.8 4.7'

Texas Tech 58.3 20.4 16.7 ,4.6.

Region VII 59.0 27.6 4.5 9.0

U. of Penver 67.8 16.5 9.9 5.8

Los Angeles 57.8 25.3 12.1 4.8

Pacific 69.0 8.5 18.6 3.9

Portland State 63.2 20.7 12.6 3.4

Alaska 45.8 12.5 29.2 12.5

iii
All RAPs 58.2% 19.4% 14.6%, 7.8%

Prior RAP Mainstreaming Training? Percent:

Total

loo.o0

100.0

100.0a

100.0a

100.0a

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0a

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0a

100.0

100.0%

Yes No
No

Answer
Total

47.1% 47.1% 5.8% 100.0%

38.5 52.7 8.8 100.0

44.6 46.3 9.1 100.0

53.4 29.3 17.3 100.0

57.7 22.1 20.1 100.0a

39.3 49.7 10.9 100.0a
N3
tD

46.8 43.4 9.8 100.0 ip

56.1. 35.1 8.8 100.0

34.3 58.3 7.4 100.0

47.8 40.3 11.9 100.0

52.9 38.0 9.1 100.0

42.6 48.4 9.0 100.0

52.7 35.7 11.6 100.0

29.9 59.8 10.3 100.0

58.3 '33.3 8.3 100,0315

46.5% 42.4% 11.1% 100.0%

Note: (a) Does not add exactly to total owing to rounding.

AIL AM. ILL AL Ak
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have anticipated having them in the future. Overall, at least 77 percent of

the trainees did work with such children, either directly or indirectly.*

Those working directly with handicapped children was 58 percent, very close

to the proportion reported in previous years. As.was noted in the 1979-80

evaluation, there is evidence that reaching a high rate of teaching staff does

not necessarily mean reaching a high share of people who work with handicapped

children. For example, Mississippi, whose RAP reached 82 percent teaching

staff, also had the highest proportion of respondents without contact (direct

or indirect) with the handicapped. Whether or not this suggests any need for

retarpeting of efforts would depend on a host of other facts and policy de-

cisions, such as the enrollment of handicapped children per center per year,

and ACYF's judgment as to the importance of training for readiness as well as

for the be lefit of children already screened, assessed, diagnosed, and enrolled.

The other background item, prior exposure to RAP training, shoved that more

participants have been previous RAP trainees (46%, compared 4o 32'6 in 1980-81).

RAPs where the proportion of people reached for the first 61me was high in-

cluded Portland State University (60%), Texas.Tech (58%), and NYU (53%). Those

where it was low included Nashville (22%) and Chapel Hill (29%). These statis-

tics will be influenced by Head Start staffturnover and the size of Head Start

staff in the various service regions, as well as by the extent of a RAP's pene-.

tration to the potential audience.

Overall Satisfaction

As noted in the highlights, training participants rated their experiences very

favorably, and all the RAPs obtained respectable assessments. However, within

this broad picture some variations do occur (see Table 25, Satisfaction with

State Conference Training, By RAP). As has often been the case in the past,

Chapel Hill RAP obtained especially favorable ratings (74% "excellent"), as

did Mississippi (74%) and Texas Tech (69%). Portland State had the lowest

share of "excellent" responses (39%). The University of Illinois, which was

*WFT5,3745IMITIEWFILTITEFFEFCause this estimate ignores the possibility
that some of the respondents who did not respond at all to the question -- 7.8%

of the total in this case -- may also work with such children. Many surveys

adopt the practice of eliminating "no response" cases from a statistic, which

has the effect of making those who answer stand for all the cases. This has

not been done here in order to facilitate comparability with earlier RAP train-

ing data.
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Table 25

Satisfaction With State Conference Training, By NAP

RAP

Percent Rating Satisfaction:

Total

Excellent Good Fair Poor No Response

New England 48.4% 49.7% 1.9% - - 100.0%

New York Univ. 57.5 39.1 3.2 - 0.2% 100.0

Region III 54.0 44.2 0.7 - 1.1 . 100.0

Chapel Hill 75.2 22.6 - - 2.3 100.0a

Nashville 51.2 42.0 3.2 - 3.5 100.0a

Mississippi 74.3 23,5 0.5 - 1.6 100.0a

U. of Illinois 42.1 48.7 6.0 0.3% 2.8 100.0a

Portage 50.9 44.4 2.9 - 1.8 100.0

Texas Tech 69.4 28.7 0.9 - 0.9 100.0a

Region VII 47.8 44.8 4,5 - 3.0 100.0a

U. of Denver 46.3 49.6 1.7 - 2.5 100.0a

Los Angeles 47.4 46.0 5.2 - 1.4 100.0

Pacific 61.2 30.2 0.8 0.8 7.0 100.0

Portland State 36.8 60.9 2.3 - - 100.0

Alaska 50.0 41.7 4.2 - 4.2 100.0a

All RAPs 53.7% 41.4% 2.9% 0.1% 1.9% 100.0;

Notes: (a) Does not add exactly to total owing to rounding.
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the "anchor RAP" on training in 1980-81, improved its ratings significantly

this year, but its results were still relatively low for the "excellent" re-

sponse (42%) and were weakened further by a 6 percent "fair" reaction.

As in the past, one result that seems to coincide with strong satisfaction

ratings by a RAP's trainees is a tendency to also expect relatively large

numbers of changes in practice. The RAPs with the strongest "excellent"

ratings also had the fewest problems reported, while those with the lowest

proportion of "excellent" responses tended to be more likely than most to

encounter complaints that the training was "too general" or (in.the case of

Portland) "too simple." Finally, as noted in the following section, the three

RAPs with exceptional "excellent" ratings -- Chapel Hill, Mississippi, and

Texas Tech -- were also the only RAPs where "mainstreaming" was the most fre-

quL,Itly cited topic (other than learning about various kinds of handicapping

conditions). The general results of strong overall satisfaction with RAP

training -- better than 90 percent "excellent" or "good" at every RAP -- is

corroborated by a question in the telephoned long-term follow-up survey, in

which over 90 percent of those respondents said thal; the RAP training had

"met their needs."

Conference Topics

The evaluation.form asked respondents to check off the topics covered in work-

shops they attende0. Some RAPs seem to have had more variety of offerings

than others. *Thd average number of topics cited per respondent varies from

9.7 (at the Pacific RAP, which as we have noted had many lengthy sessions) to

4.7 (for Region VII, which was one of the RAPs that tended to hold some single-

day sessions). The variations and other data on conference topics noted by

trainees are provided in Table 26.

Close inspection of Table 26, Conference Topics Cited by Trainees, by RAP, re-

veals a number of salient facts about the content of mainstreaming training as

performed by different RAPs. As was the case in 1980-81, information about

specific handicapping conditions was by far the most common topic reported by

workshop participants, and individualized planning was the second most common

topic; also as before,' recruitment was the least-cited topic. Workshops on

*WIthough these results may reflect some trainees' inclinations to check every-

thing a single workshop covered, or recall only those that stood out in their

minds.



RAP
Parent-
Teacher
Relatn.

NE 33.5%

NYU 47.3

R III 35.4

CH 43.6

Nash 48.5

Miss 75.4

U of I 61.7

Port 38.6

TTU 74.1

R VII 53.0

UD 62.0

LA 47.1

Pac 58.1

PSU 48.3

AK 20'.8

31a-
All

RAPs
50.3%

11.

Planning
For Each
Child

51.6%

63.1

36.8

47.4

49.0

71.6

46.8

59.1

49.1

41.8

80.2

46.0

77.5

64.4

45.8

54.0%

Expecta-
tions &
Techniq.

40.0%

57.7

47.4

42.1

31.8

44.8

40.5

54.4

27.8

27.6

57.9

48.4

45.0

52.9

50.0

44.7%

HC's

(see

T-6)

81.3%

78.3

82.1

85.7

86.3

93.4

72.2

84.8

86.1

80.6

81.0

81.3

81.4

78.2

87.5

81.9%

Screen'

23.9%

31.2

30.2

41.4

25.1

44.3

41.1

19.9

48.1

22.4

34.7

37.0

76.0

42.5

4.2

34.5%

Assessmt

Percent Citing:

Table 26

Conference Topics Cited by Trainees, by RAP

Diagnosis
Parent
Involvmt

Recruit
ment

Main-
stream'A

32.3% 11.6% 22.6% 5.2% 27.7%

33.5 35.7 55.7 5.2 52.0

25.3 16.1 29.1 4.6 23.9

27.1 19.5 41.4 14.3 61.6

24.6 20.4 40.8 11.7 36.6

38.8 36.1 59.6 11.5 76.0

33.2 34.5 54.1 10.1 29.4

29.2 23.4 37.4 3.5 55.0

63.9 25.0 62.0 16.7 78.7

23.9 14.2 42.5 4.5 30.6,

51.2 20.7 64.5 9.9 27.3

'33.2 19.0 45.3 7.6 52.9

73.6 23.3 48.1 21.7 57.4

42.5 29.9 49.4 11.5 52.9

4.2 25.0 25.0

34.3% 24.4% 46.0% 8.9% 44.8%

All

Others

16.1%

8.4

16.5

3.8

5.2

17.5

7.9

22.2

8.3

6.0

5.0

4.5

5.4

1.1

16.7

9. 3%

No

Response

2.6%

0.2

2.1

3.8

4.0

1.1

3.2

2.8

6.7

1.7

3.5

6.2

IMO

8.3

2.6%

Average
Number

of

Topics

Citeda

6.6

8.0

5.2

7.0

6.1

9.0

6.1

6.0

9.3

4.7

6.8

7 0

9.7

7.93

5.3

6.9

-.

1

Notes: (a) Totals add to well over 100% due to multiple responses.



Table 26 cont)

Conference Topics, Continued: Handicapping Conditions Cited by Trainees, by RAP

C =1711,

RAP

Percent Citing Handicaps:

Blind
Vis.

Impaired
Deaf

Hearing
Impaired

Speech
Impaired

Emot.

Disturbed
Phys.

Impaired
Health
Impaired

Learning
Disabled

Mentally
Retarded

HC not
Specif.

NE 40.0% 31.0% 40.0% 42.6% 57.4%, 41.3% 45.8% 17.4% 32.9% 41.3% 5.2%

NYU 33.5 36.2 30.5 37.6 48.6 44.8 51.8 31.2 44.1 44.8 4.8

9.5 13.3 10.9 22.1 39.3 45.3 25.3 17.2 34.0 31.2 4.9

18.8 27.8 23.3 29,3 42.1 40.6 45.9 29.3 39.1 48.9 9.0

20.9 32.3 21.4 36.3 48.0 27.1 22.9 21.9 33.6 37.6 11.9

Miss 30.6 40.4 20.8 26.8 25.1 39.8 43.7 67.2 66.1 63.4 4.9

U Of I 12.7 20.9 13.9 24.7 34.5 42.1 24.1 19.3 28.5 20.6 13.6

Port 12.2 25.7 18.1 29.2 30.4 33.3, '25.1 22.2 33.3 16.4

TTU 48.1 62.0 42.6 45.4 38.9 70.4 44.4 38.0 45.4 39.8 4.6

R VII 11.2 21.6 6.7 15.7 31.3 22.4 38.1 11.9 21.6 16.4 10.4

U0 13.2 23.1 12.4 19.8 30.6 46.3 18.2 16.5 57.9 15.7 8.3

LA 26.3 30.4 27.0 34.6 47.8 45.0 39.4 26.6 39.1 33.9 13.8

Pac 47.3 53.5 43.4 60.5 60.5 46.6 42.6 41.1 45.7 33.3 10.1

PSU 25.3 36.8 32.2 47.1 48.3 36.8 39.1 31.0 42.5 40.2 14.9

AK 41.7 50.0 45.8 50.0 29:2 25.0 37.5 12.5 25.0 16.7 8.3

RA

All

Ps
24 0% 30.9% 23.5% 33.0% 42.2% 40.5% 35.5% 26.9% 39.0% 34.9% 8.9%

/101.1.1. ............-.
Notes: (a) Totals add to well over 100% due to multiple responses.
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Average
Number

of

HC's

Citeda

3.9

4.1

2.5

3.5

3.1

4.3
0

2.6
(.461

2.5

4.8

2.1

2.6

3.6

4.8

3.9

3.4

3.4

..........
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parent-teacher relationships and on parent involvement displaced mainstreaming

as the third most-often-cited topic except in the RAPs receiving the most

favorable participant assessments (see below). The remaining "generic" topic

common to RAP mainstreaming training, "expectation and techniques," retained

its middle-ground position in the citations; screening, assessment, and diag-

nosis all have become less frequently cited.

Although the data reviewed in the previoUs paragraph is an accurate representa-

tion of the overall national content of RAP training, only the Los Angeles RAP

presents a similar picture at the local level. All other RAPs depal t_signifi-

cantly from the national picture in the pattern of topics reported by their

trainees. Such deviations are to be expected in many cases, as a result of

differences in past training efforts or as a response to special regional cir-

cumstances. The outstanding example of the latter situation is the Pacific

RAP, whose trainees report much more emphasis than any others on the elementary,

start-up aspects of Head Start service for handicapped children: recruitment,

screening, and assessment. Other noteworthy trends, allowing the differences

in the number of topics covered are:

4

The increased exposure to parent involvement topics is
4

particularly' apparent at. the-Mississippi, University
of Illinois, Texas Tech, and University of Denver RAPs.
The parent-oriented topics are relatively less likely

to be cited by participants in training sponsored by

-the NewIngland* Region_III Tbrtages_and.Alaska RAPs.

"Other" topics are most likely to be reported at five
RAPs: at New England, which offered special sessions on
abuse and neglect of the handicapped child; at Region

III, which offered workshops on stress management; at

Mississippi, where a significant number of trainees all

cited the same topic of task analysis/attitudes;,at Port-

age, which offered sessions on the gifted; and at Alaska,

which had a workshop on learning environments. Additional

"other" topics reported by significant numbers of partici-

pants included genetic counseling, at NYU; cultural influ-

ences on child development, at the University of Illinois;

and additional workshops on abuse and neglect at Chapel

Hill, and the University of Illinois, and Texas Tech.

All three RAPs with exceptionally large proportions of

"excellent" ratings also had exceptionally large numbers
of trainees reporting exposure to mainstreaming as a work-

323
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shop, as well as a conference, topic. At Chapel Hill,

Mississippi, and Texas Tech, mainstreaming is the most
frequently cited workshop topic (other than handicapping
conditions). The Pacific RAP also shows strong emphasis
on mainstreaming, as do NYU, Portage, Los Angeles, and
Portland State University RAPs.

Turning to the distribution of specific handicapping conditions cited by train-

ees in Table 26 the picture seems much simpler. If allowance is made for dif-

ferences in the number of topics offered by different RAPs and cited by their

trainees, most of the grantees seem to adhere fairly closely to the national

distribution. The overall increase in citations of handicaps that was ob-

served in 1980-81 has held up, but is continuing at a reduced rate of growth.

Workshops on speech impairments, this ye x edged out reports of attendance at

emotional disturbance sessions, reversing the order of the two most commonly

cited handicap topics. Workshops on learning disabled children stayed in

third place in the rankings. Sessions on hearing impairments drew about the

same response as before, but dropped in rank order because of significantly

increased citations for sessions on both physical impairments and mental re-

tardation.

What Was Learned. Table 27, What Participants Said They Learned, by RAP, pro-

vides data un what training participants had learned. Overall results are very

similar to those in 1980-81, with the most common accomplishments being, as

notedin the-highlights--above r-tlearning-new.mays to_wQrk with the handicapped"

(66%), "gaining more confidence in working with the handicapped" (62%), learn-

ing about "new and useful materials" (51%), and obtaining "information on re-

sources" (47%). Participants' reports on "building job confidence," learning

"what mainstreaming is," learning how to use the Head Start Manuals on handl-

:aps, and learning about record-keeping were all slightly less frequent than

last year.

As with the data on conference topics, there were noticeable variations from

RAP to RAP in the number of things participants said they learned. Those

participating in the Mississippi and Texas Tech conferences cited consider-

ably more learning instances than did the others, and those trained by NYU

and the Pacific RAPs were also likely to exceed the average. The Portage

RAP's respondents matched the overall results very closely, and those at the



Table 27

What Participants Said They Learned, by RAP

RAP

Percent Learning About:

New t,ays...

Info on
Resources

Main-
stream-

ing

How to

Keep
Records

Build
Work Better WI

New/

Useful
Mtls

Working
w/Other
Agencies

Using
HS/HC

Manuals

Others

(see

text)

No

Response
to Work

w/HC

in Home

Setting

Job

Confid.

Handi-
capped

Parents

NE 62.6% 11.0% 47.1% 15.5% 13.5% 24.5% 58.1% 42.6% 58.1% 21.3% 12.9% 1.3% 5.8%

NYU 80.3 16.7 65.4 38.2 7.7 42.5 74.2 62.9 69.7 29.0 23.3 1.4 1101

R III 54.0 13.0 42.8 11.6 6.3 36.5 52.6 32.3 48.1 10.9 11.2 2.8 4.9

CH 75.2 18.8 44.4 45.1 22.6 32.3 59.4 44.4 56.4 23.3 24.1 1.5 3.8

Nash 67.2 27.9 31.6 26.1 17.2 33.1 60.0 41.8 43.5 15.9 29.9 2.0 5.2

Miss 89.1 41.6 68.9 83.1 24.6 50.8 81.4 77.6 53.6 37.2 74.3 1.1

U ofI 47.5 18.7 43.7 25.3 13.9 33.9 46.2 45.6 35.1 19.3 14.2 2.2 5.1

Port 62.6 18.1 52.0 25.7 15.2 38.0 59.1 43.3 52.0 15.8 15.2 5.3 1.8

TTU 79.6 30.6 65.7 73.1 36.1 51.9 77.8 75.9 50.0 42.6 53.7 1.9

R VII 68.7 27.6 39.6 25.4 10.4 26.1 67.9 57.5 46.3 19.4 25.4 3.0 4.5

UD 64.5 34.7 49.6 12.4 47.1 35.5 52.1 28.1 63.6 9.1 13.2 5.0 5.0

LA 65.4 23.2 37.7 6.3 6.6 33.2 62.3 49.5 42.2 15.6 13.5 3.8 2.1

Pac 61.2 24.0 38.0 62.8 58.9 47.3 71.3 53.5 62.0 18.6 28.7 4.7 3.9

PSU 60.9 20.7 42.5 35.6 11.5 41.4 56.3 63.2. 43.7 17.2 27.6 2.3 5.7

AK 33.3 12.5 58.3 4.2 111/1 37.5 66.7 20.8 62.5 4.2 12.5

11,......

All

RAPS

rrall

66.5% 22.2% 47.5% 33.0% 16.9% 37.2% 62.4% 49.9% 51.4% 20.5% 24.3% 2.5% 3.4%

Notes: (a) Totals add to well over 100% due to multiple responses.

Average
NumberNumber

of
Cited
Items:a

3.7

5.1

3.2

4.5

4.0

6.8 LA:1

c:$1

3.5

4.0

6.4

4.2

4.2

3.8

5.3

4,2

32
.

4.3
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Chapel Hill, Nashville, University of Illinois, Region VII, and Portland State

RAPs deviated only in minor aspects from the overall picture. Trainees reach-

ed by the New England andlos Angeles RAPs reported. slightly fewer "learnings"

than the average; those trained by Region III were still less likely to cite

the most types of learning; and those reached by the Alaska RAP (which deals

with the smallest community of Head Start workers and which had the highest

proportion of people who had attended previous RAP training conferences) were

considerably less likely than most to cite the most kinds of new learning, al-

though they were more likely than most to report gains in their knowledge of

materials and resources. The remaining RAP, the University of Denver, was a

mixed case: its trainees were more likely than most to report learning about

record-keeping, work in home settings, and new materials, but were less likely

than the others to report gaining confidence in dealing with parents of the

handicapped or with handicapped children themselves, to report learning more

about what mainstreaming is, to learn about working with other agencies,. or

to report learning how to use the manuals.

Changes Resulting From As in the past, trainees were asked if they

thought their experiences would lead to changes in their work with handicapped

children in Head Start. The typical number.of changes cited was 4.2 down

slightly from 1980-81 but identical to the 1979-80 results (see Table 28,Chahges

Trainees Expected in Their Practices,-by.RAP). -The-types-of-changes anticipated

were very similar to those reported last year; the.only shifts were a slight

propensity for most of the expected changes to be less frequently named (as

would be expected given the reduction in overall, citations), and some reorder-

mg of the relative significance of the middle-ranking effects. "Observing

more closely" was still the most common effect of RAP training, followed by

"using new ways with the handicapped" and "using new resources and materials."

"Working more closely with other staff" was more frequently cited this year than

before. Changes in record-keeping and adoption of the use of ILP's were less

commonly mentioned as expected changes.

As before, there are variations when these results are examined on a RAP-by-

RAP basis; the outcomes are virtually identical to those observed for learn-

ing. Trainees at the Mississippi, Texas Tech and the Pacific RAPs all seemed



RAP
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Table 28

Changes Trainees Expected in Their Practices, by RAP

Percent Expecting to:

Use New
Ways w/

HC Chi.

NE

NYU

R III

CH

Nash

Miss

U of I

Port

TTU

R VII

UD

LA

Pac

PSU

328
AK

All

RAPsL

54.8%

63.1

/3.0

57.1

58.2

67.2

32.0

45.0

61.1

47.0

52.9

50.5

60.5

40.2

58.3

52.9/,

Observe
More

Closely

Plan for
Each

Child

Keep

Better
Records

Develop

IEP's

Plan

With
Parents

'2.3% 36.8% 25.2% 16.8% 33.5%

71.5 41.6 24.0 19.9 46.2

66.7 30.9 22.8 12.3 23.2

72.9 37.6 29.3 27.8 38.3

61.9 43.8 28.9 36.6

73.2 59.0 46.4 44.3 57.9

67.4 32.9 23.7 16.8 27.2

73.1 34.5 21.6 9.4 32.7

81.5 51.9 52.8 56.5 61.1

53.0 36.6 17.9 20.9 32.8

76.0 60.3 47.1 38.8 24.0

64.7 30.4 23.9 27.7 37.4

72.9 73.6 73.6 31.8 67.4

62.1 33.3 21.8 25.3 34.5

58.3 50.0 4.2 4.2 16.7

68.3% 41.2% 29.2% 24.6% 38.1 %

Relate
More w/
Parents

Work

Closer
w/Staff

41.3%

54.5

35.1

48.1

34.6

60.1

36.1

38.6

63.0

43.3

33.1

41.5

61.2

49.4

8.3

48.4%

63.1

36.8

5.1.1

42.0

59.0

39.9

46.8

64.8

47.8

32.2

47.4

62.0

44.8

29.2

44.0% 48.7%

Notes: (a) Percentages total well over 100% due to multiple responses.

Average
Number
of

Expected
Changesa

Use New
Resources
Materials

Use

Manuals

Others
(see

text)

No

Response

52.9% 17.4% 0.6% 5.8% 4.0

66.1 35.5 0.7 2.0 4.9

44.6 12.6 3.5 6.3 3.4

43.6 28.6 3.8 4.4

42.8 22.9 0.2 8.7 4.0

62.8 61.2 0.5 2.7 5.9

42.1 13.9 0.9 9.5 3.3

43.3 14.0 0.6 5.3 3.6

62.0 49.1 OBI 1.9 6.0

36.6 14.2 6.0 3.5

51.2 13.2 0.8 6.6 4.3

40.8 15.2 0.3 4.8 3.8

48.1 27.1 9.3 5.8

47.1 24.1 1.1 8.0 3.8

41.7 20.8 16.7 8.3 3.1

49.1% 24.3 0.9% 5.8% 4.2

co

3:9
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to have been more likely than most to expect changed practices, and the New

York University RAP showed a less pronounced but similar trend. Denver was

again a mixed case; its trainees were more likely than most to expect to

change to individualized planning, to adopt the use of IEP's, and to improve

record-keeping practices, but less likely to change their approaches to plan-

ning with parents. The Alaska RAP trainees showed the least propensity to

change; all others yielded results that were very similar to the overall

national results. As noted in,the highlight comments, the respondents' ex-

pectations of change seem to have been borne out by subsequent experience

(see the discussion of long-term data on page 313).

Problems With Training. The percentage of participants experiencing problems

with training dropped again this year, to 22 percent (see Table 29, Problems

With Training, by RAP). Over a third of the "problem" responses reflected a

desire to allow more training time -- a matter which, as we have seen, is not

entirely under the control of the RAPs, and is not necessarily negative. An-

other quarter of the responses were related to logistical prOblems -- equip-

ment failures, insufficient space, etc. Other problems, such as the feeling

that content was too simple, that the presentations were too general, or that

the training was simply "not what I expected," were more directly related to

the training approaches themselves.

Again, there were significant RAP-bp...RAP differences. For Chapel Hill,

Mississippi, and Texas Tech, the only problem was lack of time. Region VII,

Nashville, and Alaska Od similarly low incidences of problems, but respond-

ents mentioned equipment and space difficulties or some content issues as

well as the time factor. Responses were similar at Region III and the Univer-

sity of Illinois, except for slightly higher overall incidence. At the other

RAPs, at least 25 percent of the trainees did report problems. At Los Angeles,

some trainees felt the training was not what they expected and a few thought

it was too general. University of Denver encountered more widespread equip-

ment and space problems; so did NYU. Twelve percent of New England RAP's

participants thought the presentations were too general ten Children's

Hospital personnel may have underestimated RAP audiences. Ten percent of

Portland RAP's trainees thought content was too simple, and 13 percent coin-
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Table 29

Problems With Training, by RAP

RAP

Percent Reporting Any Problems: Percent Reporting Particular Types of Problems:a

No

Problems
Problems

No
Response

Total
Poorly Too

Planned General

Need

More
Time

Content too:

Simple Difficult

Not
What I
Expected

Equipmt. Other
or Space (see

Problems text)

New England

New York Univ.

Region III

Chapel Hill

Nashville

Mississippi

U. of Illinois

Portage

Texas Tech

Region VII

U. of Denver

Los Angeles

Pacific

Portland State

Alaska

55.5%

65.4

75.8

88.7

80.8

82.5

70.9

63.7

86.1

82.1

66.1

70.2

55.0

62.1

87.5

37.4%

29.9

15.8

9.0

12.2

11.5

19.0

29.2

12.0

11.9

28.1

25.3

39.5

33.3

12.5

7.1%

4.8

8.4

2.3

7.0

6.0

10.1

7.0

1.9

6.0

5.8

4.5

5.4

4.6

100.0%

100.0b

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0b

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0b

100.0

100.0

0.6% 11.6%

0.2 4.5

3.2

0.8

0.5 1.2

0.3

0.6

0.9

1.5

IN I

0.3

NO

2.3

ale

6.6

8.8

1.9

F.2

5.0

4.2

0.8

6.9

12.9%

8.1

7.0

3.0

4.7

10.9

7.6

5.8

11.1

6.0

6.6

9.7

29.5

3.4

4.2

9.0%

7.0

0.7

1.5

1.0

2.8

5.3

1.5

2.8

IPA

10.3

4.2

0.6%

0.7

0.8

0.2

0.3

0.9

5.4'

9.0%

4.3

1.8

1.5

1.5

1.1

4.7

6.4

ISO

3.7

3.3

8.0

1.6

4.6

7.7%

12.7

4.2

4.2

2.5

8.8

0.9

1.5

14.0

4.8

7.0

3.4

4.2

1.3%

2.3

1.1

1.5

0.2

1.3

3.5
c)

0.7

0.8

2.1

7.0

12.6

All RAPs 72.2% 21.7% 6.1% 100.0%1 0.4% 4.1% 8.4% 3.1% 0.5% 3.8%

Notes: (a) Percents may exceed proportion reporting one or more problems due to multiple responses.

(b) Percents do not exactly total 100% owing to rounding.

331

5.6%

332

1.9%
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plained that the directions to a workshop were poor and that a session did not

start on time. The Pacific RAP had the highest incidence of problems, at 40

percent; however, the lack-of-time issue accounted for most of these despite

the week-long sessions. It should be noted that the need to translate materials

in this RAP's conferences meant that week-long meetings were not nearly as

generous as might initially be supposed. Moreover, grantees receive virtually

no training other than what the RAP provides. Increased time is necessary to

provide the fundamentals of child development practices as well as techniques

for working with handicapped children.

Suggestions for Next Year. Invited to make suggestions for future training,

over 85 percent of the participants did so. Table 30, Suggestions for Next

Year's Training, by RAP, tabulates these. The outstanding perceived need, as

in 1980-81, was for further training in working with parents; this was the

highest-ranking suggestion at every RAP save one (and in that case it ran a

very close second). Further training for supervisors was also suggested.

More traditional subjects were suggested by roughly a quarter of the trainees..

Continued workshops on specific handicaps'were urged by smaller numbers. Rank-

ed by type of condition, these were:

Emotional disturbance: 5.3%

HandiCaps (no specific condition named): 4.7%

.Speech impairments: 3.6%

Learning disabilities: 3.1%

Hearing impairments: 2.2%

Mental retardation: 2.1%

Health impairments: 2.0%

Physical impairments: 1.9%

Visual impairments: 1.6%

Deafness: 1.3%

Blindness: 0.9%

The main threads that appear to run through all these "other" suggestions

are a possible interest in training in behavior management, and a desire

for practical instruction that can help teachers develop specific class-

room activities.



Table 30.

Suggestions for Next Year's Training, by RAP

Percent Suggesting Training on: Average
Number
of Sug-
gest'nsa

RAP
IEP'

Screen-

ing

Assess
ment

Diagno
sis

Work w/
Parents

Superv.

Skills
Handicapping Conditions: Others

(see

text)
Percent Most Frequently Suggestedb

NE 25.8% 20.6% 27.7% 23.2% 50.3% 39.4% 21.3% ED (13.5%); LD (5.8%); SI (3.9%) 6.5% 2.5

NYU 26.5 23.3 30.3 28.3 46.8 28.3 19.2 ED (10.9%); SI (4.8%); LD (4.3%) 3.8 2.4

R III 18.6 18.6 22.8 24.9 39.6 21.4 16.8 LD (4.9%); SI (4.2%); ED (3.5%) 8.1 2.0

CH 31.6 27.1 24.8 29.3 48.9 40.6 13.5 ED, PI, LD, MR (each 3.0%) 3.0 2.4

Nash 26.9 19.7 19.2 19.4 48.8 23.4 13.7 SI (3.0%); Hlth (2.0%) 2.5 1.9

Miss 44.8 24.6 21.9 30.6 53.0 27.9 10.9 ED (2.2%); V' :1.6%); SI (1.1%) 2.3

UofI 14.2 22.8 25.9 22.5 39.6 29.7 11.4 ED (3.2%); HI (1.9%); LD (1.3%) 5.1 1.8

Port 18.7 16.4 21.6. 22.2 36.3 28.1 12.3 ED (6.4%); SI (4.1%); HI (1.2%) 9.9 1.8

TTU 36.1 36.1 31.5 27.8 46.3 39.8 21.2 SI (8.3%); HI/MR (4.6% ea.) 5.5 2.9

R VII 12.7 14.2 14.2 11.9 32.1 26.1 17.9 LD (7.5%): SI (6.0%); ED/HI (5.2%) 5.2 1.8

UD 16.5 19.0 24.8 26.4 33.1 25.6 16.5 SI (7.4%); ED (5.0 %); Hlth (3.3%) 9.9 2.0

LA 32.2 26.0 28.4 22.1 41.9 36.7 15.2 ED (5.2%): SI (3.1%) 5.9 2.4

Pac 39.5 34.1 40.3 41.1 68.2 47.3 30.2 HI (5.4%); VI (3.1%) 3.1 3.4

PSU 23.0 18.4 29.9 23.0 26.4 19.5 17.2 ED (9.2%); LD (6.9%); Hlth (5.7%) 6.9 2.1

AK 4.2 20.8 25.0 16.7 45.8 20.8 20.8 Hlth/SI (16.7% ea.) 2.7

All

RAPS
25.5% 22.5% 25.5% 24.6% 44.3% 29.7% 16.3% [see text for.complete listing] 5.0% 2.2

Notes: (a) Percentages total well over 100% due to multiple responses.

(b) Key to handicap conditions listed in table: B . Blind, VI = Visually Impaired, D = Deaf, HI = Hearing

Impaired, SI . Speech Impaired, ED = Emotionally Disturbed, PI . Physically Inpaired, Hlth n Health

334 Impaired, LD . Learning Disabled, MR . Mentally Retarded. 335
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The Long-Tenn Follow-AS:ut:mt. To gain additional information on how train-

ees' expectations for changes actually materialized, and to further validate

the data, a small subsample of these respondents was drawn and interviewed by

telephone. Table 31, Comparisons of Long-Term and Shore -Term Samples, provides

some comparative data on the subsample and the main set of 2,979 trainees which

provided the data presented in prior sections of this analysis. The similarity

of the proportions that are teaching staff or which selected particular satis-

faction ratings of the training isbby design: the cases were statified accord-

ing to these criteria and subsample respondents were selected randomly within

each cluster. Non-Head Start staff were excluded, as were conferences conduct-

ed late in the program year (at least three months' time was required before

trainees would receive follow-up calls). .In addition, sampling was strati-

fied by RAP conferences. Cases were obtained from all RAPS except Micronesia,

where distance and language barriers overcame our attempts to obtain these data

by phone 'Or mail. Analysis is restricted to the overall program; the number

of cases per RAP is too small to draw reliable inferences at that level (see

Table 22 at the beginning of this discussion).

The data in Table 31 on whether trainees work with the handicapped, and whether

they had previous KAP training, serve to illustrate the results of the sampling

exercise. The subsample comes reasonably close to the main data base on both

these variables, although neither of them influenced the selection process.

The telephone interviews with these respondents provided data serving sever-

al purposes. First, they yielded the opportunity to verify respondents' ex-

pectations as to the extent and nature of changed practices brought about by

RAP training. Second, they provided a limited number of new data items which

augment and refine other topics in the evaluation of the training conferences.

Third, they provided a source of open-ended, in-depth accounts from Head Start

staff about their training and its effect on their work. Each of these themes

is treated in additional detail below.

2Ong_edll"actiStsLiglitatioarit. The 74 long-term respond-

ents had cited a total of 336 specific expected changes in their work which

336
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Table 31

Comparison of Long-Term and Short-Term Samplesa

Item
Short-Term

2,979 Written Responses)

Long-Term
(74 Telephone Interviews)

Subsample Selection
Criteria:

Background

HS Teaching Staff

Other Head Start

Satisfaction

Excellent

Good

Fair or Poor

64.1

32.3

53.7

41.4

3.0

70.3

29.9

56.8

41.9

1.4

Additional Items
(see comments in text):

Work With HC?

Yes, Directly

Yes, Indirectly

No

Prior RAP Training?

Yes

No

Expected Number of
tFianges in Practice

58.2

19.4

14.6

46.5

42.4

60.8

29.7

5.4

52.7

4.2 4.5

337

Notes: (a) Percentages in groups will not total exactly 100% due to rounding and

omission in this table of no-response cases.
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they associated with RAP mainstreaming training. leach telephone interview

included a review of these responses. Uccasionally specific expected changes

turned out not to have occurred -- in some cases, because staffing changes had

taken place at the local Head Start, or because changes were still expected

but had not yet actually happened, or because respondents no longer agreed

with their earlier judgments. However, this slippage -- 72 instances in all --

was offset by additional changes -- 55 of them -- that respondents reported

that had not been originally anticipated. The result was that at the time

of the follow-up interviews in late Spring, 1982, the same 74 respondents re-

ported a total of 315 actual changes linked to the training -- nearly as many

as originally expected. In terms of the average numbers of changes per train-

ee, 4.5 changes were expected by these 74.persons; 4.2 were experienced.

Overall, 79 percent of the changes originally expected by the trainees did

occur, plus the 55 additional developments. These outcomes are very similar

to those observed in 1980-81.

Additional Data Elements. As in 1980-81, the long-term respondents were asked

who they judged to be most affected by RAP training: Head Start staff, parents,

or children. Some felt two or all three choices applied; in these cases multi-

ple responses were recorded. The results favored children (55%) over parents

(45%) and staff (40%), but it is difficult to interpret this without taking

the different rationales used by different respondents into account. For

example, some respondents chose "staff" because they were coordinators or

other supervisory personnel whose main post-training contact was with other

Head Start people rather than with children or parents. Others chose "parents,"

noting that RAP training was their sole source of help in dealing vith parents

of handicapped children, so its impact on these parents was viewed as espe-

cially critical. And r'thers chose "children" because after all they are the

intended aind ultimate beneficiaries of the program.

As a validation item, long-term respondents were asked, "Did the training

meet your needs?" Ninety-two percent said it did; of the others, several

noted that they had not had handicapped children to'serve., that staff reassign-

ments at their Head Start had changed their needs for assistance, or that

their needs were "unique."
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The 74 interviewees were asked to estimate the number and type of handicapped

children they served. A total of 677 children were counted. This is known

to be an underenumeration as some respondents were unable to precisely identify

just how many children of a particular type they worked with, and we did not

feel that it was reasonable to press them for more exact data for the purposes

of this study; instead, if no certain number was available we simply counted

one additional child.

The resulting distribution appears in Table 32, Types of Handicapped Children

Served by Long-Term Respondents, and is remarkably similar to that obtained

in the national Head Start survey of handicapped children served by the program

in FY180-81, the most recent year for which final results are available. This

is another item of evidence validating the subsample of long-term cases. On

the average, the long-term respondents served 9.15 children each (many serve

more; some serve none). This' figure included administrative staff who supervise

large numbers of staff working with children with handicaps.

Illustrations of RAP Training and Its Effects, One of the most interesting

and helpful aspects of the long-term data is the opportunity it yields to

obtain more open-ended, anecdotal accounts of mainstr6ming training and its

effects from the participants. The interviews help to verify the impressions

obtained from the statistical analysis of conference evaluation forms, and

they provide illustrations of the program at work: Here are some samples,

taken from RLA's records of these interviews with Head Start staff throughout

the nation:

,. Head Start nurse, commenting on "observing more closely":

"I find I'm watching children's reactions to what I say and

how I say its I'm more aware of the implications of my

actions... . After the RAP training, we gave a workshop

for parents of handicapped kids, employing the principles

of the RAP training. We've set up staffing sessions with

each person who works with a handicapped child, even pro-

viders from other agencies."

A handicap coordinator, commenting on her expectations that

work with parents would be improved: "We had always insisted

on parent's participation in IEPs, but we've learned new

ways to make their participation more meaningful. The work-

shop on how it felt Lo be a parent of a handicapped child

was very helpful."
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Table 32

Types of Handicapped Children Served by Long-Term Respondents,
Compared to Data from the National Head Start Survey (80-81)

Type of
Handicap:

Children Served by
Long-Term Respondents

Children Surveyed in the
National Head Start Survey

Blind 0.3% 0.3%

Visually Impaired 3.0 2.7

Deaf 0.1 0.3

Hearing Impaired 5.2 3.4

Speech Impaired 63.1 59.0

Emotionally Disturbed 4.4 6.0

Physically Impaired 7.8 6.0

Health Impaired 3.4 11.7

Learning Disabled 4.3 4.7

Mentally Retarded 7.1 5.8

Unknown/Undiagnosed 1.3 0

Total 100.0% . 100.0%a

Notes: (a) Percents do not total exactly 100% owing to rounding.
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A Head Start teacher: "I went to the training conference spe-
cifically to get help with IEPs and I feel I learned a lot.

I'm using IEP forms provided by the RAP and I've been show-
ing the training materials to my assistant. I'm also trying

to work with other people who are involved with special
needs chi 1 dren . "

Another teacher: "I feel I've become more observant and look

at more things because of the RAP training. I'm doing more

documenting, I keep a sheet for each child for the first time....

look for body movements that exhibit frustration; I used to

be oblivious to these, now I'm more aware when a child is

reaching his limits... I noticed one child couldn't hop on

one foot, mentioned this to the parent, who took. him to a'

podiatrist and found that he needed corrective shoes.... I

used to have my own fears; I didn't feel comfortable with

parents. Now I'm able to speak more freely...

A home visitor: "I used to be quick to judge. Now I take

More time. I'm watching for changes in the children over

time; I keep a running record for each one. I've been able

to help parents learn to be more observant, too."

Another handicap coordinator: "We're revamping our screening

procedures based on what RAP has taught us. The new instru-,

ment is a built-in record keeping system. We're looking

forward to using it...."

Another teacher: "Everyone has complimented me on how well

I'm keeping track of the kids. I'm using a card system from

the training.... Because the parents went along to the train-

ing, we're able to use the workshop topics as jumping-off

points for discussion. Our parents are pleased that Head Start

has this kind of network for a resource."

Summary. RAP mainstreaming training has now reached thousands of Head Start

teachers and other staff. On the whole, the training is very well received,

and the available evidence suggests that it is having decided practical effects

on the work that Head Start does with handicapped children. For those teach-

ers who have not worked with special needs children before, the training often

seems to provide a considerable boost in confidence and gives badly needed

assistance in a number of specific ways -- by providing practical classroom

activities and procedures, by introducing people to a wide variety of types

of help and available resources, by helping to address attitudinal problems

in staff and parents, and by making available proven systems for dealing with

the considerable complications that service to handicapped children entails

for the mainstreamed classroom.
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As the RAP program matures, it may become increasingly important to learn more

about the incidence of turnover among Head Start staff and the associated need

for training geared to the needs of repeaters as well as whose who have not

been reached before. Most RAPs have kept their material fresh enough to ap-

peal to persons who have had frequent exposure to the training; our long-term

interviews included talks with staff who had.been with Head Start for as long

as 12 or 14 years, and their typical comment was "1 always look forward to

RAP training; I keep learning new things." These more experienced workers have

needs that are very different than those of the new trainee, however, and as

time goes on it will become increasingly important to give some considevation

to these different clienteles. RAPs already do this, of course, by providing

a varied menu of workshop session.).

The continued drop in reported "problems" -- 22 percent this year, 25 percent

last year, and 49 percent in 1979-80 -- suggests that RAPs have mastered this

task and made it a stable part of their services. There are variations among

the RAPs in the ways that they carry out the training and in the particular

types oflools, workshops topics, and other special features that each RAP

builds into its approach. Despite thiI, RAP training has a striking stability

across the program as a whole, especially in comparison to the initial years

of the RAP program when each grantee was ler)s able to draw on a fund of common

experiences. This training is plainly a national effort and not simply a col-

lection of disparate efforts.
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FINDINGS

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Overall,

Data from interviews and records at RAP sites and information from, RAP

clientele demonstrate that this was'a solid year for RAP. Satisfaction

from three sources -- Head Starts, SEAs, and trainees -- increased or

dropped only very slightly.

State Training,Conferences

This year 13,278 participants were trained at 168 conferences. The ma-

jority of these continue to be Head Start teaching staff (67%). Thirty-

four percent of all Head Start teachers in the country were trained (5,680)

and 20 percent of all teacher aides (3,198). Others trained numbered 4,400.

The numbers of teaching and non-teaching staff are the highest ever train-

ed by the network. Eighty-five per6ent 4f the grantees attended the main-

streaming conferences.

This was the fourth year of wide-scale training on the mainstreaming

manuals. Over four years a total of 47,113 persons have been trained at

mainstreaming conferences or their equivalents. This year projects offer-

ed sequentially appropriate, social services, and home-based training to

participants who had already received training on the manuals.

Data from the Head Start telephone survey verify the above findings: 28

percent of the sampled teachers were trained at mainstreaming conferences

and 20 percent of all teacher aides; 82 percent of the sampled grantees

attended.

Data from conference evaluations further corroborate attendance patterns.

Classroom staff accounted for 64 percent of the trainees. Ninety-six per-

cent of the sampled conference trainees were Head Start staff.
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Ninety-five percent of the sampled conference trainees rated conferences

as "excellent" or "good," compared to 96 percent last year. The typical

trainee learned between four and five new things at conferences, and ex-

pected to change four to five practices as a.result of the training.

Three to six months after the training, participants sampled in a follnw-

up interview said they had adopted an average of 4.5 practices as a re-

sult of the training.

All but two tasks ranked similarly in terms of time and importance. The

top two, mainstreaming conferences and services to grantees, consumed

more time than all other tasks combined.

Budget and Staffing

The budget for the 1981-82 contract year totaled $2,141,126, increasing

the total program budget by 10.9 percent. The budget supported 15 pro-

jects, moderate cost of living increases in salaries, and the addition

of Pacific and Alaska RAPs to the coMpuferized MIS at the mandate of

ACYF.

Individual RAP budgets averaged $142,741, compared to $128,691 last year.

Budgets range from $117,774 to $200,542.

Salaries accounted for 48.3 percent of new monies. Increases this year in

the salary line supported higoer wages rather than more staff. Average

salary per FTE was $18,873.

Generally, overhead and fringe costs, like others, were contained by a

contracting procedure which required RAP contractors to submit three

year proposals for FY'81 through FY'83. The government picked up its

option for this year, FY'82, at the cost which had been submitted and

negotiated previously.
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Task Priorities

No two RAPs ranked the priority of contractual tasks identically. For

the fifth year we found that the network profile surfaced the same four

tasks in top positions (services to Head Start grantees, state training

conferences, needs assessments, and collaboration). Assistance with the

annual survey again ranked last. Other tasks shifted within the middle

positions.

Services To Head Start Grantees

The network recorded 3,819 activities (records of events or transactions

initiated by a Head Start, RAP or another requestor) during the first

nine months of the program year, an increase of 11 percent from the pre-

vious year. The volume exceeds all years but 1978-79, and more than

triples the level of the first year. On the average each RAP responds

to 28 requests per month.

RAPs are the providers of service in 94 percent of the activities. Other

providers are regional office contractors or the regional office, an in-

dividual or agency, or another RAP.'

Seventy-four percent of the requestcws are Head Start staff, primarily

persons responsible for coordinating handicap services, followed by di-

rectors, other administrators, and teachers. This is a 19 percent in-

crease over last year. Other requests come from resource providers, ACYF

national and regional offices and their contractors, SEAs, LEAs, and others.

Activities characterized by type fall into the following distribution:

65 percent materials, 24 percent information, 6 percent technical assist-

ance, 3 percent training, and 2 percent facilitation. The percentage of

change within categories compared to last year is insignificant.

In the first nine months of the program year a total of 1,015 task records

('abor and time intensive activities which relate to RAP tasks) were re-

corded, an increase of 20 percent over the previous reporting period,

and an average of 68 per RAP, up from 56 last year.
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A total of 171 training sessions were delivered on-site during the nine-

month reporting period, in addition to mainstreaming conferences. Data on

numbers of trainees were available from 64 percent of the training task

records and totaled 4,214 persons; extrapolating based on known values,

a total of 5,739 received training during the current reporting period.

Needs Assessments

RAPs had assessed the handicap needs of 93 percent of all Head Start

grantees, compared to 92 percent last year.

Procedures for collecting the information varied. Thirteen RAPs conduct-

ed formal needs assessments; two conducted periodic informal assessments

by phone.

For the third year in a row, developing and implementing IEPs and indi-

vidualizing programming was the most frequently cited need. The majority

of RAPs also noted that grantees wanted more assistance in working with

parents and families of handicapped children, and with the following

handicapping conditions: emotional disturbance, learning disabilities,

and speech and language.

Collaboration

This year RAPs were involved in the following collaborative activities:

SEA/Head Start agreements; other SEA/Head Start collaboration; LEA/Head

Start collaboration; and facilitation with other agencies serving handi-

capped preschoolers.

Six new SEA agreements were signed this year, four of which were between

SEAs and ACYF. The total number of SEA/Head Start agreements reported

by RAP is 31.

Eight signed, local agreements between a Head Start program and local

education agency were directly facilitated by RAP. Agreements were also

reported as being negotiated by Head Starts as a result of RAP's direct

efforts to promote collaborative agreements. In addition, there were
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numerous instances of RAP's indirect intervention to promote local agree-

ments. More than 120 agreements have been reported as signed as a result

of RAP's efforts.

Management Information System,

RAPs have come closer to a fully operational computerized MIS because of

major accomplishments by the computer management project and the computer

task force.

All 15 RAPs have received Apple ,hardware and software, 40t the RAPPCE

software which has been developed to date.
1

O

RAPPLES includes two data bases: agencies (Head Start, non-Head Start and

providers) and bibliographic resources. Yet to be developed is the events

data base, although a "scratchpad" has been completed. Information may be

manipulated by using the following functions: enter, edit and select; the

data base may be printed. The tally function has not been developed.

One RAP has entered all Head Starts into the agency data base; five have

entered some. One RAP has entered all non-Head Starts, two have eAtered

some. Five RAPs have begun to enter providers.

National RAP Meetings

Two national RAP meetings were convened this year. The first was held

in Fredericksburg, Virginia from October 12-16, 1981; the second was held

in Washington, D.C., from April 5-9, 1982.

Head Start Directors' Meetings

RAP staff attended 79 state meetings and 13 regional meetings. The

combined figures have almost doubled from the total of 50 meetings at-

tended three years ago.
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Resource Provider File

A total of 6,804 entries, including agencies, individuals and materials

resources are catalogued by the RAP network for use by Head Starts.

This represents an increase of 333 over the total reported last year.

Of the total number of resources catalogued network-wide, RAPS reported

that 769 are used actively, an average of 51 per RAP.

RAP Task Forces

Five task forces continued from the previous year: the speech task force,

the computer task force, the CDA task force, the LEA task force and the

PA26 task force.

Two new task forces were appointed this spring: the computer technology

task force and the task force on linkages/organizations.

Each RAP was assigned to one, and in some cases, two or three task

forces.

Advisory Committees

In 1981-82, the average RAP advisory committee had 111 members, one fewer

than the previous year. Sizes ranged from eight to.22 members.

All but one RAP met the minimum contract requirements for representation

on this advisory committee.

SEA representation has decreased slightly since a year ago, from 41 to

40 states and territories. Seventy-four percentof all SEAs are members.

Three RAP advisory committees had representatives from LEAs.

Annual Survey

Because the Annual Survey was being administered in conjunction with the

Performance Indicators initiative this year and quesOonnaires were not

sent to Head Starts until May 1982, RAPs had received no specific re-

quests for assistance at the time of the evaluation site visit. Most

RAPs had informed grantees of their availability for assistance and en-

couraged programs to collect certain data early to expedite filling out

the forms.
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Head Start Telephone Survey

Telephone interviews were held with 397 Head Start programs to assess the

impact of RAP services.

The overall satisfaction score was 3.4 on a 4 point scale, an increase

over 3.1 last year. Ninety-eight percent reported no problems with RAP.

The average number of types of contacts between RAPs and Head Starts was

4,6, up markedly from 3.8 last year. Sixty -'nine percent of the respon-

dents indicated contact was mutually initiated.

Mainstreaming conferences were the most frequently occurring contact;

28 percent of the teachers within the Head Start sample were trained at

these.

Training was most commonly cited as RAP's most valivible service, followed

by distribution of materials, availability as a resource, information,

technical assistance, referral to resources, "other" work including .t4ork

with SEAs), on-site T/TA, and acting as an advocate in handico legWa

tion.

SEA Perception of RAP 5eryices

SEAs or their counterparts were zontacted in 49 states, the District of

Columbia, and the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana islands.

Overall satisfaction was 3.3 on a four point scale, a slight drop from :t.6

in 1980-81. Ninety-eight percent reported no proble:ns in their dealingr.

with RAP.

The average number of types of contact was 4.1, up from the previous ytmr

Almost two-thirds of the respondents indicated that contacts are mutually

initiated; five SEAs reported tore had been no contact initiatel by R/?

during the last year.

Information exchange %%as the most frequent contact between RAPs SEAs

for the fourth year (82%); 73 percent indicated RAP and the !::g had at-

'tended or presented at each others' meetings, workshops or conferences,

or had co-sponsored them.
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RECUMMODATIONS

Administration

o ACYF should appoint a permanent project officer as soon as possible. The

RAP network has had three project officers within one year. Strong and

central leadership has been identified as one of six key factors which

has contributed to the effectiveness of this network from the beginning.

1982-1983 will be a year in which future directions of RAP are determined,

and central national guidance which is committed to the RAP network-and

handicap effort is critical.

When the new project officer is designated ACYF should clarify all signi-

ficant contract modifications, technical directions, and letters of guid-

ance, particularly when these have altered contract obligations, so that

new personnel and all contractors may make educated policy and priority

decisions.

State Training Conferences

e After the fourth year of mainstreaming training, RAPs need a new and

natl,nal initiative. The common thrust of mainstreaming training has

met a real need, helped to solidify RAPs' identity, and strengthened the

networking among RAPs. Serious consideration'should be given to a na-

tional training effort or technique to sustain these benefits. RAPs

should be involved in the decision process.' Responses from conference

evaluation forms indicate that trainees want RAPs to offer training on

working with parents of handicapped children and training for supervisory

staff in the handicapped effort; these are corroborated by needs assess-

ments with grantees. Needs assessments also identified developing and

implementing IEPs and individualization of programming for handicapped

children as needs for the third year in a row.

There are still discrepancies between the guidance that evaluators follow

to distinguish state conferences from other training and RAP's interpre-

tation of the task. If it is determined that RAPs are to train in any
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way that is responsive to grantees' needs, then all types of training

should be counted as fulfillment of the contract task. If guidance is

unchanged, RAPs must follow the same guidance which evaluators follow.

If changed, this should be made clear by November 1, 1982.

As RAPs have broadened their audiences to include supervisory staff, and

their training to train the trainers, ACYF should determine whether the

national focus should shift to training supervisory staff instead of

teachers. If the focus remains on teachers,ACYF should issue guidance

on the number to be trained annually; if the focus changes, ACYF-should

determine whether it is necessary to train a certEinnumber.

Because 1982-83 contracts direct RAPs. to focus on social services training

if staff are already familiar with the manuals training, RAPs should be

asked to collect data on the number of social services staff trained.

Services to Head Start Grantees

If ACYF decides other training is to-be kept discrete from state training

conferences, RAPs should be directed to collect data on the numbers of

teachers, teacher aides, social services staff and others trained so that

it can be credited elsewhere in the evaluation.

Record Keeping System

The computer system must be completed quickly so that it can be inte-

grated into the routine work responsibilities of RAPs.

It is now imperative that RAPs complete their data base entry, and that

they follow guidance to use the system in a uniform manner. This is

the time for ACYF to monitor whether the RAPPLE system is fully oper-

ational at all RAPs, and whether RAPs are applying it in a consistent

fashion.
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Task Forces

All members of RAP task forces should be notified of their assignments

and who the chairperson is in writing.

All members should be notified in writing about the discontinuation of a

task force.

Task forces should be required to submit written recommendations or pro-

ducts to the Government Project Officer at the end of their assignments.

RAP Meetings

All participants should remain for the duration of the meeting so that

all members of the network receive national guidance and have an oppor-

tunity to plan national initiatives.
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